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FLAT-RATE TAX
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:10 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Robert J. Dole
(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Dole, Chafee, Symms, Grassley, Long, Byrd,
Bentsen, Baucus, and Bradley.
Also present: Senators Quayle, Hart, Nickles, Helms, and DeConcini.
[The press release announcing the hearing, background information relating to broadening the base and lowering the rates of the
income tax, and the prepared statements of Senators Dole, Bradley,
Symms, and Wallop follow:]
[Press release No. 82-162, U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Aug. 27, 1982]

FINANCE COMMITTEE SETS HEARING DATES ON FLAT-RATE TAX AND MAJOR TAX
REFORM PROPOSALS
Senator Robert J. Dole (R.-Kans.), chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, an-

nounce& today that the Committee would hold hearings on proposals to move to a
flat-rate or simplified tax system on September 27, 28, 29, 1982. The hearings will
focus on proposals that have been set forth for a flat-rate income tax, or for a simplified income tax with lower rates and fewer exceptions from the general rate, and
on alternative suggestions such as a tax on a consumption base, rather than on
income base, or a gross income tax.
The hearings will begin each day at 9:30 a.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building.
"Last May I indicated that the Finance Committee would undertake a thorough
examination this year of flat-rate and other major tax simplification proposals. This
is an issue that has attracted considerable attention, and is particularly timely in
view of our action in 1981 to reduce tax rates across the board, and the measures to

broaden the tax base in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. There
seems to be a growing consensus that lower tax rates, or a single rate, coupled with
a broader tax base would be fairer to the taxpayer as well as better for the economy," Dole said.
Senator Dole indicated that the Finance Committee would examine the details of
substantive proposals that have been made, and would be interested in receiving
testimony on alternative tax proposals to achieve the goals of greater equity, simplicity, balance, and economic efficiency in the tax system. Senator Dole also indicated that a Treasury Department study of alternative tax systems was expected to
be ready in time for the hearings.
"These hearings should serve to open a highly significant debate over the direction of tax policy in years ahead, and there are many difficult questions that need
to be answered," Senator Dole stated. "We may agree on general goals for tax
policy, but how you proceed makes a great deal of difference to the taxpayer and

the economy. If we are serious about developing a truly equitable tax system, we
must be prepared to answer these questions openly and honestly."
(1)
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Among the major issues cited by Senator Dole that would be of concern to the
Committee were the distributional impact of lowering tax rates while eliminating
most tax preferences; the degree of progressivity desired in the system; the difficulty
of-making the transition to a new system when many taxpayers have made longterm economic decisions in reliance on the tax preferences and rate structure that
now exist; and how to simplify taxation for both individuals and corporations, including the question of whether income should be taxed without regard to the form
of business organization.
"If we are interested in undertaking a major overhaul of our tax system, we have
to be attentive to the concerns of individuals and businesses who have planned their
activities based on the present system. In particular, we cannot just address the way
we tax individuals and ignore the effect that might have on those who have to
decide whether to incorporate or operate as a proprietorship. The corporate side also
must be addressed," Senator Dole stated. "Our interest as a Committee is in building a tax system that will be supported by a broad consensus so that the goals of
equity and efficiency will not be undermined in the years ahead. We hope that our
hearings will lay the groundwork for that effort."
[Reviaed prom release No. 82-162a, U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Sept. 14. 1982
FINANCE COMMIE ANNOUNCES REVISED DATES FOR FLAT-RATE TAX HEARINGS

Senator Robert J. Dole (R.-Kans.), Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
announced today that the Committee hearings on proposals to move to a flat-rate or
simplified tax system would be held on September 28, 29, and 30, 1982, rather than
on September 27, 28, 29 as previously announced (Press Release 82-162, August 27,
1982).
The hearing will begin at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, September 28, and at 10:00-a.m.
on Wednesday, September 29 and Thursday, September 30 in Room 2221 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE
FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON THE FLAT-RATE TAX
TODAY THE FINANCE COLMITTEE BEGINS THOROUGH AND COMPREHENSIVE
CONSIDERATION OF THE ISSUES RAISED BY PROPOSALS TO MOVE IN TH;
DIRECTION OF A FLAT-RATE, OR PROPORTIONAL, INCOME TAX SYSTEM. THFSE
INITIAL HEARINGS FOLLOW ON MY ANNOUNCEMENT LAST MAY THAT OUR
COMlITTEE WOULD UNDERTAKE AN EXTENSIVE REVIEW OF THE FLAT-PATE CONCEPT AND RELATED ISSUES OF TAX, SOCIAL, AND ECOnOIC POLICY. THIS
iS ONLY A BEGINNING:
THERE ARE MANY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WHO WOULD LINE TO BE HEARD ON THIS SUBJECT, AND WHILE WE CAN
ACCOMMODATE A SMALL NUMBER NOW, WE WILL DO OUR BEST IN FUTURE ROUNDS
OF HEARINGS TO HEAR EVERYONE - WE NEED TO HEA? AS WIDE AS POSSIBLE
A R N
OF OPINIONS AND PERSPECTIVES ON THIS SUBJECT, BECAUSE WE
ARE CONSIDERING FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE.
OVER 7HE NEXT THREE DAYS IT IS HOPED WE CAN BEGIN 1O ESTABLISH
A F.P-'-:E._ORK TO GUIDE FURTHER DELIBERATIONS ON RESTRUCTURING OUR TAX
SSTEM.
WE C?-N DO THAT BY CLEARLY FORMULATING 1HE BASIC OPTIONS,
BY DEVELOPING THE FACTS AND FIGURES NECESSARY :o INFORMED DECISIONS,
AND TO PINPOINT THE TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS THAT WILL HAVE
TO BE DEALT WI:'H IF WE WANT TO MODIFY THE TAX SYSTEM IN A MAJOR WAY.
OUR WUMNESSFS APE PREPARED TO HELP US DO ALL CF THAT; IN PARTICULAR
THE TREASUPT DEPARTMENT HAS EXAMINED THE ISSUE IN SOME DETAIL, AND
WHILE THEY ARE NOT PREPARED TO MAKE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS AT
THIS TIME, i HOPE THAT WE WILL GET AN !NDICATION OF HOW THE ADMINISTRATION THINKS WE OUGHT TO PROCEED, AND OF HOW THEY RANK THE ISSUES
IN TERMS OF PRIORITIES. THIS MORNING'S TESTIMONY FROM ASSISTANT
SECRETARY CHAPOTON SHOULD PROVIDE ABLE ASSISTANCE IN FORMULATING
OPTIONS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION.
BASIC CHOICES
AT THE OUTSET, I WOULD LIKE TO OUTLINE SOME OF THE BASIC
CHOICES WE HAVE BEFORE US IN CONNECTION WITH THE FLAT-RATE ISSUE.
SOME OF THESE CHOICES ARE SIMPLY MATTERS OF TRYING TO FORMULATE
THE BEST TAX POLICY; SOME OF THEM ARE PRIMARILY DECISIONS ABOUT
ECONOMIC POLICY; AND OTHERS ARE REALLY POLITICAL DECISIONS, OR
DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT IS BEST FOR OUR SOCIETY.
FOR EXAMPLE, WE HAVE TO DECIDE WHETHER SIGNIFICANT PROGRESSION
IN RATES IS DESIRABLE--AS UNDER THE PRESENT SYSTEM--OR WHETHER
EVERYONE SHOULD PAY THE SAME PROPORTION OF INCOME IN TAXES. THE
ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION WILL DEPEND IN PART ON YOUR VIEW OF HOW
IMPORTANT THE PRINCIPLE OF PROGREFSIVITY IS TO M:AINTAINING POPULAR
SUPPORT FOR THE TAX SYSTEM. THE ANSWER ALSO WILL DEPEND ON SOME
SIMPLE FACTS:
HOW f"OGRESSIVE IS THE PRESENT SYSTEM, WHEN YOU TAKE
INTO ACCOUNT THE DIShRIBUTION OF TAX PREFERENCES AVAILABLE UNDER
PaESENT LAW, PARTICULAPLY DEDUCTIONS THAT TE:D TO FAVOR THOSE IN
HIGHER RA7
BRACKETS.
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WE ALSO HAVE TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH A GAIN IN SIMPLICITY
AND ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY CAN BE MADE BY MOVING TO A STREAMLINED
LO -PATE OR FLAT-RATE STRUCTURE. DEFINING INCOME WILL ALWAYS BE
A SOURCE OF MAJOR COMPLEXITY, AND CUTTING OUT TAX PREFEREN:CES AS
SUCH DOES NOT DEAL WITH THAT PROBLEM. A LARGE ZERO BRACKET, IF
IT WERE ADOPTED AS PART OF A RESTRUCTURING OF OUR TAX SYSTEM, COULD
PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT GAINS IN SIMPLICITY BE REDUCING THE NUMBER OF
ITEMIZERS.
AGAIN, HOWEVER, WE WOULD NEED TO EVALUATE THE IMPACT
OF SUCH A CHANGE ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TAX BURDEN AND IN
TERMS OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY.
IN ADDITION, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF SPECIFIC WAYS IN WHICH A
FLAT-RATE, OR LOWER-RATE, TAX SYSTEM MIGHT BE STRUCTURED.
A SINGLE
RATE COULD BE APPLIED, AS SOME PROPOSE, TO A COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
BASE. THIS WOULD MEAN EVERYONE PAYING THE SAME PROPORTION OF
INCOME IN TAX, WITH CHANGES IN THE TYPES OF THINGS WE HAVE USUALLY
INCLUDED iN INCOME:
ITEMS SUCH AS SOCIAL SECURITY AND RETIREMENT
BENEFITS, AMONG OTHERS.
ALTERNATIVELY, RATES COULD BE SIGNIFICANTLY
REDUCED AND THE BASE BROADENED BY ELIMINATING A RANGE OF TAX PREFERENCES, BUT WITHOUT GOING ALL THE WAY TOWARD A SINGLE RATE WITH A
COMPREHENSIVE BASE.
THESE TWO BASIC OPTIONS CAN BE VARIED, IN
ADDITION, BY INCLUDING IN EITHER A LARGE ZERO BRACKET:
GUARANTEEING
A DEGREE OF PROGRESSIVITY AND PROTECTION FOR LOWER-INCOME TAXPAYERS,
WITH SOME GAIN IN SIMPLICITY AS WELL FROM REDUCING THE NUMBER OF
ITEMIZERS, ASSUMING THE OPTION OF RETAINING SOME DEDUCTIONS IS
CHOSEN. FINALLY, WE COULD CONSIDER A FLAT-RATE TAX ON A LESS
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME BASE; PRESERVING SOME BASIC TAX PREFERENCES
THAT HAVE WIDE SUPPORT, BUT AT THE SAME TIME PRESUMABLY REQUIRING
A HIGHER RATE TO GENERATE THE NECESSARY AMOUNT OF REVENUE.
THESE
FIVE OPTIONS, AND A DISCUSSION OF SOME MAJOR ISSUES IN CORPORATE
TAXATION THAT ARE RAISED BY THE FLAT-RATE DEBATE, ARE DISCUSSED IN
MORE DETAIL IN A NARRATIVE OUTLINE AND MEMORAINDUM ON CORPORATE
ISSUES, WHICH I WILL INCLUDE IN THE RECORD FOLLOWING MY STATEMENT
AND MAKE AVAILABLE TO THE MEMBERS FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
WHAT IT COMES DOWN TO IS A CHOICE OF WAYS TO PROCEED.
EVERYONE WANTS GREATER EQUITY IN THE TAX CODE, AND A SIMPLER SYSTEM, AND
A TAX SYSTEM THAT PROMOTES--OR AT LEAST DOES NOT INHIBIT--ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY.
CHOOSING THE SYSTEM THAT BEST BALANCES EACH OF THESE
GOALS IS NOT EASY- HOWEVER:
AND DECIDING HOW TO MOVE TOWARDS A
BETTER SYSTEM MAY BE THE MOST DIFFICULT COICE OF ALL.
HOW TO PROCEED
THE WAYS IN WHICH WE MIGHT PROCEED SEEM, TO THIS SNATOR AT
LEAST, TO BE FAIRLY STRAIGHTFORWARD.
FIRST, WE COULD CONTINUE TO
WORK THROUGH THE TAX CODE ON AN ITEM-BY-ITEM BASIS AND MAKE
DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT SHOULD GO OR BE MODIFIED AND WHAT SHOULD BE
PRESERVED:
IN OTHER WORDS, FURTHER BASE-BROADENING AND TAX REFORM
EFFORTS COMPARABLE TO THOSE INCLUDED IN THIS YEAR'S TAX EQUITY
AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT.
THIS APPROACH COULD BRING SUBSTANTIAL GAINS IN EQUITY AND SIMPLICITY OVER TIME, BUT IT WOULD
NOT NECESSARILY INVOLVE THE KIND OF FUNDAMENTAL RETHINKING OF OUR
TAX STRUCTURE THAT MANY PEOPLE SEEM TO WANT.
INSTEAD, WE MIGHT DO AS SOME ARE URGING, AND AGREE ON A
MAJOR REVISION OF THE TAX SYSTEM IN THE DIRECTION OF LOWER RATES
AND A BROADER BASE, AND TAKE THE NECESSARY STEPS TO IMPLEMENT SUCH
A SYSTEM.
THIS WOULD MEAN AN EXPLICIT CHOICE OF A NEW APPROACH TO
TAXES; COMPREHENSIVE AND CAREFULLY THOUGHT OUT; AND A DIFFICULT
PERIOD OF TRANSITION T0 RECONCILE THE NEW SYSTEM WITH THE OLD WHILE
SAFEGUARDING THE ECONOMIC INTERESTS OF THOSE WHO HAVE MADE FINANCIAL
DECISIONS BASED ON THE PRESENT SYSTEM.
THE POTENTIAL PITFALLS WITH
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THIS APPROACH ARE THAT IT REQUIRES LONG-RANGE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION, AND THERE IS THE RISK THAT THE CONSENSUS BEHIND THE
NEW SYSTEM COULD ERODE DURING THE LENGTHY COURSE OF IMPLEMENTATION.
THAT COULD LEAVE US WITH A SYSTEM NO BETTER, OR EVEN WORSE, THAN
PRESENT LAW.
FINALLY, WE MIGHT AGREE TO PROCEED, AGAIN ON A STEP-BY-STEP
BASIS, TO COUPLE BASE-BROADENING MEASURES WITH RATE REDUCTIONS IN
AN EFFORT TO SIMPLIFY THE SYSTEM AND REDUCE TAX-INDUCED DISTORTIONS
OF ECONOMIC DECISION-M.AKING.
THE ADVANTAGES HERE WOULD BE THAT
WE WOULD HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO THINK OUT EACH STEP AS IT IS TAKEN,
AND TO BUILD A CONSENSUS ON THE DESIRABILITY OF THOSE STEPS. THE
DISADVANTAGE IS THAT YOU WOULD NOT MAKE A SPECIFIC COMMITMENT TO A
BOTTOM-LINE GOAL FOR OUR INCOME TAX POLICY.
MUCH TO &E DONE
JUST OUTLINING THE POLICY OPTIONS AND PROCEDURAL OPTIONS
MAKES CLEAR HOW MUCH THERE IS TO BE DONE IF WE WANT TO REBUI-D OUR
TAX SYSTEM IN A WAY THAT IS FAIRER, SIMPLER, AND BETTER FOR THE
ECONOMY. NO SYSTEM CAN BE SUSTAINED WITHOUT A STRONG POPULAR
INDEED, A MAJOR REASON WE ARE CONSIDERING FUNDAMENTAL
CONSENSUS:
REFORMS IS THE INDICATION OF WEAKENING CONSENSUS BEHIND OUR PRESENT
SYSTEM, AS DEMONSTRATED BY IHE GROWING COMPLIANCE PROBLEM.
WE DO
NOT WANT TO HASTILY ADOPT A SYSTEM THAT CANNOT BE SUSTAINED OVER
TIME, EITHER BECAUSE OF TECHNICAL FLAWS OR IACK OF POPUI.AR SUPPORT.
SO OUR TASK IS TO BEGIN TO SEARCH OUT TEE KIND OF CONSENSUS
NEEDED TO SUPPORT ANY FAR-REACHING CHANGE IN TAX POLICY. THE
DIRECTION HAS BEEN SET, IN A WAY, BY THE RATE REDUCTIONS ADOPTED
IN 1981 AND THE BASE-BROADENING AND COMPLIANCE MEASURES WE AGREED
TO THIS YEAR.
WE HAVE ALREADY MOVED TOWARDS LOWER RATES AND A
BROADER BASE, AND HAVE PUT THE PRESSURE ON TO REEXAMINE THE TAX
SYSTEM BY INDEXING INDIVIDUAL RATES TO END BRACKET CREEP. THERE
DOES SEEM TO BE A GROWING CONSENSUS FOR FURTHER REDUCTION OF
RATES AND BROADENING OF THE TAX BASE. WITH PROPER BALANCING OF THE
GOALS OF EQUITY, EFFICIENCY, AND SIMPLICITY, THAT CONSENSUS CAN
GROW, AND IT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO OPEN THE WAY TOWARDS THE FIRST
MAJOR RESTRUCTURING OF TAXES IN YEARS.
I HOPE THE WITNESSES THIS
MORNING, AND OVER THE COURSE OF THESE HEARINGS, WILL SHED SOME
LIGHT ON THE PROSPECTS FOR DRAMATIC CHANGE IN TAXATION AS WELL AS
HELP CLARIFY OUR CHOICES.
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ANALYSIS OF PROPOSALS
RELATING TO

BROADENING THE BASE AND LOWERING
THE RATES OF THE INCOME TAX

PREPARED FOR THE USE OF THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
BY THE STAFF OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

INTRODUCTION
This pamphlet has been prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation in connection with the hearings scheduled for September 28-30, 1982, by the Senate Finance Committee on lowering tax
rates and broadening the base of the income tax. Part I of the pamphlet discusses the general objectives of comprehensive tax reform.
art II describes the basic characteristics of the base broadening and
rate reduction proposals. Part III analyzes some of the important
issues that arise in considering major modifications to the income tax.
Part IV deals with the problem of making a transition from the
resent system to a new system. An appendix summarizes the principal
lls introduced in the 97th Congress that lower tax rates and
significantly broaden the income tax base.
(1)
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1. OBJECTIVES OF COMPREHENSIVE TAX REFORM
PROPOSALS
Several criteria are commonly used when evaluating tax proposals,
including equity, efficiency,- and simplicity. Individuals often agree
that the revenue which is raised by the tax system should be collected
in a manner which is as fair as possible, which produces as little
unintended distortion in the economy as possible, and which is as
simple to administer and understand as possible. In addition, certain
provisions of the tax system have been enacted to encourage specific
activities which Congress has felt should"be promoted. The questions
of equity, efficiency, simplicity, and the eitcouragement of specific
activities are central to the discussion of whether the present tax system should be changed by enacting one of the comprehensive tax
proposals presently being discussed.
A. Equity

Horizontal equity and ability to pay taxes
A common assertion is that taxes, other than user fees collected
from beneficiaries of specific programs, should be collected in accordance with a taxpayer's ability to pay taxes. Thus, taxpayers with equal
ability to pay taxes should pay equal amounts of tax and, correspondingly, any taxpayer with a greater ability to pay should pay more tax.
This concept is sometimes called horizontal equity. An additional
dimension of equity, sometimes known as vertical equity, is the actual
amount by which the tax liability of the taxpayer with the higher
ability to pay exceeds that of the other taxpayer.

Income as a measure of ability-to-pay
To apply concepts of equity to the design of a tax system, it is
necessary to measure each taxpayer's ability to pay taxes. In the
United States, there is a tradition that a taxpayer's income is a valid
measure of his or her ability to pay taxes. In this context, income is
defined as the ability to provide oneself with goods and services, other
than those goods and services which are necessary to earn the income.
Thus, for this purpose, income is generally measured by subtracting
from the sum of the gross receipts and appreciation in asset value of a
taxpayer the amounts spent on goods or services which are costs of
generating those gross receipts and that appreciation.
Although there are many problems obtaining all the information
necessary to produce an accurate measure of income (some of the most
important problems are discussed in the third part of this pamphlet), income is a commonly accepted measure of ability to pay taxes.
It is often asserted that individuals with a relatively high ability to
purchase goods and services which satisfy needs for private consumption also have a relatively high ability to purchase those goods and
services which provide four public consumption needs, i.e., goods and
(8)
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services provided by the government. If it is then agreed that those
with a relatively high ability to purchase these goods and services
should also be required to make a relatively high contribution toward
defraying their cost, then it follows that the revenues necessary to pay
for government spending should be raised by an income tax.
On the other hand. several arguments may be put forth as to why
income should not be relied on as the basic index of ability to pay
taxes. First, some assert that actual consumption of goods and services, not potential consumption (i.e., income), is a fairer basis for
taxation. This is consistent with the belief that taxation should be
based on the actual satisfaction derived from goods and services, rather
than the ability to purchase them, and actual satisfaction may be
more closely related to expenditures for goods and services than to
income.
Second, it can be argued that income may be misleading as a single
index of ability to pay taxes because no account is taken of the time
and effort expended on earning that income. Many would agree, for
example, that someone who works 20 hours per week to earn a given
amount of income should pay more tax than someone who works 40
hours per week to earn the same amount. This is because the former
taxpayer has greater leisure time to enjoy the available goods and
services and because one's leisure is itself valuable. Similarly, someone
who works at a less pleasant job should pay less than someone with the
same income who works in a more pleasant environment. Yet, under a
tax system in which tax liability is based solely on income, no account
is taken of these differences, and it would be extremely difficult to
design a tax system that took these and similar problems into account.
A third problem is disagreement over what expenses should be subtracted from gross receipts as a cost of earning income. For example,
questions have arisen about the extent to wlch business meals and
entertainment should be deductible, and it can be argued that medical
expenses should be deducted front the amount subject to tax because
these expenses are the cost of maintaining health, which is necessary
to earn income.
Vertical equity
In spite of these problems, in the U.S. income is commonly accepted
as a basis for taxation. Thus, the horizontal equity concept requires
that taxpayers with equal incomes should have equal tax liabilities.
Vertical equity is much more subjective since it involves the comparison of ability to pay for taxpayers with different amounts of resources.
Since there is no widely accepted yardstick for making these comparisons, the degi %eto whiich tax liability should vary with income is a
value judgment.
The concept of progressivity is often discussed in this context. A
progessive tax is one for which the ratio of tax liability to the tax base
(e.g., income) rises as the tax base rises. Many argue that this is appropriate. On the other hand, others contend that the ratio of taxes to
income should be constant (a proportional tax system) or should
decline as income rises (a regressive system).
One argument for progressivity is that, if people examined the
vertical equity question from the point of view of the very beginning
of their lives: when they did not know exactly where they would ena
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up in the income distribution, they would be willing to agree to laws
tinder which government would mitigate, to some extent, whatever
inequalities emerged from a market economy. Progressivity is attacked, however, by those who view a taxpayer's income as essentially
the fruit of his own labor and resources. Under this view, the government should have very little role in equalizing the amounts which
individuals are left with after taxes, since individuals are entitled to
whatever income arises from their own labor or property. This view is,
in turn, contested by those who contend that labor and property have
value only because society establishes laws and regulations which allow
each individual to engage in economic activity with relatively little
interference from others. To be sustained, these laws and regulations
must be accepted even by those who are relatively unsuccess ful.Thus,
because society establishes the framework which allows labor and
property to be valuable resources, it can also establish a progressive
tax system and other mechanisms to achieve an equitable distribution
of income.
In sum, although equity is an integral part of tax policy, it involves
subjective judgments over which there is likely to be considerable
disagreement.
B. Efficiency
Another widely accepted goal of tax policy is that taxes should
interfere as little as possible with the incentives to engage in specific
types of economic activity, except to the extent that Congress intends
such effects. This goal is known as economic efficiency.
Virtually any tax which meets accepted equity criteria, creates
some interference with economic incentives. In order to have no such
effect, a tax would have to be determined on the basis of some characteristic over which an individual has no control. For example, a head
tax equal to a specified, constant amount per person would have no
incentive effects, since it could not be avoided, but it also would be
regarded by many as extremely unfair. On the other hand, a tax which
varies with income creates a disincentive for earning income. Even
taxes on consumption create disincentives for earning income since
they reduce the potential amount of goods and services which may be
purchased with the income earned from a given amount of property
or work effort.
Similar trade-offs may exist with respect to vertical equity and
efficiency. For example, it has been argued that a progressive tax system creates considerable inefficiency by encumbering additional income with the imposition of a still higher tax rates. In the extreme
case, a 100-percent tax on additional income would eliminate any incentive to earn that income. Yet, from the point of view of equity,
many argue that progressive tax rates are essential to establish a
proper relationship between tax burdens and ability to pay. Therefore, given the notions of horizontal and vertical equity that are commonly accepted, there is frequently a conflict between the efficiency
and equity goals of tax policy. Balancing these competing considerations is one of the most diffi ult aspects of formulating a tax system.
The concept of economic efficiency uses as a benchmark the production of goods and services which would occur in a market economy in
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the absence of taxes. Economists generally regard this allocation of
resources as a useful reference point because, under certain conditions,
it insures that available economic resources are arrayed in such a way
as to produce the highest possible amount of consumer satisfaction.
Relative to this benchmark, taxes change the incentives to engage
in various types of economic activity (e.g., work, investment, consumption of specific goods and services), which reduces the ability of the
economy to satisfy consumer demands.
Thus, some inefficiency is inherent in virtually all taxes which are
acceptable from the equity standpoint. However, a major gol of tax
policy is to reduce this inefficiency to as low a level as possible.
C. Simplicity
A third goal of tax policy ia simplicity. This is a serious concern
for at least two basic reasons--compliance costs and the perception of
equity.
First, a complicated tax system requires a large amount of resources
to administer and understand. When the system has a large number of
discrete provisions and mandates that many fine distinctions are to be
made among types of income or expenses, a long series of complicated
rules are necessary. The agency administering the system must have a
large staff to formulate the rules and to insure that taxpayers calculate
tax liability correctly. Taxpayers themselves must invest large amounts
of time in understanding the rules so as to avoid overpaying their
taxes, or alternatively, find that they are better off by paying for
professional tax advice and preparation. This time and effort diverted
from other activities is a source of inefficiency generated by the tax
system in addition to the disincentive effects described in the previous
section.
A second reason for a general preference for a simple tax system
is that under a complicated system, similarly situated taxpayers may
have different tax liabilities because they are not equal in their ability
to understand the rules o1 pay for professional tax advice. This situation may undermine the perception that the tax system is horizontally
equitable. Taxpayers may suspect that others are paying less tax not
because they have lower ability to pay, but rather because they have
better access to knowledge about the details of the system. If these
feelings are widespread they may contribute to a feeling that the
system is not fair.
A very simple tax system, however, may rank low from the equity
and efficiency viewpoints. For example, a complete measure of income
includes all fringe benefits. The failure to tax all fringes may lower
the equity of the system by not imposing equal taxes on individuals
with equal income; the efficiency of the system would be lowered because artificial incentives would be created for greater consumption
of these benefits. However, it may be quite complex to define the rules
necessary to tax certain forms of fringe benefits. Thus, as with other
elements of tax policy, a balance must be struck among competing
objectives.
D. Stimulating Other
Activities
Some provisions of the tax law have been enacted to encourage particular activities rather than to promote the goals discussed above. For
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example, when Congress enacted tax credits for energy conservation
expenditures, it did so not to increase the equity, efficiency, or simplicity of the tax system, but rather to increase spending on goods which
reduce energy consumption. This subsidy could have been provided
through a spending program, but, instead, the tax system was chosen
as the means by which the subsidy was administered.
Iii certain cases, there are advantages to providing subsidies through
the tax system, since it provides an administrative mechanism, already
in place, reaching a large majority of the American public.
At the same time, providing the subsidy through the tax system
rather than some other mechanism may tend to interfere with the
equity of the tax system. These subsidies result in a system in which tax
liability is not made equal for taxpayers with equal ability to pay, and
they change the relationship of tax liabilities for taxpayers with different levels of ability to pay. Further, such subsidies make the system more complicated, and may raise questions of efficiency. Although
the provision of these subsidies through another administrative mechanism also would involve similar issues of equity, efficiency, and simplicity, taxpayers' perceptions of the workings of the entire tax system
may be affected when they are administered through a tax mechanism.
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II. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPREHENSIVE TAX
PROPOSALS
The Appendir to this pamphlet provides a description of the comprehensive tax proposals which have been-introduced in the 97bh Congress. While the details of these bills vary substantially, it is useful to
categorize into five groups the changes these bills would make in the
present tax system:
(1) The bills generally would expand the tax base by repealing
a variety of deductions, exclusions and credits in the present
system.
(2) Marginal tax rates applied to the base would be lowered
substantially

(3) The degree of steepness in rate schedule, the rate at which
marginal tax rates increased with income, would be reduced.
(4) The aggregate distribution of tax burdens by income class
would be altered Dy some of the proposals.
(5) The total amount of revenue raised by the corporate and
individual income taxes would be changed by some of the
proposals.
This part of the pamphlet considers some of the features of the present income tax which are relevant to these issues and contains a gen;
eral discussion of them.
A. Changes in the Tax Base
All of the proposals under discussion would make substantial
changes in the tax base. In all cases. significant items not now subject
to tax would be included in the base.
Many of the proposals appear to adopt a relatively comprehensive
definition of income as the primary basis for taxation. The designers of
most of the proposals appear to have made the judgment that income
is the best measure of taxpaying capacity and that taxpayers with
equal income should have equal tax liability. In addition, it appears
that they believe that many of the exclusions, deductions, and credits
in the present system are inequitable, inefficient, or complex, or at least
have decided that the benefits that these provisions may have are outweighed by the advantages of the other changes made by the bills, such
as reductions in marginal tax rates.
Important background for analyzing these base-broadening proposals is provided by comparison of the amount of income actually subject to tax under the present individual income tax and the income recorded in the national income and product accounts. Table 1 presents
the relationship between gross national product and taxable income in
the United States in 1980.
Gross national product was more than double the estimated individual income tax base-$2.6 trillion versus $1.0 trillion. The $1.6 trillion
dollar difference is composed of two parts. First., about $0.2 trillion of
income items are included in the tax base but not gross national product. These include government subsidies, certain interest income,
transfer payments, capital gains and taxable pensions and income of
subchapter S corporations. Although not included in GNP, many
would argue that these are properly includible in an income tax base.
In fact, substantial additional portions of transfer payments and capital gains would be subject to tax under the proposals.
(8)
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TABLE 1. RECONCILIATION OEGNP AND TAXABLE
INCOME, 1980
Amount
Item
($ billions)
Gross national product ---------------------------2, 633. 1
-Depreciation
-------------------------------- -293.2
-Indirect business taxes
------------------------- 213.0
-Statistical discrepancy -------------------------3.9
+Government subsidies -------------------------+5.5
- Corporate retained earnings ------------------ 125.7
- Employer social insurance contributions -----------115.3
+Net interest paid by government and consumers ------ +75.7
+Taxable government transfers -------------------+21.1
-Fringe benefits excluded from AGI ---------------125.4
-Imputed ineom, in GNP ------------------------59.3
- Investment income of insurance companies and pension
funds
------------------------------------ -45.0
-Investment income of nonprofit organizations and
fiduciaries
--------------------------------- -18.8
-Differences
in accounting treatment between GNP and
AGI
------------------------------------- -12.1
-Income of nonfilers and unreported income ---------150.8
-Other discrepancies between GNP and AG ----------25. 6
+Capital gains in AGI -------------------------28. 5
+Taxable private pensions----------------------+29.4
+ Subchapter S corporation income -----------------+0. 9
Adjusted gross income
----------------------------1,606. 3
-AGI on nontaxable returns ------------------58.9
-Medical deduction
---------------------------- -12.4
- Tax deduction
------------------------------- -67.3
-Interest deduction ----------------------------84.7
- Charitable deductions
------------------------- -24.7
- Other deductions
----------------------------- -15.2
+ Floor under itemized deductions (zero bracket amount
on itemizing returns) ------------------------87.0
-Personal exemptions
-------------------------- 185.6
Taxable income on taxable returns (level deficits) --------- 1,244. 5
-Deduction equivalent of tax credits (estimated) ------ -27.0
-Zero bracket amount.
-------------------------- 212. 8
Tax base (estxlmated)------------------------------1,004. 7
Income tax after credits ----------------------------247. 5
Sources: Survey of Current Business, July 1982; Statistic8 of Ineovne: 8O! Bulletin, Winter 1981-89; Internal Revenue Service; and
staff estimates.

11-384 0 - 83 -- 2
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The second component of the difference between GNP and taxable
income is approximately $1.8 trillion of income and deduction items
which are included in GNP but not in the tax base. MAuch of this difference, however, would not be available for net base broadening under
a revised income tax. First, approximately $0.5 trillion consists of depreciation and indirect business taxes, which may be considered as costs
of earning income. (However, some of the bills described in the apperndix appear to deny deductions for these items.) Second, $0.1 trillion of income is not reported; subjecting this amount to tax would ded on compliance measures rather than changes in the statutory tax
. Third, corporate retained earnings were a approximately $0.1 trillioi. This amount already is subject to tax at the corporate level, and
thus a substantial portion of this may not -beavailable for broadening
tho combined base of the corporate and individual taxes. Fourth, the
$0.4 to $0.5 trillion accounted for by the zero bracket amount, personal
exemptions, adjusted gross income on nontaxable returns, and income
of nonfilers whose income is below the filing requirement is most usefully thought of as part of the rate structure. (Equity considerations
lead the designers of all these proposals to exempt some amount of income from tax, using either a zero bracket amount, personal exemptions, tax credits or a combination of these approaches.) The total of
these four amounts generally not available for base broadening is approximately $1.2 trillion. Thus, of the $1.8 trillion of items not included in the tax base under the present system, about $0.6 trillion
could realistically be included in the base of a comprehensive tax on
net income.. This consists of about $0.4 trillion of fringe 'benefits, investment income of pension plans and nonprofit organizations, and
other items not included in adjusted gross income, and about $0.2 trillion of itemized deductions and tax credits. If these items had been
included in taxable income in 1980, the tax base would have been approximately 60 percent larger.
The proposals summarized in the appendix broaden the tax base
considerably by increasing the amounts of capital gains, transfer payments, fringe benefits, investment income and other income items
included in the tax base and reducing allowable deductions and credits.
At this time, however, a quantitative analysis of the extent of this
base broadening for each proposal is not available.
B. Lowering Marginal Tax Rates
In all of the proposals, margnal tax rates are substantially reduced.
This reduction appears to be motivated by efficiency and equity
considerations.

Efficiency
Many economists would agree that high marginal tax rates can
cause considerable economic inefficiency, both by interfering with th.
incentives for work and saving, and by magnifying the effects caused
by differences between the tax base which may be chosen purely for
efficiency reasons and the base which actually is implemented in the
law.
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An individual's marginal tax rate is the rate applicable to the last
or to the next dollar income received. If an individual is subject to a
25-percent marginal rate, then the return to additional work effort and
saving is reduced by 25 percent. For example, if this individual is
considering working on an overtime assignment which pays $40, then
the after-tax reward to this work effort is $30. A higher marginal tax
rate would reduce the return to this work effort even further, affecting
the incentive to undertake the assignment. A similar point may be
made with respect to investment decisions. If the individual with a
25-percent marginal rate invests in a security with a 10-percent return,
the after-tax return would be 7.5 percent. Thus, the marginal tax rate
affects the incentive to save rather than use the same resources for
current consumption. The same reasoning may be used to show that
marginal tax rates also influence the incentives to engage in activities which are heavily taxed versus those which are lightly taxed. With
high marginal rates, for example, there is more incentive to invest in
lightly taxed investments or to take jobs in which a high proportion
of compensation is in the form of non-taxable fringe benefits than
would be the case with low marginal rates.
Effect on laborsupply
The effect of changes in marginal tax rates in distorting incentives
is sometimes referred to as the "substitution effect." Most of the studies
which have been performed on the effect of after-tax wage rates on
work effort have found that the substitution effect of after-tax wage
changes in hours worked is quite small for husbands but rather large
for wives, especially wives with children. Since the substitution effect
is measured by holding after-tax income constant, this is the proper
measure of the incentive effect of a marginal rate reduction, as opposed
to the "income" effects which would occur because of the income increase attributable to any tax reduction. This empirical finding is
confirmed in one of the most recent and sophisticated studies,1 except
that a significant substitution effect is found for husbands, as well as
wives. Thus, these studies indicate that if marginal tax rates were
lowered, holding other factors (including after-tax income) constant,
some individuals would be willing to work a larger number of hours.
This could be manifested as greater willingness to work full-time
instead of part-time, greater acceptance of overtime assignments, less
absenteeism, and a larger number of individuals in thelabor force.'
It should also be noted that there are several other possible impacts
of marginal tax rates on work-related activities. First, it has been
argued that reduction in marginal tax rates could improve compliance
with the income tax, although there is little evidence which bears
directly on this question. Second, it has been argued that high marginal tax rates have induced employees to demand a larger portion of
their compensation in the form of tax-free fringe benefits, such as
IJerry A. Hausman, "Labor Supply," in Henry J. Aaron and Joseph A. Pech-

man, eds., How Taxes Affect Economic Behatior, Brookings Institution, 1981.

2 It should be noted that a tax proposal which raised after-tax Income could

have offsetting "income" effects because some individuals would respond to their
additional income by taking more leisure time. Thus, the evidence of a significant

substitution effect does not mean that a tax cut would increase labor supply,
only that a cut in marginal tax rates offset by other changes in after-tax Income
would do so.
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health insurance, than would be the case with lower marginal rates,
and this substitution of fringe benefits for cash may reduce the efficiency with which the economy satisfies employees' needs. To the extent
that such effects exist, they would be lessened if marginal tax rates
were lowered.

Effect of marginaltax rates on saving
If an individual saves a dollar rather than spending it on current
consumption, he or she generally will be able to have in excess of one
dollar available for consumption in a future period. The amount of
this excess depends on the return available for funds saved and on the
marginal tax rate appicable to this return. The quantity of consumer
goods which can b3 purchased in the future with a given amount of
,money will depend on the rate of inflation. Thus, the after-tax return
(adjusted for inflation) determines the extra future consumption
that a person can have by saving and thus sacrificing one dollar of
current consumption. The lower the after-tax return, the more attractive is the option to consume now rather than save. As an important
determinant of the after-tax return, the marginal tax rate is likely
to affect this choice.
As in the above analysis of work effort, it is important to distinguish
between the income and substitution effects of marginal tax rate
changes on the choice between current and future consumption. Any
tax reduction, including a reduction in marginal rates, will increase
after-tax income and thus generally will lead to an increase in both
current and future consumption. However. as discussed above, marginal tax rate reductions also would have incentive, or substitution.
effects, because they change the rate at which the taxpayer can trade
off between current and future consumption. 'rhis discussion emphasizes the substitution effects, which are unique to marginal tax rate
reductions anti which measure the economic inefficiency created by
taxes.
Three distinct sources of concern with high marginal tax rates
have been cited by economists who have analyzed the effects of the
income tax on current and future consumption. The first concern is
the effect of the marginal tax rates on individuals' incentives to
consume in current rather than future periods; the second is the
effect of marginal tax rates on aggregate saving, investment, and
productivity: and the third involves the effect of the tax system on
the composition of saving as a result of its effect on incentives'to invest
in lightly taxed versus heavily taxed activities and its incentive to
borrow-the deduction for non-business interest.
The fact that the marginal tax rates implicit in the current income
tax discourage future consumption creates a distortion (relative to a
tax system with a marginal rate of zero, such as a percapitahead tax).
The importance of this distortion depends on the responsiveness of future consumption to a change in the after-tax rate of return on saving,
holding income constant. Empirical studies of this sensitivity are much
less, numerous than those of labor supply response. The methodological
difficulties of studvinq the responsiveness of consumption to the rate
of return are greater because the expected real return (not of expected
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inflation) must be measured and because the statistical analysis must
be performed using time series of observations on total U.S. income and
consumption. This methodology requires the assumption that the quantitative relationships among the variables have been unchanged for a
long period of time. In spite of these methodological problems, empirical studies do indicate that individuals' plans for future consumption
are sensitive to the after-tax rate of return. The marginal tax rate
on capital income also may affect the choice between labor and leisure,
as well as the choice between present and future consumption. For
example, a greater after-tax rate of return may make it more attractive for individuals to work for the purpose of increasing their consumption in retirement years. However, this sort of effect has not been
firmly substantiated in empirical research.
The second major concern which has been raised concerning the
effect of marginal tax rates on capital income has been their effect on
aggregate savings and, thus, investment and productivity. For a
variety of reasons, however, the link between aggregate investment and
the marginal tax rates in the individual income tax is very uncertain.
First, investment may be affected much more directly by other factors,
such as the tax treatment of depreciation allowances. Second, the effect
of income tax changes on private saving could be offset to the extent
that there is a revenue loss. which leads to less government saving.
Finally, even though it is likely that a higher after-tax return may
increase future consumption. it is not clear as a theoretical matter
that personal savings would increase simultaneously. This is the case
because a higher return on savings actually lowers the amount which
an individual needs to save in the current period in order to achieve
any future consumption goal. Personal saving would increase in response to an increase in the after-tax rate of return only if desired
future consumption increases sufficiently to offset this effect. Whether
this is, in fact, the case can be determined only by empirical studies.
Although these studies are extremely difficult to perform for the reasons discussed above, there is some indication that future consumption
may be stimulated sufficiently by increasing the after-tax return that
total personal saving may increase modestly in response to such a
change.
The income tax also influences decisions about the particular forms
in which taxpayers do their saving, which affects the allocation of
capital in the economy. The first concern is that the income tax imposes heavier tax rates on some activities than others (e.g., tax shelters,
owner-occuied housing, and precious metals). This provides an incentive to shift from the heavily taxed activities, which may be more
productive. to lightly taxed activities. The size of this incentive depends on the marginal tax rate. Thus, it is argued, reducing the marginal tax rate nifty encourage individuals to shift from less productive
to more productive forms of saving. The second concern relates to the
i'r&sent law deduction for non-business interest. Since this provision
is, in effect, an encouragement for borrowing, i.e., dissaving, it is
argued that reducing marginal tax rates could encourage saving by
reducing the incentive to borrow. Finally, it is argued that because
the inconie from assets subject to capital gains treatment is taxed only
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when the assets are sold. high marginal tax rates discourage sales and
prevent these assets from being employed in their most efficient uses.
Thus. lower marginal income tax rates could increase efficiency by
reducing this "lock-in" effect.
rho bills discussed here tend to take several approaches to improving saving incentives. All of the bills attempt. to achieve greater uniformity in the tax treatment of saving and income from capital by
reducing or eliminating preferelntial treatment for certain types of
saving relative to others. Also, the bills reduce marginal tax rates,
which reduces the adverse impact of whatever distortions remain.
Sonic of the bills, however, go farther than this and attempt to structure a system in which the effective tax rate on saving is zero. (See
S. "2147and H.R. 66'28).

Equity
From an equity perspective, reducing marginal tax rates also may
be viewed as desirable. Many argue that it is unfair for a high portion
of each additional dollar of income earned by an individual
to be absorbed as increased tax liability. In passing the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981, Congress lowered the highest. marginal
rate in the tax schedules from 70 percent to 50 percent. Much of the
discuision of this change involved the belief that a marginal tax rate
as high as 70 percent caused undue interference with the incentives for
efficient economic performance. However, another important source
of support for this reduction was the feeling that it was unfair for
the tax system to claim more than half of each additional dollar earned
by taxpayers. Presumably, this indicates that one accepted equity obiective of tax policy is to keel) marginal tax rates below some threshold
level.
C. Reducing the Progressivity of the Rate Schedules
The authors of the proposals appear to believe that it is desirable
to reduce 9ignificantlv the number of tax brackets in the rote schedules
and to reduce the difference between the bottom and top rates of the
income tax. Several of the proposals have one flat tax rote that ap-

plies to all income not exempt from taxation.

It is important to emphasize that the issue of the degree of progressivity in the rate schedules is to a large extent independent of the
broad vertical equity issue of the relative distribution of tax burdens
by income class. For example, during 1981 the Ways and Means Committee considered a proposal to reduce the number of brackets in the
rate schedule, to widen the first bracket so that a majority of taxpayers were subject to the same tax rate. and to increase the personal
exemption and zero bracket amount to offset the rate increases imposed
on the lowest income taxpayers. These revised rate schedules produced
approximately the same amount of progressivity as under prior law.
Thus, some flattening of the rate schedule is possible even without
large changes in the distribution of the tax burden.
There are several advantages to a flat or flattened rate schedule. For
example, if taxpayers are more likely to be in the same tax bracket
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over a period of years, tax considerations would be less likely to influence the timing of transactions. This would reduce one of the sources
of inefficiency of a progre.sive rate schedule. If most taxpayers faced
Ihe same tax rate, there would be less incentive to shift income to low
bracket. family members, which may improve the perception of equity
in the system. The difference in tax treatment between married couples
and single individuals would be reduced, since, in a system in which
married couples may pool their income and file P joint return,7this difference arises from the fact that the amount of income taxed at each
rate depends on marital status. Finally, a flatter tax rate would allow
a closer correspondence between amounts withheld'and tax liability.
In a system in which the tax rate did not depend on taxpayer's income,
as is the case under the present social security pavroll tax, withholding
could be closer to tax liability in the vast majority of cases."
It should be emphasized that although some flattening is compatible with a progressive distribution of tax burdens, that is, a system
in which tax liability as a percentage of income increases as income
rises, adopting a rate schedule with just one rate would impose strict
limits on the degree of progressivity which could be obtained. Some
progressivity could be attained by exempting some fixed amount of
income from taxation for all individuals, but the pattern of progressivitv in the present system (discussed below) probably could not be
duplicated.
D. Changing the Distribution of Tax Burdens by Income Class
One of the central issues in analyzing an alternative proposal is the
relationship of the tax burdens of taxpayers with different. levels of
income. Table 2 presents the average tax rate projected under present
law for 1984. In preparing this table, taxpayers were sorted into categories according to their expanded income, a concept somewhat broader than the present definition of adjusted gross income. This is not a
comprehensive definition of income, since it does not take account of
many additional items which might. be included in the tax base under
alternative proposals or other possible changes in the measurements
of income. In addition, it does not reflect the income and tax liability
of the corporations in which individuals own shares. However, using
expanded income probably provides a good indication of how progressive the system would appear if the tax base was more comprehensive.
As sho;n in Table 2. the present individual income tax system exhibits a substantial degree of progressivity. The average tax rate rises
from f- negative figure in the bottom class (owing to the refundable
earned income tax credit) to about 25 percent in the highest class. The
rate in the highest income class is approximately double the average
tax rate.
Currently there is about $50 billion of overwlthholding and $30 billion of

underwithholding. A change that eliminated most of the overwithholding, especially if it did not reduce the underwithholding significantly, could have major
effects on budget receipts In the year it first took effect unless it were phased in.
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TABLE 2.-AVERAGE TAX RATE ON EXPANDED INCOME
UNDER PRESENT LAW, 19841
[1981 Income Levels]

Expanded income
(thousands)

2

Below $5 ----------------$5 to $10 -----------------$10 to $15 ---------------$15 to $20 ----------------$20 to $30 ----------------$30 to $50 ----------------$50 to $100 ---------------$100 to $200 --------------$200 above ---------------Total --------------

Expanded
Income
(millions)

Average tax
rate (tax
Tax liability '
liability
1984 divided by in(millions) come, percent)

$17,502
98,683
162,784
188,211
416,709
509,658
230,678
83,904
67,540

-$252
4,736
12,531
17,523
44,285
64,344
39,111
18,931
16,731

-1.4
4.8
7.7
9.3
10.6
12.6
17.0
22.6
24.8

1,775,669

217,938

12.3

1 This is preliminary data. Tax liabilities include the refundable portion of the
earned Income credit, but do not Include changes made to Individual retirement
account, ACRS and other provisions by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
for which tax return data are not available.
2 Expanded income equals adjusted gross income plus excluded capital gains
and various tax preference items less investment interest to the extent of invest-

ment income.

Choosing a pattern of distribution by income class depends primar-

ily on the vertical equity considerations discussed above. As noted
before, this is largely a matter of value judgment. Some argue that
the present distribution pattern should be preserved in any alternative
proposal while others may believe that the present distribution is
either too progressive or not progressive enough. In addition, efficiency
may be a consideration in the selection of the distribution of tax burdens, because the relatively high marginal tax rates on higher income
taxpayers necessary to achieve the desired distribution may result in
it significant increase in the inefficiency caused by the system.

E. Achieving Specified Revenue Targets
One of the key decisions which must be made in analyzing or designing a comprehensive tax proposal is thw choice of a revenue target.
Clearly, if there is substantial base broadening with no changes in
marginal tax rates, total revenue will be increased, and if marginal tax
rates are lowered without changing the tax base, total revenue will be
reduced. Several of the proposals appear to be designed so that the
new combination of tax rates and tax base would produce approximately the same revenue as is expected under present law for either
1983 or 1984. However, if a judgment is made that this level is either
too low or too high, base broadening and tax rate decisions can be
adjusted accordingly.
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F. Conclusion
Each of the comprehensive tax proposals under discussion would
make. changes in at. least several of the five areas discussed above. It
certainly would be possible to achieve base broadening by itself,
although this would change the total revenue raised and the pattern
of distribution by income class. Similarly, a proposal could be designed
to reduce proriessivitv in the rate schedules while leaving the tax
base, the distribution Ly income class, and total revenue unchanged.
Marginal rates could be reduced or increased, making no changes in
the tax base. but total revenue obviously would change. Even though
the five areas may be logically distinct, substantial changes in any one
of these areas appears to bring into consideration other objectives. The
balance among these objectives depends on the equity, efficiency,
simplicity, anl other tax policy consideration discussedin the first
part of the pamphlet.
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III. ISSUES IN DESIGNING THE TAX BASE
A. Overview
One definition of a person's income is the amount he could potentially consume over a period of time without reducing his wealth.
Under this definition, income during a year would equal the person's
actual consumption in the year plus the increase in his wealth (i.e.,
his savings) between the beginning and the end of the year. This, in
turn, would equal the sum of wages, interest, dividends and other
receipts, minus costs incurred in earning income, plus any app reciation realized or unrealized, in tile value of the person's wealth h
The present income tax base differs from this theoretical "accretion"
concept of income in a number of respects. These can be divided into
ways in which the basic tax structure fails to correspond to a pure income tax (structural tax issues) and specific tax provisions which are
intended to provide incentives for taxpayers to engage in particular
activities
or to provide relief for particular types of taxpayers (tax
expenditures).
B. Structural Tax
Issues
Five of the principal structural income tax issues are the following:
(1) The definition of income from capital and the treatment
of borrowing during periods of inflation.
(2) The taxation of corporate-source income, including the
double taxation of dividends and the treatment of retained earnings.
(3) The treatment of noncash income.
(4) The treatment of unrealized income.
(5) Whether a tax on consumer expenditures would be more
appropriate than an income tax.
This section of the pamphlet discusses these five structural issues.
Indexing the definition of income for inflation
Inflation creates a problem for an income tax because it increases the
difficulty of defining taxable income from capital and of properly
treating borrowing. A proper definition is necessary if ability to pay
is judged to be measured by income and if efficiency considerations call
for equal tax rates on income from various activities. This problem is
most easily seen by considering a case in which a person buys an asset
for $50,000, holds it for a period during which the general price level
doubles, and sells that asset for $100,000. In reality, the taxpayer has
experienced no real increase in his wealth and has no income from the
sale of the house; the purchasing power sacrificed in order to buy the
house is exactly equal to the purchasing power represented by the sale
of the house. However, under present law, the taxpayer must report a
long-term capital gain of $50,000, forty percent of which is included
in adjusted gross income.
(18)
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A similar problem arises in measuring i .-preciation. In theory, depreciation should be a measure of the real loss of value of an asset during
a time period. If a taxpayer buys a building for $50,000, he is presently
able to claim cost recovery deduotions-amounting to $50,000 over a 15year period. However, if inflation occurs during that period, the purchasing power represented by the cumulative cost recovery deductions
will be less than that sacrificed to purchase the building, and real income will not be measured exactly. The same problem arises in inventory accounting when businesses use the first-in, first-out. (FIFO)
method of accounting in periods of inflation, since increases in the
value of inventory from inflation are treated as taxable income even
though the increase does not result in any real increase in asset values.
The treatment of debt in periods of inflation also fails to conform to
an exact measure of real income. Inflation enables the borrower to repay debt with less valuable dollars, which represents income to the
rrower that currently goes untaxed. To the extent that interest payments rise to compensate for anticipated inflation, the- additional
interest is deductible. Conversely the erosion of the real value of
indebtedness is a cost to the lender that he is currently unable to
deduct, even though any additional interest to compensate for artifical
inflation is included in taxable income.
It should be noted that the issues discussed here relating to the definition of the income tax base are entirely separate from the effect of
inflation in narrowing the real width of the tax brackets and reducing
the real value of the personal exemption and the other fixed dollar
amounts used to determine tax liability (so-called bracket creep). For
the individual income tax for years after 1984, bracket creep was
largely eliminated by the indexing provisions of the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
One way to deal with these definitional problems would be to enact
a full-fleged indexing program in which the definition of income
from capital and the treatment of debt would be adjusted for inflation so as to achieve an accurate measure of real income. This would
involve the following specific changes: (1) indexing the basis of assets by the rate of inflation for purposes both of computing gain or
loss on the sale or exchange of those assets and of comutingdepreciation. depletion and other capital cost recovery deductions, (2) adopting R new system of inventory accounting in which costs would be
indexed for inflation, (3) requiring borrowers to include in taxable
income the gain that results when inflation erodes the real value of
their debt, and (4) allowing lenders to deduct the loss that results
when inflation erodes the real value of debt.
While the tax-writing committees have never considered such a complete indexing program, there has been serious consideration of some
of its elements. In its version of the Revenue Act of 1978, the House
passed an indexing adjustment to basis for capital gains and losses on
corporate stock, real estate, and tangible personal property. In its version of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, the Senate passed a similar provision applying to corporate stock and real
estate. Indexing basis for purposes of computing depreciation deductions'was discussed in the context of depreciation reform in 1980 and
1981.
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There is little disagreement that a comprehensive income tax would
not reach ani accurate definition of income without indexing. However,
full-fledged, exact indexing would add a good deal of complexity to
the tax system, particularly the exact indexing adjustments for inventory accounting, borrowing and lending. Thus, in practice the choice
is probably between partial indexing, limited to capital cost recovery
and measurement of gain and loss, and no indexing at all. Even such a
program of partial indexing would add some complexity, which might
not be worth the effort at sufficiently low rates of inflation.
In place of indexing the definition of income, Congress has adopted
several ad hoc approaches to alleviating the distortions created by inflation. The last-in, first-out (LIFO) method of inventory accounting
is, in most cases, an adequate substitute for a more r implicated indexed
system. The exclusion for 60 percent of long-term capital gains and the
ACRS method of recovering the costs of equipment and structures
were both motivated, in some degree, by a desire to offset some of the
distortions in income measurement caused by inflation. Furthermore,
the distortion caused by the failure of the present system to make inflation adjustments for debt is reduced by the fact that the adjustments
made by the borrower and lender would, to some extent, offset each
other (and would be completely offsetting if the two had identical marginal tax rates).
These ad hoc provisions, however, are themselves deviations from
what would be appropriate in a comprehensive income tax and create
some inequities and distortions which, to a degree, offset the benefits
they provide in reducing the distortions created by inflation. For
example, an ad hoc adjustment, like ACRS or the 60-percent capital
gains deduction, will only be accurate at a single rate of inflation, and
actual inflation rates are likely to be different.
Thus, there is no entirely satisfactory ,olution to the problem of
properly defining the tax base in periods of inflation. Any solution
involves trade-offs between complexity, equity, and various kinds of
distortions. Of the bills discussed in the-Appendix, only S. 2147 and
H.R. 6628 address the inflation problem.
Taxation of corporateincome
Corporateintegration
Under present law, corporate-source income is taxed at the corporate
level under the corporate income tax. In addition, dividend distributions are taxed under the individual income tax, and increases in the
value of corporate stock that result from earnings retention are taxed
as capital gains to the shareholder. Clearly. this system does violence
to the principle that all income be taxed alike. Dividends may be subject to a1 combined corporate and individual tax burden as high as 73
percent. Retained earnings bear a 46-percent corporate tax plus a
capital gains tax when the shareholder sells his stock. Corporatesource income, therefore, will generally be taxed at the same marginal
tax rate as other kinds of income only in the case of corporations with
zero marginal tax rates (i.e., negative taxable income or excess credits)
For example, consider $100 of corporate-source income before taxes. There will
generally be a corporate income tax of $46. If the remaining $- is distributed as
a dividend to a taxpayer in the 50-perrent bracket, the individual income tax will

be $27, for a combined tax burden of $73.
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who pay out all their earnings as dividends. In other cases, corporatesource income will be taxed more or less heavily than the shareholder's
ordinary income.
The present system is held responsible for creating economic inefficiency by distorting several types of business decisions. Shareholders (especially those in relative low tax brackets) have an incentive to invest in assets other than corporate stock in order to avoid
double taxation. Corporations have an incentive to finance their operations with debt rather than equity because interest payments are deductible (and hence not subject to double taxation). Corporations also
have an incentive to retain earnings, rather than pay out dividends,
to avoid double taxation if they can ultimately distribute that money
to shareholders as part of a liquidation or in connection with a takeover, the proceeds from which are usually subject to tax at capital
gains rates. These distortions caused by the present system of taxing
corporations have been blamed for reducing capital formation and
productivity growth, preventing the allocation of capital to its most
efficient uss, weakening the nation's financial structure through excessive reliance on debt, and encouraging mergers and acquisitions.
One way to treat corporate-source income would be to tax all of it,
dividends and retained earnings, as if it were earned directly by
shareholders. This is essentially the way subchapter S corporations
are treated today. The corporate income tax could be retained as a
withholding tax, for which shareholders would receive a refundable
credit on their own tax returns just as they do for the present withholding taxes on wages, interest and dividends.
Unfortunately, when applied to large corporations, this type of complete integration of the corporate and individual income taxes presents serious technical problems. As a result, much more attention has
focused on simply reducing or eliminating the double taxation of
dividends, without modifying the treatment of retained earnings. This
can be done either through the dividend deduction approach or the
shareholder credit approach.
The dividend deduction approach is the simplest way to eliminate
double taxation of dividends. Corporations simply deduct their dividends paid in determining taxable income, in effect exempting from
the corporate income tax whatever income is distributed as dividends,
leaving that income to be taxed once at the shareholder level.
Under the shareholder credit approach, a shareholder would make
two adjustments. First, he would "gross-up" the amount of the dividend included in gross income by the amount of the corporate tax
deemed paid with respect to that income. Second, he would claim a
refundable tax credit for the amount of the gross-up. If the shareholder credits with respect to a corporation's dividends exceeded the
amount of corporate tax actually paid by the corporation, it would
have to pay an additional tax to make up the shortfall.
*For example, consider the situations In which two corporations own stock
in each other. Neither would know how much ihcome to report until it had heard
from the other how much were the other's retained earnings. Also, there would be

problems in tracing audit adjustments at the corporate level through to each of
the shareholders.
aUnder many integration proposals, the amount of the gross-up would be de.

termined by a simple arithmetic formula whereby the shareholder would multiply

his dividend by 1.8 regardless of the amount of tax the corporation actually
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A number of considerations are relevant in choosing between these
two approaches. The dividends-paid deduction is simpler. However,
the shareholder credit provides flexibility under which, for example,
the credit can be denied to tax-exempt organizations and foreign
shareholders for whom there is no U.S. double taxation. This would
reduce the revenue impact.
The argument for relieving the double taxation of dividends is
stronger to the extent that the corporate income tax base is broadened.
One problem that arises with the present relatively narrow corporate
tax base is that many profitable companies have zero or low marginal
tax rates because they use tax preferences, while others are subject to
the top 46-percent marginal tax rate. These differences create inequities and distortions between firms, which would be exacerbated if a new
deduction for dividends paid or shareholder credit were added to the
system. On the other hand, the arguments for relieving the double
taxation of dividends is weaker to the extent that marginal tax rates
in the individual and corporate income taxes are reduced from their
present levels, since the size of the distortions caused by double taxation are directly related to these marginal rates. In addition, eliminating double taxation would narrow the tax base and thus preclude
further opportunities for reducing marginal rates.
Of the bills discussed in the Appendix, only S. 2147, S. 2557 and
H.R. 6628 eliminate double taxation of dividends. They exclude dividends from the individual tax and, except for S. 2557, set the corporate
tax rate equal to the individual tax rate.
Consistent treatmentof corporationsand individuals
Another structural issue is the extent to which there should be consistency between the corporate and individual income taxes, both in
terms of the tax bases and the tax rates. For example, if certain tax
benefits are provided to corporations and not individuals, there may
be an incentive to conduct business in the corporate form and there
may be inequities and competitive advantages in favor of corporate
business. Also, if the corporate tax rate exceeds the top individual tax
rate and there is no double taxation of dividends, corporations will
have an incentive to pay out earnings as dividends up to the point
where their dividends-paid deduction exhausts their taxable income.
This would represent a significant change in the pattern of corporate
finance.
Noncash income
Income that is received in a form other than cash often presents
problems in an income tax, particularly when the cash value of the
income is hard to determine. The principal types of noncash income
include compensation for services paid as fringe benefits and imputed
rent on owner-occupied homes and consumer durables.
paid. This is derived as follows: Assume $100 of corporate pre-tax income.
The corporate iovome tax is $46, leaving $54 to be distributed as a dividend.
Thus, if the shareholder multiplies his dividend by 1.85, he will include the full
$100 in income ($54X1.85=100). The shareholder's credit, then, would be 85
percent of the dividend, or $46. If the corporation actually paid only $40 owing
to tax preferences, it would have to pay an additional tax of $6.
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Fringe benefits
Present law excludes certain statutory fringe benefits from gross
income and, in theory, taxes all other fringe benefits.' In most cases,
the statutory fringes were. intended by Congress as tax incentives for
employers to provide compensation in particular ways, and some of
the statutory provisions contain restrictions designed to carry out Congress' intent that these fringe benefits should be widely available (e.g.,
coverage requirements for qualified pension plans).
Although the Internal Revenue Service has prescribed consistent
rules for the treatment of some fringe benefits (e.g., an employee's personal use of a company car-), many other fringe benefits, while theoretically subject to tax, have been treated haphazardly because employers and the IRS have difficulty valuing these benefits and attributing
them to particular employees. Thus, precisely what nonstatutory
fringes are actually taxed and how they are valued may vary from one
IRS district to another, and Conkress has enacted riders on appropriations bills and statutory changes to block the Service's attempt to
issue regulations to create greater uniformity.
Under the bills discussed here, the tax base would be broadened by
repealing some of the present exclusions for fringe benefits. These
benefits, including the nonstatutory fringes discussed above may be
difficult to tax for several reasons. First, how are the benefits to be
valued? When an airline provides free travel to its employees, for example, what airfare is to be used in determining the employee's income,
given that the passengers on the plane may be paying several different
fares and that the employee may be flying on a standby basis with a
lower priority than any of the regular passengers? Are the fringes to
be valued based on the employer's cost (which may be very low in the
case of standby travel) or the fair market value of the benefits? Second, how are benefits made available to employees as a group (such as
term insurance or a tennis court) to be allocated to the Individual
employees? 5 In selecting the treatment of fringe benefits, the problems of inexact and complex valuations-would have to be balanced
against the equity and efficiency advantages of a broader tax base.

Imputed income
The two principal types of imputed income are rent on owneroccupied homes and consumer durables. In a pure income tax, a homeowner would be treated as someone in the business of renting his house.
ie would report as income the fair market rental on the house (imputed rent) and deduct all the costs associated with the house including interest, taxes, utilities and depreciation. Under present law, imputed rent is not taxed, deductions are allowed for interest and taxes,
4 The statutory fringe benefits excluded from gros income are meals and lodging furnished for the convenience of the employer (sec. 119), educational assistance (sec. 127), prepaid legal services (sec. 120), child care (sec. 129), accident
and health premiums (sec. 106), qualified pension plans (sec. 401), group-term
life Insurance (sec. 79), a $5,000 death benefit exclusion (sec. 101(g) ), the rental
value of parsonages (sem. 107), and Incentive stock options (sec. 422A). However,
the employer Is denied a deduction for the bargain element of incentive stock
options.
IAllocation would not be necessary in a flat-rate system with the corporate tax
rate equal to the Individual rate because businesses could simply be denied a deduction for certain fringe benefits, which could be excluded at the Individual leveL
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and deductions are denied for utilities. depreciation anti most other
costs associated with homeownership. Thus, the tax preference for
homeownership equals the imputed rent minus the nondeductible
costs.' Consumer durables are treated the same way; no imputedl rent
is included, but a deduction is allowed for "consumer" interest and
taxes.
Few people seriously propose taxing imputed rent on owner-occupied homes or consumer durables because 'valuing the rentals would
be extreme!v complicated and there is a public policy to encourage
homeownership.7 Rather, proposals to scale back the homeowner and
consumer durable preferences generally take the form of limits on.
or repeal of, the mortgage or consumer interest and property tax deductions. Like most ad-hoc approaches, however, these are not entirely
free from problems of their own. Unless it were accompanied by repeal
of the deduction for other nonbusiness taxes, repeal of the property
tax deduction would be viewed as discriminatingagainst those States
and localities that rely disproportionately on the property tax. Limits
on, or repeal of, the mortgage and consumer interest deductions tend
to cut back the preference in proportion to the extent that the taxpayer finances his home or durables with debt, rather than equity, and
such a nonuniform scaling back of preferences may make the system
less, rather than more, equitable. Furthermore, there is a practical
problem that money is fungible and that there is no real economic distinction between mortgage and consumer interest, on the one hand, and
other kinds of interest that are legitimate deductions in a tax on net
income, on the other.
These types of considerations lead to other proposals for reducing
the distortions and inequities associated with the treatment of interest
and homeownership. Some have proposed that taxpayers who rent
their home receive a tax benefit designed to put them on more equal
footing with homeowners. Also, it has been suggested that all interest
deductions be limited to investment income. None of the bills discussed in the Appendix attempt to tax imputed rent on homes or durables: however, several-repeal-or limit interest and tax deductions, and
S. 2817, H.R. 6944. and S. 2887 limit the nonmortgage interest deduction to investment income.
Unrealized income
Some types of income consist of increases in the value of assets prior
to the time when the taxpayer actually receives the.income, such as by
selling or exchanging the assets. Taxing such unrealized income would
present two problems: (1) in some cases, it may be difficult to value
the asset in order to measure the income properly; and (2) the taxpayer may not have access to cash with which to pay his tax.
This Is not the way homeowner preferences are treated in the annual tax

expediture budgets published by 0MB. CBO, and the Joint Committee staff. In
those documents, the tax expenditure for homeowner -hip is defined as the mortgage interest and property tax deductions, on the assumption that taxing imputed
rent is not a serious possibility. Only for a house which is entirely debt-financed
and whose value is equal to its purchase price will the two measures of the preterence be similar.
' However, it should be noted that the United Kingdom taxed imputed rent on
homes for over a century-from the beginning of its income tax to 1963 By
that date, the property-value assessments on which the determination of imputed
rent was based had been rendered obsolete by" Inflation, and the U.K. decided to

exempt imputed rent rather than update the assessments.
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Capital gains and losses is the area where unrealized income creates
the most serious problems. Assuming that taxing gains and deducting
losses as they
accrue is ruled out because of the valuation and liquidity
problems,8 the only alternative is to tax them when realized; that is,
when the asset is sold or exchanged or some other recognition event
occurs. Because selling an asset is generally within the taxpayer's discretion, a tax on realized gains gives taxpayers
an incentive to defer
realization in order to postpone the tax.9 This, in turn, has been a
justification for providing preferential treatment for long-term capital gains, the argument being that full taxation of such gains at high
ordinary rates would discourage sales of appreciated property to such
an extent that it would be counterproductive. Moreover, the fact that
realization of gains and losses is discretionary'has been the justification for imposing ad hoc limits on the deductibility of capital losses. 10
Without such limits, taxpayers who own a variety of assets could realize their losses and defer their gains, thereby escaping tax despite the
fact that they had substantial real income. Thus, the treatment of
capital gains deviates in a number of respects from what would exist
in a pure income tax.
In recent years, Congress has moved towards taxing some unrealized
income, generally in areas where the valuation and liquidity problems
were not significant, the income tended to be received by sophisticated
taxpayers, and there was serious potential for tax avoidance. In 1969,
Congress required periodic inclusions of discount income on corporate original issue discount bonds. 1 In 1981. Congress adopted a
market-to-market system of accrual taxation for commodity futures
contracts.
Tax treatment of saving and borrowing
A number of analysts believe that the individual income tax should
be replaced by a tax on consumer spending, which could be a progressive tax just like the income tax. To convert the income tax into a tax
on consumer expenditures, it would not be necessary for taxpayers to
add up all their purchases of consumer goods and services. Rather,
a consumption tax could be implemented through several modifications of the'income tax, which make use of the arithmetical result that
a person's after-tax income is either spent on consumption or saved:
Thus, a consumption tax base could be implemented by starting with
an income tax base, allowing taxpayers to deduct all purchases of
assets during the year, all tax payments, and all repayment of debt,
and requiring them to add to the tax base the proceeds front all sales
of assets and from all borrowing.
8 Some also believe that there would be a constitutional problem with taxing
unrealized gains.
' Furthermore, the present rule under which an heir steps up the basis of inherited assets to the fair market value for estate tax purposes means that holding onto appreciated property can ultimately result in escaping any income tax
on the appreciation.
"Currently, individuals may deduct capital losses against capital gains an~d
up to $3.00 of ordinary income. Unused capital losses may be carried forward.
Corporations may not deduct capital losses against ordinary income. Their carryforward is limited to 5 years, but they get a 3-year carryback.
" In the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, the inclusion formula was revised and periodic inclusion was extended to noncorporate bonds
and stripped coupon bonds.
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Effect on incentives
Proponents of the consumption tax base argue that the income tax,
by taxing income from capital, encourages taxpayers to consume their
income now rather than save for future consumption and that a consumption tax would not distort this decision. Advocates of the income
tax do not generally dispute this proposition but argue that the effect
is not large enough to justify a change, that society can increase its
saving by reducing government budget deficits and that other economic inefficiencies would be caused by the high marginal tax rates
which would be necessary if saving were excluded from the tax base.
Equity
Advocates of the consumption tax also argue that such a tax would
be more equitable. Consider a simple example in which two taxpayers
each earn $100. One consumes his after-tax income immediately, while
the other invests it at 10 percent and consumes the proceeds the next
year. Under an income tax with a 50-percent rate, both taxpayers
would pay $50 in the first year, but the saver would pay an additional
$2.50 on his $5 of investment income in the second year. Under a consumption tax, the taxpayer who spends in the first year would pay $50
that year, while the saver would pay $55 in the second year; that is,
the present value of their tax burden would be the same. (Under an
income tax limited to personal service income, they both would pay
$50 in the first year, so that their tax burdens would be identical in
both years.) Proponents of a consumption tax argue that these two
taxpayers are similarly situated because they have exactly the same
opportunities over the two-year period and that it is equitable for
them to pay the same tax either directly (as in an income tax on personal service income) or in present value terms (as in a consumption

tax).

Critics of the consumption tax approach argue that a year-by-year
comparison is more appropriate than a lifetime perspective and that,
from this standpoint, the two taxpayers are only similarly situated
in the first year, with the saver better off in the second year and, hence,
able to pay more tax that year. They also argue that the equity argument in favor of the consumption tax hinges on treating bequests as
consumption and taxing them as such when a person dies. This, however, would be a controversial aspect of any consumption tax, since the
bequests would be taxed again when consumed by the heirs. Moreover,
taxpayers who are consuming more than their income because they
are facing hard times, like the unemployed, would fare worse under a
consumption tax than under an income tax, which may not be considered a fair result. Other taxpayers whose burdens would be higher
under a consumption tax would include the elderly and parents putting their children through college.
Problems wi.th the income tax
One argument for a consumption tax is that it would moot many
of the questions that make ,t difficult to structure an income tax. A consumption tax would require no special rules for indexing the definition
of income from capital and borrowing for inflation, capital gains and
losses, depreciation, inventory accounting, or unrealized income. However, some structural problems with the income tax, like the treatment
of many fringe benefits and of imputed income, would remain; and
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the consumption tax would create some new problems, like the treatment of gifts and bequests.

Marginal tax rates
A consumption base would be narrower than a comprehensive income
base (although not necessarily narrower than the present income tax
base), and higher-income people tend to save a larger percentage of
their income than others. Therefore, to raise a given amount of revenue
with a given degree of progressivity, the consumption base would
require higher marginal tax rates than an income base. These-higher
rates would increase the ill effects of whatever distortions remained in
the consumption tax system.

Transition issues
There would be difficulties in effecting a transition from an income
tax to a consumption tax. It would be unfair, forexample, to tax consumption out of wealth which had been accumulated out of after-tax
income under the prior income tax. A transition rule to prevent such
double taxation, however, such as allowing taxpayers to deduct the
basis of assets held on the effective date of the consumption tax in
order to grandfather consumption out of previously taxed income,
would have a large revenue loss in the early years of the tax and would
virtually exempt many wealthy people from tax for a period of years.
C. Tax Expenditure Provisions
In addition to addressing the structural problems outlined above,
a thorough review of the income tax would have to confront the variety
of special provisions that have been added to the law over the years to
provide incentive for particular kinds of activities or to provide relief
to particular kinds of taxpayers. There are about 100 such tax expnditure provisions, more than one-quarter of which have been enacted
since 1976. They include exclusions for certain kinds of income, deductions for costs other than the costs of earning income, tax credits, and
tax deferral provisions.
In this regard, there are several important considerations. Tax expenditures have the advantage that they can be plugged into an administrative mechanism through which the government already communicates with a large number of its citizens. Tax expenditures do not
generally require separate or detailed application forms, and they are
received relatively quickly. On the other hand, most tax expenditures
make the tax system more complex for the taxpayer and also reduce
the extent to which the public perceives the system to be equitable.
In addition, if the tax expenditure takes the form of an exclusion or
deduction in a-system with progressive rates, it provides a higher rate
of subsidy to high-income than to low-income taxpayers, a result
which may be undesirable. Unless the tax expenditure is refundable,
it will not be available to taxpayers with no tax liability, and if such
taxpayers are corporations, they may have a purely tax-motivated incentive to merge with taxpavin units. Tax expenditures may also
cause administrative problems for the agency administering the tax
system, which may be required to deal with policy issues outside its
normal area of expertise. Tax expenditures have also been criticized
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for being, in effect, entitlement programs which are not reviewed each
year as part of the appropriations process and not subject to the controls which the budget process imposes on new entitlement authority.
(However, in recent years Congress has tended to put termination
dates on many new tax expenditure provisions to encourage periodic
review of them.)
Analysis of tax expenditures generally involves two issues. First,
whether the nontax policy goal accomplished by the tax expenditure
is worth the lost revenue and whatever other tax policy goals are being
sacrificed must be decided. This is likely to be based on efficiency
(benefit-cost), distributional, and administrative considerations similar to those discussed in the first part of this pamphlet. The second
decision is whether other approaches to achieve the nontax policy goal,
such as spending or regulation, would be preferable. After reviewing
tax expenditure provisions as part of au overhual of the income tax,
Congress could decide that the nontax policy goals of certain tax expenditures should be accomplished with spending programs, in which
case not all the revenue raised by broadening the tax base would be
available to finance tax rate reductions. For example, if the charitable
deduction were repealed, Congress might want to enact a spending
program under which the Federal Government matches private contributions to charitable organizations. Conceivably, this matching
grant program would cost as much as the revenue loss from the
deduction.
Most of the bills discussed in the Appendix repeal all, or most, of
the tax expenditure provisions and use the resulting revenue gain
to finance tax rate reductions.
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IV. ISSUES IN TRANSITION TO A NEW SYSTEM
A. General Transition Issues
Hypothetically, if a comprehensive income tax bill were enacted and
made effective overnight, taxpayers would experience sharp swings in
after-tax income, wealth, and cashflow. Contracts and investments
which were profitable under the old tax rules could be rendered unprofitable. Taxpayers who made tax-preferred investments under the
old rules would experience an abrupt decline in current (after-tax)
income and in wealth-the capitalized value of future income-relative to tax payers holding ordinary investments. This reduction in taxpayer wealth might be regarded as particularly inequitable when the
shelter was designed and encouraged by Congress in order to achieve
certain social or economic objectives, as in the case of tax-free municipal bonds. On the other hand, windfall losses due to the elimination
of abusive tax shelters would not necessarily be viewed as undesirable
tax policy.
Suddn changes in taxpayers' incomes may also create a perception
of inequity because taxpayers may find it difficult to adjust their
spending patterns to sudden changes in their after-tax income. This is
particularly true of changes which affect low- and moderate-income
taxpayers.
B. General Transition
Rule Options
The goals of wealth protection and time-to-adjust can be achieved
by two general types of transition rules: (1) grandfather clauses and
(2) phase-in provisions. Grandfather clauses permit (or require) contracts and investments, initiated under the old tax rules, to be governed by the old law. If the grandfather clause is available on an
elective basis, the taxpayer can avoid being made worse off as a result
of the tax change- while if the clause requires old-law tax treatment,
then some win a gains, due to the tax law change, are also eliminated. A grandfathering provision may apply to all eligible investments or be limited to owner of the investment at the time the change
in tax rules was first considered or enacted. If the clause is limited to
the original owner, then taxpayers may not be protected against windfall losses if the investment is sold to another, ineligible, investor. If
the investment, rather than the owner, is grandfathered, then the
owner is protected against a windfall loss even if the investment is
sold after the tax law change; indeed, since the grandfather clause
creates a limited supply of old-law investments, original owners may
reap windfall gains under such a rule. Also, if a tax change has been
widely anticipated for a long time prior to enactment, asset values
may reflect the likelihood of the change, and a grandfather rule may
lead to windfall increases in asset values.
Phase-in provisions may be used to delay the effect of new tax rules
on both existing and new investments. With respect to existing invest(29)
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ments, a phase-in rule provides temporary and partial protection of
asset values compared to an elective grandfather clause. The longer
and more gradual a phase-in rule, the more similar it is to a grandfather clause. In the limit, if the new tax rules are only phased-in
after existing investments are scrapped, then the phase-in provision is
precisely equivalent to a grandfather clause for existing investments.
However, since may investments, such as homes, last 30 years or more,
very long phase-in rules would be required to effectively grandfather
all existing investments. With respect to new assets, the effect of a
phase-in period is primarily to slow the rate of transition, thereby
allowing taxpayers adequate time to adjust. Phase-in provisions may
gradually change tax laws or simply provide a grace period in advance
of a major change in rules. Both a gradual phase-in and a grace period
moderate wealth changes on existing assets and provide taxpayers
time to adjust.
Three criteria for selecting between the alternative grandfathering
and phase-in approaches are: (1) effectiveness in achieving the twin
goals of moderating adverse wealth effects and providing taxpayers
adequate time to adjust, (2) absence of perverse incentives for taxpayers to make non-economic, tax-motivated investments during the
transition period, and (3) simplicity of transition rules. It is unlikely
that any one transition rule best satisfies all three criteria, so that the
choice among alternatives requires judgment about the relative importance of these objectives.

C. Specific Issues in the Transition to a Comprehensive
Income Tax
This section surveys some of the specific transition problems
associated with eliminating some of the major exclusions and deductions.
Exclusions.--Some of the most important exclusions in the individual income tax are the exclusions for: (1) transfer payments like
social security and public assistance, (2) fringe benefits, and (3) 60
percent of capital gains. Including transfer payments in taxable
income would reduce the benefit from these payments to recipients
whose income exceeds the level at which people begin to pay tax. It
would be possible to readjust benefit schedules to compensate for
inclusion in taxable income for taxpayers with a particular marginal
tax rate, but this could take Federal and State governments a period
of several years. To allow for such legislation, it may be appropriate
to delay the effective date of repeal of the exclusion for transfer payments or to phase it in. To the extent benefits are not readjusted for
inclusion or the taxpayer's marginal tax rate is higher than the rate
on which the benefit readjustment was based, current and future
recipients would be adversely affected. This could create a problem,
such as for people who have already retired or expect soon to retire on
the basis of a certain level of tax-exempt retirement benefits (like
social security). One possible response to this problem would be to
grandfather retirement benefits that accrued prior to the change in the
law. The drawback of grandfathering accrued retireemnt benefits is
thc difficulty in distinguishing retirement benefits accrued before the
law change from those accruing afterward. For this reason it might

-
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be simpler to tax a gradually rising percentage of retirement benefits.
This phase-in approach would tax least the benefits of those taxpayers
nearest to retirement.
Including fringe benefits in taxable income would reduce the effective salary of employees now benefiting from fringes. Taxpayers
presumably would respond by substituting cash wages for some of the
less desirable fringes, but this could take time (e.g., to renegotiate
labor contracts). Moreover, there will be many cases in which workers
have accrued fringe benefits where realization has not take place. The
simplest transition rule would be to allow a grace period of one or
more years in which realization of accrued fringe benefits could take
place under the old tax law and taxpayers would have time to modify
compensation arrangements.
Including 100 percent of capital gains in taxable income (without
reducing tax rates) would reduce the value of many assets. The reduction in value would be largest for assets whose return is disproportionately in the form of capital gains (e.g., gold, discount bonds, and
homes). While accrued but unrealized capital gains could be grandfathered by applying the new rules only to appreciation occurring
after the effective date (a fresh start), this would require the segregation of assets acquired prior to the law change, and measurement
of the market value of these assets. This approach was used when the
original income tax was enacted in 1913 and when carryover of basis
was enacted in 1976, but it created difficulties each time. An alternative
approach would be to provide a race period during which accrued
capital gains could be realized under the present tax law. This, however, would give taxpayers an incentive to sell assets during the grace
period, thereby distorting decisions. A third approach would be to
retain existing law for assets owned on the effective date, but this
could discourage sales of those assets. Under any of these options, the
inclusion of capital gains in taxable income of future owners- would
lower the price at which some assets could be resold, so that some of
the transition rule would eliminate the decline in wealth due to the
full inclusion of capital gains. If tax rates are substantially lowered
at the same time the capital gains exclusion is eliminated, the effective
rate of tax on capital gains may not increase as a result of comprehensive income tax reform, which may reduce the need for transition
rules; however, there still could be declines in the values of assets
whose return consists disproportionately of capital gains.
Itemize l deductions.-The most important itemized deductions in
the individual income tax are the deductions for interest, state and
local taxes paid, charitable contributions, and medical expenses.
Eliminating the deduction for mortgage interest would significantly
increase the tax liability of most homeowners as well as reducing the
market value of most homes. Grandfathering interest paid on existing
home mortgages would protect recent homebuyers from an increase
in tax liability but would not prevent the present owners of the housing stock from suffering a loss in property value. To fully protect
homeowners, old-law treatment would have to be accorded to
the existing stock of housing in perpetuity. The transition problems
associated with housing are especially difficult because housing is
extremely durable and repreesnts a large portion of taxpayer wealth.
One possible transition rule would be to allow existing homeowners
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to take a deduction or credit for the estimated reduction in property
value due to the tax law change. While this would compensate the
losers from eliminating the mortgage interest deduction, it would be
difficult to estimate accurately the monetary loss. Alternatively, a
phase-in could moderate the decline in home prices.
Elimination of the deduction against Federal income tax for certain
kinds of State and local taxes paid would increase the tax liabilities of
itemizing taxpayers who pay high State and local taxes. This would
put some pressure on State and local governments to change their mix
on tax revenues. Therefore, a grace period would give State legislatures time to make the appropriate adjustments.
Elimination of the charitable contribution deduction would reduce
the level of charitable giving, perhaps substantially. This would reduce the revenue of organizations that rely on charitable contributions
and force a reduction in their programs and outlays. A phgse-in period
would provide time for charitable organizations to develop al-ternative sources of revenues and to bring expenditure plans in line with
income.
Elimination of the medical expense deduction would increase the
tax liability of itemizing taxpayers whose unreimbursed medical expenses exceed 5 percent of adjusted gross income. A phase-in or grace
period could be helpful to allow taxpayers time to raise their medical
insurance coverage.
The number of transition problems which arise in the adoption of a
new tax system are numerous and often are different for the different
provisions being changed. These transition problems should be considered one-by-one comprehensive income tax bill. None of the bills
discussed in the Appendix addresses transition issues, although some
have delayed effective dates for the bills as a whole.
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APPENDIX
DESCRIPTION OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME TAX BILLS
IN THE 97TH CONGRESS
Twelve bills (7 in the House and 5 in the Senate) have been introduced in the 97th Congress which address the issues of comprehensive
income tax reform. Generally, these bills broaden the income tax base
by repealing or modifying tax expenditures and lower and flatten the
individual income tax rate schedule. A number of these legislative
initiatives also address structural issues in the current income tax
system including the marriage penalty, the treatment of saving, the
effect of inflation in defining income from capital, and the relationship
between the corporate and in,lividual income taxes. These comprehensive income tax bills range along a spectrum from those with 4 very
broad base and a low flat rate to more narrowly based taxes with
moderately progressive rates. A brief description of these bills follows,
proceeding from the pure flat rate to the progressive rate proposals.
Eight of the twelve comprehensive income tax reform bills are
proportional tax plans. These flat-rate proposals eliminate progressivity at the upper income range, while retaining some progressivity in
the lower range depending on the- level of personal exemptions for
taxpayers, spouses, and dependents. The reduction in progressivity is
accompanied by a more uniform tax burden among taxpayers with
equal incomes.
Proportionaltax bills
H.R. 5513 (Rep. Crane) and S. 2200 (Sen. Helms), the "Flat
Rate Tax Act of 1982," repeal all exemptions, exclusions, credits, and
deductions other than a personal exemption of $2,000. A flat rate of
10 percent 's imposed on gross income of individuals (including estates
and trusts). The bill does not address corporate income taxation.
H.R. 6352 (Rep. Paul), the "Flat Rate Tax Act of 1982," is similar
to the Helms/Crane bill except that the personal exemption is a flat
$10,000 per tax return.
H.R. 6741 (Rep. Dreier), the "Flat Tax Act of 1982," is identical to
the Helms/Crane bill except the individual income tax rate is 14
percent rather than 10 percent.
H.R. 4821 (Rep. Hansen), the "Tax Simplification Act," is similar
to the Helms/Crane bill except that the personal exemption is kept at
$1,000, the tax rate is 14 percent, and some deductions and exclusions
are retained. Rep. Hansen's bill retains the exclusions for: (1) life
insurance proceeds payable by reason of death and the $5,000 exclusion for employee death benefits, (2) gifts and inheritances, (3) income from the discharge of indebtednes, (4) income from the recovery
of bad debts, and (5) contributions in aid of construction. It retains
(U)
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all deductions in arriving at adjusted gross income except for: (1)
moving expenses, (2) individual retirement accounts and certain other
retirement plans, (3) two-earner couples, and (4) 60 percent of longterm capital gains. Also, the Hansen proposal retains the itemized
deductions for: (1) business or investment expenses, (2) charitable
contributions to churches, and (3) medical expenses in excess of 10
percent of AGI. The alimony deduction is made an itemized
deduction.
H.R. 6070 (Rep. Panetta), the "Income Tax Simplification Act of
1982," broadens both the individual and corporate income tax bases
and converts the personal exemption into a credit. H.R. 6070 eliminates all other tax credits and all exclusions except for gifts and inheritances. In addition, H.R. 6070 eliminates all itemized deductions
except: (1) trade or business expenses, (2) losses other than from
wagering, and (3) expenses for producing income. The special rules
for travel expense deductions of State legislators are repealed. The
computation of taxable for business income is revised to allow deductions only (1) trade or business expenses, (2) losses, (3) amortization
of construction period interest and taxes, (4) contributions to black
lung benefit trust funds, and (5) business startup costs. Deductions for
business entertainment ire repealed. Insurance companies are made
subject to the general corporate tax rules. The alternative capital gains
tax rate for corporations is repealed. The $1,000 personal exemption
for taxpayers and dependents is converted from a deduction to a
credit of $1,000 for taxpayers and a credit of $200 for dependents. The
extra exemptions for age and blindness are also converted to $200
credits. (At a 19-percent tax rate, a $1,000 credit is equivalent to a
$5,263 personal exemption deduction, and a $200 credit is equivalent
to a $1,053 deduction.) H.R. 6070 also imposes a low griduated tax
on corporate income, ranging from 3 to 15 percent.
Senator DeConcini (S. 2147) and Rep. Dannemeyer (H.R. 6628)
have introduced flat-rate bills which instruct the Treasury to create
a tax system based on a tax reform proposal designed by Robert Hall
and Alvin Rabushka of the Hoover Institution. The bills differ only
with respect to the tax rate which is "not to exceed 20 percent" in S.
2147 and is "not exceed 15 percent" in HLR. 6628. Essentially, the bills
tax all income at a single flat rate. However, immediate expensing is
allowed for all capital expenditures. Rules are provided to prevent
double taxation of corporate-source income; that is. income is taxed
either to a business or to an individual but not to both. (With a single
flat rate applying to both corporations and individuals, it does not
really matter where the income is taxed.) Exemptions are provided to
relieve the tax burden from poor households.
rrcgre8ssve rate bills
In contrast to the pure flat-rate tax bills, Senators Quavle Bradley,
and Mitchell, and Rep. Gephardt have introduced broad based tax
reform bills with progressive rate schedules. These bills are designed
to reap the advantages of a broader base income tax without giving up
some tax rate progression.
S. 2557 (Sen. Quayle), the "SELF-Tax Plan Act of 1982," taxes
individual income at a graduated rate ranging up to 25 percent, and
corporate income at a flat 20 percent. It also significantly broadens
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the individual and corporate income tax bases. It establishes the following principles to govern base broadening: (1) deductions shall be
allowed for ordinary and necessary business expenses, (2) there should
be no tax on dividends, interest or gain from the sale of a business,
(3) the marriage penalty shall be eliminated, and (4) social security
and other retirement benefits should not be taxed twice.
Senator Bradley (S. 2817) and Rep. Gephardt (H.R. 6944) have
introduced the "Fair Tax Act of 1982." The Bradley/Gephardt bill
is a progressive-broad based bill. It does not address the corporate

income tax. The individual income tax is converted to a flat 14-percent normal tax on taxable income and a surtax, with rates between
6 and 14 percent, on adjusted gross income in excess of $25,000 for
single persons and $40,000 for married couples. The Bradley-Gephardt
bill repeals the exclusions for income earned abroad; interest on industrial development or housing bonds; interest and dividends; reinvested dividends from public utility stock; interest on life insurance
saving, scholarship and fellowship income in excess of tuition; onethird of employer-provided health insurance premiums; employerprovided child care, educatio ial assistance, group-term life insurance,
and prepaid legal services: unemployment compensation; and disability pay. It repeals all r -nrefundable tax credits except the foreign tax credit. It repeals the deductions for expensed intangible drilling costs, percentage depletion, amortization of reforestation expenditures and pollution control facilities, 60 percent of net long-term
capital gains, second earners, expensed construction period interest
and taxes, casualty and theft losses, adoption expenses, nonmortgage
interest in excess of investment income, State and local taxes other
than income and real property taxes, medical expenses below 10 percent of AGI, and the charitable deduction for nonitemizers. The personal exemption is increased to $1,500 for each taxpayer and $1,750
for a single head-of-household. The zero bracket amount is increased
to $4,600 for married couples. The child care credit is converted
into an itemized deduction. The exclusion of up to 125,000 of
gain on the sale of a home by a person aged 55 or over would apply to
the normal tax but not the surtax. A 14-percent tax would be imposed
on the investment income of pension plans, IRAs and H.R. 10 plans.
The proposal is designed to mirror the present law distribution of the
income tax burden by income class.
S. 2887 (Sen. Mitchell) the "Personal Income Tax Reform Act of
1982." is identical to the Bradley/Gephardt bill except the rates are
more progressive (12 percent normal tax and 8 to 24 percent surtax),
the business meal deduction is repealed, and the medical expense
deduction is the same as present law (i.e., excess over 5 percent of
AGI is deductible).
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FOR I MEDIATE RELEASE THURSDAY AUGUST 5. 1982

WASHINGTON -- CALLING IT "THE FAIR TAX ACT," SEN. BILL BRADLEY
AND REP. RICHARD GEPHARDT TODAY INTRODUCED LEGISLATION DESIGNED TO
MAKE THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX MORE EQUITABLE, SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT BY
LOWERING TAX RATES AND ELIMINATING MANY TAX DEDUCTIONS, CREDITS AND
EXCLUSIONS.
BRADLEY.LD-N.J., IS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE FINANCE
ITTEE AND
MGEPHARDT,
HEAD OFsTHECONOMIC ADVISORY 9ROUP' FOR SENATE DEMOCRATS.
,ERVES
ON THE HOUSE WAYE AND MEANS COMMITTEE AND IS CHAIRMAN OF
THE HOUSE DEMOCRATIC ECONOMIC [ASK FORCE,
PLUS A

BjLOW ARE PREPARED FLOOR STATEMENTS BY BRADLEY AND GEPHARDT,
FACT SHEET ON THE LEGISLATION.

MR. BRADLEY. MR. PRESIDENT, FOR GENERATIONS AMERICANS HAVE BEEN
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE WUTH THE EXPECTATION THAT A GROWING ECONOMY WOULD
OFFER THEM OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE THEIR POSITION IN LIFE AND COULD BRING
THEIR CHILDREN EVEN GREATER PROSPERITY,
'E ARE NOW IN THE WORST RECESSION IN HALF A CENTURY. MORE THAN

10 MILLION PEOPLE ARE OUT OF WORK. BANKRUPTCY IS ALMOST COMMONPLACE.
PLANNED INVESTMENT IS BEING HELD BACK. ECONOMIC'GROWTH DWINDLES.

No

ONE CAN CLAIM TO HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS TODAY,

A NEW ERA WITH NEW PROBLEMS.

IT

FOR WE ARE ENTERING

IS CLEAR, THOUGH, THAT IN THE SHORT TERM

WE CANNOT MAKE ANY REAL PROGRESS TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY UNTIL WE
REDRESS THE CURRENT IMBALANCE IN OUR FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICIES,
MAINTAINING GROWTH OVER THE LONG HAUL WILL BE EVEN MORE CHALLENGING.
WE FACE INCREASING COMPETITION IN THE WORLD'S MARKETS AT A TIME WHEN WE
MUST ADJUST CONTINUALLY TO RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND *EN OURECONOMY
IS EVOLVING INTO ONE BASED MORE ON KNOWLEDGE THAN ON PHYSICAL LABOR.
IN GOVERNMENT AND IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, WE MUST ADJUST WITH BOLD
INITIATIVE. WE SHOULD:
-=

---

RESTRUCTURE AND SIMPLIFY THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX CODE,
CONSOLIDATE ALL FORMS OF GOVERNMENT SPENDING INTO A UNIFIED
FEDERAL BUDGET.
ECOGNIZE THAT WE ARE INEXTRICABLY TIED TO THE WORLD ECONOMY.
XPAND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PURE ANL APPLIED,
OSTER COOPERATION IN THE WORKPLACES OF PI'ERICA,
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THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT WILL BE IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING HOW
WE ACCOMPLISH ECONOMIC REVITALIZATION,

GOVERNMENT MUST SET FAIR

RULES.
UNFORTUNATELY, WE'RE AT

A POINT WHEN, ACCORDING TO A PUBLIC

OPINION SURVEYj FOUR OUT OF FIVE AMERICANS BELIEVE THAT THEY WON'T
GET AHEAD IF THEY FOLLOW THE RULES. NOWHERE IS THIS MORE EVIDENT
THAN IN THE AREA OF TAX RULES.
OUR TAX CODE IS FAR TOO COMPLEX AS A RESULT OF REPEATED
ATTEMPTS TO USE IT AS A VEHICLE FOR POLITICAL FAVORITISM AND SOCIAL
ENGINEERING.

THE AVERAGE TAXPAYER MUST CONTEND WITH PAGES AND

PAGES OF INTIMIDATING FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

EVEN LAWYERS AND

ACCOUNTANTS OFTEN CANNOT MAKE SENSE OUT OF THE MAZE OF DEDUCTIONS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CREDITS

IN THE CODE.

THE AVAILABILITY OF SO MANY TAX PREFERENCES ALSO REDUCES
THE SIZE OF THE TAX BASE.

MAINTAINING HIGH TAX RATES IS NO REMEDY.

HIGH TAX RATES ONLY SERVE TO LIMIT INCENTIVES TO WORK MORE, TO SAVE
MORE AND TO INVEST MORE.

IN ADDITION' TAX PREFERENCES ENCOURAGE

PEOPLE TO INVEST IN ENTERPRISES OR ACTIVITIES WITH RATES OF RETURN
WHICH ARE INFLATED BY THE TAX CODE.

THIS CAUSES INEFFICIENT

ALLOCATION OF OUR ECONOMY'S RESOURCES AND IMPEDES GROWTH.

BUT,

TO GET A DRAMATIC REDUCTION IN TAX RATES, WE MUST ELIMINATE MANY
TAX PREFERENCES,
FINALLY, A MAJORITY OF THE NATION'S
BELIEVE THE TAX CODE IS UNFAIR.

103

MILLION TAXPAYERS

I THINK THEY ARE SAYING THAT CERTAIN

GROUPS AVOID PAYING THEIR FAIR SHARE AND THAT SOMEBODY ELSE WITH
THE SAME INCOME IS DOING BETTER BY THE TAX CODE THAN THEY ARE.
MANY, IN FACT, ARE LOSING RESPECT FOR THE INTEGRITY OF THE TAX
LAWS.
IN VIEW OF THESE PROBLEMS, I THINK IT IS TIME TO RESTRUCTURE
THE TAX CODE --

INCREASING FAIRNESS, SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY,

WE SHOULD HAVE A TAX CODE

IN WHICH ALL CITIZENS WITH EQUAL

INCOMES ARE TREATED ESSENTIALLY THE SAME WAY.

WE SHOULD HAVE A

TAX CODE THAT IS SIMPLE ENOUGH FOR ALL CITIZENS TO HAVE AT LEAST
A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS AND HOW THEIR OW'.
TAX OBLIGATIONS ARE DETERMINED,

WE SHOULD HAVE A TAX CODE WHICH

ALLOWS TAXPAYERS TO MAKE THEIR ECONOMIC DECISIONS ON THE BASIS
REAL VALUE IN THE MARKETPLACE -TAX IMPLICATIONS,

OF

WITH LITTLE, IF ANY, REGARD FOR THE
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THE BEST WAY TO ACHIEVE THESE GOALS IS TO LOWER THE TAX RATES
AND BROADEN THE TAX BASE,
SPECIFICALLY, I PROPOSE THAT WE DROP THE TAX RATE TO 114 FOR
SINGLE TAXPAYERS WITH INCOMES UP TO
INCOMES UP TO
RANGING FROM

$40,000,
62 TO 14Z

AND FOR COUPLES WITH

FOR INCOMES ABOVE THOSE LEVELS,

REDUCE THE MAXIMUM TAX RATE To

To

$25,000

AND THAT WE APPLY A PROGRESSIVE SURTAX

28Z

THIS WOULD

FROM THE CURRENT TOP OF

50 .

MAKE SURE THAT WE HAVE SUFFICIENT REVENUES FROM THESE RE-

DUCED TAX RATES, I PROPOSE THAT WE ELIMINATE MOST TAX CREDITS,
EXCLUSIONS AND DEDUCTIONS EXCEPT FOR THE FEW CLAIMED OVER MANY YEARS
BY THE MAJORITY OF TAXPAYERS OR THOSE NEEDED TO ALLEVIATE GENUINE
HARDSHIP.

THESE ARE CHARITABLE GIVING, HOME MORTGAGE INTEREST,

SOME MEDICAL EXPENSES, STATE AND LOCAL INCOME AND PROPERTY TAXES,
AND SOCIAL SECURITY AND VETERANS' BENEFITS.

INTEREST EARNED ON

STATE AND MUNICIPAL GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS ALSO SHOULD REMAIN TAXEXEMPT TO FACILITATE RAISING REVENUES FOR APPROPRIATE PUBLIC PURPOSES.

TO

ENSURE FAIRNESS FOR TAXPAYERS AT THE LOW END OF THE INCOME

SCALE, PART OF THE RATE REDUCTION SHOULD BE ACCOMPLISHED BY INCREASING THE PERSONAL EXEMPTION FROM THE CURRENT $1,000 TO

$1,500

AND BY LIFTING THE ZERO BRACKET AMOUNT FOR JOINT RETURNS FROM THE
CURRENT

$3,400

TO

$4,600.

ALONG WITH REP. RICHARD GEPHARDT,

THE FAIR TAX ACT OF

1982

D-Mo., I AM

TODAY INTRODUCING

TO IMPLEMENT THIS PROPOSAL, AND I BELIEVE

THE SAME BASIC APPROACH CAN BE APPLIED TO CORPORATE TAXES AS WELL.
IN GENERAL, I AM CALLING FOR SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS OF OUR CURRENT
INCOME TAX SYSTEM, RATHER THAN A RADICALLY DIFFERENT KIND OF TAX
THAT WOULD REQUIRE A LONG TRANSITION AND LEARNING PROCESS,

AND

THIS PROPOSAL WOULD MAINTAIN THE CURRENT LAW'S DISTRIBUTION OF TAX
LIABILITIES BY INCOME GROUP, RATHER THAN CAUSE A REDISTRIBUTION OF
THE INCOME TAX BURDEN, ALTHOUGH 60% TO

70%

OF THE TAXPAYERS WOULD

BE PAYING LESS TAX,
SOME BENEFITS OF THIS TAX SYSTEM ARE OBVIOUS.

TAX COMPUTATION

WOULD BE EASIER FOR ALL TAXPAYERS, ESPECIALLY THOSE IN THE LOW
AND MIDDLE INCOME BRACKETS.
ALL TAXPAYERS,

MARGINAL TAX RATES WOULD DROP FOR NEARLY

REPEAL OF MANY SPECIAL PROVISIONS WOULD SIMPLIFY

THE FORMS AND THE INSTRUCTIONS,

BY REDUCING THE NUMBER OF TAX

BRACKETS, WE WOULD VIRTUALLY ELIMINATE BRACKET CREEP" DUE TO INFLATION.

FOR

THE SAME REASON, THE SO-CALLED MARRIAGE-PENALTY WOULD BE
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CUT SUBSTANTIALLY,
BUT BECAUSE WE WOULD BE COLLECTING THE SAME AMOUNT OF REVENUES
IN A DIFFERENT WAY, SOME PEOPLE WOUL, END UP PAYING LESS IN TAXES
AND OTHERS WOULD HAVE TO PAY MORE.
NATION'S

60

UNDER THIS SYSTEM, MOST OF THE

MILLION TAXPAYERS CLAIMING THE STANDARD DEDUCTION

INSTEAD OF ITEMIZING WiLL PAY LESS THAN THEY WOULD UNDER EXISTING
LAW-SIMPLY BECAUSE THEIR RATES WILL BE LOWER.

CITIZENS CLAIMING

RELATIVELY FEW ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS EITHER WILL BE BETTER OFF UNDER
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM, OR, AT WORST, SEE THEIR TAX BURDEN REMAIN
ABOUT THE SAME AS IT WOULD BE UNDER EXISTING LAW. THOSE WITH THE
MOST SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED TAXLIABILITIES UNDER THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM WOULD BE THE TAXPAYERS WHO MAKE THE GREATEST USE OF DEDUCTIONS,
CREDITS AND EXCLUSIONS IN THE PRESENT LAW.

AND, MANY OF THESE

TAXPAYERS WOULD GIVE UP THEIR PREFERENCES, ALONG WITH THE HEADACHES
AND TIME SPENT TRYING TO AVOID TAXES, IN EXCHANGE FOR A LOWER MARGINAL
RATE,
IF WE TAKE THIS APPROACH, WE WOULD BE CORRECTING STRUCTURAL
PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT CODE --

NOT PAPERING OVER THOSE PROBLEMS, AS

CONGRESS DID LAST YEAR BY APPROVING THE ADMINISTRATION'S REQUEST FOR
A

25%

ACROSS-THE-BOARD RATE CUT FOR INDIVIDUALS.

THAT

1981

TAX-CUT

LEGISLATION ACTUALLY COMPOUNDS THE UNFAIRNESS, INEFFICIENCY AND THE
COMPLEXITY OF OUR TAX SYSTEM,
THE BILL.

To

IT IS ONE REASON WHY I VOTED AGAINST

GENERATE AN INVESTMENT BOOM WITH DRAMATICALLY REDUCED

MARGINAL RATES, WE MUST RECOGNIZE THAT IT IS NOT JUST CUTTING TAXES
THAT IS IMPORTANT.

WHAT MATTERS MOST IS THE WAY WE CUT TAXES,

THERE IS NO FREE LUNCH.

WE CANNOT AFFORD TO LOWER TAXES UNLESS WE

CLOSE LOOPHOLES AT THE SAME TIME.
RECORD BUDGET DEFICIT.

THAT IS THE LESSON OF THIS YEAR'S

IT IS ALSO THE LESSON OF THE BIGGEST-TAX

INCREASE IN HISTORY CURRENTLY BEFORE THE CONGRESS,
UNLESS WE REVERSE THE TREND SET IN THE

1981

TAX CUT, THE ONLY

PEOPLE PAYING INCOME TAXES IN THE FUTURE WILL BETHOSE WHOSE WAGES
AND SALARIES WILL BE SUBJECT TO WITHHOLDING.

THAT PROSPECT IS SIMPLY

UNACCEPTABLE IN A DEMOCRACY.
ON THE OTHER HAND, IF WE LOWER TAX RATES AND BROADEN THE TAX BASE,

I THINK WE CAN HAVE

A TAX SYSTEM THAT REALLY ENCOURAGES THE PRODUCTIVE

WORK AND INVESTMENT NEEDED FOR SUSTAINED ECONOMIC GROWTH,

##
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Mg.GEPHARDT.

MR.

SPEAKER,

YESTERDAY WAS THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY

OF THE LARGEST TAX RATE REDUCTION IN HISTORY. TODAY, HOUSE AND SENATE
CONFEREES ARE WORKING ON THE LARGEST TAX

INCREASE IN HISTORY TO CLOSE

THE LOOPHOLES AND RECOUP WHAT WAS GIVEN AWAY LAST YEAR.
ABOUT

TIME THAT WE MAKE

TAX POLICY

IN A RATIONAL

AND CLOSING LOOPHOLES AT THE SAME TIME -SCHIZOPHRENIC

TAX

DO JUST THAT. FIRST,
ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR.

ACT OF

1982"

WHICH

IT WOULD REDUCE

IT

IS

WAY, REDUCING TAX RATES

RATHER THAN USING THIS

I

AM INTRODUCING TODAY WOULD

HIGH MARGINAL RATES WHICH DISTORT

WOULD PROVIDE THAT MOST AMERICANS WOULD PAY AT A

RATE AND REPLACE THE CURRENT

SECOND,

IT

APPROACH OF RECENT YEARS.

THE "FAIR

1%

I THINK

50%

MAXIMUM RATE WITH A

28%

RATE. AND

IT WOULD ELIMINATE MOST OF THE TAX PREFERENCES, CREDITS AND

DEDUCTIONS WHICH HAVE MADE THE TAX SYSTEM SO COMPLEX AND INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
BUT IT WOULD RETAIN THOSE FEW DEDUCTIONS NEEDED TO MEASURE INCOME AND
ALLEVIATE GENUINE HARDSHIP,
SENATOR BILL BRADLEY IS INTRODUCING AN IDENTICAL BILL IN THE
SENATE

TODAY.

OUR BILL

IS NOT FLAT --

IT IS FAIR.

AND EQUALLY

IMPORTANT,

I THINK IT WOULD GAIN THE SUPPORT OF THOSE PEOPLE DISILLUSIONED BY
TODAY'S MAZE OF CREDITS AND LOOPHOLES BECAUSE THEY COULD ACTUALLY
UNDERSTAND IT.

I WOULD

LIKE

PERMISSION TO EXTEND MY REMARKS FOR THE RECORD SO

THAT I CAN SUMMARIZE THE MAJOR-PROVISIONS OF THE

"FAIR TAX

ACT."
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FACT SHEET ON THE BRADLEY-GEPHARDT
FAIR TAX ACT OF 1982
THE CONCEPT
This legislation lowers marginal rates and broadens the tax
base for non-corporate taxpayers by repealing and modifying most
exclusions, deductions and credits available under current law.
it is designed to take effect in 1984, at which time it will
raise approximately the same amount of revenues as existing law
without any significant change in the income distribution.
The top tax rate is reduced from 50% to 28%. For 70% to 80%
of non-corporate taxpayers, the top rate will be 14%. The only
deductions, credits and exclusions retained are those which are
generally available to most taxpayers or thse which are needed to
measure income or alleviate genuine hardship.
At the same time, the Fair Tax Act increases personal exemptions
and the zero bracket amount for joint returns to provide more
generous relief to low-income families.
By reducing marginal rates, repealing the investment tax credit
and taxing all income the same way, the Fair Tax Act creates neutral
tax laws which do not make judgments about the quality of investments.
This will permit investors, workers and business executives to be
more responsive to new trends and opportunities in the market. The
new tax policy, therefore, will encourage more productive work,
saving and investment as well as enhance incentives for risk-taking
and innovation. It also will reduce disparities in effective tax
rates among different industries and assets that exist under the
current system. This will substantially improve the allocation of
resources throughout the economy and facilitate economic adjustment.
The Fair Tax's simplified rate structure'also will largely
eliminate the problems of bracket creep and the marriage penalty,
which have remained insoluable under the existing system.
THE STRUCTURE
The Fair Tax consists of:
-- A Basic tax of 14% on taxable income
-- A progressive surtax on total income (adjusted gross income)
The rate schedules for the Fair Tax are as follows:
SINGLE RETURNS
Adjusted Gross Income
Below $25,000
$25,000 to $30,000
$30,000 to $37,000
Over $37,000

Surtax Rate
No tax
6%
11%
14%

Combined Tax Rate (Surtax
plus 14% basic taWx-14%
20%
25%
28%

JOINT RETURNS
Adjusted Gross Income
Below $40,000
$40,000 to $55,000
$55,000 to $65-,000
Over $65,000

Surtax Rate
No tax
6%
11%
14%

Combined Tax Rate (Surtax
plus 14Ybasic taxY
14%
20%
25%
28%

Only about 20% of all taxpayers will be subject to the surtax.
The following provisions in the Internal Revenue Service Code
are rea-ITned-:
-- The zero bracket amount, which is increased from $3,400 to
$4,600 for joint returns.
-- The taxpayer exemption, which is increased from $1,000 to
$1,500 for single returns; from $2,000 to $3,000 for joint
returns; and from $1,000 to $1,750 for single heads of
households.
-The deduction for employee business expenses.
-The deduction for home mortgage interest
-The deduction for charitable contributions
-The deduction for state and local income and real property taxes
-The exclusion for Social Security and Veterans' benefits
-- The exemption for interest on general obligation bonds

11-384 0 - 83 -- 4
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The following provisions are repealed:
-The exclusion for income earned abroad by U.S. citizens'
or residents.
-- Expensing of intangible drilling costs for oil, gas and
geothermal wells.
-- Percentage depletion.
-- The tax exemption for industrial development or housing
bonds issued after December 31, 1993.
-Seven-year amortization for reforestation expenditures.
-- Five year amortization for pollution control facilities.
-The general exclusions for interest and dividends and the
exclusion for reinvested dividends from public utility stock.
The exclusion for interest on life insurance savings.
-The deduction for 60% of net long-term capital gains.
-The exclusion for employer-provided educational assistance,
child care and group legal services.
-- The exclusion for unemployment compensation benefits.
-- The exclusion for disability pay.
-- The exclusion for employer-provided premiums on group term

life insurance.

--------

--

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

deduction for second earners.
regular investment tax credit.
research and development credit.
credit for rehabilitation of buildings.
energy tax credits.
elderly tax credit.
political contribution tax credit.

The deduction for casualty and theft losses.

The deduction for adoption expenses.
The deduction for nonmortgage interest and other investment
interest in excess of investment income.
-The deduction for state and local taxes other than income
and real property taxes.
The following provisions are modified:
-The-child care credit is converted to a deduction.
-The exclusion for employer-provided health insurance is
reduced by one-third.
-- The exclusion for up to $125,000 of gain on the sale of a
house by a person aged 55 or over is retained for the normal
tax, but not for the surtax (i.e., the gain would be taxed
at a rate ranging from 6% to 14%)
-- The deduction for medical expenses is limited to expenses
in excess of 10% of adjusted gross income. The separate
deduction for up to $150 of health insurance is repealed.
-- A 14% tax is applied to the investment income of pension
plans, individual retirement accounts and H.R. 10 plans.
---

|I,,
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SINGLE TAXPAYER #1

1984 Law
Income:

Salary

15,000

Less: Exemption
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

15,000
400
150

Plus: Employer paid health
Employer paid life
Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

Proposal

1,000

15,550
1,500

14,000

14,050

15,000

TAX
Virginal tax rate

20%

14%

* From 1984 law tax rate tables
** Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount times 14 percent

tax rate
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #1

Income: Salary
Less: Two earner deduction

1984 Law

Proposal

15,000*

15,000

500

Plus: Employer paid life insurance
Employer patd health Insurance
Equals: ADJaSTED GROSS INCOME
Less: Exemptions
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

400
150
14,500

15,550

4,000

5.000

10,500

10,550

TAX
Marginal tax rate

14%

14%

*Assumed $10,000 earned by one spouse, $5,000 by other
** From 1984 law rate tables
***

Taxable income less $4,600 zero bracket amount times 14 percent
tax rate
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SINGLE TAXPAYER #2

Income: Salary
Plus:

1984 Law

Proposal

30,000

30,000

---

Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid lire insurance

Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

Less: Exemption
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME
TAX

30,000

30,700

1,000

1,500

29,000

29,200

c2D

?'arginal tax rate

400
300

<
T4%

25%

* From 1984 law rate tables
**

Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount times 14 percent
rate, plus surtax
(6 percent of AGI from $25,000 to $30,OOU, 11 percent of AGI
over $30,000).
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #2

1984 Law
Income: Salary

Proposal

30,000.

Less: Two earner deduction

30,000*

1,000

Plus: Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance
Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
Less: Exemptions

400
300
29,000

30,700

,, 000

5,1000

2,000

Child Care deduction
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME
TAX BEFORE CREDIT
Less:

*Assumed $20,000

***

2,674***

400

TAX AFTER CREDIT

Piarginal tax rate

**

23,700

3,565**

Child Care Credit

Equals:

25,000

25%

earned by one spouse,

14%

$10,000 by the other

From 1984 law rate.tables
Taxable income less $4,600 zero bracket amount times 14 corcent
tax rate
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SINGLE TAXPAYER #3

1984 Law
Income: Salary

30,000

Proqaos2i

30,000
400
300

Plus: Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance
Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
Itemized deductions: Mortgage interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical insurance
Charitable contributions
TOTAL
Less:
Zero bracket amount
Equals: EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS
AGI

30,000

30,700

3,000
1,000
250

3,000
1,000

1,200

1,200

150
500
2,300
3,800

500
5,700
2 300
3,400

30,000

30,700

1,000

1,500

Less: Excess itemized deductions

-3,800

3,400

Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

25,200

25,800

Le: s: Exemptions

TAX

Marginal tax rate

25%

30%

* From 1984 law rate-tables
** Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount times 14 percent

tax rate, plus surtax (6 percent of AGI from $25,000 to
11 percent of AGI over $30,000)

$30,000,
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SINGLE TAXPAYER #4

Income: Salary
Dividends

1984 Law

Proposal

60,000
200

60,000
200

Less: Dividend exclusion

200
---

Plus: Employer paid health insurance
- Employer paid life insurance
Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
Itemized deductions:
Mortgage interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical insurance
Charitable contributions

TOTAL

Less:
Equals:
AGI

Less: Exemption
Excess itemized deductions
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

Marginal tax rate

*
**

400
600

60,000

61,200

4,800
2,000
700
3,000
150
1 500

4,800
2,000
-3,000
-1500

2,300
9,850

2,300
9,000

60,000

61,200

1,000
9,850

1,500
9

49,150

50,700

12,lS-3

Zero bracket amount
EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

TAX

--

<

2*

<
42%

-

4*
28%

From 1984 law rate tables
Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount times 14 percent, plus
surtax (6 percent of AGI from $25,000 to $30,000, 11 percent of
AGI from $30,000 to $37,000, and 14 percent of AGI in excess of
$37,000)
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SINGLE TAXPAYER #4

Income: Salary
Dividends
Less: Dividend exclusion
Plus: Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance
Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME Itemized deductions:
Mortgage interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes

1984 Law
60,000
200

Proposal
60,000
200
--

200
---

400
600

60,000

61,200

4,800
2,000

4,800
2,000
--

700

Income taxes
Medical insurance
Charitable contributions
TOTAL
Less: Zero bracket amount
Equals: EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

3,000
150
1,500
1215
2,300
9,850

3,000
-1 500
1:0
2,300
9,000

AGI

60,000

61,200

1,000
9,850

1,500
9,000

49,150

50,700

Less: Exemption
Excess itemized deductions
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME
TAX

<

Marginal tax rate

42%

28%

* From 1984 law rate tables
** Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount times 14 percent, plus

surtax (6 percent of AGI from $25,000 to $30,000, 11 percent of
AGI from $30,000 to $37,000, and 14 percent of AGI in excess of
$37,000)
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #4

Income: Salary
Dividends
Less:

Dividend exclusion
Two earner couple deduction

Plus:

Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance

1984 Law

Proposal

60,000
400

60,000
400

400
2,000

....

---

400
COO

Equals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

58,000

61,400

Itemized deductions:
Mortgage interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical insurance
Charitable contributions
TOTAL
Less: Zero bracket amount
Equals:EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

4,800
2,000
800
2,400
150
1 0
11,650
3,400
8,256

4,800
2,000
-2,400
-1,500
10,700
4,600
6,100

AGI

58.000

31,400

4,000
8,250

5,000
6,100

less:

Exemptions
Excess itemized deductions
Child care deduction

Equals: TAXABLE INCOME
TAX BEFORE CREDIT

--

45,750
9,755*

Less Child care credit
Equals: TAX AFTER CREDIT

600

Marginal tax rate

33%

* From
**

47,300
7,582**

25%

1984 law rate tables

Taxable income less $4,600 zero bracket amount times 14 percent
tax rate, plus surtax (6 percent of AGI from $40,000 to $55,000,
11 percent of AGI in excess of $55,000)
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SINGLE TAYUAYER #5

income: Salary
Long-term capital gains
Interest and Dividends

TOTAL
Less: Capital gain exclusion
Dividend exclusion
Plus: Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance
Equals: Adjusted Gross Income
Itemized deductions:
Mortgage interest
Other interest
Property tax
Sales tax

Income tax
Medical Insurance
Charity
TOTAL
Zero bracket amount
Excess itemized deductions

1984 Law

7rooosal

60,000
40,000
20,000

60,000
40,000
23,000

120,000

24,000
200
---

f.. ooo
--

400
CO0

95,800

121,000

5,000
5,000
3,000

5,000
2,500
3,000

1,000

7,500
150
5 000
26,650
2,300
24,350

--

7,500
-5,000
23,000
2,300
20,700 -

AGI

95,800

121,000

Less: Exemption
Less: Excess Itemized deductions

1,000
24,350

1,509

Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

70,450

CW, "5

TAX:

Marginal tax rate: ordinary income
capital gains

48%
19.2%

23%
2U%

* From 1984 law rate tables
4*

Taxable income less $2,300 zero bracket amount timc-n,
'-ercent
tax rate, plus surtax (6 percent of AGl from $25,050 to
$30,000, 11 percent of AGI from $30,000 to $37,000, 1,'d
14 percent of AGI in excess of $37,000)
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #5

Income:Salary
Long term capital gains
Interest and dividends
TOTAL
less: Capital Gain exclusion
Dividend exclusion
2 earner deduction
Plus: Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance
Equals:

Adjusted Gross Income

1984 Law

)roosal

60,000*
40,000
20,000
120,000

60,000"
40,000
20,000
120,000

24,000
400
3,000
~00

--

--

600

92,600

121,000

Itemized Deductions:
Mortgage interest
Other interest
Property tax
Sales tax
Income tax
Medical insurance
Charity
TOTAL

5,000
5,000
3,000
1,200
7,000
150
5,000
'9-,
350

5,000
2,500
3,000

Zero Bracket amount
iess:
lEquals: EXCESS ITEMIZED DEUDCTION

22,950

17,900

ACI

92,600

121,000

,oss: Exemptions
Excess Itemized Deductions

TAXABLE INCOME

5,000
22,500

340 .

4,600

4,000

5,000

22,950

17,900

('hild Care Deduction
1:(itmis:

7,000

4,000

--

65,650

94 100

TAX BEFORE CREDIT

17,541**

22,370***

Child care credit

800

'PAX
a:ta';inal tax rate:
ordinaryy income
capiLal gains

28';

42"(
16. 87

*.is.-iumed f.i,,000 earned by one .,s',
$20,000 by the oth,r
*
E',c!1981 law rate tables
an anit t ifes 14 porten t:,x
k. ..s $-1,600 /Alt.) briC't;o
I
.-a :x ,3 x 'v. nt of ,GI Flun $40,;10 to $55,000 , 11 p rke nl nx 'I
$o 5.0:'
r GI iin Ux,...ss t
$55,01
., $65,000, anod 1-I IAirVl.

2, 8'

,

,

fn

las
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MAI:I ED TA1A YLIt ff6.

1984i

I11cimc:: Sa Iitry
[ng
L(rm c;piLal gal i
I n tc rex t anui clivi dlnds
T''YIA 1,
1,,

Ius

: Cap iital Ga in
.x:Ilus ion
1)i vidsid exc:l usion
2 unrnor deuiuct: Icor

I Lemri xsd

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
declut I (ns:

Mortgage inLrir(.st
other In Lure. L
property La:
sales tax
income, tacy
medical
inSLtre,1ce
charity

400 j)(JO
,0.) 1000

rff',)
vpjrj,
A

- -

---

100
2,000

756,600

I ,9)2/,40

10,000

100,000
10,000

•0,00r
10,000

4,000
100, O00
150
50,00
-, 400
756,600

'g,,inal
Tax Rate:
Ordinary income
Capital gains"

- -

:i
*(J0

TOTAL

TAX BEFORE CREDIT:
Child care credit
TAX AFTER CREDIT

'

"Jf(, (f)fj

240,000

T.os-s: Zero bracket amount
%Tuals: EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTI'"-

L(ess: Exempt ions
Excess itemized deductions:
Child care deduction
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME

I'.-,aI_

i

20'), 0

m:
mlo)yer pu
aid heal Ih i nsi, r .......
EIjici y(!r pai ( 1 i re i nsuc:,, t.

.l:(lutlIs:

.;,w

200,0004

4,000

S0, 000
'40 :-,)o
220 ,,00
Si,,|oo
1,002,400
5,000

270,750

215,400

481 ,850

77r,1$0

222,325'*

2.1,512***

!

960

--

50r

28'i

20r

2811

*Assumed at least $30,000 earned I)!' lesser earning spr,'
** From 1984 law rate tables
*** Ta\able income less $4,600 xcro bracket amount ti"',
1tax rate, plus surtax (6 peOrecni of AGI from $40."
II percent of AGI from $55,0r to $65,000, and 14 ''...ct
in excess of $65,000)

recent
';55,000,
of AGI
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #7
Ibroit Is i I

1984 law
Income:

Less:
1'ItIs:

Salary
Interest and Dividends
TOTAL

200 ,000*

Dividend exclusion
Two earner deduction

--

1 ,002 ,100

10,000

interest

1O,000

100 ,000
10,000
4,000
100,00

50,000
10,000
- -

0

10.00
--

150

50,000
274,150
3,400
270,750
996.600

Exemptions
Excess Itemized deductions
Child care deduction

I))
02.)0l_

9

996,000

Other interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical Insurancro
Charitable contr'ut ions
TOTAL
Less:
Zero bracket amount
Equals: EXCESS ITEMIZED Ii)EUCTIONS

Less:

--

---

::quals: ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
Mortgage

800001()
,6b00,-0ob

400
:1,000

Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life
insurance

I eLm/i('d deduct ions:

200,000*

__Boo,
o
1,00o0,0

50.000
220,000
4 6100
215,.100
1,002,100

4,000

5,000

270,750

215,400
74000

Eqhua]s: TAXABLE INCOME

721,850

778,000

'IAN BEFORE CREDIT

342,325**

241,512**t

C34,3§-

Child care credit
TAX AFTER CREDIT
,Jarginal tax rate:
Ordinary income:
Capital gains:
-Assumed at least $30,000 earned by
grom 1984 law rate tables
Taxable income less $4,600 zero
rate, plus surtax (6 percent of
of AGI from $55,000 to $65.000,
$65,000)

50%
20%

28"
28;

lenser earning spouse
bracket amount times 10A
','c.nt tax
P"-, from $40,000 to frr ,01f,
11 1)p 'rcet
;cr1i

14 percent

of AGI

ill

c\(oss

til'
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #8

1983
Income:

Salary
Interest and dividends
Oil and gas partnership revenipq
Less: Intangible drilling cost
Depletion
TOTAL

Loss: Dividend exclusion
Wl\voearner deduction
Plus: Employer paid health
Employer paid lire
'.,tL
Is:

insurance:

200. 000
800,000
100,000
100,000
30.000
990,000

.100
2.000

---

insurance

deductions: Mortgage interest
Other interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical insurance
Charitable contributions
TOTAL
Less: Zero bracket amount
Equals: EXCESS

200,000*
800,000
100.000
1,000.000
65,000

Pr- )J.t,1

400
3.000

Adjusted Gross Income

Iteizod

a,:w

31 ,600

992,.100

10,000
100,000
10,000
4.000
100,000
150
50.000

10.000
50,000
10,000
100,000

3,400
270,750

50.000
220,000
4, 600
215, 100

31,600

992,4,00

4,000
270,750

5,000
215 400

---74 5o

ITEMIZED -ErTIC'IONS

Ar I
Iless: Exemptions
Excess itemized deductions
Child care deduction
UqUaIs: TAXABLE INCOME

-0-

TPX. BEFORE CREDIT

-0-

fhild care credit
TAX AFTER CREDIT
"I NIHI'M! TAX
r!,ild care credit
TOTAL TAX

4.000

--

768,000
238,712
960

-0-

--

238.712
--

158,250
960
~712
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MARRIED TAXPAYER #9

Income: Salary
Less: Two earner deduction
Plus:

Proposal

30,000*

30,000*

1,000
400

Employer paid health insurance
Employer paid life insurance

Equals:

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

Itemized deductions:

Mortgage interest
Property taxes
Sales taxes
Income taxes
Medical insur-nce
Charitable contributions
TOTAL
Less: ZeroBracket amount
Equals:
EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

AG I
Less:

1984 Law

Exemptions
Excess itemized deductions
Child care deduction

300
29,000

30,700

5,000
1,500
400
1,000
150
500
8,550
3,400
5,150

5,000
1,500

29,000

30,700

4,000
5,150

5,000
3,400
2,000
20,300

19,850
Equals: TAXABLE INCOME
TAX BEFORE CREDIT
Less: Child care credit

2,434**

1,000
500
8,000
4,600
3,400

2,198"**

400

Equals: TAX AFTER CREDIT
Marginal tax rate

18';

14%
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BusinessWeek/Harris poll

A -loss of faith ir the progressive tax
of aprogressive
ZSoport for the concept

one thing, the venerable hstoiution of ployee business expenses,home mort.
bme tax-for muchof ths century a tax exemption for interest payments on gage interest,. charitable conlrbutions,
aid real estate tazes; a progressive Lasdebt sctiritieeu issued by state and ha
mochstone of tax policy in the U.S.to a maxilanall but collapsedamong the Ameri- g verme-nts could be In trouble. The rate on incomes over $25,000,
ca people, which has kot faith in the public supports the exclusion by a slen- mum of 28%. The response-581, favora.bitfy of tse tax system to operate equi- der margin 497-to 42%.And most peo- able,32% opposed
The retention by Bradley and Geptably. This is a principal finding of a ple-49 to be exact--an willing to republic opinion survey commissioned by - verse the Wa break on some of the hardt of some progreaive features at?
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abroad.
earned
by
U.S.
citizens
income
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the
Harris survey, the Americanpublic's
both
ways
is
the
bill
desire
to
have
it
Luc. The alternive. a nonprogressive,
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presentHarris
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ical-xpense deductions
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Similarly,
adjusted gross income.
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more than 70% of Americans
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whether they beleve that the
est deduction--even if it makes
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Yes, There Is a Better Income Tax
As many Americans keep saying, It'se poison in fornia would retain a few preferences and tax at a
the body politic. Who can respect an income tax sys- flat 1Spercent. Either approach would greatly imtem that allows many wealthy citizens to pay little prove the efficiency of the system, simplifying calor no tax yet claims close to half the rginal eamrn-culations and increasing the Incentive to earn. But
Ings of the middle class? Who can defend a tax code the price of simplicity in such a flat-rate tax Is an
so complicated that even the most educated family enormous redistribuUon of income.
AccordiAg to the Congressio al Budget Office,
needs aprofessional to deckle how much It ows?
UnpopWar as It is, however, the income tax sys. Mr. Helms's plan would raise the burden on those
tem has beenre arkably resistant to improvement. earning $5.000 to $10,000
by 14?percent - while de.
President Reagan's tax package wil eventually roll creasing the total paidby families in the $100,000 to
back rates to the level of the late 1970's,
butIt will not $00,000 range by 47percent. Mr. Panetta would
simplify the code or rid It of provisions that penalize fully protect the poor bit would still be Increasing
bard work and reward unproductive investment, No the burden on mJdde-income families.
Lacking this radical simplicity, but preserving
wonder that skeptical politicians rank serious tax re.
form with gun control and free world trade - as the present balance of pain, Isthe Bradley.Gephardt
plan. It would continue to permit a few politically
worthy causesunworthy of the time of realists.
The skeptics may yet be proved wrong. The ob- sensitive deductions, like home mortgage interest
stacles to reform are no less daunting than they and contributions to charity, But more affluent
were a decade ago. But Congress is beginning to see families would pay s surcharge on these preference
that the public's tolerance is not unlimited; disaffec. Items. Also, the marginal tax rate would increase
tion is great, cheating has Lnceae. If any reform with Income, topping out at 28 percent for those
has a chance, It Is the fresh start proposed by Sena. earning more than 37000.
Unlike a flat tax, Bradley.Gephardt would thus
tor Bradley of New Jersey and Representative Ge.
not mix tax reform with redistribution: no income
phardt of Missouri.
clas would benefit at the expense of any other. But
dozens
of tax exemptions would be eliminated; most
Federal Income taxesnow claim only Uipercent would pay tax on almost all types of income. The
of all personal income. But the income basethat Is average citizen could thus figure his own taxes and
taxed has been so eroded by exceptions and prefer- figure that his neighbor was also paying afair share.
ences that the rates on what ts left to tax must be
kept high. Thus the tax on an extra dollar of Income
Neither a flat tax, nor a sophisticated hybrid
for a typical family earning $20,000 is28percent and
progressively higher for the more affluent. The urge like Bradley-Gephardt, would be easy to enact.
for reform, therefore, usually attacks the moWterHardly anyone objects to the idea of simplification;
gious exemptions in the code, to exploit popular re- but Almost every voter aims to protect a favorite
sentrents and to enag the tax base.
piece of taxexempt turf. Investors want prefer.
But adiffused public outrage has be no match ence for capital gains; working parents want defor well-funded special Intoreata. So a new gonra. ductions for child care; Americans abroad want for.
tion of reformers alms to rebuild e iecm tax sip income exclusions, and soon. All excluslon can
basefrom scratch. It hopes to simplify the tax code find their justifIcation. But by cumulatively marrow.
and sharply lowerther nmrina ta rates forall.
f the tax base, all contribute to makhg the income
The most dramatic fresh start, without chang. tax code adisaster.
The issue, then, is whether Congress can muster
ing the total amount collected, would be a flat.rato
the vision to look to the common interest. The hurtax levied on a greatly broadened income base.
Senator Helms of North Carolina would rid the law dles are formidable, but so are the potential baneof virtually every tax preference and tax all Lncome fits: a return to fairness and faith in a system that
at about 12percent. Representative Panetta of Call. lies at the heart of responsible government.
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The 'Flat Tax 'Bandwagon
suppl)-side
economist Paul Craig Rob"rO
s like- it, Senate Finance Commtte
chairman Robert Dole is interested anc
stntlitecral Dciru,.rats have good things to
ay0jlKi it Last weekeven President R¢agan s ciccd tojunipon the bandwagon rora
flat-rate tax s)sten, "Let me just say we
support Ikiking at that." sid the President.
**Itis a ter) Icnipimg thing "
Reagan was speakingfor a lot of people
The puvp,
or the tax would be to simplif) -the navtiost byzantine income-tax
structure, arid legislators are debating the
%irtuls ofat leasl si different flat-rie proponsalson Capitol Hill None is likely to be
enacted into law scion-if ever Still, flattening out the nation's prog essluetncometax system and chmnatrng many tax dodiclitot, possibly Including those for
home nitrigag-s arid char'ahle
contrlhucons. is Setting its most
srlll diUsuvion in decades
"There's a lot of mnremsnt fre[

(ihe flat ias)Iat he giats r,x,"

_

couraging hotter iOipliane by taxpay)r
Some economic , elheve le talk of revamping thetax is utli.tiitig Massiielrw
cent of all taxpayers
would pay a fiat I 4 tax-las changesiarr
I) what Iheeonpercenttax rate,white thosein the upper- omy does not need"vj,'I
right now. says Cilmostbracketswould pay a graduated
rato bank economist Arthur Gundulfi Mire
up to a maximum28 percent(the curret
talk of eliminating the deduteibility of
ceiling is 50 percent), As a result,Bradley home-mortgage
interest expenses might
figuresthat many taxpayers would pay les further
damagethe alrng housing indstr ,
tax than under thecurrcnt code(chrl) Bu
and thwart the already)weak economic resincefavorabletaxtreatmentof unearned covery And opponents worry that the fiatincome, including capital gains. most inter
rate proposals may simply diert attention
ext anddisidends, would be abolished, some from the
graver issue at hand reducing
rich people would pay more.
government spending &%a
shareorthe grin
According to its proponents, a flat-rate
national product
tax would have several important benefits.
Both Republicnsand Denronaisplan ti
A low tax race would discourage invest- make the fat-rate tax
proposals an issuein
the November elections Senator Dole has
promised to hold brings on them in S.ptemberand lastweek stowevdto Introduce ai
"'equily rax" bill of his own by hen Al.
though Reagan Adnninistra ion budget director Datid Stockman has
suggested somC omponrinixotO
flat
I tax iould be iniroduLed in
the fi-cal 1904 budget. neany
exper,, tender heihr the i,suew II1 even sur ise the raill
campaign. Given Its corn.plicatoes-and
the opposition arrayed against all but the
most ,atored-dovn tcrsion, -the fat-rate
tan may be an idea that sounds too go4ixto
ever come true.

says loaa Sen Charles Grassies
"As usual. Coiigrss us yeArs behind
the times "
I here ivno pure flat-rate tax bill as such.
Theoreiocall). the simplest-and probably
leasl practicable-would impose a tax of
from cItoIS percent on all tncomeeanrners,
banishing all deductlotis and exempri
tions
SUSAN
DE Itat k
iiu
( IJSTPIpI V4
from the tas :ce The proposals before
.-d H)UARtUIt1
I I4% in , , ,
.[vJ11W.
I
ct
Congress are nicre complex. A bill spon.
scoredby 2Arictta S<n Dennis DeConcini
calls fira 0p, r n flat ta ton
corporations
and individuals. but mouTdstill allow for
mired pr)Aal and generous business
deduc Iicti California Rep Leon Panerta is
An AT&Tenecurite predicts the Piclureproixisig a 15 percent rate for individuals
phone will be "one of the most innovative
and a 1-raduaed 3 1o1 percent rate forcorand worthwhile business toils of the deckJtraitiens, mwhileretaining special personal
ade." and ifrhe initiAl cosrporatr respin is
esnipiiois for blind and elderly laxpa)ers.
any indication. hema%bright Es en beforre
Critts of the idea argue that there ts licile
Ma Bell offered its t-ui-say audio-visual
"flatn,s"tn ithem at all -You begin making
Picturephone Mc tig Serice to the public
exceptions to the exceprtiuns," says New
last week. the rrlecimmunicatiuns giant
York Rep Barber Conaule Jr , "and pretty
had already)persuaded buyers across the
xnon)ou'r right backs hero)ou started "
country to install private Picturephone
Deductions: The thief problem Is thatI
rooms at a Iii at tif 2 1 Itica1cons
most sn-called flat-tax proposals would
-a-,r,,, c1.
au,.,ai csm.ssa
v
The new stcm isn a caller a color TV
tend to penahte middle-income taxpayers,
picture ofbboth the people in his own room
while leaing somewhat more inthe pockets
and the peoplehe's talking to Bell hasbeen
of those in both upper- and lower-income
in the city-to-city teleconference business
brackets Generous standard deductions
embodied in the plans would exempt the ment in nonproductive tanshelters Substi. for seventeenyears But iwe Ficlurephone
poor andmanylow-income workers fr6m outing I single across-the-board rate for the cuts thecost offan hour-long coast-to-coast
current mace of multiple tax brackets and conference from more than 110,000 to
paying higher taxes, while middle-income
$2,3S 0 Prnsare companies can now hook
earnxr usndd Ith honne-mortgage interest rates would also dramatically simplify fil
deductions and other tax benefits.To com- ing procedures for taxpayers-and per. into the proposed 42 city network, installhapsevenallow the entiretax form to be ing their own Pi,.turephone rooms for ut
bat that problem. New Jersey Sen. Bill
printed
on
a
single
positcrd
A flat-rate tax over S100,000 Although it remains expenBradley and Missouri Rep Richard Gepbardr plan to introduce a hill that mould that eliminated many deductions would be sive, participating companies expect to cut
fairer than the current lax code, widely their executives' travel expenses And since
retain many major tax deductions. includbelieved to allowwealthy taxpayerstoo many managers spend half their time in
ing those for rorigage interest, income
meetings. Ma Bell salesicen behevethe Pc'.
frotn social-security and veterans' benefits, muchleewayto dodgehigh taxesthrough
legal loopholes.And most importantly, aurephone%ilt provide a produce I divLstateandlocaltaxpayments
anddonations backers
arguethat a tow flat rxte could dend "It adds a crispness of purpose to
tocharity Their proposaalso retains some
progrsbsivity approximately 70 to 60per- ultimately increase the flow of tax reve- meetings." says marte.ing nianager Bill
nue to the US. Treasury's coffers by en- Carter, "It makesformrtmal chitchat."
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The Flatter-Tax
--MovementPicks Up Steam
by F,,.HA:)

I KIR LAND JR.

we ouldscrap
ei
iltuouldn't it he irrhit
,1,,Atk'
c.JrL-"ironie-tax system.
.,it

humble at exnllli.
r-in1n
uridr,and d'Ju,.IlnsanJ rely
-rate
-a
iiitdrioasiJple ln%

ronall in-

Ira esi'on ol that
uoire'In resent mooith
but radical proposal
nilii-l-,sioundin
hait rn.sers,. St Ilprt arLW file prhilusal
r e I-nitir Jes<
ir
spVtu.alit, ir on Iiit
fiil,,

.,It No)rth Carolina to liberals ,u~h

Bill Urtles ,IiNest lerror and
'is :itr
'
KN'lpil %ajor Uudgrt Director D~iiJ A
"The 'rftteni is
51rsn11 resvivlid
high;

%mpatiett, so the flat laite briwd-

based tax idei " Promimentsupply-sider+,
iniludin .iArthurLiarerand corner Assiant SN'reta ryt the Trea,ur (of EUunm'
ic Prttsy Paul Craig Rhers have hailed
RerganomilS
ay toireAsoe
the fiai its as a %%

l1,
ir,l
s budget civ Jldriiiii The geeral
idea hasusocn -iin the e--ditorralhtrking it
suh non-tupnly-ders a-. thie New Yirk
Tmpiandihe WlJii 't,,n Pit
agol in Philadolphia the
Tv, inok.
De %sralic parts put lt',I Lo r .ordin itstr o a flatter ixsrale siru.ture andJitinipltied las ukle Ir1 Dfiocrats Ji ReOltr'f
psibiruau,,Iliaiei Iiri1tJ bills, I~
sarlus ar-uriu tir aridling tederal innome taxe'esoruthing ron the more
exotic sorts a shetae deals iothe base oeductirins fur home mortgages and charitable contributions to the exclusiins for
long'-tern apital gainsandSiLial Security
and eitherIrnsh'r payments Mann br efits nuw taken frr granted-such Asemplayer-paid health and lie suran, esen
ree parking spas.es-old become ta,able Broadening the defniion tii taxable
income would make t possible to cut tas
rates. vthilh now rise in 12 stages Irnttim
14c' tr' 5'4, either to a single rate Wl)e
20% or tl a much narrower and lltier
band of ratirs
Despite itt su'jen critriresor ic. thin
latest nnevnienI for las returnretains a

dr.tincIl) hoibrusio qualny For almost a tl tour rip Flihr %e raise rates u brileaden the ta. bar, and there's no qustlin
svarcngnresshasbeenparahzedbydiithat brrdeningithebascvisihirruldvnlion and Indrcslion reluctant to cul
spenduoigand unlkely nklvo,l' fear ofI - Able us It hrigdi n the lisp rales, is the
aye1,-Ito"
finding -nintm'. in an election )ear, tl
The his apl%-al L4 the flat tax hi, alto raise S20
rpiise
naktg,%s iisl paper
i
i'ipi
hilliom mer-w taxes The n lron that this nan' Is-sn -duliiir simplrit
alvh nmlk IN nwpuinderiousl, delitserat bidy might sud- oul taxprormi ons
tioaironlor rnillhiins il Iaspairs Ili l
denl break it. sIalcnale b%pursuing an
annually Ir the ,rmillions (it dollars
us and revolutionary
rnhsileh mieari
viresi la%,nrs and aiisunlan, Alea:
c( wsro'rlns atrlast d(ubiful
I,tsrine
hi
When pressed,many congressional pro- 40'%tf all taspair-i, nom pay .
prepare th ir %turns While the ial mapotnlis olfRater-tate lax lesgislatironadmlI
%i'-ld rioj findi iir indlhat thee are onre than happsojust Ii gien- forl yl ciii,,u
crate debale ion thr irpic Thiny monciedt'%sidual rureirihulii'r to the irderal fill giling du-n muih under a Malral--idsJ.d,
thai their 611s art i,tle more lhan %hais
,.i many ps'i'ple's Irisesmight elli l
knon on Capitol Hill as "talking plinll's
All the talk has promrnpiedRobert Dole, all wouldal kast pas up ib ths asurance
chairman tit Iho Senate Finance Commilt- that e eryune %%aslolrkingoieralrhare
Ni longer siould trh- Iruh sealthi Iuv
let, hoprr'nusu hranings i(nthe sub:el this
tall Bul tinnislt Milton Fruldman, eho able huigri a I,-n rid, as billinair alunker
Hunt app-ared to, helen-n 1975 anJ ]Q77,
has adi usahnda siglera ta intnimr
Athen he paid at ri., SQ65 in laxes Nio
Isemre than to dread-s, draws little
comfior t frn the re urgenr-e of interest in longer % 'raJdrstghl'ors. iih Nual n ealkIl
arhitrarll t-npu's different aflrr-tas inhis proinml Whal are the chances, Fc
a
rtn"t asked him ri-c'nfl), that any of the cimes husaurn i,' happened ii) on
current crtep ot las prpsisal- u ill sec day-. hiiruu rather ih.u rt-nil,or pai' his bills hi
saito
partsutrl%
pun
n,
or
Ishirnu
lighi' Frirlnan's reth 'lu'ro"
a Mal-talc wn-Ides%orvisil
%NfxAieIn
would i- able Ill b'y himself earning ad"The end of our rope"
ilhui fear that his efdiional isoor
Still, psupular dsafhet.tlon with the eorplexiry and inequity of the persona) in- torts nuculdbe punished hysisadily higher
rales
lax
marginal
crnm tax is gru sing The IRS estimalts it
liens. sone S" billion annually in taxes- 1 The mair prhlem with going io a altalmKt oniu*-uarler of the total ac ually la%system, ho- e er, has alwa%s been getiolleied irm indsdual and co.rpX)ra- tjtg from here (to flieu Elimrnating all fas
lions-in incons that disiplears miii ihe preferences, and making everyone pay the
imph" a a% instias',
"udlrgrousnd" e nonrlrySlist of thai in- s niv rale i.ll
beli a crtain i rrni I-,-I
its In
come in legall) earned but no repirled
'Lnless we make xore niajmr changes, lscoghl) $NIool., and a a%cut Ilir 111t
"'re endangering the voluntary basis of
our Ia% .vstnent" asserts Horard Sfgerr
mark, a Iop aide to Cenator Helms Adds
FRTINE .. , n t6
a fiherRepresenlatle William brtldhsad,
al Dervnrat from Michigan, "Congress is
increasing) anile ete're reaching the end
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Using actual returns Bled with the IRS
las year(but only those showing taxable
Incoce l, JosephJ. M inarlk, an economyst
with the Congressional Bssdget O6c,
h projected (upper chart) what the dluribtion ofr tax liabilitites would look like
in 1984, ass ilog she law isn't changed
between now and the. Minarik appled
various hypothetical Rat-tax achemes-

all designed to produce roughly the sane
amount of revenue-to thai &ae 1911 income base.The lower chart assumesa Bat
I. %tax rate with no exempt onsaand illstrates the trouble with the true at
lax-itpunishes sO poor. All Bat-tai proposass before Congressreta in or tcrent
certain exemptions to minioiz the shift
in the tax burden.

cra-,;

r a ccc llcT c ccste,
l
-iih
ontyhave to pay more cntaes but trust
paya iraier percentage of their ieo tIn
race.r was "fair and equctaiey The refoccicc--icltcudnnlceicccp~
cycinse
coat,unanmbiguous:58%nttuac.
agree l it
fair;,38%did
a largermaurin,
I wvas
rcn
its |ul
.
h MLtBy
r"
nad
er
that came group layered mai at og
prcrgresucviiy
instead of going toeaBait a.
Combining a comprehensive income
ba ,. witha single rate is likely to foist a
greaers
tchuore tax burden upon
oor-cncuene groups (tee char For
e that
mason Ralph Nade "an
other cieraleforrcws- including Brcccrcgs inctituticn
"nrnccnisis joseph Pechmaonand Henry
Aaron, andl RobedtMcIntyre, tax specialist
s.tilh Circoensltoe Tax Justice, a lobby 'Inanced by organloed labor-insist on ctamning sane degree of progeaivity even
in a simple system with no deccuctiorceRather than one Bat rate. they support
loiwering siretop rate from 50% to3around
3D% and replacing she12 exciting income
brackets with only three or lout.
The las-Battening proposal chat goes
furthest toward meeting the theoretcl
and practice objecions to miajor reform
may be the legislation cosponsored by
Senator Bradley and a leliose Derncrst,
Representative fRcicardGephards of Mtissouri. They propose keeping five or six of

themcit politically sensitive deductionsfor home mortgages, charitable contributions, major mieldat expenses, and state
and local property taxes-as well as the
standard exemption for the poor that is
comm,on to all Bat-tax schenass
The two Democrats believe they've
structured a rate-fattening proposal that
maintains the present distribution of tax
liabilities among income groups, while
raising the samrne
amount of revenue. They
do this by Imposing s t rate of 14%on
irdivnsduas with incomes up to $25,000
and coupes with incomes up to 4,000;
they would tack on a sliding surtax of 6%,
116r and 14%on additional earnings fora
maximum taxrate of 2B%.
A leglalallve slampede
Even Bradley's plan would entail a lot of
ox-gotingj for one thing it would increase
capitl-instxies, now at a ma imum of
.20. And skeptics, such as New Yorkes
Barber Conabe, ranking Republican on
the House Ways an Means Committee,
point out thal permitting any exemptions
would encourage a legislative stampede
by other special-interest groups for similar
trestritenL
I's a familiar litany. Radical reform is
too radical to be realistic, realistic compromises too compromising But the recent

boomlet of interest in a Rlat-or flatter-rate
tax system shouldn't be treated like just
another bulletin from the Flat Earth Socely It is at the very least an encouraging
sign that the urn taken by congressional
tax policy in recent years-away from a
system that punishes individual savings
and investment and toward one that encocrages those aclivities-will continue,
The one inapr issue left unaddressed in
last summer's landmark tax ill was the
needto broaden the tax baew Since thit involves taking away as wel s handcngout,
Congressnaturally hesitates to la e up to
the tait., but the budge bind may make
Sucih a curse inevitable Siak-the-rich
rhetoric ts notably absentfrom the debate
over theRat tax-heartening evidence that
the long-term tired continues to be toward encouraging capital formation.
]
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Democrats Endorse Budget Plan,
.Modified Flat-Rate Income Tax
ByPaulTaylor
froe the current$1,000 to 11,500 by embracing
thegoahit a designed
and sOe
sro bracketamountfor to aceve
PHILADELPHIA,
June26-la joint turm wouldrim from 3.400 Similarly,.the workshop
idopted
Democratic
Party,breaking
with st- t 14,000
an amendment
offered by Sen
ditioal approaches,
today endorsed Tooffset
therevenue
loss,thebill Christophr J. DoddID-Cocc)that
in general
tuna both u overhaul
of wouldeliminatemost tax creos, thoughbroadlyworded,
wasintend
td federalpersocsd
income
taWeA exlusioi and deductios sxpt ed to givea bout to a pay-a-yoro
t a and a pay---you-g,approachaet ofthoseclaimed
bythemao. approach
to ogesia
urdn
btyot thetaxpayers.
Theenceptiocs thatwasofferedor the fooro the
to congressional biolget-mauking
Thetwo
bothadopt
d include charitable pving, some Howe lt monthby Rep George
mortgage
interest,
certain
medical
Miller
ID-Calif)
a tauaniemu voice note amend.
Underthe Miller biU.Congress,
soatota
to the party'a draft statement expenses,sut and ocaltaxe, Soon the economy,
wmr amow the cia Securityandveteransbenefita beforeit can authore any new
on municipal
bonds,
provide
up-ront
firstconcrete
" or the economicandinterest
,ing,
muatAlso
"Overthe yearsthe tax code
hs
sources
of funds to pay f(or
froct ofa perty movingbeyond
a vehiclefor poitical faver. it
postureof vaguegeneralitiespep- become
with boaodaideagairat the itism and socialeiginaerinI,md
Because
the plan aoud freer
Bradley,chairman
of today' work. spendingst currentlevel An re.
Reaganadministration,
gro th. "It now quirs budgetrote snd/ersew rev,
"I thinkpeople s goingto cone shoponeconomic
lway from this onaertenowith a far too compile.It i blatantlyUa- enus to fundany newprogram.it
amongthose
Mueof thefermentandthe rethink fi" Unde hisp o . most the raielenmt eyebrows
60 nthn
txpaerswho ure the who think the current mix in the
that is going
on in the patWy."
sA
RpI RichardX. Gephardt(D-Mo.). standard dductio will payles fee-vralbudgeta totted too much in
then
now,
he
saud
favor of gic over butter But delte
coauthor
with Sea BillBradley
(DRep-He ry S. Heus (D-WI.), wal beef. endlittle opposition air
NJ) of a tax-.stre
er ningbill that,
In the prcem of alimftatingmany said the beautyof the Bradley- faced
bill, which
asto beformal- Amongthe other key amendment
taxloophole
usedbythewealthy,Gephardt
introduced
in Congress
withina to the economiicpolicy paper adoptwouldse a flat rateforrost taxpay. ly
weeks,
in thatit avoidsthe ps- ad yesterdaywereresolution rejoctn anda moddled
graduated
rate few
rannial
pitfall
of
ting
on tax re- ie a coratitutioall balancedbidges
forthosein higher
braeckeew.
formpiecetual"Manyof t have amendmentcalling for a capof $700
Specifically,
the bill woulddrop beenstubbingour tor for 20 year
Per ta payer on the fiscal year 1982
therote to a flat 14percent
forsinto plugusOopholes_*
and 1953 tax rote aindpropping
* gtetaxpaye with incomesup to trying
"Everyone
is fortaxreformbutno elimination
of the so-ialled ta k$26,000and for couple with in- one
wantsto giveup hi or herape- ing proisions adoptedLostyear.The
coms up to $40,000.A graduated 'ialloophole,"
added
Sen.
Gary
Ha
&Waapproved!
a block of
Surtaxranging
from6 percent
to 14 iD-Coal "To reallyreform,you've workshop
amendmentspromoting the idea of
*percentwouldbeapplied
to incom gotto get outsidethe system
sta equal pay for mwnen lt work o
above
thoe levels
slartall overagainThis bll Soe a comparablevajie
Thse changeswouldhavethe longwaytowardputtingthe party While she economic PAe am
effectorsducing themaximum
rate hackontrackuntermsof leading
the flirting with ne ofea, it did rot
fromthe 50percent
it is nowto 28 economic
debate"*
stint on attack. Mot of the draft
'percent.To alleviate,
Theworkshop
dadnor apecificallyreporton the ecunomywas a bill of
the biurdoson
taxpayers
at thelowendof the scal, endorsthe bell,bet adoged Lin. horrors against a Pepubican eothe personal
eueoption
wouldgoup iuagetailoredto theproposals
i it nomic program that "has drow a

-

rd

-

safetynet around a small,wealthy
minoritywhileworking
families,
the
elderlypoor,children
fromdisadvsrged homes
saidmembers
of minority
groups
have fallenthroughthe
holes.'

Beforetheymet formally,theyheard environment aren't mKoderateAnd
pollsterPeterHarttell themthatby they aren't cvnarvative. then'reI
amoagin
of 67 percent to lS percent. olently rdal." former vce-pre-pi
Americana
favormorestringentlaws dent Walter F Moidae told the
protecting
the environment;thatby environmentworkohop'Don'tlpit
a margin of 64 t) 14 they Walierathe pick on Watt
pick on rho gnu
Nowhereano the attack mode Domact am commitedto those who went olluvtr thecountry to tie
morein evidencetoday,however,
thatby63tell7 theybe- him..
cand
.than in a panelon energyAnMthe
thatthe Republicans
The policy statement on enerfl
support
n;vir-nnnL Petty leaders there relaxingtheregulations
andthe envire nent dinmis',ee the
spOutthe day celebrating
their op"(Ioteri-r Secretary
JammslWatt Reaganpolicies as aherroti-nl Wo
port-niy to "capturethe centerof iathe Kryptooitearoundthe neckof calk foira return to Ahat it describ
d
Amerin thright," in theword of the Republ
can Party."Hat said
a the bipartisan cne oev,
that esRep Aiert A. GoreJr. (D-Tenol.
'The Republican policiee an the usted
in those
mres before 1981
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Fair's Fair
But What's
Fair?
By Tom Wicker
iKenneth Suos, a defeslve lUnem
whowas thetop choice Utthis years
Naltinal looihellI aguedraft, sow
blassig ed contract that his agent
says will yield him more than "ny
majorexecullve at any major coes
pimywLUbemaking "
Few Anweirai will begrudge Mr.
Sims, 22, such an income or the IW
vestments that Win Stewart. th
a eaMys w",, make him "e4 foe
lie f odllly. S
people may
well be a.ngeredhw r y Mr.
Sttwrl's huther disclosure that the
lineman shouldnot have ti pay taxes
for at keast seven years "if every.
uing goe well," Lnd nt much lfter
that
'YOu get him in gooddeyrvahle
r
estate, put him in sisltpul
bondsandlet Nsit ther," )Mr.SLtewart cold wie serice reporterswhe
the contractwith the New England
ParIots was signed. "'Ie souldo't
really hive to pay taxes"
Unfortunately, not everyoneh oid
aI sackingquarterhacks or hjttIng
bome rns or pleytng rock muic or
bat the opportunity
y to digott weltsor
make big bucei.In buolies.Ad
AMely
Lb"e who do can he set foe life"
ibroogh the hind of lrviwmes on
siach lIttle or no tax has to be paId tax preferences" if Youhave
them,
"oopbolee" If you dont.
Plbic resentment of Lbespectacle
of big incomes- lnodivldoroorpo
rile - on
which virtually notax seed
' egd
is,on thing dn-vinglne
poDiii the
t annual
eret Inlos
a slteh
eno. ororir
is
weeken
that the a '"a11 but honesttaxpayer
ncw has to devoteto figuring t his
Federal incometax. With asldue ra-.
apedtto H. A R. Block. why stimd
the tax code be more complicated
than Einstein's theory? That Cmpleity, together with the pertslve
sonial ne that big money ge
off Ilightly, proibly als countries
to the growing problem of ounlgfs
Laxevaxin.
For ill these reason, there'
grown Ierest, even amongsome
liberals, in the 'flat-ats' tU
proposalsof supply-sldera an cansrativru The 321 billion tax increase Nor IM jut voted by the St
ateFinance Comittee reflects ti
iterel, ard budget director Davld
Stork-an recently told reporters
LIat President ReagLn "is highly
sympathetic to the flat-rae, broadbased tat idea "

He avoulrpy t
be Isla,
"it ILwss pailof neil year's budge"
-spieculation.
alLhougi,hb la oe. so far. In that
At their mid-term conference.
lemocrata alsodeldarad for a fair.
er,. impler Mid more efficient" tax
code,buLadvocaLed,Instead ofthe flat
ta.. "a biroad-basted, low-rat" tax to.
LOIsomeprogressivitylt upper
iemgroups.
Themain problem witha real flat.
rate tax Is that I=d
tuattong
heldpriiLCple aEporaletxto
- LLt Lherich, With more AbilityIo
pay,sh d paly at hiLge riel. The
reut would be a massiveredlatribo.
tin of Income. with moe if the Nas
burden shifted from the rich as the
poorandmiddle lasi
A lat-rateLas would eliminate exemptio. or deducions CEany kind,
On* all "Ioopboke" - bot that would
be a disasLertor te hosting industry
and fbr charitable contnbutiosu. Soclef Securily and veterans*benefit
wouldbe taxed. On the other hand,a
flat-a lio would eLiminate"bracket
cmp," the macstage penaltyandthe
abilty of the rich to shelterincme;
it might even reducelix evasion,due
to ita Silnphcly And appearanceo
tqluity.
That's why two of the ost
Ltr.
tice younger Deotoceata
- Senoator
Bill Bradley of New erey and Rep.
reseeoatkve Rich Geprdt of Mi
souirl
- mayhave a winner in a new
Lax reform proposal that appearsto
oombi.e the heat features of Lbe
present an proposedsystems:
It adoptsthe simple flat-rate das
yeprmerves proittvlity.
aIt savesthe most populardedue
Lions;an exempiona yet hiLttl the
mot orious loopIades foethe rIch.
It woulddo the lorsr by providing
a flat14 perceol rate tor il Lsipayenr
timing up to Vl,0., or Wt,0e toe
married couples, and Imposingproelive
siucharges n toose earning
more,up to maximurn ILarate o(2
percent - cosaed to So percent
Andit would do the later by allow.
lg exemptions for Social Secur y
Andveterans'benefits, anddelctitns
for chantLable coclnbutioo, home
monlge interest, stite and locll
taxesand battleelse.
SenatorBradley, who plans. sisiltar reform for the corporle taz says
revenes under theB '-dl'y.Xephardt
planwouldbe about the a measthose
under the ReaganLa bill enacted last
year.Yet, he claims. 63percento( all
taxpayers would gel an even larger
If allIthilssounds
toogoodtobe true.
It probably Is The plan apparently
would not addmesa
the corrent deficIt
problem Powerful lobbies will op.
pose, perhapsprevent.elimination Of
such loopholesasthe deductionfor n.
tangibledrilbig coas - as well as
met others And, in fact, It's sit easy
so decide what's a "loophole" and
what's a legitimate deduction tha
mightto be prseved
Sortii thatout could --e the downfall of any bll that eks a oompro.
mie .bertweenpresent cmtplesityad
promisedsimplicibty
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Win"T(inn MuAiXa-st

Level Levy?
Idea of Flat-Rate Tax
Is Gaining, but Passage
Appears to Be Unlikely
'Bracket Creep' Would End,

Backers Say, but Foes See
lkijfits for Well-to-Do
Its Fun toTalk AK tObut..
tIyCI1I% nuLn
CINTI
WASlNiTtlN

- 5i'e- nub-l'an~ s-,re

con-SRr p--ple like MeJbatla-ivr IheAA
v
,uaru ot IIf lut p ise " Livewla lat 1.
rev l WithI-r fIrnlly In fitic-ta trouble
md i t yi-l fet-itag Irtuh relif from La
nmli. ihn l, Paitit -n !, the talent ht
s'Ll lriv(i, hlIull9t he ascuselax
lir the Pa i )ears we haue beenthe
it-called rnt:ea-rlis Americans,paying
4( the rIch whollCdatllire IllAS han CUv
ted he L jhpitem and the high-rted
hawyer to bat tre santerm." Ie Albiny.
l)re, w(-lannwrilte to Kelsibtean he, Mark
Ialtfrld ' Whyt.,n I hisicotisty have a tlat
15'i Inrmnelax on all peoptranahly eint1niSI. with%
ia di%titlpwu'
,
A urprL.angnuflmerif people.it t udi
piqltallfintim bh parties5.Sxit??with
Mirs.Lktve r Depl~teenlcttIlent 1ast year Of
JrepUWIl1Rkagts' threeyear2 ', fka Iin odividuil Ircgane-lax raln. letter, lie 11t-a
have been Lrea.mlngInk CtIvgRMSIORua
Of
fires Si-rap the wholecnnP1otAledPanoply
of lan deilutiknu. aniditaaAndexclai .
they say. and tinaeaii t a Single low rate
fur e%
rr~bw).,

LurkingCamoplcauoas

A flat rate Ca., mut expert, agr", r
ai,,ns a tang 1SA etiil tSaparpeiitlStapik'itylie, a Utikel Ofpotental Cosplacatk1s iottyopie argm thatw its tmup
lrm. it w,nid maily benefitthe weUto-io.
Arid aeptes say the idea'sbrea backing
ruaikt easly dudvra If llwv makers ever
gl San to rlliloIfalingspecifictax dedUC[I's fan
S
tu talk atlt it, bt ItWaoud
ie
impoitt- Intampleao-nt. "S Jolla NoCan.
, Wanuh-a,1ala-1leuwy
andformer Treasury
ftipartateiil tax Sarcn-atist
Neverthelet..the idea is gathenag ap
port from a flruovi nuimherof poltiitans.
Lawmakers Of both nrtit have started
eating fat rate p po a s The Detorattg
Paty at Onrecentconferencein Pilladel
phia slid a fPatrate or rin Incom tax
ten shold be coisadared,because "coans se dsctate, t al thtsCorv0outed
system be dratatcatly Sirmhplifd."AndPremsdent Seagan.after bem tool to theidea III
flatly. Is week calkd it " %eytempting
thifn" that ahouktbe considered,
Popinot cltend thatby elnmaattn
ailtor nost tax preferences. thegoverrminl
Mid ratu. wttha rlIlv ety lwLa ra tethe
samineamotal0 rena-rises ntis A init
rate wouldgreatly neityi the sk of Illing ma4
La returnsvd ralculaling Les It
wiLondreducetheIn'ettie to t LShlter
inma. adv Iatet ari, aid It waodid
e"
marethat taxpayers with the sameIncone
pay the nwna, nlt in aCs

A flat-rate ta., IOnbahers say. One
wculd 'slre soM 01the wgra sonatten
thatarte from prap~alsa taorates. ow at
them a ""bracketcraep," the ineranein tl
bardess Mat results when aI'is
alkInved by 0rfliatto, posh tupayers hen
higlr "naricirs" La hacketn Anther
anotusly La She"nearre penalty " the
jump In theLaxbLtewhen couplescoamkhn
their knacomes
and move Intoa higher tax
bra gt As a result
hMoreover.
manyernroants2ranteo that
,I 1at rate system wilhit dedhtaco would
lead to a moe ettiklat economicparfomanice.becausespendIng Maid
lanvIeitaf
detinirnswould. e
oled by tax cow
sdwratts The nat roi tta. coctudesose
congress al aide. "is the derat of every
tax expert "
SanteRepulihcans. ch asSe Hafield.
Support
theftat-role wea as a wayto get the
,errnwlet nail at the kusinesa
Of0 tg the
tat
oer social engloierala "By atleanIttingk-, Wye everysortnand eton mic
pirldA.i tari-ugh the gas code*" he eran0,1Iwt."we have put a greater andgreater
hanL ar
t the acr ae
V lpa'er
soppon lrom the Right
Aluthof the curwrill enthusasa toethe
flat rate iea i cang ean conservative,
wha seem t be molt conr ed abot! a-dlag the Progresstve
tealures 01the Clart
tiworvetax A atitim of flat tanadvocates
aoltles aeaiserrative
RepuicAn Sen Jesae
HPaLna;
of Nonth Carolina.Lhanun Terry
DWtA41the NADoRAtT
LnaerValleWPolitics[
Actlat Comantlee.author CGere Gilder
and K hard Viruee. Ihe publisher of Casrvate D Itsi
StiarurtNI-rvaves se the flat-rae tU
as away of furthering upysdeeoMomu, Lld Hae. the et erfonlisi foe
Khnt-r "taitat Seryis. argues to a
Hlertnge Piundalia Articleeneted "RecaIng Heaugatarakns
that the psiatdel'ts W
cuts realy futlled he Supplysde promsof itiireasingintenove to workand Savest
onlylo thevery wealthy,Their toptao rate
ws auhd tantyear to 51; ftem WI,- Mr.
ItQle matnlainmthat a flat rate systm
ewoaldprovai srlar cuts t manal rates
toe midielo-ine taxpayers. whe lap
rates haven't ben reduced
sauheamtally
SFiartile uverwhemlengrlnajity of Lax
payers between sawand ;W,. the Reagan
prismni pruvadeb141 rehet rather than taP
reaching structral rroran. he criit'ludes
M,aly kitplyshlers fear thu the mar.
ilnat rate cuts they helped eagricer Ltg
year Are "ttitirdkdby thecurrent drive to
Coegass n.find nore r-"Lemiet narrow
ti ihr-idferil deficit. If sewrevenues
needIt h- Iitund.they argue.It would be
better to raw, themby elintizrig tax pref

Other liberala lhe thal itmiy giLs
of a flat-rate tax caste be aceranshed
of
witauintChangigthecurrent durnkibition
Laxbut
Democrati Sea ail Bradley
ofNew Jerseyand ematocratirRep k h
and('elksadt (A Msounn have p-opLrio
lbbolshinigm bt tan preterefte aid
ltiuag a simple, flur rate progniartve Ix
Structure
Under theit plan, th-re woul he a ltm
14'l rate for ill taxpayer with 3djlited
grS tnt-mwan
below1S.INP.or lo.of or
,init retIMs TI wuni riser tat, of x
payers hM the ratfe would ns in hre
Step- an intoma active 1.00. n-athin', ..
lop rate 01t1e an tatncoae
over S3a. ur
lIaM ot joint returns
TIWpnpauislalo wouldrais the fiOi
tar tow it-wie peoplen-hoitiddtthi be re
qeired to p.y Ises And It would retail aJ
tewLas prefterfte Including halite it
gageinterest d dit an,
Sen Bradley elialmlk thal nsi a Ile
6o nltmontaxpaers who cluni
tth- XArd
di-diartstinwoueded tip paying hatertine
under his pesposl Taxpyes latIminarel
ahtily tewdedultauns would payabutl the
same as before, or sligtly l-s. bt with
lien paper work Tdasyers who lake Lirge
deductios would piy Inure
He rites theexamtpleof a m,%rrwd as
payer who re mn tA.+ uto
cne and whu
does'l Claim ltany dedrtsa-.a He swild
pay tInS.1in Liaea antn under current law
And15"4 usar the Kradley-GeiAArdt;w%
pouatl.A taxpayer with the sLu tainoe
whoclaur mny dedution wouk pay 2.,
VIIIsha 14 under curralt law. tompnree
wlk 10 aie tMep, pwua.
Beeath the lmplk
napate ther appaent Simplicity of the
tLd
rate Idea.speciaists say,the pu has
wat" cuetplektties.( e peni-leminvolves
efetng rctine St proals biggestap
plying a hat rate to wanefSrmOf ttal i
rome... That would involvefastig many
loruns 0l 1owrn that curlealty are ex
ett-sah as S lat ha-curly payri-otu
Saw thievsto even believe that htanwn
rshauld he Ia- tor the nea" they tngpittly Pay th-aetnves tur their own

Dan keyto ta ng puklt aupport may
he wheaweraperlfr flat rate see s at-toallyofter significant unpeveen t metr the
current lyslem Is wordssttiingly similar
to Mrs Deyer's the receoy frmed can.
serstAtv Coatilui for a Psal-RateTax s
na-althat thepresa-nt
Ian system"placesas
unfair Laxburde in the vt majority of
cla Amaeian$ whide alworking mtIdlte
hawIngpeoplein theupWincialut bracketa.
who can afford to hi expenlve law ers
andaccontants.to taseadvantage of count
lesa lounplke to yantdtheIr fair soreit(Athe
Laxburden," hne gs eyanfurther Wittiam
create thankyIRaresnog
MntP- rates
Satire, a NewYork Tuasa-scola
ot
st.usnt-rs
agidai
that thecient tax System.
becauseof ktp
Iwneafiheeskse
ana,
o ofSh artoTheyasatendthat a flat-rate SYSseM Soles Iht peipefirye al all.
mmrAta
Many
ta
analysts
dtupole
snh
aser
wouldmerely transfermo of thetax bur
tins, however, The nn partitn cogrs
desron ie wealthyto inalde andtowaI
Coammtteeon Toahor -1mCne people.
Alowflatrate,sy 3, .would $"W3at
nde ata oermaoas
people
is higher mltes thateven after cauderlgl theelfecs
average lax Its
of vat
taU pretereat-es,
beackets whateruiWn them Joe peopleis
WYityrales1r
frol abo.A 611 lo people
towerbracket,theyargue.
"Theg'a ,0 quetif that theeffectis wall uoase bewa- 5m.and Sto.0ctoe
hightof about n1 tar peopleWilthInticte
to mne tanes te low ad mitckla-t-nco [
oveet ,a.a
pople" saysJerame Kurlt. Present CarNor IsItes that ta preferteates
binft
te's Ittenal feaenaae
seraie ommuI Only
the wealhy A I9T Brushing,Iouito
sater. "As thedebateanthis getsSerious,
Wairstudy cUatlaed thatthekl-ertu aredl
support lrom the liberal citimilly sit
evaporate -
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vised larlty tvnly among all income
eoup While upperm'ome peopledo bene-

L; the&%exclufit fromsuch provisions
peopleare
sionofcapita]gains.fow-income
sucha tae niehelped
byotherprovisions
taxabilityoftransfer payments.
Anda vrietyof othertax preference.
suchasdeductAlity of mo-tgage Interest and o slate and
local Laxs. provide co siderabe retire to
midutlainccme groups One analysis by Josep Minar. as ecoeomtistslib the Cotressiucal Budget Otfice.suggests that a
at-rae system wouldwind up transferring
more Of the lax burden to niddle-Incore
groopa.

Support for Sirnpl catlot
It Is far from eet ain that slntpliytng the
tax syem is by it lf a strongenoughIssue
to drive such a sweepingchage through
Congress.
Despte frequent complaintsabout
the comlexty of the Incoemte
tax. H&R

Block Inc.. the ttax-isstane company.
show that taxpayer supportfor
says Its polls
sioplfylog the tax system is quite weak.
H&R Block's business, of course, is to belp
taxpayers deal with complicated tat ferns.
But Its poll result may be ex stainedIn part
by the fact that abou Ti%of atl taxpayers
avoid thetnajOr compleuities
Of the systec
by using the staMard dduction.
.There Is no organited constituencpfor
slmplihlcatios,of the Incomelax.- concludes
Ilr Kurts, the former IRS contissioner.
Compared with the moeryd1s support
for tidying up thetax system, the benefilctriesincluding tax lawyers sld accouotaol
of apecia] Us provinloos that might be
wipedaway by simplification are hilTy organned and vocal, Many tax analysts also
bliWvethat wipingthe slateCleanof all seclI] tax re"Ons would have too ouettling
an elect on the nations social strctIure
Therecurrently are over 1 speciatlU
pronvisons.called "tax experdtures" by
Congress.The combined beneflin provided
by them hive been estimatedvery roughly
at 03 billi. And they are growing rapidly. By 1307.the SenateBudget Committee
estimates. the benefits will rise in almost
1410billion

The Rockft Boats
".Tao many-social and economic Instilu
Ims art already interwoven Into the tax
systenli" to llow fur quick sod easy
changes,saysMr. Nolvn,the lomier Treasury tax official. Adds Donald Lobick. a
WaolIngtn allonley who ftught to close
as a Treasury official
MliseIa 'liple'
*during the after admmistratoe. "lnte srat
sinart assessingthe Imliralioni of during
,Awaywith teni, you see lcre would be too
mr.iay forking bliti
Sonle old Washington hAnds conclude
that the only way to get Congressto enact
such a sweepingchangeas A flat rale tax.
o a variant oi it, would be an part of A large
overall tax cut. That way, the repeal o
cherishedtax preferencescouldbe buried n
a general reduct e of everyone's tUes.
'It's awful boad to gH any lax reform with.
WAlpitilg sweu'ting in It.- says Cltiris
Walker. a seasonedWashingiontx lobbyBat twith Congress
facing the peospect of
5i10-bilion-ayear deficois for the foreseeable future,most lawmakers are Iooking for
ways to Increaserevenuesrather LaNU
cut
them further. Unless there is a change In
the poliucsio taxreform, that doesn'tbode
well for either the fiat rate tax or similar
proposals.
- antax reform, you have to bane enough
moaey Ia boy oif lie losers.' eaptains econ
omist Barry towurtEh ' But Congresshas
already gives away all of its revenues for
sone years in corrie, nd mre,"
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Sen. Bradley has a better idea for the Democrats
By Edwin Guihman
Almostall the big name DLemocratsexcept
Jimmy Caner (he'll be in Canada on a
fishing trip) will he In Philadelphia this
week for the party's fourday midterm cno
vention beginning Thursda) and NewJerey's Sen. ill Bradley plans to makethem
an offer that maybethey'll refuse.But maybe notThe offer Go to the voters tn the congresStonal election this fall - and looking
ahead to the 1954presidential election with a definite. detailed plan t simplify the
FederalIncomeTax Code, eliminatiig mist
exclusion deduction and loopholes and
lowering the Io" rates ir Irem iDtio 70
percent of the nation''%n.i million tayoy-

At

ers

Bradley and Rep Richard A (Gpherdl
ID. Mo ) unveiled !us' such a plan a lew
weeks ago basedon 14 months ot diligen,
research They are no weddcd to ever)
detail of It. but believe they have dralied a
proposal that hasa realistic chance of developing a broadly based consensusfor
reform and they plan shorly to introduce
legslalilon in Congressto hve iI go in
effect in 184
"The winnersessentially would be people
now on salary who claim relativcl*%few
itemized deductions" Hradley said In meeting with The Inquirer ditorial *ird reentl'y 'The losers would be the peoplewho
have beenlakinx ,antaKcf
tax shellers
if the lk micr i Are lodging fbr a new
idea.this is what we've tradiiuanlly twiod
for and it mcelc a yearning lhat - it
there"
Biradleydnsn t claim that the id. 3 lt
simplifying the tax code is new It hasei1
bandied a llt l-r 2i )earfor tilte Carter
in campaigningj htr the president) in 196
repeatedlycalled ite ax nod a' dibracc in
the human race*"and proiwid toodi. %tme

thing about it, but Congressturned Aim
down
An acqutaintanceof mine. John It Ilali.
los AnKles taxlaw)r. tooka post in the
Trcasurv Ilepartment in the Ninon odminiSIratian as deputyassistantsecretaryfir ta
iolic) with ili single purposeoi redvltng
tax rates and hacking at tie mazeOf hi
hbilc, and dedoeimon iul President Ni!sxn
shied away from the strenuous poli al
light that wascertain t,, ensue and tlre
tong a frustratd Ilall was back iI Io.
Angeles
The ilradIlytcphardl plan if no tiov-at

whose power the progressive income lax
a'Onthe other hand. if we lower tax raten
and broadenthe tax base,I think we have a
wasdesigned to weaken
tax system that really encouragesthe pro.
However, any plan to make tax forms
ductlive work and investment needed for
simple enough so that peoplewho can add
sustainedeconomic growth-"
and subtract could fill them Out without
professionalhelp, much less cut through
Their proposal will not pleasepurists who
the tax code's labyrinth of confuling rules
would abllih all deducttons. exclusions
and regulations,is going1orun into a torm
and loopholes They dn't pretend that any
of special interest hornets on Capitol Hill.
rform plan that would do that hasa reaiAnd if youconsider that the lawyersand
Itie chance of enarimet., no they would
accountants who devise the lax shelter,
retain deducions which have strong public
and figure out the loopholes for wealtiy
upopor - these for charitable giving.
clients torm one of the special interest
home mortgageinterest. some medical ex
groups that would be hit the hardest and
peDes. Slate and local Incomeand property
that lawyers predominate in the Congress. taxes and So al Security and veterans'
well, it doesn'tseemthat the BradleyGep
benefits They also would continue to ex
hard pruIosal or anyother effort to reform
empi income from investment in municipal
the tax code stands a ghost of a chance of
honds
being enacted
SpeClically.their plan would drop the tax
But there's no questionthat most Americans perceivethat the tax code is too com. rate to a fiat 14 percentfor single taxpayers
with Incomesup t, $ ,000 and for couples
plicated and unfair and that it increasingly
earning 40.000,A progressivesurtax rangnourishesan underground economy In announcing their plan. liradley and Gephmrdt Ing from 6 to 14percent would be levied on
incomes above those levels That would
voiced concern that the peopleare Iong
rdluce the maximum rate from thecaremt
respect for the integrity of the tax lawn I
top of 50 percent to n percent
'The most important ingredient of oat
mito
revenueas
It would raosethe ime
tax system is voluntary compliance.-Gep
the present system, drawing the Lame
hard said -The recent cards and letters I
amount of taxes from the same income
have beengetting in connection with the
brackets, but. no BradleyPointedout, while
budget debatemake me wonder if anyone
its roots, is different in detail from press
too
the majority of taxpayers would be better
thinks the system is fair If people can
off. many high income earners would pay
proposals Also It would retain a progres- underoand the system - which they cermorv,
sie tax rate at a time when in increasing
tainly ca ' today - they will be more
number
lihticalleaders including len
likely to support it. And with the growing
Bradley believes. however. that many of
Robert Dole. (R'Kan I chairman of the
Siteof the cash or underground economy. them would give up their lax shelters and
p-werful-tat-wrilihl Senae PtinanreC.m
we need a i)stcm which has widespread loophole, "'along wilh lho h eadaches and
mnlec. are warm'nll uI,,
tho idea if
supper,
time spent trying to avoid taxes." in exreplacing the present code witlh a flat,raic
Bidle) asserted that uniessthe trend set
charge for a lower marginal rate
tax that would bave fewer deiluciinn
ht resident Reagun 5 lg01 tax cut i, re,
Reforming the las code won't ease the
An ob ious problem with any fliwrate lax
%ers l "the inly peopic paying income
nation's mounting budget deficit or corretl
is that over not tn oloe a perJdl time if
laxes in the future will he those whow
in the economy,bil
the deeper weaknesses
aoit'd (aver the ver) rich h) allwin
u
wages and salaries will he subject to with.
iI would be fairer and it sure would make
mutation of wealth recreating the old con- hoIding Tha prospect is%imply uncccp
life easier as April 15 comes around ouch
cnnlraiOn it wjlth to a It, lamilie
able in a democrac)
year
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Toward a fair federal tax code
L)aid Stockman, President Reagan's director of the Office of Management and Budget. says he wouldn't be
surprised tosee Mr. Reagan propose. in
his next budget. getting rid of the
progressive income tax and replacing
it with a flat-rate tax in which all
taxpayers would pay about the same
percenitagc of their income, "It's very
mitch our intention to move In that
direction." Mr. Stockman told a group
of rporlers In Washington. "The President is highly sympathetic to the flatrate. broad-based lax idea."
As a matter of fact, the administratlon already has begun moving in that
direction with a Treasury study of the
idea, which Treasury Secretary.Donald
t. Regan has described as "maybe the
fairest tax of all."
. Maybe. and maybe not. One classic
definition of fairness was formulated
in doggerel a few years ago by Sen,
Russell long of Louisiana. then chairman. now ranking )cmocrat, on the
Senate Finance Committee
' -Do't tax you. don't tax me. lax
that fellow under the tree."
To most Americans, though. tile
principle upon which taxation ought
to be based is ability to pay, and the
flat tax certainly flouts that. How can
it be fair for the millionaire to pay the
same rate, say 12 or 15 percent of his
income, as a widow working to support
herself and her two children at the
current minimum wage of S..3S an
hour? flow can it be fair for the heir to
a great fortune, who never worked a
day itt his life, to pay the same rate as
the coal miner, the shoe salesman in a
store, the busboy and so on?
" None of which is to say that the
present s) tem (i lederal taxation (or
4tate and local taxation, for that mat.
ter) is a thing of beauty and a Joy
forever. To the contrary, more and
More Americans are coming to realize
that it Is. as President Jimmy Carter
described it. "a disgrace to the human
race." and een more now than it was
then. with the supply-side economic
theory (or "trickle-down theory," as
Mr. Stockman allowed himself to be
quoted in that celebrated Atlantic
Monthly article) embodied in Mr. Rcaian's first budget, and his second.
. Before Reaganonics the federal tax
Code was riddled with loopholes and
EcoJerry-built with shelters The 1981
nomic Recovery 'rax Act added more

loopholes and built more shelters,
Those, for the most part, gave the
wealthy new ways to avoid paying
their fair share of the tax burden. and.
to make things more unfair for the
average taxpayer, it is the upper-in.
come people who gained the most out
of those celebrated tax cuts.
Plainly, the system begs for reform.
and more and more Americans are
demanding it, but in what direction
should reform move? Toward simplicity, yes - to the average American.
wrestling with his Form 1040is like
wrestling with an octopus - bit al o
toward fairness.
Sen. Bill Bradley (D.. N.JI and Rep.
Richard Gephardi (D., Mo i have
worked out a plan that does go in the
right direction. The Bradley-GephardI
plan would eliminate almost all tax
preferences, such as those oil and gas
gimmicks that allowed Attorney Gen.
eral William French Smith to shelter a
large part of his income. It would keep
such socially useful land politically
sensiltive) deductions as those for
home mortgage interest, some medical
expenses, state and local income and
property taxes, and Social Security and
veterans benefits.
It also would allow the maximum
tax rate to drop from 50 percent to 28
percent, encouraging productise investments lobe made, and made ott the
basis of real value in the marketplace
rather than the tax implications. For
two-thirds of Americans, it would
mean lower taxes.
Those who call thcms!elscs political
realists may scoff, comparing the pursuit of fairness tn the tax code to the
pursuit of the Holy Grail - an ad~cnlure upon which idcalisiz muy embark
but a goal never to be achieved. It Is
true that there are lots of dragons in
the way. the special interests who benefit from all those loopholes and sliclters and exemptions and gimmicks can
always advance arguments In justify
them and contribute through political
action committees to the politicians
who will protect them.
Yet if, asSen. Bradley says. most of
the nation's 103million taxpayers believe the tax code is unfair and many
"are losing respect for the integrity of
the tax laws'" that isa reality to which
political realists who want to get elected, or re-elected, would do well to
respond
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I would like to compliment the Chairman of this

Committee for beginning a process which will hopefully lead to the
constructive reform of cur current tax system.
Careful analysis and planning are required in developing a new
system which conforms to the objectives of our national tax policy.
One major objective of our tax policy should be simplicity.

The time

and energy consumed in dealing with highly complex and sometimes
inscrutable tax forms is reason enough to switch to a simplified
system.

The enormous

amount of money spent on compliance,

however,

makes the argument for simplicity overwhelming.
In 1954, 18% of the American taxpayers employed professional
assistance in preparing their tax returns.
forms were prepared by specialists.

In 1981,

52% of all 1040

Peter Brimelow of Barron's

said that in 1981 an estimated $60 billion was spent by people
complying with or taking advantage of IRS regulations.

Administration

and enforcement of these laws accounts for almost half of all federal
government paperwork.

In addition, the IRS spends millions of dollars

investigating and prosecuting the mushrooming number of taxpayers
who are using protest schemes to avoid paying their taxes.
William J. Anderson, Director of the General Government Division
of the General Accounting Office portends, "Now more than ever before,
the illegal tax protest movement poses a threat to our country's voluntary
compliance tax system."

More and more, taxpayers are turning to

untraceable cash transactions and bartering in order to decrease their
tax burden.
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By simplifying the tax system and lowering the rate, the flat
tax approach would encourage many people who are now avoiding taxes
to enter into the regular economy.

Tax evaders will find it more

cost effective to comply than to spend time and money hiding their
wealth.

More importantly, large sums of money now spent on

both complying and avoiding could be put into productive economic use.
The present tax structure with its steeply progressive rates and
numerous loopholes, leads to the misdirection of economic resources
away from productive investment and consumption and towards purely
tax-attractive activity.
A flat tax system would encourage decisions about economic
activity to be based on prospects for productive market returns rather
than on the arcificial benefits given to it

by tax policy.

out of every ten taxpayers who hire professionals

The four

to prepare their

tax forms could spend that money more productively under a flat tax
system.

Persons who sink money into depreciating investments and

property in order to claim a loss and reduce their tax liability would
begin to sue their money in ways which would prorrote economic growth,
and more jobs.

But most importantly, the flat tax will encourage

greater compliance and thereby absorb much of the underground economy
which now evades accountability.
Besides simplicity, our tax policy should be to adopt a system
which does not discourage economic advance, upward mobility in pay
or social scales, and increased productivity.

Our objective should

be to foster productive economic activity and encourage people t,
seek higher wages rather than spend their time and money looking for
loopholes.

It requires little more than common sense analysis to

conclude that the flat rate system will do far more than our present
system to encourage economic productivity.
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A flat rate tax would largely abolish the current disincentives
The simple tax would

for working harder to command a higher salary.

le damaging to those who have concentrated on avoiding taxes, and a
reward for those who work hard.

It would offer a much greater prospect

for upward mobility to lower income earners.

The current progressive

schedule of taxation distorts economic decision-making to a far greater
extent than an evenly distributed, flat rate tax would.

The current

system of marginal graduation of taxation makes it more costly for
the income earner to increase his or her income.
Finally, it must be kept in mind that the purpose of taxing
citizens is to provide revenue for government services not adequately
provided by the private sector.

Our tax policy should be designed to

produce revenues in the bost efficient ',ay possible for the operation
of government, rather than enforcing a particular social policy or
distributing wealth.

As columnist William Safire stated, "That way

we know how much each social policy costs each year, and we are more
inclined to curtail tax expenditures that presently go on and on,
unexamined."

A flat rate system without credits and exclusions except

for a personal deduction, would be a neutral tax system which does
not interfere with personal choices in the market place and does
not advance one particular social ideology over another.
A flat rate tax will achieve fairness,not by increasing taxes,
but by lowering them.
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Mr. Chairman I welcome the start of these hearings
on tax code simplification and reform, and more particularly
on the so-called "flat-rate"

tax proposals.

I would note that

these. hearings are by no means the start of the process of tax
code reform.

In reality, we started 20 months ago when we began

consideration of what is now known as the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981.

With that bill we provided the American taxpayers

with long-overdue relief from a tax burden which swelled faster
than the double-digit inflation they were trying to keep pace
with.

The federal revenue windfall brought on by "bracket creep"

will finally be repatriated by July of next year when the last
installment of the President's 25% across-the-board cut in marginal
rates is put in place.

This year,

fiscal necessity required that

we look not only to the budget, but also to the tax code to trim
away provisions we could no longer afford.

The elimination of

these obsolete provisions, or tax loopholes, marked our second
step in improving the efficiency and equity of the tax code.
The generation of this year's tax bill also highlighted
what is generally referred to as the "compliance gap".

A full

30% of the revenue which will be generated by TEFRA will come from
increased taxpayer compliance.

But even with those measures,

billions of tax dollars which are rightfully owed the federal
government will go uncollected.

Clearly, you can only require

so much withholding and hire so many additional IRS agents.
now many taxpayers already feel they should be entitled to a
dependency exemption for the time and effort they spend with

Right
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IRS agents.

The message is clear, taxpayer compliance is not

the problem, it is but the aggravating symptom of an increasingly
complicated tax code that has done more to accommodate special
interests than implement a fair and equitable system of taxation.
Any tax code which is expected to be efficient and effective
must rely on voluntary compliance.

When the tax code is, or is

perceived as being, inequitable -- taxpayers are going to find
ways to hide their income from the reach of the IRS.
it is hard to blame them.

Quite frankly,

It is all too obvious that we are losing

the compliance battle with our present tax code.

And while we

should direct some of our energies toward collecting those lost
revenues, our more important goal must be to make the changes in
our tax code which are necessary to assure that the tax burden is
distributed fairly and understandably.
The answer to many is found in the concept of a "flat-rate"
tax.

In its simplest form it means that the taxpayer will have no

deductions and will pay a flat rate of tax on his or her income.
To date,

there has been no pure "flat-rate" tax proposal introduced

in the Congress, and my colleague from Lousianna Senator Long will
tell you that such a proposal means just one thing

-

a tax hike

for low and middle income Americans and a tax cut for the rich.
The various proposals which have been introduced under the moniker
of the "flat-rate" tax call for a limited amount of deductions or
a fewer number of progressive rates, or both.

They are what this

hearing is all about, tax simplification and reform.
While recognizing the attraction of simplicity, we must
also recognize that our present tax code has been used to achieve
some very worthwhile economic and social ends.

We have provided
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a deduction for home mortgage interest to encourage home
ownership.

That provision, with the rising cost of housing,

is more important now than it has ever been.

Similarly, we

have offered a charitable deduction for gifts to hospitals,
charities, and schools.

Another deduction which may be as

important now as it has ever been.

Last year we broadened

the scope of individual retirement accounts to encourage all
taxpayers to put away money for their retirement.

Energy tax
credits are available to encourage taxpayers to invest in energy
efficiency.

You would be hard pressed to find someone who honestly

believes that these are not worthwhile endeavors.

And I am sure

that as we progress with our efforts in tax simplification a
steady stream of visitors to my office will point out other tax
provisions which are just as worthwhile and just as worthy of
preservation.
I do support the concept that changes must be made to
the tax code to make it simpler, more equitable, and more
efficient.

However, I will not support those efforts at tax

code simplification which have the effect of increasing the
tax burden of middle and low income Americans who already shoulder
the brunt of the tax load.

The "flat-rate" tax has become the

battle cry of the American taxpayer whose frustration with our
tax code has reached epidemic proportions. The demand is for
an equitable, understandable tax code.
it, I will support them in that effort.

And what ever we call
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me first welcome Senator Quayle, who will
be our first witness.
I think before we start, Senator Quayle, maybe the members
would like to say a few words, because we are starting some very
extensive hearings the next 3 days. There are literally pages of witnesses who will not be appearing in these first 3 days, and we want
to let all of those people know that we are going to have additional
hearings. But it seemed to us, rather than see how many witnesses
we could squeeze in each morning, it made more sense to give a
little more time to those who were appearing.
I am certain this matter will be of interest-the so-called flatrate or proportional tax-for many months to come, and we hope
to have not only hearings here but field hearings.
But we do need to begin a thorough and comprehensive consideration of the issues raised by proposals to move in the direction of a
flat-rate or proportional income tax system.
These initial hearings fellow my announcement last May that
our committee would undertake an extensive review of the flat-rate
concept and related issues of tax, social, and economic policy. This
is only a beginning. There are many individuals and organizations,
as I have indicated, who would like to be heard on this subject, and
we have to accommodate a smaller number now; but we hope everyone who wishes to testify or be heard will be heard before we
complete hearings on this matter.
Over the next 3 days it is hoped that we can begin to establish a
framework to guide further deliberations on restructuring our tax
system. We can do that by clearly formulating the basic options, by
developing the facts and figures necessary to informed decisions,
and to pinpoint the technical and practical problems that will have
to be dealt with if we want to modify the tax system in a major
way. Our witnesses are prepared to help us do all of that; in particular, the Treasury Department has examined the issue in some
detail, and while they are not prepared to make specific recommendations this time, I hope they will give an indication of how the
administration thinks we ought to proceed, and of how they rank
the issues in terms of priorities. This morning's testimony from Assistant Secretary Chapoton should provide able assistance in formulating options for further consideration.
At the outset, I would like to outline some of the basic choices we
have before us in connection with the flat-rate issue. Some of these
choices are simply matters of trying to formulate the best tax
policy; some of them are primarily decisions about economic policy;
and others are really political decisions or decisions about what is
best for our society.
For example, we have to decide whether significant progression
in rates is desirable-as under the present system-or whether everyone should pay the same proportion of income in taxes. The
answer to this question will depend in part on your view of how
important the principle of progressivity is to maintaining, popular
support for the tax system. The answer will also depend on some
simple facts: How progressive is the present system, when you take
into account the distribution of tax preferences available under
resent
law,brackets.
particularly deductions that tend to favor those in
hiher rate
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We also have to determine how much a gain in simplicity and
economic efficiency can be made by moving to a streamlined lowrate or flat-rate structure. Defining income will always be a source
of major complexity, and cutting out tax preferences as such does
not deal with that problem. A large zero bracket, if it were adopted
as a part of a restructuring of our tax system, could provide significant gains in simplicity by reducing the number of itemizers.
Again, however, we would need to evaluate the impact of such a
change on the distribution of the tax burden and in terms of economic efficiency.
In addition, there are a number of specific ways in which a flatrate or lower rate tax system might be structured. A single rate
could be applied, as some propose, to a comprehensive income base.
This would mean everyone paying the same proportion of income
in tax, with changes in types of things we have usually included in
income: Items such as social security and retirement benefits,
among others.
Alternatively, rates could be significantly reduced-and the base
broadened by eliminating a range of tax preferences.
I might say, in that regard, that I have for distribution a breakdown of the 12 bills that have been introduced-7 in the House and
5 in the Senatc. We believe they break down into five different categories of proposals, five generic options: One, a broadbased flat
rate with standard personal exemptions; two, a broadbased flat
rate with high personal exemptions; three, a modified broadbased
flat rate; four, a broadbased progressive rate; and five, a modified
broadbased progressive rate.
We have tried to describe each of the five options, then starting
on page 5 we begin to list the tax preferences that might be repealed. I think we have most of them. There are 70 in that category, including capital gains deduction and intangible drilling costs,
percentage depletion, gasohol credit, dividend exclusion, net interest exclusion, deductions for taxes, rollover of capital gains on
homes. There are a number of rather sensitive areas, I might suggest, as we get into these specifics-medical expense deduction,
marriage penalty deduction, targeted jobs credit, exclusion for
social security benefits, exclusion for unemployment compensation,
Keogh plans, IRA's, and the list goes on and on. Those are listed so
that we might know that when we start considering the options, as
we will, that if in fact we reach that point there will be a number
of very difficult decisions that we will rwed to make in the Congress. So I-wouldn't hold your breath on the theory that anything
might happen this year.
We also address, in the rather lengthy option paper, if in fact we
are going to have a flat rate or a lower rate, a proportional rate
tax for individuals, how do we address the business side? Because I
find that none of the 12 bills that have been introduced so-far
really focus on how we would address the business side once we
have addressed the individual side.
The corporate income tax structure contains the attributes of
high maximum marginal rates and a multitude of deductions and
credits, limiting the tax base, the same features that have subjected the individual income tax to criticism. So if we are going to
revise the individual tax system, then I assume we are going to
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have a similar revision for corporate income taxes. I have tried to
outline some of the areas there and some of the areas that we
would have to consider, and some of the very tough decisions that
will have to be made if we are going to address that.
Finally, on how to proceed, it seems to me that we could
continue to work through the Tax Code on an item-by-item basis,
and make decisions about what should be modified and what
should be preserved; in other words, further base broadening and
tax reform efforts comparable to those included in this year's Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act.
I believe this approach could bring substantial gains in equity
and simplicity and fairness; but of course it is going to involve a lot
of review and a lot of time. Instead, we might do as some are
urging and agree on one major revision of the tax system in the
direction of lower rates and a broader base, and take the necessary
steps to implement such a system. This would mean an explicit
choice of a new approach to taxes-comprehensive and carefully
thought out-and a difficult period of transition to reconcile the
new system with the old while safeguarding the economic interests
of those who have made financial decisions based on the present
system.
So I guess what I am trying to suggest-and we might also agree
to proceed on a step-by-step basis-is to couple a base-broadening
measure with rate reductions in an effort to simplify the system
and reduce tax-induced distortions of economic decisionmaking.
I would hope this is not trying to overstate the problem or overstate the challenge, but it is a very difficult wide-ranging area that
we are now about to explore. In my view, it is certainly worth the
effort.
We will spend, as I said, three mornings this week; there will be
additional hearings, hopefully some field hearings, in the next few
months. At that time other witnesses will be permitted to testify.
Under the early-bird rule I think Senator Grassley is next, and
then Senator Bentsen and Senator Chafee, then Senator Quayle.
STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IOWA
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, these hearings on tax reform are being held because it is widely recognized that the Tax Code is in bad need of an
overhaul. Our shrinking tax base cannot generate enough revenues
to keep up with our spending goals, even after spending cuts have
been made.
The problem is a structural one. To solve the problem we must
either expand the- tax base or we must raise the tax rates on the
existing base.
Our present Tax Code has become the symbol of inefficiency and
inequality in our economy. Economic distortions have resulted
from the many tax preferences that riddle this Tax Code. Indiduals are treated differently in the same tax brackets. The complexity of the tax system has made it necessary to spend billions and
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billions of dollars to hire tax experts, thus locking up otherwise
productive capital and human resources.
All of these inherent problems in the Tax Code have forced taxpayers into an ever-growing underground economy. The present
Tax Code has lost all credibility, and something must be done if we
are to preserve the integrity of our tax system.
I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for having recognized the needs
for fundamental tax reform and for proceeding with these hearings. There will be many questions answered here, while other
questions will require further study. Progressivity of tax rates, for
instance, is a very important theoretical and practical question. It
isn't likely that we will resolve that question here today in these
hearings. Other practical questions involve the best method of taxation, whether or not businesses and individuals should be taxed in
the same manner, and what the size and extent of the tax base
should be.
But there are other more basic questions to be answered. It
seems to me that the primary objective of these hearings should be
to define the goals of tax reform. What are we trying to accomplish? Where are we intending to go? Should we simply repair the
damaged parts of the Tax Code? Or should we trade it in for a
whole new model?
We can best answer these questions if we understand how the
Tax Code impacts upon the economy. We have seen the distortions
resulting from the present code. Most economic activity has been in
consumption, and that at the expense of savings and production.
What can we do to eliminate this bias?
Once we have determined the goals of tax reform, we must then
determine how we are going to get from where we are today to
where we hope to be in a better world in the future. If we are to
simply repair the present code, what can we do this coming year to
move toward that goal?
Perhaps, as the chairman suggested in the past, we should
continue to close certain loopholes while further lowering marginal
tax rates, and perhaps we can eliminate the tax on savings.
Or perhaps we should choose to replace the code with a new one.
With this approach, however, there are serious transitional problems. Industries and households alike have become dependent upon
certain tax preferences, and the wholesale elimination of them
would cause major dislocation.
Mr. Chairman, as you and other members of the committee have
pointed out, there are many questions which must be answered
before we undertake this tax reform, and I hope that in the process
of both asking and answering these questions that we will remain
mindful of our chief economic goal: To maximize efficiency of production, to create capital to finance economic growth, and to increase the real per capita income of our citizens.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen?
STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS
Senator Bwm'sw. Thank you very much, M. Chairman.
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One of the great strengths of this country has been voluntary tax
compliance. But now we are seeing a situation where people earn
the same amount of income, and thev pay a substantially different
amount of taxes. There is a growing feeling of unfairness about the
tax system, and the public is absolutely right about that.
You have seen 35 Congresses that have had a bewildering array
of social and economic objectives piled on top of the tax system,
and now what we need is a major reform of the whole tax systemnot necessarily just a flat rate, but a simplification of that tax
system so people can understand it and we restore fairness to the
system.
The thing that is the most disliked about the whole Federal
system is the Federal Income Tax and the feeling of unfairness
taking place in it. So I think that a major objective of the new Congress has to be a massive reform of the tax system to make it fair.
It is going to take the wisdom of Solomon, Mr. Chairman, but I
am confident you are going to face up to that challenge in this new
Congress, and I am looking forward to working with you on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Bentsen.
Senator Chafee?
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to commend you for holding these hearings. I
think what we are talking about, as has been mentioned, is tax
reform. This is a subject that is of extreme interest not only to the
Senators but to the population as a whole. Out in the hustings
there is constantly -raised the problems about the income tax and
the so-called flat-rate tax.
I, for one, would like to make it clear that I am not subscribing
to any flat-rate tax. I can't believe that this Congress is going to go
into any flat-rate tax. We may have tax reform; but certainly, in
my own judgment anyway-and this perhaps is prejudging the situation a bit-we have to stay with a graduated progressive income
tax in the United States.
But clearly reform is required, because we do have the situation
where people perceive inequities in the system when two taxpayers
with the same amount of income are paying widely different taxes.
As the chairman mentioned, as we delve into this it becomes increasingly complicated. What about the individual exemptions?
Well, most people say we will keep those. How about for those over
65? Yes. How about if you are blind? Yes.
Then you go along, each step: What about catastrophic losses?
Are they deductible? Well, yes. What about home mortgage interest? Well, most people agree to that. And so it goes. And I might
say that we haven t demonstrated much restraint on these ourselves. As a matter of fact, I was a great pusher for the deductibility of the IRA's, and now we have those-the individual retirement
accounts that are deductible up to $2,000.
So this presents a monumental challenge to us; but I think the
goal is worthwhile, with the objective being reform so we can
achieve simplicity and greater fairness in the existing code.
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So, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I congratulate you on what
you are doing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
Senator Long?
STATEMENT OF HON. RUSSELL B. LONG, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
Senator LONG. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding these hearings to explore the good and bad points about the
flat income tax.
Many people have asked me what I think about the proposals to
replace a progressive tax structure with the so-called flat income
tax. My answer to them is simple: If you are rich, you'll love it. If
you are not rich, look out.
Mr. Chairman and members, the fact is that just about any flattax system will give a big tax cut to the rich, and they would finance that tax cut with substantial tax increases on lower and
middle-income Americans.
I am concerned that many ordinary working people are attracted
to the "flat tax" slogan because of their feeling that the rich aren't
paying their fair share and because of their frustration with the
complexity of the tax system. What these working people should be
aware of is that these "flat tax" slogans are being used to promote
a tax program that will raise their taxes. I predict that this fact
will become more and more apparent as the flat tax continues to
be discussed and debated. And as that happens, you will see more
and more people climbing off the flat-tax bandwagon. My experience is that every time you try to simplify the tax system by increasing somebody's taxes, that person tends to lose interest in tax
simplification at that point.
I do want to emphasize that having a simplified, fair, and wellrespected tax system should be a top priority, as Senator Chafee
just stated, and particularly for this committee. What I am talking
about now, though, is the idea of a flat-tax rate versus the progressive rate structure, and that- argument has precious little to do
with tax simplification.
I wrote a letter about the flat tax that appeared in the Washington Post on July 13 and was picked up by several of the newspapers around the country. Several people have taken exceptions to
the statements I made in that editorial, but it still is correct in my
judgment. Here is what I said:
Justice and fairness require that those who make large amounts of money should

pay a higher rate of tax on income than middle and low income families. It seems
totally unfair to have a person earning $15,000 a year paying as much as someone

making a million dollars a year.

I will ask that the remainder of my statement appear in the
record at this point, Mr. Chairman. Let me make just one further
point: The income tax, of course, is not the only tax we have. Our
other principal source of revenue, which raises about 60 or 70 percent as much as income tax, is the social security tax-as thoroughly regressive, as burdensome on the low income and poor, as
any tax the mind of man has ever conceived. That's how almost
half of the rest of the money is being raised, and that which is not
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covered by that is being raised in the main by excise taxes, which
are a tax on consumption.
Now, contrary to what some would have us believe, the very rich
in this country are not paying as much as they would like to suggest to us. Our previous Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors appeared before is some time ago-before he became the
chairman-and gave me the figures on the Treasury study: On expanded income, those making over $200,000 a year, at that point,
were paying 42 percent of their income in income tax. Now, since
that time, that particular group has had their rate cut from a top
of 70 percent to a top rate of 50 percent. A great deal of their
income comes from capital gain, and that has been reduced from 28
percent down to 20 percent.
Now, you make those adjustments, and that would appear to me
that the present tax being paid by those making over $200,000 a
year is only about 30 percent, and maybe somewhat less than that.
Now, that presents a somewhat different picture than we might
think of when one thinks of the enormous amount of expenditures
that those people are paying. And those of them who are making
investments are doing the kind of things that we sought to encourage-to create jobs and employment opportunities. They are paying
a lot less than that, because we passed laws to reward that kind of
conduct.
I do favor simplification, and I strongly support what you have
done in that area and what I believe you have in mind and what
other members have in mind, to move in that direction; but I think
it would be a mistake for us to proceed on the theory that we can
afford to have another giant tax cut for the very wealthy at the
expense of the middle income people of America.
[The prepared statement of Senator Long follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE RUSSELL B. LONG
AT THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE HEARING
UN FLAT-RATE TAX PROPOSALS

Tuesday, September 28, 1982
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding these
hearings to explore the good and bad points of a flat rate income
tax.

Many people have asked me what I think about proposals to

replace our progressive income tax with a so-called flat rate
income tax.

My answer to them is simple:

"If you're rich,

you'll love it; it you're not rich, look out!"
Mr. Chairman, the fact is that just about any flat tax
system would give a big tax cut to the rich and finance it with a
substantial tax increase on lower and middle income Americans.

I

am concerned that many ordinary working people are attracted to
the flat tax slogans because of'their feeling that the rich
aren't paying their fair share and because of their frustration
with the complexity of the tax system.

What these working people

should be aware of is that these flat tax slogans are being used
to promote a tax program, that will raise their taxes.

Mr.

Chairman, I predict that this fact will become more and more
apparent as the flat tax continues to be discussed and debated,
and as that happens, you will see more and more people climbing
off th

flat tax bandwagon.

My experience is that every time you

try to simplify the tax system by increasing somebody's taxes,
that person just tends to lose interest in tax simplification at
that point.
I do want to emphasize that having a simplified, fair
and well respected tax system should be a top priority for the

N
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Congress, and particularly for this Committee.

What I am talking

about right now, though, is the idea of a flat tax rate versus a
progressive rate structure, and that argument has precious little
to do with tax simplification.
I wrote an editorial on the flat rate tax that appeared
in the Washiton Post on July 13, 1982 and was picked tipby
several other papers around the country.

Several people have

taken exception to one of the statements I made in that
editorial, but I still believe the statement is right.

What I

said was the following:
justicee and fairness require that those who make large
amounts of money should pay a higher rate of tax on
income than middle- and low-income families. It seems
totally unfair to have a person earning $15,000 a year
pay the same rate as someone making $1 million."
Some people have written to me expressing the opinion
that it is actually immoral to impose a higher rate of tax on the
one millionth dollar of income than on the fifteen thousandth
dollar.

They see the progressive rate system as unfair

discrimination against the well-to-do.
One interesting thing, however, is that these same
people who see a flat rate as an absolute requirement also say
that you would have to have a generous personal exemption or
standard deduction to ease the impact ot the system on very lowIncome people.

What they are correctly acknowledging is that you

have to consider ability to pay in order for the system to be
fair.

Once you have a personal exemption or standard deduction,

you can't really say that an across-the-board flat rate is
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absolutely required, because you've abandoned the purity of the
.system.

You've acknowledged that ability to pay should be at

least a small factor, so the argument then becomes how much you
should consider ability to pay.
Our current system-takes ability to pay into some degree
of consideration by providing tax rates that range from 12
percent to 50 percent.

Before 1981, the top rate was 70 percent,

and the Congress decided --

correctly, In my view --

that the 70

percent rate represented too great a degree of progressivity.
The flat tax proposals would consider ability to pay to a
substantially lesser degree than our current'system, and many
proposals would come fairly close to not considering it at all.
Mr. Chairman, I think it would be wrong to ignore
ability to pay when we are designing our tax system.

When you

have a low income, you use just about all of it merely to keep
clothes on your back, food on your table, and a roof over your
head.

When you have a high income, you have got something left

over after you have purchased your basic requirements.
I have heard some well-to-do people complain that a
higher percentage of their income goes to taxes than in the case
of lower-income people; but I never hear these people say they
have any problem with the fact that lower income people have to
spend a higher percentage of their incomes for food, shelter, and
clothing.

Mr. Chairman, our tax system would not be fair or

well-respected if it were designed to be a crushing burden on
low- and middle-income families, and a relatively light burden on

---------117-
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the well-to-do.

It should instead be a manageable burden for

all, and that is why we should have a progressive rate structure.
I don't necessarily mean that we should retain the
current rates.

If we can make appropriate changes that allow us

to lower rates, let us do that, but let us do as Senator Bradley
has suggested, and lower rates in a manner that respects ability
to pay and preserves the progressive rate system.
Mr. Chairman, I want to make a few comments on the
subjects of simplification and broadening the tax base before I
conclude.

I agree that we should scrutinize very carefully any

proposals for new tax incentives.

In particular, we should

always consider the following questions:
simplify or complicate the tax system?

Does this proposal
Will

it increase or

decrease the public's perception of the fairness of the tax
system?

Will it cause substanial revenue losses through erosion

of the tax base?

And finally, do these considerations outweigh

thd' other merits of the proposal?
I believe that the same type of questions can and should
be asked about current provisions of the tax code.

In fact, such

oversight of existing tax programs is an important part of the
work of this Committee.
However, I do want to disagree with those who would have
us adopt a tax based exclusively on a theoretically pure concept
of economic income.

While taxation of real economic net income

should be the benchmark, it is occasionally necessary to depart
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from the pure concept in order that the system be fair and have
the support of the taxpaying public.
First of all, the tax system should not press for a pure
economic concept of "income" when that would seriously conflict
with the layman's concept of "income."

For example, in the

fringe benefit area, the government can destroy the taxpayers'
respect for the system if it presses too hard for the
theoretician's view that all employee benefits represent taxable
income.

The ordinary taxpayer just doesn't think that his

parking space at the plant or his free coffee at the office is
taxable income, and the tax system ought to respect such commonsense views.

Of course, when fringe benefits are lavish and are

provided in lieu of cash salary, the common sense view begins to
agree with the theoretician's view, and most people will
acknowledge that taxation is appropriate.
In addition, liquidity considerations must sometimes
override pure theory in determining what should and should not be
taxable income.

For example, under our system, unrealized gains

are generally not taxed and taxation is deferred on several types
of exchange transactions where no cash is received.

It seems to

me that these provisions are helpful in enhancing the public's
respect for our tax system by limiting the number of cases where
cash taxes have to be paid on non-cash income.
Finally, the government might hinder the achievement of
national goals and create disrespect for the tax system if it
imposed a full tax on all income from all activities, including
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activities the government wished to encourage.
there is a lower tax burden o

For example,

income devoted to charitable

endeavors, to home ownership, to retirement savings, and to a
number of other worthy activities.

The theoretician would call

these loopholes or tax expenditures, but it seems to me that when
the public can plainly see that an activity is worth encouraging,
the Congress will

increase the public's respect for the tax

system if it reduces taxes on that activity in a fair and
responsible fashion.

After all, we spend hundreds of billions of

dollars every year to accomplish our national goals; it seems
only appropriate that we remember what those goals are when we
are collecting that money.
Mr. Chairman, I think that we must use our common sense
and our basic ideas of fairness when we are thinking about
changing our tax system.

Intellectual theories about tax policy

can give us some good ideas and point us in some good new
directions.

However, in this Committee, we are ultimately not

talking about theory, we're talking about what people pay and
what they see their neighbors pay.

When we are making those

kinds of decisions, Mr. Chairman, simple good judgement will
serve us better than anyone's theory.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Baucus?
STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MONTANA
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too want to commend you for holding these hearings.
Tax fairness is an issue that has always been with us and probably will always be with us; nevertheless, I think this surprising
tide against the perceived and actual unfairness of our Tax Code
has reached such proportions that hearings of this kind are essential. I also feel-after some examination-it will take, I would
guess, some months and maybe a couple of years to restore more
simplicity to the code.
Mr. Chairman, I think that most Americans are fed up with our
tax system. Their message is really quite simple: The taxpayers
don't think the system is fair.
Middle-income Americans rightfully believe that they are shoul-

dering most of the tax burden, whereas the wealthy have taken advantage of the present system. Tax forms are also more and more
complicated-40 percent of all taxpayers today use specialists in
preparing their tax returns. _
In addition, tax cheating is reaching epidemic proportions and
the underground economy is rising. According to the IRS, cheating
cost the Treasury about $23 billion a decade ago, and we all know
the figure is about $100 billion today with tax cheating; that is,
Americans who are not paying their income taxes.
Beyond that, the Tax Code is littered with so many loopholes and
deductions, credits, that they cost the Treasury $270 billion this
last year, and by 1987 the estimate is that it will cost the Treasury
$450 billion in tax expenditures, loopholes, deductions, credits, and
so forth.
So I believe that the time has not only come, the time has been
with us for a long time that we should have addressed this. I feel
that the solution lies somewhere along the lines of the bill introduced by Senator Bradley and Congressman Gephart-that is, a
modified flat-tax proposal that keeps some of the most basic deductions that will stimulate certain policies that we in the Congress
think are important, and at the same time eliminate a lot of the
other deductions, credits,- loopholes that probably in the long run
cause more problems than they solve.
We are never going to come up with a system that is going to
satisfy everyone. There will always be some people who will be a
little bit disappointed, because, after all, we have a pluralistic society, we are not homogenous, we have different people in different
situations, different circumstances; nevertheless, I think that we
can reach some consensus in finding some changes in the system
which are more fair than what we have at present.
So I commend you very much for holding these hearings. I hope
that we keep at this problem and burrow down into it so that we
come up with a system that is better than we now have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
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I am reminded that we will meet at 2 this afternoon, where I
hope we keep in mind what we have all said this morning. There
will be a loophole-closing meeting at 2.
Senator Bradley?
STATEMENT OF HON. BILL BRADLEY, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to compliment you
for holding these hearings. I think that they are important hearings, and I understand that you said this morning that nothing
would pass this year. I think that that is probably wise, because it
is important that we look very carefully at the concepts that are
before us.
I don't know about you, but I have talked to enough citizens of
New Jersey to kno-w that last April 15, when they were filling out
their tax returns, subtracting line 18 from line 17 and carrying it
over to line 32A, and wondering if they could olaim their motherin-law as a dependent if she lived with them or in the house next
door, or if they could find that piece of paper that had a record of
their capital loss carryforward from last year, that a lot of them
were thinking "somebody else is getting a better deal out of this
system than I am."
I think it is that sentiment that has led to these hearings and
also has led to a reevaluation of our present tax system. It is that
sentiment that conveys that people feel the system is not fair, that
it is overly complex, and that it leads to an inefficient allocation of
capital.
I believe that we can simplify this system while retaining its progressive elements. I hope these hearings will draw a real distinction between the flat tax and the fair tax-which is what Congressman Gephart and I call the bill we have introduced-"the Fair Tax
Act of 1982." The flat tax redistributes income from the lower and
middle-income person to the upper income person whereas the fair
tax keeps the present income distribution. The flat tax eliminates
all of the deductions that are used by the bulk of the American
people whereas the fair tax keeps those that are used by the bulk
of the middle-income American public.
Mr. Chairman, I think that these hearings could very well be the
first step along the path of finally coming to grips with a tax
system that has become cumbersome and increasingly unfair.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Bradley, and I want to
thank you for your interest, and every other member of this
committee. I think we will make some progress. I am not certain
where we may finally come out, but I am convinced that this
committee and the members of this committee are committed to
doing our best to not only simplify the code but to bring about
more equity and fairness.
Senator BRADLzy. Mr. Chairman, may I submit a statement to the
record?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
We appreciate your patience.
Senator Quayle?
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Senator QUAYLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement
that I ask be inserted in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be inserted in the record in full.
STATEMENT OF HON. DAN QUAYLE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA
Senator QUAYLE. Mr. Chairman, as has been said by the mem-

bers of this committee, basically what we are searching for is tax
reform. Quite frankly, I believe the American people would agree,
that the Tax Code has become too complex, too confusing. The perception is that there is inequity, and the Tax Code must be simplified.
I would like to join those on the so-called flat-tax proposal in rejecting just a flat tax. I hope this doesn't become some sort of red
herring where everyone says, "OK, we have to be against flat tax,"
and end up against tax simplification. I am for tax simplification.
All of the flat-tax proposals you have before your committee, Mr.
Chairman, retain some progressivity. They all have at least a deduction in there, so that's an element of progressivity.
My proposal retains progressivity; as a matter of fact, it has
three brackets. We do not have any tax from zero to $17,500, and
from $17,500 to $50,000 we have a tax rate of 18 percent, and over
$50,000 we have a tax rate of 25 percent.
But the issue of progressivity I think is in the Tax Code right
now and is going to be retained in the Tax Code.
I would like to just briefly turn your attention to table 3 on page
18 of my statement that I inserted in the record, if you have that
before you, where we talk about the marginal tax rates for 4person families.
If you see the gap of progressivity in tax rates, in 1965 and families at the one-half median income paid a rate of 14 percent,_families at the median income rate paid 17 percent, and families at
twice the median income paid 22 percent. Now, that's not much of
a gap between 14 and 22 percent.
But if you go to 1980 and look at that gap from the one-half
median income rate of 18 percent now, to twice the median income
tax rate of 43 percent.
Now then, under the new Economic Recovery Tax Act, we have
moved in the direction of lowering the gap of progressivity, and by
1984 it will be 16 percent and 38 percent. So in 1981 we lowered
the progressivity rates. Under my proposal and under Senator
Bradley s proposal, we are talking about lowering the top tax rates
again. I believe, Senator, yours goes to 28 percent as the high rate,
and mine goes to 25 percent.
We are talking about narrowing that gap of progressivity; we are
not talking about eliminating progressivity altogether. And I think
it goes back to Chairman Dole's question: How much progressivity
do we want? And where do we want to come down? I think that is
the issue before the committee, and that is something that you are
going to certainly get into, and I commend you for it.
But I don't want to join this chorus that we are going to have a
flat-tax rate and do away with all of the deductions. As Senator
Long pointed out, that is going to take it out of the middle-income
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people, and as soon as they find out a so-called absolute flat-tax
rate is going to take more money out of their pockets, they are not
going to be for it.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to share with you Just a small story
that happened to me at a Colgate plant in New Albany, Ind.
I explained to a mepl er-_f the UAW my self-tax proposal, which
is obviously very simple and in most cases could be filed on a postcard. I explained it to him basically like I explained it to you here
today. In his response to me he said, "Well, you know something,
Dan ' He said, "That makes too much sense. It would never get
through Washington." Well, I am sure that we will be able to prove
him wrong, and that we can move forward to get into the issue of
tax simplification.
As Senator Baucus pointed out, the tax expenditures by theyear
1987 are going to be $450 billion; they are now $270 or $275 billion
this year. We are talking about how we are going to expand the
revenue base. We are going to have to take a look. We are going to
have to take a look at so-called tax expenditures, loopholes, or
whatever you want to call them. And I think that is the beauty of
tax simplification, and that's what my proposal really puts on the
table-a discussion of serious tax simplification. We do eliminate
all of the deductions. We only retain a $600 deduction per individual.
I am also cognizant of the fact that any Gallup poll, or any poll,
shows that about 70 percent of the people favor a so-called flat tax
or tax simplification; but then, 70 percent of the people also favor
retaining that mortgage deduction. And that's certainly a challenge that you have, Mr. Chairman, before your committee.
One final note-and, Mr. Chairman, you brought this out-and it
is really the toughest one: How do we deal with the business side of
tax simplification? My proposal tries to get into those dangerous
waters to some degree, and I will have to admit that we are a bit
murky as far as being specific on how we are going to deal with it;
but basically what we do is to have a flat rate of 20 percent, allow
normal business expenses and a Capital Cost Recovery Act.
In conclusion, I would like to point to table 5 page 25 of my statement, to show what we are talking about when people talk about
"basic inequity," or "basic unfairness."
Look at the effective corporate tax rate by industry and you will
see that an effective corporate tax rate by industry goes from a
minus 12.6 percent to a plus 39.7 percent.

The

CHAIRMAN.

What page is that on?

Senator QUAYLE. It is table 5 on page 25 of my prepared statement.
We have an effective corporate tax rate by industry, a percentage of net income paid in tax, U.S. rate on U.S. income.
When you look at that, you have a minus 12.6 percent to a 39.7
percent. Now, that's just a statistic. We can talk about those
statistics any way we want to; but I think this is some of the inequity that a lot of the small business people are talking about.
They say, "Well., yeti=kiow, I can't get all of those deductions," and
therefore, if you are able to hire a sophisticated enough counsel
and have enough so-called clout, you are going to be able to take
care of yourself.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to join the chorus and the members of this
committee that expressed today the need to -have tax reform, to
have tax simplification. I believe that you have really moved us in
that direction-not only with the lower tax rate of 1981 but also
tax simplification, which you included in the revenue bill that was
just passed.
My bill essentially is a self-tax proposal. We nicknamed it
"SELF": S for simplicity, E for efficiency, L for lower taxes, and F
for fairness, and we certainly believe that those are the hallmarks
of a serious tax reform that would be fitting to get into in 1982. I
have no illusions that we are going to pass it this year, as you have
pointed out, but it is certainly something that is going to be with
us as you look at those huge deficits out there; we need to get the
revenues, as Senator Grassley pointed out, to run the Government.
I think tax simplification offers a good road to that goal that we
want to achieve.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Quayle. Your
entire statement will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Quayle follows:]
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR DAN QUAYLE

FLAT-RATE AND MAJOR TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

Mr. Chairman, millions of Americans are today fed up with
the complexity of our income tax code.

Every year complaints pro-

liferate about the difficulty of preparing the individual

tax return.

Taxpayer compliance is declining while the underground economy is
growing rapidly.
I believe we must restructure the tax code to eliminate its
complexity and restore its credibility.

For these reasons, I have

introduced in the Senate the SELF-tax Plan Act of 1982 (S.2557), a
moderately progressive low-rate individual tax coupled with a flatrate business tax.
I believe the time has come to seriously consider restructuring
our federal tax system.

The American people demand it and our economic

health requires it.
My testimony today consists of a statement explaining the principles
and purposes of the SELF-tax Plan Act of 1982, along with an appendix
which presents some relevant recent data and trends.

I ask that these

be printed in the record.

Failures of the Current Tax System
Henry Simons, writing in his classic study, Personal Income
Taxation, insisted that an income tax,

if it was to be an improvement

over payroll or excise taxes,
"should be progressive, it should be levied according
to simple general rules or principles. . . and it should
be as equitable as possible among individuals. Thus,
it must proceed from a clear and workable conception of
personal income; and it must be constructed in such
manner as to minimize the possibilities, both of lawful
avoidance. .
and of successful evasion through false
declaration."
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Our current tax system retains an officially progressive
rate structure, but in every other respect fails to meet the
primary requirements of a fair tax system.
are:

These requirements

Simplicity, Efficiency, Low tax rates and Fairness (SELF).

Our tax system, taking

into account all the exceptions and

preferences built into the law, is also not even very progressive.
A.

Simplicity

A simplee" tax system is one in which the tax code is relatively simple to understand and administer.

Regulations, forms

and instructions should be easily understood by taxpayers and tax
administrators alike.
Today, our tax structure is more complex than it has ever
been.

In 1954, only 18 percent of taxpayers used tax return pre-

parers; over 80 percent filled out their tax forms personally.
1981,

In

52.4% of all 1040 forms were prepared by specialists as

were 16.9% of all 1040A forms --

an average of almost 40% overall.

In addition, in 1953, even though most Americans filled out
their own tax forms, only 3.2 percent of 1040 and 1040A returns
had mathematical errors.

In 1976, 8.8 percent of these forms had

such errors, and in 1980 the error rate was 7.4 percent.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in 1977, summarized
the difficulty clearly when he stated that the basic filing requirements for U.S.

tax returns are "beyond the comprehension of

a large portion of the adult population."
B.

Efficiency

An efficient tax system is "neutral:"

it allows personal

and business decisions to be made on the basis of their perceived
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value, apart from tax considerations.

It does not induce indi-

viduals and businesses to engage in uneconomic activity in order
that they receive specific tax breaks.
Clearly the U.S. tax system has been a major factor influencing recent U.S. patterns in trade, investment, research and
The tax structure has promoted consumption and

development;

over-investment in such items as residential housing and race
horses, while it has discouraged business modernization.

It has

been a major factor contributing to our recent decline in productivity growth.
An efficient tax system is also one which can collect necessary revenues with relatively simple enforcement procedures, made
possible by public support and cooperation.

Thus, an efficient

tax system must be perceived as basically fair and worthy of
support.
There was a time when Americans were proud to pay their
income tax.

Efficiency of collection surpassed the efforts of

most other nations, with relatively few tax collectors and special
enforcement mechanisms.

Today, this situation is dramatically

different.
More Americans each year are taking advantage of the available
tax loopholes.

For every year since 1976 a smaller percentage of

American tax returns have chosen to take the standard deduction
while a higher percentage has chosen to itemize.
American taxpayer who itemizes no longer

Also, the average

fills out his own tax

form; a 6lear majority of those who itemize have their returns
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filled out by professionals.

American business also has taken

advantage of the tax preferences; it is now estimated-that nearly
half of all American businesses, as a result of the complex collection of available business tax provisions, will pay no corporate
income tax in FY 83.
Enforcement of the tax laws has become extremely costly to
government.

Nearly half of all government-created paperwork stems

from different tax forms, requiring an estimated expenditure of 650
billion man-hours annually.

The system, rather than inducing co-

operation, has angered the average taxpayer who is beginning to
turn away from the system altogether.

It is now estimated that

15 percent of income goes unreported, probably the highest percentage
in the history of the Internal Revenue Code.
On August 19, Congress adopted provisions that would reform the
tax compliance system.

Mr. Chairman, you have estimated that the

income tax compliance gap for both individual and corporate income
taxes (the difference between what the Federal Government is owed and
what it collects) grew from $21 billion in 1973 to $76 billion in
1981.

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, which I

supported, will require stiffer reporting, higher penalties for
noncompliance, and a beefing-up of IRS resources.
The regulatory cost of the present tax system is staggering.
Today IRS regulations contained in Title 26 of the Internal Revenue
Code fill some 10,000 pages.

The IRS employs more than fifty at-

torneys who spend 65 percent of their time writing new regulations,
generally specifically authorized by Congress.

Rather than attempting
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to cut down on these regulations, we are now considering expanding and enforcing them more effectively.

This can only

serve to anger the average taxpayer even more.
C.

Low Tax Rates

The profusion of tax preferences in the present code substantially redistributes the federal tax burden and renders it
considerably less progressive than the published tax rates.
Also, by excluding substantial amounts of income from the tax
base, rates imposed on the remainder must be kept high so the
necessary amount of revenue can be raised.
For example, in 1961 only 10 percent of U.S. tax returns
had a positive marginal tax rate other than 20-22 percent.

In

that year we had almost a flat, rather than progressive schedule
of tax rates.

Today, in comparison, published tax rate schedules

are much more progressive than they were in 1961, but we also
have enacted a profusion of tax expenditures.
The result has been, in spite of all the changes in the tax
laws over the last thirty years, average tax rates as a percent of
personal income have gradually increased, despite passage of the
1964 and 1981 tax laws which both substantially lowered maximum
tax rates (from 91% to 70% in 1964; from 70% to 50% in 1981 ).
Between 1951 and 1981 the average tax rate as a percentage of
personal income increased from 9.2 percent in 1951 to 12.1 percent
in 1981.
D. Fairness
A tax system is fair if it is based on the basic principle
of ability of pay.

All income should be treated equally as part
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of the tax base, and people with the same income should pay
the same tax.
Clearly this does not describe the current American tax
system.

In 1982, U.S. individual income tax rates ranged from

zero to 50 percent.

However, U.S. law also provides for well

over a hundred separate exclusions, exemptions, deductions, preferential tax rates, credits-and tax deferrals which allow for
relief or exemption from current taxes.

These so-called "tax

expenditures" either reduce taxable income or reduce taxes by
applying lower rates, credits or delays in tax payment.

The

total revenue lost to all tax expenditures will be over $250
billion in FY82, well over twice the size of the federal budget
deficit projected for that year.
Because of the complexity in the tax law, substantial equity
has been lost; different taxpayers with roughly the same income
pay far different rates of tax depending on their eligibility for
different tax preferences.

Tax expenditures have rendered the

otherwise progressive rate structure less progressive, partly because tax preferences are most prevalently used by wealthy taxpayers to reduce their tax burden:

these are the taxpayers who

can afford to hire specialists to take advantage of the tax code's
complexity.
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A New Approach to Raising Revenues:

The SELF-Tax Plan

I believe-we need to reexamine the fundamental structure of
our tax system.
in taxation:

We must reestablish SELF as the overriding principle

Simplicity, Efficiency, Low tax rates, and Fairness.

These principles entail

the following:

"

People should be able to understand the basic
requirements of the tax law and to file their
returns by themselves, without the need for professional assistance.

"

All income should be taxed equally. People who
earn the same income should pay the same tax.

"

The poor should not be taxed at all, and we should
be careful to establish this standard fairly generously.

"

Specific preferences and subsidies should be removed from the tax code; economic policy should be
addressed directly and not through incomprehensible
tax manipulations.

What I am advocating is a return to a simple, mildly progressive,
but low-rate tax schedule.
to administer,

While a single flat rate would be simplest

for reasons of equity I would advocate retaining at

least some progressivity in the tax structure.

I would exempt from

all taxes persons earning $17,500 per year or less.
include 311 sources of income

However, I would

in computation of each individual's

tax-base.
My plan would eliminate almost all special
the code.

tax exemptions

Government benefits would be counted as income.

from

This

would include, for example, unemployment insurance, employers'
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contributions to health benefits, credits for child care expenses, the exclusion of employee meals, food stamp benefits, and
basic retirement benefits.

I would Include a provision to ensure

that persons receiving Social Security should not be taxed twice
on their Social Security contribution.
Currently the officially defined poverty level is about
$9,000 per year for a family of four.

The value of transfer

payments received for the same size family is now estimated to
equal about $5,000 per year.

I believe that with a $17,500

limitation per individual taxpayer, no poor person by current
definitions would be required to pay any tax.

In addition, the

lowest income recipients among the non-poor population would also
be exempt from individual income taxation.
In addition, I believe the wealthiest taxpayers should pay a
somewhat higher rate than the average taxpayer.

Thus, I would

advocate a top rate of 25 percent on incomes above $50,000 per
year.

Incomes between $17,500 and $50,000 would be taxed at an

18 percent rate.

This would add an element of progressivity to

the system and should provide sufficient revenue to conduct the
activities of the Federal government.
I would permit a dependents' allowance of $600 per person to
recognize the costs of raising children.

I would end the current

system which applies different tax rates to single individuals and
married persons, thus eliminating the marriage penalty and singles
bonus.
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With respect to business taxes, I would establish a flat
20 percent rate that would apply to all forms of business, including corporations, partnerships, and farms.

Business would

be taxed on the base of gross earnings, less the amount paid
for goods, services and employee compensation.

I would permit

a capital recovery allowance to encourage investment in plant
and equipment and allow deductions for such normal costs of business as depreciation.
As with the individual income tax base, I would repeal the
current morass of deductions from the numerous specific business
subsidies in the present tax code.

Businesses would not be

taxed on earnings received from ownership of other businesses,
provided the owned business files its own tax return.
I would tax business income only once, with the business
tax.

I would therefore not tax individuals for earnings from

dividends and capital gains, since this income would already
have been taxed via the business tax.

The effect of removing the

current double taxation of business income should be to encourage
investment in productive enterprise and to simplify investment
decisions.
Under this general plan, then, all official tax rates would
be reduced substantially.

The top individual tax rate would drop

from 50 percent to 25 percent.

The top business tax rate would

be reduced from 46 percent to 20 percent.
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Table I
INCOME TAX REVENUES COLLECTED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FOR FY

'82

--

1981 TAX LAW COMPARED

1981

TO QUAYLE SELF-TAX PLAN

TAX LAW

QUAYLE

(1982 Estimate)
Billions of
Dollars

A.

Individual Income

$300.0

% of
Total Fed.
Revenue
Collected

47.8

SELF-TAX PLAN'
Bimillions
of
Dc,llars

$267.0

% of

Total
Fed. Rev.
Collect,,

40.7

Taxes tper year)
Taxpayers:
Under $17,500
$17,500-$50,000
Over
B.

$50,000

Business Income

34.5

5.5

198.3

31.6

67.2
50.0

$350.0

0

0

182.02

27.7

10.7

85.0

ii.0

8.0

112.0

17.1

55.8

$379.0

Tax
TOTAL

Source:

57.8

U.S. Department of the Treasury Office of Tax Analysis,
reported in A Program for Economic Recovery, White House
report, (Feb. 1981).
IAssumes revenues collected from other than income taxes will
not be changed (social insurance, excise, estate and gift taxes,
custom duties, and miscellaneous receipts) - a total of $277.1
billion.
2
The $600 dependents allowance (an estimated revenue loss of
$6 billion) is attributed entirely to the $17,500 - $50,000
income bracket.
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The IRS could devise a post-card on which every taxpayer
could compute his own tax.

Paperwork for business would be cut

very radically, as it would for government.

Lower rates would be

made possible by a fairly broad expansion of the tax base.

The

poorest individuals would pay no tax, and we would retain a
slightly progressive rate schedule.

In addition, business would

pay its fair share of the tax burden.
The estimated effects of my proposed plan are summarized
in Table I.
As can be seen from the Table (which is based on data produced by the Treasury Department in 1981), if my plan were in
effect for the current fiscal year, the Federal government would
collect about $29 billion more in revenue than under current law.
The different income groups would be affected differently
by the proposed system.

The poor and near-poor would pay no tax.

In 1982, this group paid $34.5 billion in Federal Income Taxes.
The middle group ($17,500-$50,000) would pay about $16.3
billion less in tax than they pay under current law, providing a
somewhat lower percentage of total Federal taxes collected.

The

$17,500-$50,000 income group would provide 27.7% of total Federal
revenues compared to 31.6% under current law.
The wealthiest group of taxpayers (over $50,000 per year) would
pay $17.8 billion more in individual income taxes under the SELF
plan than under current law.

The highest income group would also

provide a higher proportion of Federal revenues collected than they
do now (13 percent compared to 10.7 percent).

11-384 0 - 83 --

8
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Under my proposed SELF plan, business income taxes would provide $62 billion more in Federal tax revenues than at present.

Busi-

ness would provide 17.1 percent of total Federal revenues - not a
high proportion by historic standards.
trend of eliminating business taxes.

This would reverse the recent
In 1982, business income taxes

will provide only 8.0% of total Federal revenues.

It should be noted,

however, that while revenues from direct business income taxes would
be increased under the SELF plan, capital gains and interest income
would be taxed only at the business and not the individual level.
There would therefore be a compensatory reduction in tax burden to
individuals with business interests compared to present law.

Necessity

for Dealing with the Tax Problem Now

The present tax structure,

including its numerous preferences

and loopholes, is no longer able to raise sufficient revenues for the
operation of the Federal government.

If we do nothing to raise reve-

nues we cannot avoid large budget deficits.

Such deficits frighten

businessmen and investors, causing interest rates to remain very
high.

This weakens the prospects for a healthy economic recovery.

It is clear that Congress must address the issue of long-term
if the Federal deficit

revenues

is to be reduced.

The need to simplify the tax structure is widely recognized.
Several bills in addition to my own have already been introduced in
both the Senate and the House which would order the Treasury Secretary
to propose legislation or to draft changes in regulations to provide
for massive simplification of the tax code.
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If a serious approach to increasing the tax base is not
soon adopted, we will face the prospect of either raising rates
or adding new taxes.

I believe we will all be better off if we

took the path of reform.

If we do not, we will be perpetuating

the present inequities and inefficiencies in the system.
Many advantages would ensue from a program of tax simplification.

Americans could once again compute their own taxes.

They

no longer would have to employ tax preparers to wade through a
jungle of incomprehensible regulations.

The ease of dealing with

the tax system should result in an increase in income reported, and
the underground economy would begin to shrink.
With a low-rate simplified tax structure Americans would
have substantially increased incentives to work and be productive.
This is because most members of the labor force would be able to
keep a much larger share of any additional earnings than under current
law.

At the lowest income levels, the incentives to earn would be

greatly increased since income would not be taxed at all below the
$17,500 level.

Also, with low marginal rates for the middle and

higher income groups there would be little need for tax shelters.

Pro-

ductive behavior would become rational and efficient from both the
individual and business viewpoints.

The recent decline in rates of

national productivity growth might well be reversed.
The system would also be much fairer.
come would pay the same level of tax.

People with the same in-

There would be no reward to

employing high priced tax specialists to gain special benefits by
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manipulating confusing rules and regulations; there would be
relatively few regulations to manipulate.

Everyone who pays

tax would do sc.on the same, straightforward basis.

This should

reduce taxpayer anger and restore basic public respect for the
total system.
The system would also be more equitable and more efficient.
The poor would not pay anything, the wealthy would pay a higher
rate than anyone else, and business would pay its fair share.

A

substantial burden in paperwork would be lifted from business,
government and individuals alike.

Tax considerations would no

longer be the driving force behind specific business decisions; the
economy would be freer to respond to normal market forces.
result should be higher economic growth and productivity.

The
Overall

long-term benefits from such tax reform can be very great, and I
believe-we should begin to consider the issue seriously.
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APPENDIX*
CURRENT REVENUE LOSSES DUE TO TAX EXPENDITURES
AND TRENDS IN FEDERAL INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS

This appendix presents some data on tax expenditure revenue losses
and recent trends in the federal income tax structure.

These data show

(1) the Federal government currently foregoes collection of substantial
revenue due td current individual and corporate tax expenditures.

From

a tax viewpoint the effect of these tax expenditures is to reduce the
tax base; revenues foregone to tax expenditures are now projected to
increase further, even with passage of H.R. 4961, the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.

(2) Individual income tax rates

today are higher for all income groups than they were in 1965; the tax
structure is also much more progressive than it was fifteen years ago;
and

(3) revenues from the corporate income tax have radically declined

in recent years implying that much could be gained in efficiency and
'fairness by simplification and rate reduction in the corporate income
tax.
I.

Projected Revenue losses due to Tax Expenditures
Table I compares estimated Federal Income Tax Collections and

Federal tax expenditures for-the fiscal years 1981-1987.

As can be

seen from the table, before passage of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
JResponsibility Act of 1982 (H.R. 4961) total tax revenues foregone by
the Federal government was estimated to increase from $228.6 billion in
FY 81 to $439.4 billion in FY 87.

This represents a gradual increase

from 40% to 46% of total taxes foregone over this seven year period.
*This appendix was prepared with the assistance of Barbara N.
McLennan of my legislative staff, Allen Unsworth of the minority staff
of the House Budget Committee and Peter Davis of the staff of the Senate
Budget Committee.
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TABLE 1
FEDERAL INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS
AND FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES
FY1981-FY1987
($-Billions)
FYI981

FY1982

FY1983

FY1984

FY1985

FY1986

FY1987

$ 61.1

$ 46.7

$ 56.2

$ 67.7

$ 73.3

$ 69.1

$ 64.9

48.8

55.1

64.0

80.4

96.3

110.7

122.0

Percent of Corporate
Taxes Foregone through
79.9
Tax Expenditures

118.0

113.9

118.8

131.4

160.2

188.0

Corporate Tax
Collections
Corporate Tax '

Expenditures

Individual Tax
Collections

$285.9

$298.6

$304.5

$322.9

$362.0

$401.5

$445.7

Individual Tax
Expenditures

179.8

198.4

209.1

225.6

251.5

285.3

317.4

Percent of
Individual Taxes
Foregone through Tax
Expenditures
62.9

66.4

68.7

69.9

69.5

71.1

71.2

$347.0

$345.3

$360.7

$390.5

$435.3

$470.6

$510.6

228.6

253.5

273.1

306.0

347.8

396.0

439.4

65.9

73.4

75.7

78.4

79.9

84.1

86.1

Total Income Tax
Collections
Total Tax
Expenditures
Percent of Total
Income Taxes Foregone through Tax
Expenditures
SOURCES:

Data on projected tax collections is from the
Budget of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year 1983.
Data on projected tax expenditures is from the Joint
Committee on Taxation, Estimates of Federal Tax
Expenditures for Fiscal Years 1982-1987 (March 8,
1982) and Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures for
All figures
Fiscal Years 1981-1986 (March 16, 1981).
assume continuation of 1981 tax policies, and do not
reflect effects of H.R. 4961, the 1982 tax bill.
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As can be seen from the table, before passage of H.R. 4961, corporate tax expenditures by FY 87 would have increased from $48.8 billion
to $122 billion.

In FY 81 corporate tax expenditures were nearly equal

to 80 percent of total corporate taxes collected; by 1987, corporate
tax expenditures would have risen to nearly double the amount collected
by the corporate tax (188 percent).

Table I also indicates that in FY 81

individual tax expenditures equalled $179.8 billion --

about 63 percent

of total individual taxes collected; by 1987 the amount of individual
taxes foregone would have risen to $317.4 billion, over 71% of total
individual taxes collected.
As a result of H.R. 4961, much of the previously projected
in corporate tax expenditures will be substantially reduced.
presents the estimates of revenue effects of H.R. 4961.

increase

Table 2

As can be seen

from the table, business tax provisions will raise over $5 billion in
revenues in 1983, rising to more than $40 billion by 1987.

As a result,

revenue losses due to business tax expenditures will be much less than
under ERTA, although the combined effect of both laws is still to reduce
the corporate tax burden.

II.

The Individual Income Tax
The Treasury Department is currently analyzing the individual

income tax base but those data are not yet avilable.

Table 3 presents

a comparison of marginal tax rates for four-person families from 19651984, as estimated after passage of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981.

TABLE 2
Summary of Estimated Revenue Effects of Tax Provisions of H.R. 4961
as Agreed to by the Conference Committee, Fiscal Years 1983-1987
(In millions of dollars)
Provision
Individual income tax
provisions
Business tax provisions
Compliance provisions
Pensiontprovisions
Life insurance and annuities
Employment tax provisions
Excise tax provisions
Miscellaneous provisions

Total, tax provisions
Revenue gain resulting from
additional IRS enforcement
personnel
Grant total, all
provisions
Source:

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

272
5,422
3,365
194
1,942
1,904
2,798
-38

3,113
13,292
8,869
780
2,155
3,083
4,009
-37

3,106

16,497
8,660
870
2,920
3,577
4,702
-34

3,336
28,042
10,174
970
3,138
2,853
2,054
-32

3,556
40,116
11,217
1,058
3,370
2,572
1,472
-30

15,859

35,264

40,298

50,535

63,331

2,100

2,400

2,400

1,300

600

17,959

37,664

42,698

51,835

63,931

Tax Equity & Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, Conference Report
(August 17, 1982). p. 691.
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TABLE 3
Marginal Tax Rates for Four-Person Families!/
1965-1984

Year

1965
1970
1975
1977
1978
1979
1980

One-Half Median Income
$
Tax Rate

$3,900
5,582
7,924
9,162
10,214
11,211
12,722

Median Income
$
Tax Rate

14%
15
17
16
19
18

$7,800
11,165
15,848
18,723
20,428
22,422

18

25,443

17%
20
22
22
25
24
24

Twice Median Income
Tax Rate
$

$15,600
22,330
31,696
37,446
40,856
44,844
50,886

22%
26
32
36
39
43
43

The Economic Recovery Act of 1981
Under (P.L. 97-34)2/

1981
1982
1983
1984

14,100
15,100
16,000
16,800

18
16
17
16

28,100
30,100
31,900
33,600

28
25
23
24

56,200
60,300
63,900
67,200

43
44
40
38

_1/ Assumes

itemized deductions equal to 23% of income.
Rate changes only, assumes inflation of 8.7% in fiscal
1982 trending down to 5.0% in fiscal 1986 and same increases
in median income.

Source: Office of Tax Analysis, Department of the Treasury. Does not
reflect effect of H.R. 4967, The Tax Eqjity & Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.
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As can be seen from Table 3, in 1965 we had a very much "flatter"
individual income tax rate structure than we have today.

In that

year, four-person families with one-half median income paid an average
tax rate of 140; families at the median income paid 171; families at
twice the median income level paid 22%.

Over the ensuing fifteen years,

the rate structure became very much more progressive.

By%1980, families

in the one-half median income group paid an 18% rate; median income
families paid 24%; families at the twice median income level paid 43%.
Rates for &ll groups increased because of real economic growth combined
with inflation, resulting in *bracket creep" --

the pushing of all tax-

payers into higher tax brackets because of higher nominal incomes.
The effect of the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act was to reduce rates
proportionally for all income groups.

By 1984,

it is estimated that

families with one half median income will pay 16%; families at the median
income level will pay 24%; families at the twice median level will pay
38%.

This represents a reversal of the previous fifteen year trend.

However, in 1984 the individual tax rate structure will still be far
more progressive than it was in 1965; also, families at all income levels
will pay higher rates of tax than they did in 1965.
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III. Reforming the Corporate Income Tax
The most important benefit of the broader-based, lower-rate
corporate income tax would be greater economic efficiency.

Increased

efficiency in the allocation of economic resources would result both
from the reduction in the marginal corporate tax rate, and from the
elimination'of most tax preferences.
The corporate tax is essentially a tax on capital.

The existence

of such a tax implies that there will be less than the optimal amount
of resources devoted to capital investment.

It follows that a re-

duction in the marginal rate of corporate tax will reduce the underinvestment in capital equipment.

Roger H. Gordon and Burton G. Malkiel

have estimated that the efficiency gain resulting from a small cut
in the corporation income tax is about 40 percent large than the
revenue loss (assuming no change in corporate tax preferences.)

1

The SELF-tax Plan Act (S.2557), which mandates a 20 percent
across-the-board tax rate on all net corporate income, and at the
same time would eliminate most special tax preferences, would provide
a significant reduction in marginal tax rate reduction on corporate
income.

At the same time SELF-tax would not result in any revenue

loss because of the elimination of most special preferences and interest
cost deductions.

Thus the average effective tax rate on corporate

income would approximate the 20 percent marginal rate.

The current

(1981) effective corporate tax rate is 20.5 percent (see Table 2)
which is considerably less than the current marginal rate of 46 percent
largely because of the myriad of tax preferences contained in the
current law.

The SELF-tax will, therefore, lead to the efficiency

gains outlined and estimated in Gordon and Malkiel without the offsetting revenue losses.

I Roger H. Gordon and Burton G. Malkiel, "Corporation Finance"
in Henry J. Aaron and Joseph A. Pechman (eds.) How Taxes Affect
Economic Behavior, Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution,
1981.
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In addition to increasing economic efficiency by reducing the
marginal corporate tax rate, the SELF-tax will improve the allocation
of resources by eliminating the wide disparity of effective tax rates
across industries which have resulted from the host of tax preferences
which have been added to the tax code over the years.

Table 4

summarizes the major tax preferences, and Table 5 illustrates the
effects of these tax preferences on the effective tax rates by industry.
As can be seen from Table 5, under current (1981) law effective
tax rates range from -12.6 percent on commercial banks to 39.7 percent
on apparel companies.

This dispersion of 52.3 percentage points in

the tax burden imposed on different industries is far from the neutral
corporate tax which would minimize the economic inefficiency of the
tax system.
Each of the tax expenditures in the current law were added to
meet a specific felt national need at the time of enactment.

Unfor-

tunately, the net result of all of these preferences taken together
has been to reduce the effective tax rates imposed upon corporations
in a haphazard way.

Some of these tax expenditures apply only to

particular industries such as the expensing and depletion provisions
for mineral extraction industries.

Other tax expenditures apply

generally, such as the investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation, but even these provisions differentially favor those industries
that differentially favor industries that happen to use relatively
more depreciable capital.
Capital responds to this preferential tax treatment by flowing
to the most tax-favored industries, where the after-tax rates of
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return are greater.

This flow continues until after-tax returns in

the tax-preferred industries are bid down to equality with those
industries that are more heavily taxed.

The result is that the

Nation's capital stock is misallocated; there is too much investment
in te tax-favored industries, and not enough in the others.

The

value of our total income is therefore reduced; we would produce
more output'according to society's valuation if there were no tax
preferences, and tax rates were equal across industries:

In that

circumstance, capital would be reallocated until pre-tax returns
were equal, and so output in society's view would be maximized.
The problems with the current tax system, and the corresponding
benefits from streamlining the law, show up in different ways.

Corporate

tax expenditures reduce the amount of revenue collected at any given
statutory tax rate, and therefore force tax rates up.

That means

that undertaking any non-taxed preferred activity is less profitable
and, therefore, in all likelihood less activity will take place.
The need for higher tax rates imposed by the tax expenditures
creates a vicious cycle.

The higher the statutory tax rates, the

greater must be the incentive to take advantage of preferences and
shelters.

Over time, there will be ever-increasing pressure for the

creation of new tax expenditures.

Eliminating most tax preferences

and reducing the tax rate both cut this vicious cycle.
Finally, the present tax system, by allowing interest expense
deductability and the double taxation of dividends, creates a bias
towards debt versus equity finance, increasing firm's exposure to
the risks of bankruptcy and society to the economic loss this creates.
The SELF-tax, by eliminating interest deductions and double taxation
of corporate income would remove this source of economic inefficiency.
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TABLE 4
IMPORTANT TAX PREFERENCES FOR
SELECTED INDUSTRY GROUPINGS, 1981
(Preferences in Descending Order of Importance)
Aerospace Companies
Long-term contracts, investment tax credit, DISC
Apparel Companies
Investment tax credit, possessions corporations, accelerated
depreciation
Automotive Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, DISC
Beverage Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, intangible
drilling costs
Chemical Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, intangible
drilling costs
Commercial Banks
Tax-exempt income, accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit
Diversified Service Industries
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, long-term contracts
Electronics and Appliance Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, DISC
Food Processors
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, DISC
Glass, Concrete, Abrasives and Gypsum Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, depletion
Industrial and Farm Equipment Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, DISC
Instrument Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, possessions
corporations
Life Insurance Companies (Stock)
Special insurance deductions, tax-exempt income, deferred
acquisitions costs
Metal Manufacturing Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, depletion
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Metal Products Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, long-term contracts
Mining and Crude Oil Production Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, intangible drilling costs
Musical Instruments, Toy, and Sporting Goods Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, long-term contracts
Office Equipment Companies
Investment tax credit, DISC, accelerated depreciation
Oil and Refining Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, intangible drilling costs
Paper, Fiber, and Wood Products Companies
Accelerated depreciation, Investment tax credit, capital gains
Pharmaceutical Companies
Possessions corporations, investment credit, accelerated depreciation
Publishing and Printing Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, capital gains
Food Retailers
Investment tsx credit, accelerated depreciation, capital gains
Non-Food Retailers
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, tax-exempt income
Rubber, Plastics, and Leather Products Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, long-term contracts
Shipbuilding, Railroad, and Transportation Equipment Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, long-term contracts
Soap and Cosmetics Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, possession corporations
Textile and Vinyl Flooring Companies
Investment tax credit, accelerated depreciation, depletion
Tobacco Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, tax-exempt income
Transportation Companies
Accelerated depreciation, investment tax credit, capital gains
Utilities
Capitalized interest and construction costs, investment tax credit, accelerated
depreciation
SOURCE: Congressional Budget office
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TABLE--EFFECTIVE CORPORATE TAX RATES BY INDUSTRY
(Percentage of Net Incpme Paid in Tax
U.S. Rate on U.S. Income)

--

1981

Tax Rate
(Percent)

Industry
Commercial Banks
Transportation Companies
Shipbuilding, Railroad, and Transportation
Equipment Companies
Paper, Fiber, and Wood Products Companies
Mining and Crude Oil Production Companies
Metal Manufacturing Companies
Utilities
Life Insurance Companies (Stock)
Aerospace Companies
Chemical Companies
Automotive Companies
Glass, Concrete, Abrasives, and Gypsum Companies

-12.6
-4.8
-1.2
4.0
9.4
10.1
11.5
13.0
13. 5
13.6
19.1
19.8

AVERAGE RATE FOR ALL INDUSTRIES

20.5

Oil and Refining Companies
Non-Food Retailers
Rubber, Plastics, and Leather Products Companies
Metal Products Companies
Office Equipment Companies
Instrument Companies
Diversified Service Industries
Pharmaceutical Companies
Beverage Companies
Industrial and Farm Eq-Tp-iint-eomptni-es
Electronics and Appliance Companies
Food Retailers
Tobacco Compahies
Textiles and Vinyl Flooring Companies
Food Processors
Musical Instruments, Toy, and Sporting
Goods Companies
Publishing and Printing Companies
Soap and Cosmetics Companies
Apparel Companies

21.4
22.0
23.4
24.1
26.7
26.8
27.8
28.5
28.6
28.8
29.3
30.8
31.4
31.9
33.6

SOURCE:

34.5
36.3
39.4
39.7

Tax Notes

Effective tax rates are based on a sample of firms and therefore
are subject to sampling variation.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley, do you have questions?
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Quayle, thank you for your statements, and thank you for your work on this important project. I
read your proposal. Over a period of time your written comments
have been published and disseminated widely.
One of the things I would like to ask all of our witnesses is: have
you given any thought about the best transition from our current
tax system to the one you propose? Should it be phased in quickly or over a period of time, in your judgment?
Senator QUAYLE. Well, I suppose you should not have an abrupt
change, whether you have a year transition or what.
The big question that a lot of people are talking about, is the
"notch" problem, particularly in the flat-tax proposals.
Basically the way to solve that is to just phase it in. The IRS
could come up with tables to show whatever tax rate you are going
to be in, how much taxes you are going to owe; therefore, we would
never want to get into a situation where someone who earns more
money would actually be worse off because of the tax burden;
that's the "notch" problem.
But, as far as the actual transition, I am sure that we can work
out a transition period so that this is not going to cause chaos,
whether it be business, industry, or individuals. I am confident we
can work that detail out.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Senator Bentsen?
Senator BENTSEN. Well, I would just like to touch on that same
point again, and I think the chairman touched on it earlier.
You have got a fellow who has put a mortgage on his home, to
buy it, to own it, and rear his family, and he is right up to here in
debt. And then suddenly we talk about doing away with the economic objectives that are in the tax system and doing away with
the deduction on interest on home mortgages, and he says, "There
is no way I can cut it if you do that. That throws my budget so far
out of line that I just can't make it." What kind of an adjustment
do you allow in that, or do you leave that type of deduction?.
Senator QUAYLE. I did not leave that deduction in my proposal;
but I am a realist and know full well that the home mortgage deduction is one of the so-called sacred cows and something that was
put into the Tax Code for a very good reason. I am sure that as we
deliberate tax siniplification that will be one of the first items to
come up. You will talk about that, and you will also talk about
charity.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, I'll tell you what will happen, Senator,
and you know that. If you start putting this system in effect, the
first fellow that comes up to you is that fellow, and he is going to
say, "Now, surely, Senator Quayle, you didn't mean to knock out
my deduction on interest on home mortgage; surely you didn't
mean to do that." And then after you answer that one, the next
one that will come up to you will be the mayor and the city councilman. He is going to say, "Are you going to tell me that you are
going to start taxing the interest on municipal bonds? If you do
that, how am I going to sell those bonds and pave those streets and
build those sewers?" And the next one that is going to come up to
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ou will be the preacher, and he is going to say, "Now, my son, you
on't really mean to tell me that you are going to knock out the
deductibility on contributions to my church, now are you?" And
about that time someone is going to say, "Now, who in the world
thought up this idea, anyway?"
Senator QUAYLE. Well, I am sure that you are going to hear from
the mayors and the preachers and the homebuilders during this
testimony. And I am sure that, as we move toward tax simplification, all of their concerns are going to be taken into mind. I also
have no illusions that you are going to wipe out all of the deductions. But I do believe, as a starting point of the discussions, we
ought to talk about getting a handle on so-called tax expenditures.
Tax expenditures, as already pointed out, by 1987 will total $450
billion, and we have to start talking about that. Now, how we deal
with that on a fair, equitable basis is what this committee is about
to pursue, and I commend you for it. I believe that the points you
bring up are very well taken.
I would only point out that under my proposal, when you look at
the individual, the people who are earning $50,000 and less will be
paying less taxes and will have more disposable income under this
proposal. I believe that is a goal that we want to achieve-at least,
I would like to see it achieved-but how we do that, with all the
proper mix and taking into account the items that you bring up, is
something that we are going to be talking about not only today but
in the weeks ahead.
I hope as we move forward we will come to grips with the complexities, the confusion, and the inequity that is presently in the
Tax Code. Now, how we actually do that is something I have tried
to work out. I put a proposal on the table. We have had a lot of
comments about it, quite frankly, but I believe it is a proposal that
merits thought. It goes along with the philosophy and the intent of
what these hearings are all about.
I will join with you, as we go through this very long and arduous
process, to find out what kind of tax simplification we can politically afford and what kind of tax simplification will be necessary to
generate the revenues to pay for national defense and the other
programs.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would you yield to me just a second on the
point of charitable deductions, as long as it was brought up here?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. I'think that maybe one of the things that will
come out in hearings like this is some of the arguments and
statistics that can back up certain arguments. One of them is on
charitable giving. Only one-third of charitable givers itemize their
deductions. People must realize that every dollar given to charity is
not given for a tax deduction. There are other reasons, obvious reasons, that people give other than to deduct from their income tax.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, I might comment and say that
I hope that, as I face up to these problems, that it will be at the
beginning of a new 6-year term. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. You don't want to go today? One way to have a
big turnover, I think, would be to have a vote today. [Laughter.]
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No, I think, Senator Quayle, if we are going to wilt because every
special-interest group is going to come in and say, "Don't touch
me," then we aren't going to make any progress.
Let's take mortgage interest-I'm not advocating doing anything
about that-that's $36 billion this year, just on owner-occupied
homes. So it's a big, big item that is going up. There will have to be
some transition rules, or you would have to demonstrate that in
your proposal or whichever proposal we might seriously look at,
that assuming that deduction was denied, that you still had a
better deal because of the lower rate.
I think the big concern is that so-called middle income. I don't
know where you start it, but if you go from $10,000 to $50,000,
based on 1981, I think they pay about 60 percent of the taxes. We
have to make certain that we don't burden that group any more.
Well, I think Senator Long is next.
Senator LoNG. Thank you for a very thoughtful statement, Senator Quayle. Let me ask you this question: If we are going to proceed along the line that you have in mind, wouldn't it be a good
idea if we quit creating more loopholes in the tax law?
Senator QUAYLE. I would agree with that.
Senator LONG. Well, it seems to me that if we are going to be
creating loopholes one day and then trying to get rid of loopholes
the next day, we are not going to achieve what the objective is.
Now, are you familiar with what this committee reported out
last week?
Senator QUAYLE. On the bill?

Senator LONG. Are you familiar with the proposal that we reported out to fix it up so that audits and authors who make a lot of
money will have a tax loophole to fix it so that they need not pay
any taxes at all by way of income tax?
Are you aware of the fact that we just reported out of this
committee last week a proposal to fix it so a wealthy painter who
makes just tons of money can give some of his paintings-mind
you, not at the wholesale price-if he sells them through any of the
galleries that you see around here that put them on display for
that purpose? They would charge him 50 percent for selling it for
him. So let's say he had a painting that he sells for $10,000; it
would only be $5,000 net to him. But he can give that to any university or to any museum, or any sort of a nonprofit outfit that
claims charity-I assume it could even be a nursing home, provided
it was nonprofit-and he can deduct the whole $10,000. Now,
against the 50 percent tax bracket, that's worth $5,000 to him,
which is what he would net anyway. He would make more money
giving them away than he would in selling them, in some cases.
Now, we just reported that out last week. I would like to suggest
to you that I was a lone Senator up here, fighting to try to save the
Treasury. Don't you think it would be a good idea, before the
committee goes to work creating more loopholes, that we at least
decide we want to do something along the line you advocate and
that we stand firm, draw the line on the tax loopholes we have created already?
Senator QUAYLE. I would say this, Senator. I certainly agree with
you that if we are really concerned about tax simplification and
dealing with the so-called tax incentives, that the momentum
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ought to be perhaps in the other direction: Instead of just adding
more credits or deductions, or finding out whatever some particular group favors-in this case, the artists-maybe we ought to say,
OK, let's just put a moratorium for 1 or 2 years on all new tax
credits or tax deductions, and go back and figure out what we have
right now. I think that would be a reasonable approach.
Senator LONG. Well, take a look at what we reported out this
last year. As I understand it, those people wouldn't even owe the
minimum tax. We just got through fixing it up so that those who
make lots of money, as painters, sculptors, and writers-do you
recall how Richard Nixon got in all that trouble about getting a
deduction for those papers? Well, you could just say, "All of these
are authors, and I can give the manuscript." Now, I guess if that
were the original manuscript on the Bible, or something like that, I
would be willing to give them a tax advantage if they were going to
turn that over to us. [Laughter.]
But as far as the manuscript on the ordinary paperback "shootem-up" that you see out there on the newsstand, I wouldn't be willing to give it. I "couldn't care less if I never saw the manuscript;
and I didn't know anybody else cared to see the manuscript of it.
It seems to me if you are really sincere-and I believe you arethat you ought to line up with some of us who think we have
enough tax expenditures; we ought to just hold the line where we
are.
Senator QUAYLE. You know, you make a-very convincing case. I
am not familiar with the specifics of that, but if we are going to
vote on that on the floor I may vote with Senator Long.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you may be.
Senator QUAYLE. I may have to take a good close look at this.
Senator LONG. I didn't know that we were going to vote on this
in the last few days of this Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. I doubt if we will.
Senator LONG. I would suggest, at least for this Congress, that
you sign up with this beleagured minority of one who is trying to
keep us from creating more tax expenditures and more loopholes,
for the time being.
Senator QUAYLE. As of now, I am convinced. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are going to have another little loophole meeting this afternoon, so you don't want to miss that one
either. [Laughter.]
As Senator Grassley has said, the more loopholes you have, the
more pressure there is for a flat-rate tax. So this really may be a
blessing.
So, Senator Baucus, since that's your bill, "the artists' bill"
[laughter]-Senator BAUCUS. Senator Quayle, let me now unconvince you.
[Laughter.]
Senator LONG. It seems that if you and I are effective in our pursuit to close some of these loopholes and some of these deductions
and some of these credits-that is, some of these expenditures that
you talked about-that we focus in on the biggest, the ones that
take the most revenue away from the felled Treasury.
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Wouldn't you agree with me that one of the bigger tax expenditures is intangible drilling cost and -percentage depletion rather
than an artists' bill?
Let me give you some figures: The artist bills, according to Treasury, lose about $15 million a year; whereas, if you add the intangible drilling costs and the oil and gas depletion allowance,, that is
about $7 billion a year. Don't you think we should focus in on the
biggest ones, the biggest revenue losers?
Senator QUAYLE. Senator Long, I want to tell you, I like artists
but I don't know if I like big oil companies.
I don't think, Senator Baucus, we should exclude looking at any
deduction or any tax credit. I think the purpose of this is to force
ourselves to look at all the so-called tax expenditures. So if we
want to get into the intangible oil drilling costs, that's fine, let's
have at it. That's the business side of it, and as Chairman Dole
said, that's the really tough one. Quite frankly, my suggestions on
that are not as specific as I would like them to be.
Now, most of the so-called flat tax or tax simplification proposals-they don't even deal with business at all; they just say, "OK,
it's the individual side. Let's talk about lowering taxes."
So I would certainly join with you to have tax simplification, not
only for the individual but for corporations, partnerships, and the
corporate side of the ledger.
Senator BAUCUS. Let me ask a more serious question. How many
of the present deductions would you keep? I'm sorry, I was absent
for most of your testimony.
Senator QUAYLE. Under my proposal, we don't keep any on the
individual side, except for the-Senator BAUCUs. The home mortgage interest, for example, you
would eliminate?
Senator QUAYLE. We don't do any of that. You see, we don't
begin our tax until $17,500. Now, I can read the polls, and I know
exactly how-Senator BAUCUS. Is it your view, in the ideal world, that we in
the Congress would not pass any deductions or credits for personal
income?
Senator QUAYLE. No. I believe that the ultimate bill would have
some exclusions, some deductions. But I believe as a starting
point-I put forth a proposal in an abstract sense. If you want to
look at it and just do away with it, that is your privilege. I think it
has a lot of merit, because it leads us back to what Senator Bentsen was talking about: Well, what about the homeowners and the
mayors, and people like that?
Senator BAUCUS. Well, I understand, as a practical matter-Senator QUAYLE. You have to draw the line somewhere.
Senator BAUCUS. I am not addressing the practical side of this; I
am asking your opinion as to ideally, forgetting the practical side
of it, ideally should Congress not enact deductions for personal
income tax?
Senator QUAYLE. I believe, if you take a completely abstract situation which would be simplest, fairest and most efficient, I would
like to come to a proposal which we could agree on in which everyone would pay the same tax.
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But now the problem is, when we get into that, you are going to
retain progressivity, so not everybody is going to be paying the
same tax. That is the debate we have had for years. Some may
argue against progressivity; I am not. I think my bill retains some
progressivity.
I believe we should have a discussion of what would be the effect
of eliminating all deductions. Now, let's find out how this really affect§ somebody who has a home mortgage if they don't pay taxes
on the first $17,500; the people who earn under $50,000, at least
from the economic data we have run, would end up having more
disposable income than under current law. They just might be willing to give up that home mortgage deduction if they are going to
have more disposable income.
Now, Senator Bradley has about four or five deductions. He went
through the code and said, "OK, we have to have some." I am
saying that you can talk about pot having any. Let's deal with the
political will and see where we come out with our hearings.
I am not completely wedded to an abstract position, but I think it
would be beneficial for starting the discussion.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, remember the words of the oft-quoted
journalist H. L. Mencken-Senator Mathias often quotes Mencken.
One of the quotes is: "For every complicated problem, there is a
simple solution and that's usually wrong." But I think that applies
here; that is, for every complicated problem-that is, the complexity of the Tax Code-some think there is a simple solution: Pure
flat tax. And that's wrong. It is wrong for some of the reasons that
have been indicated; we want some progressivity, and probably we
want to keep some deductions. There are some strong public policy
arguments for home ownership, for example, as well as other arguments for various deductions that are in the present code.
But on the other hand, we do want simplicity. We want more
simplicity than we now have. It seems to me that in the real world
and in a complicated society such as ours-on the one hand we
want simplicity, and on the other hand we want to satisfy certain
social goals and aims-that we should try to make the code much
more simple than it is now so that there is more understanding of
the code and therefore a greater perception of fairness. On the
other hand, times change. Through the years we are going to want
to encourage some social programs or some other programs, but
not some others; but we should somehow strike that right balance.
It is going to be difficult, and not everybody is going to be satisfied.
So we can't have a pure flat system.
Senator QUAYLE. And mine is not a flat tax, and I do not advocate a flat tax; I do advocate tax simplification.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Quayle, I think you have made a very important point
when you complimented Senator Dole on the Tax Simplification
Act of 1982, and then complimented him on the 1981 Tax Act.
The important point to make, and I think you were heading in
that direction, is that any tax rate reduction does not generate economic growth.
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In 1981 we gave the biggest tax cut in history. Some of us said,
"Watch out for the deficits." The deficits came, we got into a very
deep recession, and 1 year later we had the largest income tax increase in our Nation's history-60 percent of which was closing
loopholes.
There is a lesson to be learned, I think, from those two tax bills,
and that is, if you' cut tax rates and close loopholes, do it at the
same time and thereby avoid the great drain on the Treasury. I
think that is a lesson that the committee has learned and I hope
the Senate has learned, and if anything comes from these hearings
I hope it will be the general agreement that the way you cut tax
rates is to do it simultaneously with loophole closing.
Let me say also that you found yourself in the buzz saw here.
Aren't you glad you're the first witness?
Senator QUAYLE. Yes. I will stick around to find out what else
you will say.
Senator BRADLEY. I'm sure others will have to answer the ques-

tions about home mortgage interest and charitable contributions
and interest on State and local general obligation bonds and I
think it is important to say that some of us have kind of gone down
that road, and that is specifically why, in the Fair Tax Act of 1982
that Senator Gephart and I have introduced, we keep the deductions for interest on home mortgages and charitable contributions,
and the exclusion for interest on general obligation bonds.
Thank you for your testimony.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Quayle. We appreciate it

very much. I would hope in the months to come, because it will
take a long time, that you may come back to our committee and
see how we are progressing.
Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I might indicate we still have seven witnesses,

although I am not trying to cut anybody off.
We would now like to hear from Senator Hart, followed by Senator Nickles, Senator Helms, and Senator DeConcini.
Senator Hart?
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to insert my remarks in the record at this point, or at the
proper point.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
Let's insert Senator Symms' comments following other comments
of the members of the committee earlier on this morning.
Senator Hart, you may proceed in any way you wish. Your entire
statement will be made a part of the record, and we are pleased to
have you here this morning.
STATEMENT OF HON. GARY HART, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF COLORADO

Senator HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to be here, and I congratulate you and the other members of
this committee on undertaking perhaps what is one of the most formidable tasks that any committee of the Congress can undertake,
and that is to approach the idea of simplification of our tax laws.
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I have been involved, I guess, in every so-called tax reform effort
that has gone on around here for the last 7 Y2 years, and there has
been no exercise that I have participated in that has been more
frustrating than that. 1 think we are all aware of the gap between
political rhetoric about wanting simple and fair tax laws and the
exercise that I think probably every Member of the Congress goes
through in trying to keep some particular loophole open or exception available for one or more of our constituents. So I congratulate
you on undertaking the effort.
I want to suggest, if I may, very briefly, as one Member of the
Senate, what I think the ground rules might be that would lead us
where we all claim we want to go.
I think the enactment of the so-called Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of this year and the apparent ground swell, again,
of public interest in fundamental tax reform appeared to represent
a change in direction and to offer an opportunity for a complete
overhaul of our tax system-hopefully. I think all of us or most of
us welcome this Inovement, and I would like to suggest, Mr. Chairman, if I may, a few criteria which we might use in seeking true
tax reform in the very near future.
Mr. Chairman, in my view there are three basic principles which
should govern our tax reform efforts. First, our tax system must be
fair. Any proposals which would result in even heavier tax burdens
on the working people of this country I think clearly must be rejected. True progressivity must be the hallmark of our tax system.
Second, a program of tax reform should dramatically simplify
the system. The people of the country are rightly fed up with the
ever-increasing complexity of the tax laws, and they are now demanding relief.
Third, I- think a program should help reduce the economic distortions created by the current system, so that we can return to a general reliance on market forces rather than tax advantages to guide
individual and business economic choices.
Mr. Chairnaan, fairness and progressivity, simplicity and efficiency-these criteria may seem vague and general, but if we got
agreement on them we would quickly narrow our range of alternatives for what a system might be that would comply with all of
those criteria. For example, if we agree on these criteria, then we
can quickly put on the back shelf, where I think they belong, most
of the flat-rate tax proposals. We can do this because the flat-rate
proposals are clearly and undeniably unfair.
I would like to be very clear on this point, because I think it
stands at the very heart of these hearings. Any flat-rate tax proposal which has rates between 10 and 20 percent and which provides
reasonable allowances for the poor will inevitably bring higher
taxes, often substantially higher, on middle-income taxpayers.
Wealthy taxpayers currently have an effective tax rate of about 25
percent. If this is reduced to a flat rate of 10 or 15 or even 20 percent, obviously the wealthiest people in this country will be paying
less taxes.
Now, since most flat rate proposals have some allowances for the
poor, as they should, so that their share will remain either the
same or hopefully be reduced, it is clear who would have to make
up the taxes that the wealthy would shed-the middle-class taxpay-
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ers, and particularly homeowners, would see their taxes increase
by 25 or even 50 percent under most of these so-called flat-rate
schemes.
Indeed, the designer of one of the flat-rate tax proposals recently
admitted that his proposal, which has a relatively high-19 percent--rate, would raise taxes by as much as $1,500 a year for families earning $30,000 a year, while cutting taxes by two-thirds or
more for the wealthier individual taxpayers in our society.
Now, it would seem to me, given these fundamental facts, that it
would be clear that most flat-tax advocates are not concerned so
much with simplicity as they are with substantially reducing taxes
for the wealthy. If they were not seeking this objective, then we
would have seen flat-tax proposals not with rates of 10 to 20 percent but of perhaps 28 to 30 percent.
I had asked the Brookings Institution to do some studies on this.
They did some computer runs with flat rates at this level of approximately 28 to 30 percent and generous personal exemptions.
The resulting distribution of tax burdens was remarkably close to
the present one with some lowering of the burden for lower income
taxpayers and some raising of the burden for the wealthy. Thus, it
seems to me a flat-rate tax can be made progressive if that is the
goal; but it cannot be done at a rate of 10 to 20 percent.
Mr. Chairman, it seems to me the choice is clear for flat-tax advocates: Stay where they are with low rates and a major redistribution of the tax burden from the rich to the middle class, or move to
higher rates and retain the fundamental progressive distribution of
tax burdens we more or less have today.
Once these facts become known to the American people, the flatrate tax movement will die a quick and very deserved natural
death.
In fact, Mr. Chairman, the three principles that I have suggested
are so effective at weeding out unacceptable approaches that, of all
the comprehensive proposals which have been put forward, I can
see only two which qualify: The first is the so-called fair tax proposal advocated by Senator Bradley and Representative Gephart.
This bill would eliminate most special deductions and credits and
dramatically lower tax rates. It would clearly advance the cause of
fairness, simplicity, and economic efficiency.
In addition to that, the other alternative which satisfies those
three fundamental criteria is the so-called progressive expenditure
tax-I might call it a progressive prosaving income tax, because
that is what it really is. This is tax reform of a different nature
than we have considered up to this point. Both the flat tax and the
"fair tax" are basically simplified forms of our current system;
while the so-called expenditure tax-some have called it a consumption tax-uses a different base for taxation: only the portion
of income that is consumed would be taxed; that is to say, income
not saved or productively invested.
Thus, any income that would be saved or productively invested,
including investment in education and training, would not be
taxed-at least at the time it was put into savings or investments.
This idea is based on an idea that goes as far back as Thomas
Hobbes, over 300 years ago.
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Mr. Chairman, again, I think the tax reform process is likely to
be slower than some of us would like. But I believe that the American people want it.
I believe this committee is beginning to move in that direction,
and I would only cite the statement that Will Rogers once made:
"People want just taxes more than they want lower taxes." They
want to know that everyone is paying his proportionate share according to his wealth.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Hart.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hart follows:]
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Testimony by Senator Gary Hart
Before the Senate Finance Committee
September 28, 1982

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Finance Committee.

Since I came to the Senate in 1975, I have been championing the cause
of tax reform, both by sponsoring and supporting various particular
reform measures and by putting forward for discussion a comprehensive
program for restructuring the tax code.
Until recently, my efforts, and those of many others pressing
for major'reform, had seemed largely in vain. The forces of special
interest power and partisan politics were almost inexorably leading
the tax code further and further aw , from the kind of tax system
The tax laws vere becoming more and more
any of us wants.
complicated, less and less fair, and increasingly destructive of
economic efficiency and prosperity.
The enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
of 1982 and the apparent groundswell of public interest in
fundamental tax reform, however, appear to represent a change in
direction -- and to offer the opportunity for a complete overhaul
of cur tax system. I welcome this new movement, and today would
like to put before the Committee a set of criteria which I propose
we use in judging current and future tax reform proposals.
In my view, there are three basic principles which should
govern our tax reform efforts. First, our tax system must be
fair. Any proposal which would result in even heavier tax burdens
on the working people of America must be rejected. Second, a
program should dramatically simplify the system. The people of
this country are rightfully fed up with the ever-increasing
complexity of the tax laws, and they are demanding relief. And
third, a program should help reduce the economic distortions
created by the current system, so that we can return to a general
reliance on market forces, rather than tax advantages, to guide
individual and business economic choices.
This Committee hardly needs to be reminded that the current
Internal Revenue Code fails to satisfy any of these conditions for
an acceptable tax system.
The complexity of the existing tax laws is a national disgrace.
Over half the individual taxpayers in our nation find it necessary
to seek professional help in filling out their returns. And waiting
to assist them is a veritable army of accountants, lawyers, and
One estimate is that the tax return-preparing
tax return preparers.
industry consumes $64 billion a year of our national product -more than we collect in corporate tax revenues, more than the
interest on the national debt in 1980, and almost half of the
entire nondefense discretionary Federal budget. Such complexity
not only unfairly burdens our citizens and breeds contempt for
government, it also wastes the often prodigious talents of the
4
participants in the private tax industry, talents which put to
productive use could add substantially to our economic wellrbeing.
We
The tax code's unfairness is also almost unbelievable.
have cluttered the tax laws with so many special provisions in
hopes of serving this or that good cause that the inevitable
result has been to undercut the ability-to-pay principle which
supposedly underlies the system. For individuals earning over
$200,000 a year, for example, the average effective rate is about
24 percent, but the range is from virtually zero up to close to 50
percent. And, of course, although the statutory corporate rate is
46 percent, close to half the profitable corporations in the
country paying nothing at all.
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Finally, the economic inefficiency of our tax laws is staggering.
With effective tax rates on profits from various kinds of investment
ranging from as high as 40 percent to sharply negative rates on
some tax shelters, we have made a shambles of market-oriented
capital allocation.
Fairness, simplicity, and efficiency. These criteria may
seem vague and general, yet agreement on them will not only provide
us with a basis upon which to proceed, it will also quickly narrow
our range of alternatives.
For example, if we agree on these criteria, then we can
quickly put back on the shelf, where they belong, most of the flat
rate tax proposals. We can do this because the flat rate proposals
are clearly and undeniably unfair.
I want to be very clear on this point for it stands at the
heart of these hearings:
Any flat rate tax proposal which has rates between 10 and 20
percent and which provides reasonable allowances for the poor will
inevitably bring higher taxes, often substantially higher, on
middle income taxpayers.
Once again -- just as with the Reagan economic program
involving the largest tax cut in history combined with the largest
defense spending increase in history -- it is a matter of simple
arithmetic.
Wealthy taxpayers currently have an effective tax rate of
around 25 percent. If this is reduced to a flat 10,15 or even 20
percent, they will be paying less taxes. Since most flat rate
proposals have some allowance for the poor to their share will
either remain the same or be reduced, it is clear who must make up
the taxes the wealthy have shed. Middle class taxpayers and partiuclarly
homeowners -- could see their taxes increase by 25 or even 50
percent under such a scheme.
Indeed, the designer of one flat-rate tax proposal recently
admitted that his proposal -- which has a relatively high 19
percent rate -- would raise taxes by as much as $1,500 a year for
families earning $30,000 while cutting taxes by two-thirds or more
for the wealthiest individuals.
By now it should be clear that most flat tax advocates are
not concerned as much with simplicity as they are with substantially
reducing taxes for the wealthy. If they were not seeking this
objective, then we would have seen flat tax proposals -- not with
rates of 10 to 20 percent -- but of 28-30 percent.
At my request, 'the Brookings Institution did a number of
computer runs with flat rates at this level and generous income
allowances. The resulting distribution of tax burdens was remarkably
close to the current one, with some lowering of the burden for
lower income taxpayers and some raising of the burden for the
wealthy. Thus, a flat rate tax can be made progressive -- if that
is the goal.
The choice is clear for flat tax advocates: stay where you
are with low rates and major redistribution of tax burden fjom
rich to middle class or move to higher rates and retain the d
progressive distributl-Tn of tax burdens we have today.
Once these facts become known to the American people, I predict
flat tax movement will die a quick and very deserved natural death.
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In fact, the three principles I h-ave set forward are so effective
at weeding out unacceptable approaches that, of all the comprehensive
proposals which have been put forward, I see only two which qualify.
The first is the "Fair Tax" proposal advocated by Senator Bradley and
This bill would eliminate most special
Representative Gephardt.
deductions and credits and dramatically lower tax rates. It would
clearly advance the cause of fairness, simplicity, and economic
efficiency.
Its defects consist largely of failing to go far enough:
First, it does not address the corporate side of the tax
equation, where economic efficiency and fairness demand that steps be
taken.
Second, it would continue several individual tax preferences
which complicate the tax laws -- although I can appreciate the
sponsors' reluctance to try to draft the careful transition rules
which would be required if these provisions were to be phased out.
And finally, and most importantly, the bill retains an
insufficient level of progressivity. In essence, it ratifies the
regressive redistribution of the individual tax burden accomplished in
1981.
Despite these shortcomings, however, the Bradley-Gehpardt
I urge the
approach is a giant step toward a more ideal tax system.
Committee to work on improving this legislation and making it the
basis for our tax reform efforts next year.
There is another alternative reform which satisfies the fairnesi,simplicity, and efficiency criteria -- the progressive expenditure
tax.
This is tax reform of a different nature than I have discussed up
to this point. Both the flat tax and the "fair tax" are basically.
simplified forms of the current system, while the expenditure tax uesi'a different base for taxation -- only the portion of our income that
Hence, any income that is saved or
is consumed would be taxed.
invested -- including investment in education and training -- would
not be taxed. This is based on an idea Thomas Hobbes argued over 300
years ago -- that we should tax people on what they take out of the
economic pie, not what they put i:n.
An expenditure tax is completely different from a national sales
tax or a value-added tax, both of which are collected at the cash
register.
With an expenditure tax, we'd report our income once a
The amount to be taxed would be income minus
year, just as we do now.
Every
the net amount saved or productively invested that year.
taxpayer would be permitted a large standard deduction -- $10,000 to
$15,000 -- to allow/for reasonable living expenses and to protect the
This allowance would be more than adequate to cover most home
poor.
Above the standard deduction, tax rates
mortgage interest deductions.
would increase progressively with the amount of consumption.
There are several advantages to this proposal. First an
expenditure tax would provide the greatest possible incentive for
saving and productive investment -- it would not tax it. For example,
a taxpayer who earned $1,000 and put the money in a savings account
would report $1,000 income -- but he would also have a $1,000' deduction.
No taxes would be paid on this income. Second, by encouraging
investment and saving at all levels, this reform would increase America's
capital base and this will increase our productivity. Third, this
reform alternative will maintain our commitment to a progressive tax
system. By allowing a large single exemption and then taxing
consumption -- the difference between gross income and savings -- at
progressive rates, this expenditure tax can be as progressive as the
income tax was intended to be. Finally, this reform will be simpler to
understand and administer. No longer will scores of exemptions for
capital income complicate the tax code and distort investors' choices.
Instead of investing in projects where a tax advantage exists as under
the present system, investors will choose projects with the highest
potential yield.
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There are some disadvantages with this approach, and we must
address them. First, since the progressive expenditure tax would
remove savings and investment from the tax base, higher rates would be
required than under a comprehensive income tax approach. The top tax
rate, in particular, would have to be far higher than the 28 percent
rate provided in tho Bradley-Gephardt program in order to maintain the
same degree of progressivity. Another problem involves implementation.
The transition from the current tax code to a progressive expenditure
tax would be a difficult one. Although I believe the expenditure tax
would probably be simpler in the long run, the complexities of the
transition are a serious problem.
Third, this system could lead to the potential problem of nontaxed accumulation of capital leading to concentrated holdings. It
could, however, be dealt with through strong estate and gift tax
reform.
Clearly, this alternative needs further study.
But since it
meets fully all three criteria and has the further advantage relative
to the other two alternatives of providing a strong incentive for
increased savings and investment, I would urge that it be more fully
explored in the debate over major tax reform.
Indeed, iL we wexa-de"igning our tax system from scratch,
there's a good possibility that this would be considered the best tax
system. And who knows -- maybe public sentiment will demand that we
start from scratch.
The tax reform process is likely to be slower than some of us
would like. But I believe it's what the American people want. For Is

Will Rogers once said:"
People want just taxes more than they want lower taxes.
They want to know that every man is paying his proportionate
share according to his wealth.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. I think you raised an interesting point there that
is definitely worth considering in this area, and that is, in addition
to the idea of a lower tax rate, we ought to consider a uniform type
deduction on what some persons can claim. So when people make
investments that put people to work and help do things that are
good for the country rather than spending it on their own personal
consumption, they are entitled to a better tax treatment than
where they are just doing that which tends to aggrandize themselves without particularly benefiting society.
Even in the area that you are discussing, Senator Hart, if a
person makes a lot of money and does invest it but merely invests
in buying real estate, which just tends to bid up the price, without
putting that real estate to use-he buys land and attempts to move
up the land prices that someone else who would like to use it
would have to pay-he is not serving society. If he buys the same
land and puts it to very active use, he is serving society-creating
jobs, providing opportunities. In that case I think we would be well
advised to try to make the deduction uniform. Where it is something that is going to advance the national interest, he would get
the credit for making the investment, however you want to do it,
whether you do it by an IRA, or whatever. But if he is not investing that money in ways that are going to benefit the Nation or its
people and is only going to benefit himself, offhand I don't see why
he ought to have any tax advantage, do you?
Senator HART. Senator Long, in the so-called expenditure or consumption tax, both phrases that I don't like, you are dealing with
true supply-side cconomics; instead of cutting people's taxes with
the hope that they will invest it in a way that will increase productivity, this proposal says that you only get the tax break if you in
fact invest it and invest it productively.
Now; the definition of what is "a productive investment" would
in my judgment be one of the few possibly lengthy or complicated
provision in the reformed tax code, because clearly you would have
to have some technical definition of what was productive
investment. Racehorses, Persian rugs, diamonds, and Kruggerands,
probably, wouldn't qualify. Investment in stock of a company that
was going to automate itself, modernize itself or retrain its workforce so that it could compete in the international marketplace
clearly would be.
But this would be the job for experts. I understand there are definitions of productive investments in the Tax Code already; we
could build on those. But you couldn't just say "savings or investments in anything" because, as you -indicated, there are some investments that don't increase productivity at all.
Senator LONG. To a large extent we already have that. Senator
Baucus made reference to the oil and gas industry. Well, you've got
to make an investment. You've got to put some money into drilling. If you put money into drilling you get that intangible drilling
expense. If you build machinery or if you build plants you get a tax
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advantage that you don't get if you just keep the money and buy
land with it.
I would like to ask you, with regard to that part of it, I know it
has been advocated by Lester Thoreau who I think is a very interesting and talented economist, do you favor that concept? A uniform deduction for types of investment that you think make good
sense?
Senator HART. I favor it as far as I understand its implications
now. I have not heard all the arguments on it, and that's why I
think these hearings are so important. If we get some experts up
here that show me the error of my ways or the errors of this concept, I certainly wouldn't support it; but right now, as a concept
and as an idea, I would.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions
except to thank you very much, Gary, for coming this morning and
also bringing up the idea of a progressive expenditure tax. At the
very least, at least that helps all of us look at all of this from a
new perspective, and it hopefully keeps our thinking imaginative
in that we are not locked into narrow alternatives and options but
rather keep open many other options. I want to thank you for
always keeping us on our toes, thinking of new ideas. I appreciate
that very much.
Senator HART. If Senator Baucus or anyone else on the
committee or anywhere else can think of a better title for this than
"Expenditure or Consumption Tax" I would certainly welcome it.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, we have all been looking.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, let me compliment Senator
Hart on his testimony. I think it raises a number of interesting
points, and I'm pleased for his endorsement of the Bradley-Gephardt bill.
I would like to focus, if I could, on the progressive consumption
tax, just to raise one question, to which I don't expect him to have
the answer because I think we really have to go through committee
deliberations, but I'd like to raise at least one red flag. That is: If
you did go to the progressive consumption tax along the lines that
Senator Long and Senator Baucus explored, which is essentially excluding from taxable income that portion of your income that you
invest or save in whatever is finally defined as "productive
investment," if you carried that through with very wealthy individual to the end of their life, with the present estate tax laws,
wouldn't that result in an enormous transfer of wealth, and have
you given some thought about that?
Senator HART. I certainly have, and in the longer statement
which I would like to submit for the record I say that this system
in my judgment would work only with modernization of the estate
and gift taxes.
There has been a suggestion that this proposal, without what I
think tax reformers would call a "strong estate and gift tax, would
really contribute to concentrated wealth in this country. I would
not support that; I think the only way the system would work is if
you had a fairly strong estate and gift tax.
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Senator BRADLEY. As I read your statement that you submitted
to the record today, you seem to imply that, although you endorse
the fair tax, you would like to see some more progressivity than
exists, and you would like to exclude savings from the taxable base.
I think if you do that, you head down the road where if you are
excluding more and more from the taxable base, but you want the
same amount of revenue, that inevitably you have to go to higher
and higher rates, and pretty soon we are back where we are today
with high rates that do discourage work, savings, and investments.
So I think that is something that ou ought to ponder a little bit. I
wonder if you have any comments?
Senator HART. I think clearly you have identified a real problem,
and it gets to fundamental tax philosophy.
First of all, the point that I was trying to make with regard to
your proposal was that it seemed to me to ratify what I think we
could call a post-Reagan degree of progressivity; that is, post-1981.
The 1981 tax bill seemed to me to substantially reduce progressivity even further-it has been eroding over the years for a variety of reasons. It seemed to me that the formula that your proposal
contained in effect went from there. And it seems to me one might
think about taking the brackets or the rates back to a pre-1981 tax
bill degree of progressivity at least.
On the question of exemption of savings, we all get different
statistics here, and I think the committee could do a real service by
getting a common data base so we can know whether or not there
is a serious need of capital formation in this country. That was the
hue and cry in the 1970's and I think contributed as much as anything else to the support that was garnered for the so-called
supply-side tax cuts-we need a higher rate of savings; we need
more capital formation-leave aside the fact that corporations are
not using, by and large, those tax cuts for productivity increases or
modernization but are using it for acquisition and mergers.
But regardless of what it was used for, the argument was made,
and I think persuasively to many, that we needed higher rates of
savings and we needed capital formation. I have heard it said by
experts fairly recently that those are bogus numbers, that we still
have very high rates of savings, that we have, if not plenty of capital, enough to modernize our industries. I don't know who has the
correct answer there.
If in fact we are short of capital, if we need higher rates of savings, then I think we have to do something that more directly rewards people for saving than the so-called supply-side theory of
hoping that tax cuts will lead to savings.
Senator BRADLEY. One last question.
In the concept of the consumption tax-in other words, not
taxing that which is invested but taxing that which is consumedhow would you treat expenditures for education?
Senator HART. I mentioned in passing that I would count as productive investment money used for education or training.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator HART. But that gets to the point I was making earlier of
how you defie productivity.
The CHImRMA. Senator Hart, I certainly appreciate your coming
before the committee. I haven't thoroughly reviewed your proposal,
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but I think one area that we might want to make certain of is that
it doesn't create a problem or increase the tax burden relative to
present law for those who might be unemployed or the elderly who
have to use more of their income because they are at hard times.
That may be taken care of in your bill, but certainly it is an area
we want to explore.
Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a bill, and I would not
support a bill of any kind along these lines that did not have a
very high standard deduction.
The CHAIRMAN. And I think, also, the flat-rate tax-the term
"flat-rate" doesn't tell you very much. Some people may think
there is a Senator Flat and a Congressman Rate. We had RothKemp and now we have "Flat-Rate," and I am going to try to
figure out who they are. [Laughter.]
So it leaves a lot to the imagination, and I think in the next several months we may be able to clarify some of the questions.
Thank you.
Senator HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nickles, you are the next victim.
STATEMENT OF HON. DON NICKLES, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Senator NicKLFs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here before you, and I wish my
statement to be entered in the record in full.
Included in the back of my statement, Mr. Chairman, is a chart
that was put together by an organization that shows the effective
tax rates, and the history of the personal income tax rate since the
tax rate began. It reminds me of a story my grandfather told me.
He was born, incidentally, in 1887. He is 95 years old, is doing well,
and has a lot of commonsense. He said, "Don, I remember quite
well the days when we didn't have an income tax." He said, "Now,
we don't have any income after tax." And I think he makes a very
valid point.
When we talk about the tax rates today, we really have to look
seriously at an overhaul, and I think an overhaul is overdue. I certainly congratulate you for holding this hearing today to take a
look at this, and I can tell from the statements made by Senator
Hart, now by myself, Senator Helms, and Senator Quayle, that
there is a wide divergence of views on the subject-there may be a
hundred different views in the Senate. But I think it is very timely
and very expedient for you and the committee to be taking it up.
I hope that we would look at what the purpose of any tax should
be. In my opinion, that should be to provide the basic fundamental
services set out in the Constitution for a government to provide. If
we look at our tax policy over the last several years, probably since
the inception of the income tax, its purpose has really been the redistribution of income.
I wish Senator Long was still here, because I have a little disagreement with him over whether the tax system should be as progressive as it is.
I wholeheartedly endorse the flat-rate tax, but not a flat rate
with as many bumps as some of the other so-called flat-rate propos-
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als have. Senator Helms has a flat-rate tax proposal, which I think
is the right direction we need to move forward.
A really true, equitable and fair flat-rate tax proposal could do a
lot of things. All we have to do is look at the system that we have
today. We have an extremely progressive system. I compliment the
chairman and also this administration for taking some giant steps
toward some very much needed reform in the tax bill of 1981which did eliminate some of the progressive nature by rolling back
the maximum rate to 50 percent. I have heard some people criticize
that, but, to turn that around, I don't think the Government in any
time, short of wartime, was ever entitled to take over half of anybody's income. That's not a right of government. If you go back to
our Founding Fathers, they were looking at the tax system and
saying, "Yes, government is supposed to protect our freedom and
not redistribute income." When government redistributes income it
takes away our freedoms-our personal freedom and economic freedom.
If you end up working for the Government half the time, or more
than half the time, then you actually have become, to some degree,
a slave of Government, and that's a policy that needs to be reversed. The steps last year, by this Congress, were a giant step in
that direction and need to be followed up-I would hope-by a
greater step. That greater step would be a flat-rate tax.
About the flat-rate tax, I have heard some people say, "Well, it
would be detrimental to lower middle income." I come from the
lower middle income. Actually, I come to to you today not as a U.S.
Senator so much as a small businessman. I used to manage a small
business, a janitor service, during my college days. We started with
a few employees, then we added a few more employees. By the time
we had about seven or eight employees, I went down to see the accountant. The accountant said, "Well, you are doing great. We are
real proud of you." He said, "You are now in the 40-percent tax
bracket; here is your estimated quarterly payment." And from that
day on I didn't expand that work force. But who was penalized?
Not so much Don Nickles the small businessman, but the people I
would have hired. That progressive tax rate basically inhibited my
desire to expand that business, by putting more people to work.
There is a great deal to be said for unleashing this economy of
ours. If we get away from a very punitive, progressive tax rate we
could be opening up, an outstanding economic growth potential.
The tax rate policies of the past several years have really inhibited our potential as a country to really get out and produce and survive.
The system that we have today is not simple. The business I was
in before I came to the Senate has about 100 employees. I would
have to turn over all of our tax forms to the accountant, and 3 or 4
months later he would come back and tell me what my net liability
would be. And he would try to chase through all the various rules
and regulations that have been passed and promulgated by Congress and come up and say, "Well, yes, Mr. Businessman, here is
your final tax." I wasn't competent enough to figure it out. Even
on an individual basis now you almost have to be a.CPA.
Speaking of CPA's, I have a brother, who is a CPA. When I spoke
out fairly strongly on the flat-rate tax, he said, "Well, Don, if I
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could, I would withdraw my support. You are going to put me out
of a job."
The lawyers, the accountants, and the lobbyists, may like the
system we have today, but the people of America don't, and the
taxpayers of America don't. You can talk to the lower or middle
income people, and I have heard their name mentioned-they are
the people I work with, people on a machine, the people that make
maybe $6 an hour or $7 an hour or $8 an hour-they are in favor
of a flat-rate tax proposal. If you were to tell them, Senator
Baucus, that your maximum tax rate would be no more than 12
percent, they don't want any deductions; they wouldn't need any
deductions.
I would just encourage this committee, as you move forward, to
start with no deductions, including those for interest, or charitable
contributions. Because once you open up the floodgate, I don't
really see how you can stop it.
I would encourage this committee to not only take a look at a
flat-rate tax but hopefully move forward next year as soon as possible. I hope you will stay closer to a proposal that will actually be a
flat-rate tax similar to that proposed by Senator Helms, one that
will have few if any deductions or exemptions. Possibly, the deduction he proposed of $2,000 per person would be adequate to take
care of lower income persons.
'The system that we have today is not fair. The businessman who
is in the 50-percent tax bracket spends half of his time figuring out
how to use the legal deductions. I did that as a businessman, and I
can tell you that most successful businessmen do. They are always
considering ITC's, IDC's, and all of the other job tax credits, to see
what their net is going to be. If we eliminate that mess, they can
start spending more time trying to figure out how to make a profit,
how to make a product, how to compete worldwide.
If we can move positively forward on this type of legislation it
could be the greatest single thing that this Congress could do for
an economic resurgence that we so desperately need.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Nickles follows:]
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STATEMENT BY
SENATOR DON NICKLES
SENATE FINANCE COItEE
HEARINGS ON THE FLAT-RATE TAX
I would like you to

forget for the moment that I am addressing you

today as a U.S. Senator.

Rather, I am presenting my views as a taxpayer

and also as a small businessman who wrestles with the complexity of our
tax laws.
It is my view that the proper purpose of the Federal Income Tax is to
provide funds for the proper functioning of federal government.

The purposes

should not be the redistribution of income or to promote economic or social
policy of the government.
In recent months, considerable attention has focused on the Flat Tax
Issue.

Numerous articles and editorials have appeared in the Wall Street

Journal, Newsweek, The New-York Times, The Washington Post and others.
Additionally numerous studies on the issue have been developed including
William E. Simon's "A Blue Print for Tax Reform" and a Stanford University
Hoover Institution entitled "A Simple Income Tax With Low Marginal Rates."
Under ERTA, much was done to lessen the tax bite on the taxpayer, including
lower the maximum rate from 70% to S0% beginning in 1982 and indexing beginning
in 1985; this was a positive step in the right direction.
There is no doubt that the present tax system needs to be reformed. The
complexity of returns and information required to be generated has put an
increasing burden-on the taxpaying citizens of this country.

However,

in

spite of the fact that virtually universal agreement exists that our system
is much too complex I sense that the excellent efforts made in regards to
developing a flat rate tax may be given-up because of the entrenchment of
our present system.

I would encourage my colleagues on the Finance Committee

to continue in their efforts to produce a major tax system reform bill.
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As I have reviewed the proposals submitted thus far, including those
of Senators Quayle and Bradley, I have developed an appreciation for difficulty of developing a simple yet equitable system.
Our present tax system is not fair, nor simple and attempts to dictate
social and economic policy.
Currently, our progressive tax system creates disincentive to earn
additional dollars due to the increasing marginal tax on each of those additional
dollars. A Flat Tax System would, if properly structured, remove this disincentive to produce. Further, the new system should allow a sufficient zerobracket amount and/or personal exemption as to not place an undue tax burden
on lower incomes.
Simplicity is a key criteria in developing a new system. Under present
law, extensive technical help is necessary to complete and submit a proper
tax return. As has been stated before, in 1981, more than half of the persons
using form 1040 use an outside preparer.
Present tax policy includes a myriad of provisions designed to deal
with certain economic or social problems. While the intention behind these
policy decisions are sincere and intended to help correct a given social or
economic situation, they tend to distort the true economic picture by
falslely stimulating the economy through tax policy.
It is a pleasure to appear befor you today.

I hope to be of assistance

during the formulation of any new system this committee may pursue.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley?

Senator GRASSLzY. Have you given any thought about how we
get from where we are today to a simplified tax system such as
flat-rate consumption tax or an expenditure tax?
Senator NICKLES. I have, Senator Grassley.
I appreciated your question to Senator Quayle, and I have read
where some people say, "Yes, we would need to phase it in," and I
read where somebody said we'd need to phase it in over 30 years.
My opinion is. the sooner you would get to it, the faster you would
be relying on the marketplace and not the Congress to be making
these economic decisions.
I think one of the real fallacies of the entire Tax Code is that we
have so much social and economic planning or steering by Congress. So, I think the more rapid it is possible, the better it would
be.
Certainly there will be some changes, but I think all of those
changes will ultimately be that we will be asking the marketplace
to allocate the dollars instead of Washington, D.C.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. One question of Mr. Nickles.
Do you know how much Federal revenue a 10-percent or a 12percent flat rate with no deductions would generate?
Senator NICKLES. I have understood that the personal income-tax
today raises about $300 billion.
Senator BAUCUs. Do you know what the defense budget is estimated to be about a year from now?

Senator NICKLES. Yes, 200 and--

Senator BAUCUS. Well, in about a year it would be beyond that,
at least $300 billion-close to $300 billion. What are they going to
do for the rest of the goods and services that people depend onhighways, for example.
Senator NICKLE. The Senator brings up a good question. Of
course, you realize that we are just talking about one small percentage of the budget as a whole, anyway. Right now the personal
income tax rate is $300 billion. I would say yes, we can raise the
same amount of money with a much simpler, much easier, much
fairer, more equitable system, through a flat-rate system than we
are today, regardless of whether or not the goal is $300 or the goal
would be $350 or whatever.
One concern I would have would be that the flat-rate proposal
would be-well, it would be very easy, yes. A 12-percent rate with
no deductions would raise $300 billion when an 11 percent will
raise $330 billion.
I think there is something positive to that; but also, Congress
would have to vote on that, and I think the constituents could tell
very clearly, "Yes, they just raised my taxes 10 percent. They just
went from 10 to 11 percent." So the people again could speak, and
that would be a much easier vote for the people to understand than
what they could from either the 1981 tax bill or the tax bill we had
this year.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMw. Senator Bradley?
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Senator BRADLEY. I think I understood from your testimony, but
I would like to just clarify it, that you would support eliminating
interest on home mortage as a deductible item?
Senator NICKLES. I would. Senator Bradley, I think it is important. In the first place-and I know that you are aware of this-the
larger the base that you have, the lower the tax rate can be. And if
you do have a number of exemptions, as proposed in your bill and
many of the other proposals, and those exemptions happen to be in
most cases the ones that have the biggest bucks in them, then, correspondingly, the rate has to get higher and higher and higher.
Now, personally, I own two homes. I am paying interest on the
homes; so I wrestled with that and said, Wait a minute-do we
want to do that? I support charities by making contributions, and
so on down the line, so it affects me as well as everybody else.
But I would much prefer for Congress to say yes, Mr. Individual,
we are going to give you a lower rate; you are going to have more
money in your own pockets, so you can use it anyway you want,
whether it be to buy a house or whether it be to support a church
or charitable organization on your own, and not have the Federal
Government into those various areas.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, would you support elimination of the deductions for interest on home mortgages, charitable contributions,
and property taxes?
Senator NICKLES. The tax question is a little bit different as a
question. I think we would have to be careful. The only real distinction I would make between myself and Senator Helm's bill
which includes inheritance tax as income, I wouldn't want to pay a
receipt, to get into a situation where you are paying a tax on a tax.
The Federal income tax would presumably be the first tax.
The only distinction I would make with Senator Helms' bill is
that I would propose eliminating the inheritance tax. That is $7
billion worth of income. But, again, I perceive the primary role of
tax policy, to be fair and equitable, is to collect money to pay for
these goods and services, not the redistribution of income. And
that's all an inheritance tax is, is redistribution of income.
Senator BRADLEY. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Symms?

Senator SymMS. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Senator Nickles.
Again, I think our colleagues' appearances are very important, because'it indicates the diverse views we have. I think if we started
down the list and listed all of the different tax preferences and had
you say you were for or against, I doubt that we would accomplish
much. I think it indicates how difficult it is going to be to make
major tax policy changes. That doesn't mean we should shrink
from that obligation, and it is an obligation to try to simplify the
code.
So we are not going to back away from it. I am not suggesting
any date that we might accomplish what anybody wants to do, but
we appreciate your willingness to testify beceuse there are some
who want to protect their special interest. I don't quarrel with
that, but if every special interest is protected, then we end up with
the same system we have today.
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Senator NiCKLES. I agree with you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.

Senator Helms?

Welcome to the committee. You can proceed in any way you
wish; your entire statement will be made a part of the record.
Senator HELMS. Well, we're glad. On the chairman's part, I won't
take more than a minute.
STATEMENT OF HON. JESSE HELMS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
Senator HELMS. I guess I ought to come here to apologize for raising this question, being among the first to raise the flat-rate tax. I
certainly am not going to pontificate about the subject, nor am I
going to pretend that I have all of the answers, or any of the answers, or the final .answer. I think it is a little early to say that the
flat-rate tax is no, good; I want to have it proved to me by exhaustive hearings which I know the chairman is going to conduct to see
what the possibilities are.
I don't have the details of it. I am a little bit like Will Rogers,
who has been alluded to earlier today. During the submarine
menace in the Atlantic some reporters went to him and said,
"What would you do ab~sot it?" He said, "I would drain the Atlantic." They said, "Good uord, how would you do that?" He said,
"Well, wait a minute. I had the idea, man; you figure out the de.
tails." So that's the way-some of us are who are talking about the
flat-rate tax.
But let me tell you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of
this committee, one of the staff members of the Finance Committee
handed me these few cards-I understand that they are just a few
of about 25,000 or 30,000 that have come into the committee-requesting these hearings.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have been putting them in sacks and
boxes. We haven't answered all of them yet.
Senator HELMs. Well, I haven't counted them. I have been too
busy trying to count heads in the Senate. I ran out of fingers last
week before I could do that.
The CHAIRMAN. But you are right-there has been a great deal
of interest.
Senator HELMS. I do thank you for the courtesy in allowing me to
appear here this morning.
I suspect that there will be unanimous agreement from the
outset that the existing Tax Code is a nightmare of complexity and
frustration and inequity. It is in fact a bewildering sort of Rubik's
Cube of Law for almost every American who tries to file an income
tax return.
The convoluted riature of the tax laws has bordered on causing
people to lose faith in their government. I hear more complaints,
Mr. Chairman, about how difficult it is even to file a tax return let
alone raise the money to pay the taxes. People are fed up, and
most are convinced that the complexity of the law may be-may
be-a disguise for what they perceive to be unfairness and inequity.
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So, I compliment you again, Mr. Chairman, for calling these
meetings, and no matter how it turns out I want to pledge to you
that I will cooperate in any way. You may need me. I don't claim
to have any particular expertise, but I do know that we are bordering on a tax rebellion, if the people of North Carolina are any indication. And I hear from people all over the country, just as the
Chairman does and the Senator from Virginia.
So I am not going to claim that the bill that I have introduced is
the last word; it's not. I didn't offer it for that purpose. I offered it
as a starting point.
Again, I want to thank you for letting me come this morning and
for holding these hearings.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Senator Helms. I think you
have indicated, properly, there is a great lack of confidence in the
present system. We are told by the IRS people that some 5 million
taxpayers who should have filed didn't file returns. Now, some may
have done that purposely to avoid paying taxes. Others, I think,
felt that the system wasn't fair; they saw somebody who could shelter their income down the street not paying any tax, at least they
didn't think they were paying any tax; and they felt that they were
being unfairly treated by the tax laws.
Again, I don't know of any proposal that has just been introduced that would pass the Congress; but at least we have 12 proposals-7 in the House, 5 in the Senate. There will be additional
proposals. So at least we have started the process. It is going to be
a long process, and we appreciate your contribution.
Senator HELMS. The Senator is absolutely correct. You know, you
can have all the questions in the world-Do you favor eliminating
this? Do you favor eliminating that?-well that depends on how
high or how low you want the percentage to be, the flat-rate percentage. Now, if you add everything back in, obviously you are
going to have a high percentage of taxpayers who are going to take
them. So that's the reason I started at 10 percent.
Now, I wasn't born yesterday. I know that there will have to be
compromises and political judgments and other kinds of judgments
to be factored into the final judgment, assuming that there will be
one.
Again, I want to thank you for letting me come today.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus, do you have questions?
Senator BAUCUS. No questions. Thank you very much, Jesse, for
coming.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Just one question.
Senator Helms, I think that ycur flexibility here is admirable,
because I do think we are going to have to go through a sorting out
process.
I am concerned with starting at 10 percent, though; because I
have been advised that that rate would raise about $100 billion less
tha present law, and that means the deficit would be $100 billion
biger. So before we start to consider any so-called loopholes,
wouldn't you expect we would have to adjust that rate? Unless you
want $100 billion more on the deficit.
Seiiator HELMS. That depends on whose figures are correct, Senator. It is part of the purpose of these hearings to analyze the var-
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ious figures as to which percentage will do. I don't happen to agree
with those figures; they may be right.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, I believe that figure is based on the Joint
Tax Committee estimates.
Senator HELMS. I understand, but I have other figures. We won't
debate about that.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, where are your figures from?
Senator HELMS. An accumulation of figures by various economists. What they did not factor in was increased production, therefore increased tax collection under the 10 percent. But this is illustrative of the kind of thing that has to be examined in detail.
Gee whiz, the income tax is what--69 years old this year, or 70? I
think probably we ought to focus on the question of what we can
do instead of what we can't do, in terms of rectifying what is obviously a bad situation.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, I'm for doing that; but if somebody is
building a fire over on this side with unsubstantiated numbers,
then it really creates unrealistic expectations. And if you can't explain and justify the numbers, then maybe we should just ask the
Joint Tax Committee to come up writh some "official" revenue estimates.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I will submit in the statement
that I am presenting the documentation for my figures. I was not
anticipating a debate on this aspect, but I will present that.
The CHAIRMAN. They will be included.
Senator HELMS. I thank the Chair very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd, did you have questions?
Senator BYRD. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Symms?

Senator SYMMS. I just want to thank you very much for your
statement and would just say I think in your testimony you made
it fairly clear that the lower the percentage rates, the less exemptions that you want to leave out; and the higher the percentage
rate, then we will have to look at each one individually, whether it
is churches or homes, whether there even would be a break; so it
really wouldn't be a flat-rate tax-like the one that Senator Bradley has introduced, which is helpful to have before us also, where
there is a break in it, there is a higher level of taxes after a certain
amount of income, so it is progressive.
I do appreciate your willingness to work on this.
I was just going to ask the Senator from North Carolina, have
you ever had the opportunity to take a look at the proposal by Jim
Jones from Blanco, Tex., the GIT-Gross Income Tax? It is my understanding he will be testifying. He has a rate of 31/2 or 4 percent,
but he has a different tax base. And then there is the one from the
Hoover Institute in Stanford that is 19 percent: but they have a
different tax base and have a lot more of personal income and dividends, and so forth, that are not taxable, and people don't pay any
taxes up till about $8,000, or something, to take care of that low
income person. So there are many approaches and many angles as
to how this thing can work.
I would agree with you on those numbers on where the rate
would have to be. I don't suppose Congress would know until just
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after the first year it went on this Just how much revenue would
actually come in. I think you would have a great deal of the underground economy that would come above ground.
So we might actually have more revenue than we thought, because people will think it just isn't worthwhile trying to get around
paying taxes and. take the risk of a prison sentence or the embarrassment of civil penalties in the case of some tax-avoidance
schemes, if the rate is only x amount, whether it is 19 percent or
10 percent. So I think the idea has a lot of merit. I am glad that we
are moving this way, and I compliment the chairman and the
committee for getting this thing started. And I appreciate your
help.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator DeConcini?
STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DeCONCINI, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA
Senator DECoNCINI. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank the
committee also, along with the remarks by Senator Symms, for
holding hearings on this subject matter and giving me an opportunity to come before you and state my feelings on the issue of tax
reform in general and the viability of a flat-rate system of taxation
in particular.
Such an approach to a Federal tax policy has been advocated
sporadically for many years. In recent months the dissatisfaction
with the present Internal Revenue Code has seemed to reach a new
high, and with it has come a piercing cry from the American public
to reexamine the entire basis of our system of taxation. The most
frequently suggested alternative is the so-called flat-rate approach.
As I said when I introduced the first flat-rate tax bill, S. 2147, in
the Senate on March 1 of this year, "A complete overhaul of our
tax system is long overdue. We must start over on a new patient."
Events since that date have only served to reinforce my feeling
that our present Tax Code has become so complicated and tortuous
in its application, and so detrimental to spurring the economic recovery we are all anxiously awaiting to see happen, that a serious
look must be given to an alternative tax system. Such a system
should embody the principles of euity, simplicity, and efficiency,
and contain within it provisions
at enhance rather than stifle
our desire to be more productive.
What we are talking about when we say a flat-rate tax structure
is a good question to submit for the discussion today. Simply put, it
would subject the tax base to only one tax rate-although some
amount of income would undoubtedly be excluded from the tax to
provide for the lowest income, I believe, in almost every systemand broaden the tax base for repealing many of the tax benefits
that subsidize various types of economic activities or provide relief
from circumstances that Congress has deemed worthy of granting
deductibility status to, such as medical expenses.
Although an element of progressivity is built into most flat-rate
bills, my understanding is, today, the higher your income, the
higher the tax rate. That would cease under my proposal. But, for
example, if the zero bracket amount upon which no tax would be
paid were set at $10,000, an individual earning $12,000 pays tax on
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only 16 percent, that is $2,000 of their income; while a person with
$100,000 of income would pay tax on 90 percent of their income.
In rather summary fashion I will attempt to summarize the key
benefits that I see can be derived from a flat-rate tax structure:
First, the elimination of the marriage penalty, whereby a couple
with separate incomes could pay higher income taxes if married
than single.
Second, elimination of bracket creep, whereby taxpayers are put
into increasingly high tax brackets without having an increase in
real income. Indexing will address this issue, but why do indirectly
what is possible to do by simply applying one rate to all income?
No longer will the Government be able to make up for its deficit
financing by allowing ever greater amounts of income to flow into
its coffers without having passed a tax increase.
Third, the integrity of the system will be increased. We will pick
up billions of dollars owed in taxes that go uncollected because of
false deductions and income that goes unreported.
Fourth, great savings in time and compliance costs would accompany a flat-rate system. It is estimated that $60 billion was spent
on tax compliance last year, and an undetermined amount of handwringing
and headaches have accompanied the monetary expense.
Fifth, accountability
of Government would increase. The primary
purpose of the income tax is to raise revenue; but today's law has
become a major and hidden way to effect social policy. Many of
these policies are quite worthy of support, but wouldn't we be more
honest with the taxpayer if we eliminated the tax expenditure and
replaced it with direct payments that directly demonstrate the
policy choices we are making? The public would certainly be more
aware of how their tax dollars are being spent.
Sixth, this would add productivity. By reducing the deterioration
built into the economy by the varied impact of present tax laws,
business decisions can be made in an environment that will reward
efficiency and profitability.
Seventh, incentive increases would be another benefit. Clearly, if a
person can keep 80 cents of the last dollar they earn, rather than
50 cents as in the case today with a 50-percent tax bracket, a
: rson is more likely to make the extra effort and produce more
cause they will be able to keep more of what they earn.
I have always believed that a person has a right to keep the
income they earn. Since the strength of that argument does not diminish in my point of view as a person's income rises, a flat-rate
tax may even lay claim to being morally superior to the present
system.
Eighth, loopholes would disappear. Any attempt to eliminate loopholes is generally met with fierce opposition by the affected group,
and understandably. However, under a flat-rate system this problem largely solves itself, because tax shelters will not be nearly as
attractive if only 15 or 20 cents of every dollar is exposed to the
IRS.
Ninth, horizontal equity will increase. Because the defimition of
income will be broadened significantly, it is much more likely that
individuals in similar income categories will also be taxed equally.
Tenth, diminish the incentive to extend tax benefits to those in
high income brackets.
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Mr. Chairman, I realize the time is speeding along here, and I
appreciate an opportunity to even testify before this distinguished
committee. I would ask that the balance of my statement, which
goes into my particular bill with some detail, be inserted in the
record as if read.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. We appreciate your testimony and appreciate having you here this morning.
I don't know if you actually-got to the point in your testimony to
tell us exacly what is in your bill. Did you care to mention a quick
summary of the purpose and direction of the legislation you have
introduced?
Senator DECoNCINI. Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman. I thought the
clock had gone off there, indicating the time was up, and I know
how busy you all are.
My bill, Mr. Chairman, really sets forth direction to the Treasury Department to draw up a new tax system to replace the present system, and it sets some guidelines for them to achieve this.
Those guidelines are that all income should only, be taxed once,
and it should be taxed as close as possible to the source of the
income.
Second, all forms of income should be taxed at the same rates,
and such rates should be less than 20 percent. The poorest households would not pay any income tax. My suggestion is very similar
to the Hoover Institute's, somewhere in the neighborhood of $8,000,
and of course that would be applicable to every taxpayer.
The tax returns should be simple. The Hoover Institute has come
up with the form of a simple card that I am sure you will see when
Dr. Hall, or whoever, is testifying for Rebushka tomorrow or today.
There should only be two taxpaying entities-the individual and
business.
With regard to business taxes, it is important that something be
.yovided for the legitimate cost of business, and it is set out in the
oover Institute study and scenario that will be submitted to you.
To me, this is going to restore credibility to our present tax
system. Even though there are arguments and mathematical formulas that will demonstrate some will pay more and some will pay
less, I am convinced that if the public really felt that everyone was
paying a certain share of their income, that they would be far more
accepting of such a tax system than what they have today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very excellent statement.
Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. No questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?

Senator BAUCUS. No questions. Thank you.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I appreciate your being here.
[The prepared statement of Senator DeConcini follows:]
STATEMENT Or SENATOR DENNIS DECooNcIt BEzoRE THE COMMnrIE ON FInANCE,
SzrEMsR 28, 1982

Mr. Chairman, other members of this Committee, thank you for the opportunity
you have given me to come before you and state my feelings on the issue of tax
reform in general and the viability of a flat-rate system of taxation in particular.
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Such an approach to a Federal tax policy has been advocated sporadically for many
years but in recent months the dissatisfaction with the present Internal Revenue
Code has seemed to reach a new high and with it has come piercing cry from the
American public to reexamine the entire basis of our system of taxation. The most
frequently suggested alternative is the so-called "flat-rate" approach. As I said when
I introduced the first flat-rate tax bill, S. 2147, in the Senate on March 1st of this
year, "A complete overhaul of our tax system is long overdue. * * * We must start
over on a new patient." Events since that date have only served to reinforce my
feeling that our present tax code has become so complicated and tortuous in its application, and so detrimental to spurring the economic recovery we are all anxiously
awaiting, that a serious look must be given to an alternative tax system. Such a
system should embody the principles of equity, simplicity and efficiency, and contain within it provisions that enhance rather than stifle our desire to be more productive.
What are we talking about when we say a "flat-rate" tax structure? Simply put,
we would subject the tax base to only one tax rate (although some amount of
income would doubtless be excluded from tax to provide "low income relief"), and
broaden the tax base by repealing many of the tax benefits that subsidize various
types of economic activity or provide relief from circumstances that Congress has
deemed worthy of granting deductibility status to, such as medical expenses. Although an element of progressivity is built into most flat-rate bills, progressivity as
we understand it today-the higher your income the higher the tax rate-would
cease. But, for example, if the zero-bracket amount upon which no tax would be
paid were set at $10,000, an individual earning $12,000 pays taxes on only 16 percent, that is $2,000, of their income; while a person with a $100,000 income would
pay taxes on 90 percent of their income.
in rather summary fashion, I will attempt to summarize the key benefits that I
see can be derived from a flat-rate tax structure:
1. Elimination of the marriagepenalty (whereby a couple with separate incomes
could pay higher income taxes if married than single);
2. Elimination of "bracket creep" whereby taxpayers are hurtled into increasingly
high tax brackets without having any increase in real income. Indexation will address this issue, but why do indirectly wht is possible to do by simply applying one
rate to all income. No longer will the government be able to make up for its deficit
financing by allowing ever greater amounts of income to flow into its coffers without having passed a tax increase.
3. The integrity of the system will increase. We'll pick up billions of dollars owned
in taxes that go uncollected because of false deductions and income that goes unreported. A flat-rate system should be easy for the IRS to administer and for the taxpayer to honestly try to comply with.
4. A great savings in time and compliance costs would accompany a flat-rate
system. It is estimated that $60 billion was spent on tax compliance last year and an
inestimable amount of hand wringing and headaches must have accompanied the
monetary expense.
5. Accountability of government would increase. The primary purpose of the
income tax is to raise revenue, but today's law has become a major, and hidden, way
to affect social policy. Many of these policies are quite worthy of support, but
wouldn't we be more honest with the taxpayer if we eliminated the "tax expenditure" and replaced it with direct payments that clearly demonstrated the policy
choices we were making? The public would certainly be more aware of how their
tax dollars were being spent.
6. Added productivity. By reducing the distortion built into the economy by the
varied impact of present tax laws, business decisiois can be made in an environment that will reward efficiency and profitability.
7. Incentives increase. Clearly if a person can keep 80 cents of the last dollar they
earn rather than 50 cents as is the case today with a 50 percent tax bracket, a
g rson is more likely to make the extra effort and produce more because they will
eable to keep more of what they earned. I have always believed that a person has
a right to keep the income they earn. Since the strength of that argument does not
diminish in my point of view as a person's income rises, a flat-rate tax may even lay
claim to being morally superior to a progressive one.
8. Loopholes disappear. Any attempt to eliminate "loopholes" is generally met
with fierce opposition by the effected group. However, under a flat-rate structure
this problem largely -solves itself because tax shelters will not be nearly as attractive if only 15-20 cents of every dollar is exposed to the IRS.
9. Horizontal equity will increase. Because the definition of income will be broadened significantly, it is much more likely that individuals in similar income catego-
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ries will also be taxed equally. No more bellyaching that the guy next door isn't
paying his fair share.
10. Diminish the incentive to extend tax benefits to those in high income brackets.
The final key question that has to be answered before talk of a flat-rate tax can be
more than that is "What will I pay?" The American taxpayer does not want to see
an increase in his tax burden and that is particularly clear to politicians. Where the
tax burden will fall has been the subject of numerous studies and numerous results.
Under my bill, which presupposes a zero-bracket amount of about $10,000, it is probably safe to say that the poorest households would pay either no tax or significantly
less than what they pay today. The middle income brackets may suffer a slight increase in taxes, although I feel that many of the factors inherent in a flat-rate structure would more than offset any slight tax increase. For example, is it worth it to a
taxpayer to pay 3 percent higher taxes if in return the taxpayer: (1) need not keep
detailed records necessarily kept today to justify the taking of tax preferences; (2)
need not solicit professional tax preparation assistance with its attendant costs; (3)
saves substantial amounts of time that otherwise would have been devoted to tax
preparation; (4) achieves a peace of mind concerning the accuracy (read lack of
audit probability) of his return; (5) believes other taxpayers are now also paying
their fair share and opportunities for cheating have been cut back dramatically; and
(6) the taxpayer may have found himself with more money on which to pay tax as a
result of a financial and tax environment conducive to rewarding economic activity
designed to reward efficiency and production. Answers to such a hypothetical question may vary, but on the whole I don't believe that any income class will ultimately suffer from imposition of a flat-rat,.- tax. Higher income earners will probably on
the whole have a reduced tax burden but if a person is presently sheltering extensive amounts of income they may well end up paying more to Uncle Sam in taxes.
The people of this country want tax reform. I believe a flat-rate tax is fair and
that it would make the system immeasurably more easy to understand and to
comply with. I further believe that with a flat rate of 19 percent beginning in fiscal
year 1983, we could raise sufficient revenues to bring about a balanced budget
within 3 years thereafter assuming spending levels are kept reasonable. Additionally, it would be my hope that through increased productivity and the additional revenues that could be expected to be derived from the taxation of economic activities
that are now a part of a $200 billion underground economy, that the tax rate could
be driven down much further by 1990.
The essence of what a good tax system must contain was outlined by former Secretary of the Treasury Mellon with these words: "The problem of Government is to
fix rates which will bring in a maximum amount of revenue to the taxpayer or on
business enterprises. A sound tax policy must take into consideration three factors:
It must produce sufficient revenue for the Government; it must lessen so far as possible, the burden of taxation on those least able to bear it; and it must also remove
those influences which might retard the continued steady development of business
and industry on which, in the last analysis, so much of our prosperity depends."
I believe a flat-rate structure meets these criteria and deserves a chance to prove
itself.
Thank you.

Senator SYMMS. The next witness will be the Honorable John E.
Chapoton, Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Department of the
Treasury.
Welcome to the committee again, Buck. You must feel like you
live down here in this committee room.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Sometimes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. We are delighted to have you here and are looking forward to your input on this important subject.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. CHAPOTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a very lengthy
statement, and I will summarize it, although the summary itself
may be a little longer than I would have preferred. If we are
taking too much time, please feel free to tell me to speed it up.
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We are pleased to be here today to discuss some frames of reference for evaluating flat-tax approaches to reforming our income
tax system.
As I think has been clear from the discussion that you have already heard this morning, the Federal Income Tax is widely perceived to be complicated and unfair. Although many provisions in
the current law were enacted to promote worthwhile social and
economic goals, one result has been that individuals or families of
equal means pay quite different amounts of tax, depending on how
they earn or use their incomes. This complex and uneven tax
system leads to excessive planning and rearranging of business affairs, primarily to reduce taxation, and to a great deal of taxpayer
uncertainty, anxiety, and disrespect for the tax law. I think it is
obvious that taxpayers want a less complicated Tax Code, along
with more uniform tax treatment and lower tax rates.
The income tax has been a serious impediment to private capital
formation and to individual efforts to work and save. Throughout
the 1970's, high inflation caused systematic overstatement of business taxable income and pushed more and more individual taxpayers into higher marginal tax brackets. The result has been a reduction of the reward for savings and investment and a raising of the
cost of business investment.
In 1981 the Congress and the administration united to enact
ERTA, which provided a much needed reduction in marginal tax
rates and a vital acceleration of cost recovery allowances. The administration continues to be committed to the elimination of the
tax barriers to capital formation, and we think that any discussion
of major tax reform must continue to concentrate on reducing marginal rates and removing the barriers to savings and investment.
Even with the dramatic marginal rate reductions enacted by
ERTA, the marginal rate under the personal income tax will range
from 11 to 50 percent in 1984. Taking into account the corporate
tax, marginal rates on some income can range from 11 percent to
73 percent. Moreover, the man in the street continues to have the
conviction that his neighbor who is just as well off as he is pays
less tax, and that a wealthier person may pay even less tax than
either he-or his neighbor is paying.
It is important to keep in mind the two elements that give rise to
the current interest in a flat tax. One is sharply progressive tax
rates that we have, and the other is the lack of uniform treatment
of income in the base. These are distinct but interrelated characteristics of our income tax-the tax base and the schedule of rates.
A single rate could, for example, be applied to our current tax
base, leaving intact all of the exclusions, deductions, and credits. A
single rate of about 19 percent on the current individual tax base
would raise the same amount of revenue raised by a progressive
rate structure applied to the individual income tax in 1984, after
the ERTA changes are fully in effect.
Under current law there is, of course, a separate levy on corporations. If the top individual rate were substantially reduced, a 46percent rate on corporations would be too great a disparity between individuals and corporations. Thus, it is interesting to see
what the revenues would be if you dropped both rates. A single corporate rate of about 20 percent and a single "individual rate of
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about 20 percent would be required to produce the same total revenue as we have today with no expansion of the tax bases.
Most flat-rate proposals would of course substantially broaden
the tax base, along with changes in the tax rates. A tax system designed to treat taxpayers consistently according to a well-defined
tax base, with no narrow exceptions, is referred to as a "uniform"
tax throughout my statement. Term "uniform" is used to connote
broad-based taxation-no exclusions, credits, or deductions, except
those necessary to measure income.
Assume, for example, a uniform tax system with integration of
the corporate and individual taxes. With a taxpayer exemption of
$3,000 per joint return and $1,000 for each dependent for a total of
$5,000 in exemptions for a family of four, a single flat rate of about
16 percent would be sufficient to produce the current levels of revenue. Even with a single rate, the basic exemptions would cause
average tax rates to be somewhat progressive across income
classes, as shown in table 1 attached to my statement. Table 1 also shows that a substantial redistribution of the tax
burden would occur, despite base broadening and a basic exemption, as a result of replacing graduated tax rates by a single tax
rate.
If the exemption levels were doubled to $10,000 for a family of
four, a 20-percent flat rate would be needed to produce current
levels of revenue and would produce the distribution shown in
table 2 of my statement. The increased exemption would result in
less tax than present law for those in the zero to $5,000 income
class, and significantly less redistribution of tax burden from high
income -groups to the lower and middle-income classes. Still, about
$22 billion of tax reduction would go to those above $50,000 of
income, while $27 billion of additional taxes would be paid by those
in the $5,000 to $50,000 income range.
A pure flat tax that has a broad uniform tax base and a single
rate, but allows no exemptions for the taxpayer or dependents,
would permit the rate to be lowered to about 13 percent-on the uniform income tax base. This would be a strictly proportional tax, not
a progressive tax. As shown in table 3, this would of course cause a
significant redistribution of the tax burden-a tax reduction of
about $40 billion for taxpayers above $50,000, matched by a similar
tax increase for those Delow $30,000, and the $30,000 to $50,000
class would stay about even.
The clear lesson from these tables, Mr. Chairman, is that any
broad-based option with a single tax rate would involve a significant redistribution -of tax liability. If a flat-rate tax is designed to
raise the same revenue as present law, every dollar of tax reduction for one taxpayer must mean a dollar of increased tax for some
other taxpayers.
Many discussions of broader based or flatter rate taxes leads one
to conclude that tax burdens will fall for practically everyone. That
simply is not the case. Tax burdens fall when a choice is also made
to cut taxes in general, as in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
last year.
Instead of using a single rate, a uniform tax structure could be
designed to contain a lower set of progressive tax rates that would
apply to several broad brackets. In table 4 we show that you could
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achieve approximately the same degree of progressivity as present
law with a three-rate structure, having a 10-percent rate on the
first $19,500 of income, 25 percent from $19,500 to $75,000, and a
39-percent rate over $75,000.
The remainder of my statement goes through the points of evaluating tax systems, the criteria that we should use in evaluating tax
systems, and then I discuss two uniform tax structures which
might be used as a framework for flat tax reform. The first is a
uniform income tax, and the second is a uniform tax on consumed
income.
Discussing briefly the criteria for evaluating a tax system, any
framework for future tax reform should carefully evaluate four criteria: Equity, the distribution of the tax burden, efficiency, and
simplicity.
As the statement, I think, clearly points out, competing considerations are presented by different desirable proposals on any major
change in the tax system that we look at.
Two equity considerations dominate the discussion of fundamental changes in the personal income tax. First, what is the appropriate tax base? Second, how does the tax system treat individuals
who are considered to be in equal circumstances? For example, if
you have two families who are identical in every respect except one
spends more on housing and the other more on food, they pay
different amounts of tax, and the tax system is said to violate the
standard of horizontal equity.
Thd question of distribution of the tax burden is a separate issue.
The extent of any increase or decrease in progressivity is essentially a value judgment and less subjective in nature than other criteria such as horizontal equity, efficiency, and simplicity. One can
broaden the tax base, flatten tax rates, and still improve the efficiency of the economy without changing the existing distribution of
tax burdens.
The standard of economic efficiency recognizes that a given
amount of tax revenue can be raised in a number of ways and that
the tax system should be designed to minimize its adverse effects
on the economy. Businesses and households should be allowed to
make the best use of resources at their disposal with the minimum
intrusion of tax considerations. This would lead to an economy that
operates more efficiently, thereby raising productivity, economic
growth, and the standard of living for all Americans.
High marginal rates amplify the price distortions caused by the
tax system, both those inherent in Uniform taxes, like the disincentive to work, and those resulting from lack of uniformity in the tax
treatment of similar activities.
The simplicity standard has been discussed in great detail in discussions of flat tax. Simplicity in the system is of course desirable
in order to minimize the cost of complying with the tax laws-the
costs of recordkeeping, calculating, reporting, and planning.
I think it is important to distinguish between three sources of
complexity: The first is the computation on the tax form; second,
the problems of measuring the tax base; and third, tax planning.
Computing taxes is what we usually think of when we talk about
simplicity. Filling out the form 1040 makes many of us feel that
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we're back in school and April 15 is the date of the final exam in
math.
But reducing the number of lines on the tax return without remedying the underlying lack of uniformity in determining the tax
base would not substantially simplify the system. A simple tax
return would not produce a simple tax if two volumes of Tax Code
and three volumes of regulations were required to define the few
lines.
Tax planning, or the rearranging of one's business affairs primarily to reduce taxes, is an important source of complexity that
receives too little attention. Because of the uneven treatment of
different but similar kinds of transactions, taxpayers often go to
great lengths to qualify for the more favored tax treatment. With a
uniform tax there would be little reason to search for tax-favored
activities.
In summary, the flat tax would make the tax computation process somewhat easier, but the standard form still would not fit on a
post card that could be read without a magnifying glass. But increases in efficiency, equity, simplicity, and arranging ones economic affairs, would all be obtained through an increase in uniformity in our tax system.
Now, Mr. Chairman, let me go through as quickly as I can some
of the problems that will have to be faced in considering either a
uniform income tax or the second system we discussed, the uniform
tax on consumed income.
A truly uniform income tax would require accounting for every
last dollar of income, net of necessary costs. It would not, however,
imply the complete elimination of all deductions. Any necessary
costs of earning income must be deductible. The basic principle of
uniform income taxation is that deductions not be allowed to discriminate by source of income or according to consumption choices.
First, a major problem of full income measurement is that additions to net worth often do not coincide with cash receipts. This is
the realization factor in present law, and that would be a factor in
a uniform income tax system; but the realization concept also permits an opportunity for tax deferral.
Second, in a period of inflation, apparent appreciation of assets
may provide no income at all. For example, if the $100 used to purchase a share of stock 10 years ago is equivalent today to $200, no
real income has been obtained unless the sale of stock brings more
than $200. Accurate income measurement requires an inflation adjustment for any ordinary income or cost that accrues over more
than a year.
Third, accurate estimates of depreciation, also adjusted for inflation, -would be necessary for a uniform tax.
Fourth, a uniform income tax would tax all corporate earnings
according to the circumstances of each corporate shareholder, but
only once. Thus, a uniform tax would require the integration of the
corporation and individual income taxes.
Finally, under any practical income tax, some kinds of income
that are difficult to measure would have to be excluded or approximated-for example, the value of employer contributions to group
insurance or the net rental value of owner-occupied homes.
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In addition, some family expenses that do not, strictly speaking,
reduce income are nonetheless widely recognized as equitable adjustments to an income tax base.
Few would argue, for example, about the deduction for catastrophic medical expenses. I believe it is also recognized that some
allowance must be made for family size, and that some minimal
level of tax-free income should be allowed to every family of a
given size.
Some recent proposals- such as the one by Senator Bradley and
Representative Gephardt attempt to move to a more uniform
income tax base, but no proposals have really attempted to solve
the fundamental problems of defining real business income during
inflation. Indeed, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal would make the
tax less uniform in a major way by taxing fully the nominal increase in value of capital assets, even though for any taxpayer the
gains from an asset may be largely or entirely the result of inflation. In addition, some of the real gains are increases in corporate
share values that reflect income already taxed to corporations. The
Bradley-Gephardt proposal also does not address the other difficult
problems of measuring business income or integrating the corporate tax, although the sponsors recognize this fact and plan to deal
with this question in a later proposal.
A uniform income tax would be consistent with most people's
conception of equity. Those with equal incomes, regardless of their
sources or uses, would pay approximately the same tax.
Uniformity would reduce the expense and effort involved in tax
planning and allow markets to choose the most productive uses of
available capital. It would encourage employers to pay compensation in the form that is most valuable to their workers-cold cash
to consume or save as they wish. It would be simpler in some respects than present law, but it cannot be really simple. While it
would not end the complexity of measuring income, more uniform
treatment would, however, simplify tax practices by reducing the
number and importance of the fine distinctions needed to identify
tax-favored activities.
Much has been said today about transition considerations. It is
clear that immediate implementation of a uniform tax structure
would cause significant changes in the values of individuals' assets
and after-tax incomes. These changes in wealth and after-tax
income can be moderated by transition rules, such as phasing in
the provisions of a new law, grandfathering, and-delaying effective
dates; but designing adequate and acceptable transitional rules
would be a major problem, perhaps the major problem, in an attempt to move to a uniform income tax.
The concept of a uniform tax on consumed income is an alternative model for tax reform. It differs from the uniform income tax in
that the tax is on the amount of income consumed rather than the
amount of income earned. The uniform tax on consumed income
would differ from the uniform income tax basically by excluding
net savings from the tax base.
Under the consumed income tax the taxpayer would include in
his tax base all forms of current monetary income, the current consumption value of all fringe benefits supplied by employers, and
the proceeds of all borrowings in excess of loan repayments. ThP
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taxpayer would be allowed to deduct from the tax base all purchases, in excess of sales, of income-earning assets, and all deposits
in excess of withdrawals in interest-bearing accounts.
The tax on consumed income would be similar in many ways to
the uniform income tax and would involve many of the same basebroadening steps as compared with current law.
The major differences between the two tax systems involve differences in the treatment of savings and borrowings. Under the
consumed income tax, deductions would be allowed for all purchases of corporate shares, corporate and government bonds,
mutual funds, and other financial instruments, assets used in a
trade or business, and deposits in interest-bearing accounts. Any
cash received from such assets, either in the form of distributed
earnings, return of investment, or realized gains, would be subject
to tax in full. Similarly, the proceeds of all borrowings would be
included in the tax base, while both interest payments and repayment of loan principal would be deductible.
The inclusion of net loan proceeds in the tax base is particularly
important. It must be realized that without such a rule taxpayers
could reduce their tax by taking a deduction for the portion of
assets acquired with borrowed funds, even though the combination
of borrowing and purchase of assets does not add to a net increase
in savings.
The question of equity is one of the most significant questions
under a uniform consumed income tax. It would be equitable in the
sense that two individuals with the same consumed income would
pay the same tax regardless of the source of funds used for consumption or the types of consumer goods purchased, but it would
tax two individuals with the same total income quite differently.
To take an extreme example, a very frugal person who earns

$100,000, who saves $90,000 and consumes only $10,000, would be

taxed the same, under a consumed income tax, as a person who
earns only $10,000 and consumes all of his earnings.
But before that makes you conclude that a uniform income tax is
fairer than a uniform tax on consumed income, consider an alternative example, where the heir of a frugal person who earns only
$10,000 but consumes $90,000 a year by selling part of his inheritance each year. Under an income tax, this wealthy person with a
very high standard of living will pay only the same tax as a poorer
person earning and spending $10,000 a year. The consumed income
tax, however, places a heavier tax burden on the person spending
$100,000 a year even though that person earned income of only

$10,000.

The consumed income tax falls less heavily on the person who
lives frugally and accumulates wealth and more heavily on the
person who lives well by selling wealth. The income tax does exactlythe opposite-it places a higher tax burden on the person who
accumulates the wealth than on the person who spends the wealth.
A uniform tax on consumed income would allow personal exemptions for taxpayers and could tax the remaining consumed income,
in excess of exemptions, at either a single rate or with a graduated
rate structure involving several brackets. A tax on consumed
income is not inherently more or less favorable to high-income
households than a uniform income tax, even though low-income
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households generally consume a larger fraction of their income
than high-income households. Under either uniform tax system,
the distribution of the tax burden awcng taxpayers with different
abilities to pay can be altered with the exemption and the rate
structure.
Compared to the uniform income tax, a tax on consumed income
would probably result in a higher savings rate leading to increased
capital formation, a higher growth rate in the short run, and permanently higher levels of output in the long run.
The simplicity standard, though, is one that must direct particular attention to the consumed income tax. It would be much simpler than a uniform income tax, even though some new reporting
requirements would be added. The main simplicity advantage is
that it avoids many of the severe problems in measuring the tax
base that are encountered under an income tax. Since income
would be taxed only when consumed rather than when earned,
there would be no need to account for changes in the value of
assets between 2 different years. There would be no need for complex rules for depreciation accounting, no need to adjust the measurement of capital income for inflation, and no need for complex
rules to allocate corporate retained earnings to the shareholders.
In the statement, Mr. Chairman, and in the discussion you have
heard before you today, mention is made of other types of consumption taxes. One that deserves a good deal of review was mentioned by Senator DeConcini, the Hall-Rabushka proposal, which
would propose a flat rate on both corporations and individuals in
an attempt to impose what is, in effect, a proxy tax at the corporate level for earnings distributed to shareholders and debtholders
of corporations.
Transition considerations in a consumption tax would be as important a consideration as they would be under a uniform income
tax. Transition rules would be particularly important to insure
that income does not escape taxation in the shift and is not subjected to tax twice. It would be quite difficult to design fair and equitable transition rules.
These are the two models that we would suggest should be used
as the basis for evaluating proposals for a flat tax; that is, the uniform income tax, and the uniform consumed income tax.
It is interesting to examine our present Tax Code and learn that
it is a hybrid of these two structures. It contains a substantial
number of provisions that are consistent with both and a substantial number of provisions that are inconsistent with both. I think it
is impossible to say whether our present system is closer to an
income tax or a consumption tax.
When you look at recent changes in the tax laws, they too have
moved in different directions. The move in 1978, for example, to
partially tax unemployment compensation is in line with the concept of a uniform income tax, but actions to encourage savings for
special purposes such as the expansion of the availability of IRA's
and Keogh s are a movement toward a uniform consumed income
tax.
Provisions such as the expansion of the interest-income exclusion, the all savers certificate exclusion, credits for energy explora-
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tion, R&D, and earned income are all changes which would appear
in neither of the two basic structures I have discussed.
Our point is that any future changes in the structure of our
taxes should be based on a clear understanding of these uniform
structures, and anyone addressing fundamental tax reform needs
to have, we think, a uniform framework in mind. We are continuing to study the issues I have mentioned and the
ones that are covered in more detail in the full statement. We will
be happy to share additional results from our studies with this
committee as we go along.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYMMS. Well, thank you very much for a very comprehensive statement. I can see that a lot of work has gone into this.
Incidentally, in its entirety it will be a part of our record.
It will be very helpful for our committee, for a reference statement, Buck, and I appreciate it.
I note that both President Reagan and Secretary Regan have on
different occasions spoken very favorably to the concept of the flatrate income tax.....

...

...

Do you find within Treasury, in your workings with the people
who are actually doing the work and the tax collection and so forth
in Treasury, the same enthusiasm for it? Is there going to be a lot
of cooperation, do you feel, from Treasury with the Congress to try
to come up with some kind of a reformed Tax Code?
Mr. CHAPOTON. There is qualified enthusiasm. When you look, as
I think my statement makes clear, at the lack of uniformity in the
present system, there is enthusiasm for a system that gets away
from those problems.
As I tried to make clear, I think there are two different principles involved: One is the lack of uniformity in the present system,
and then, quite another question, the rate structure. Certainly lowering the rates has the desirable effects-it removes a lot of the
distortion caused by the higher marginal rates that we now have.
But we must keep in mind the problems of transition, the winners and losers created by another system, and the adjustment that
would take place in our economy. If we were to move to a -new
system, those are the questions we would have to look at.
Senator SYMMS. Well, I think your points on equity are very interesting and I think very important for this committee to bear in
mind as we progress forward with something in this direction.
The highest income tax rate in our present code as of last
summer is what? Fifty percent?
Mr. CHLPOTON.

Fifty percent.

Senator SYMMS. Is it 45 percent, now that the 10-percent tax rate
reduction has gone into effect?
Mr. CHAPOrON. I'm sorry, I didn't understand the question.
Senator SYMMs. Didn't the American people get a 10-percent rate
reduction on the first of July of this year?
Mr. CHAPOTON. That's right, but you remember last year, effective January 1 of 1982, the top rate was dropped immediately to 50
percent, so there is no further reduction in the top rate.
Senator SYMMS. How long will the top rate stay at 50, even after
the cut next summer?
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Mr. CHAPOTON. It will be permanently at 50, under the present
law.
Senator SYmMS. Under the present law? Well, now, this might be
something interesting to have the people at Treasury work on.
The last tax bill that passed this Congress here in the recent
months largely was a taking-away tax preference for certain areas
and so-called bringing about more tax equity. If the Congress realizes the complexity of the transitional problem that you mentioned
in transition rules from the present Tax Code to a flat-rate tax
code, whether it be a consumptive tax or a direct income tax, if we
would just lower the income tax rates say, hypothetically, at a 5percent rate on both corporations and personal income-5 percent
a year for a 10-year program-and let the committee work on tax
preferences, do you think we would eventually come up with something close to what we are talking about now?
Mr. CHAPOTON. You are suggesting just to put in a rate reduction
and let that dictate base broadening?
Senator SYMMs. Well, yes. If the income isn't high enough, the
committee would be in here trying to figure out how to broaden the
base, but the rates are gradually coming down all the time.
Mr. CHAPOTON. If the revenues were needed? Well, that would be
an interesting approach.
Senator SYMMS. It would lessen the problems of the transition. If
the highest tax rate is 35 percent instead of 50, I would think that
a lot of the incentive part of a flat-rate income tax would not be
there.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Absolutely. As you reduce the rates some of the
transition problems are lessened.
But the transition problems are usually caused not by rate
changes, as you are suggesting, but by theSenator SYMMS. Now, when you talk about taxes on consumption, are you talking about a gross income tax, or a sales tax, or
what?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Nc. The uniform tax on consumed income that
we have outlined is one that we have looked at in some detail and
are still studying. The starting point is a broad-based income with
a deduction for net savings. So you would have the same concepts
of income, and you would pay tax on income; you would simply get
a deduction for your net increase in savings each year.
Senator SYMMS. So, in other words, the proposal that the HallRabushka offered is a consumptive tax?
Mr. CHAPOTON. It is a consumption tax. It is a different type of
consumption tax, but it is a consumption tax.
Senator S-MMS. And the bill that Senator Helms introduced is
more of an income tax?
Mr. CHAPOTON. I believe that is correct; I haven't studied that as
closely.
Senator SYMMS. Well, thank you very much. I appreciate your
testimony.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chapotnn, let me thank you for your testimony. I think it is
comprehensive and does survey the scene quite well, and I think
you raised a number of interesting points.
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I was interested in your response to Senator Symms' question
about what priority the administration gives restructuring the tax
system. I take it from your answer that there is some real interest
in doing this on the administration's part. Is that correct?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator Bradley, there is concern. Let me start
off by saying there is concern about the problems of the present
tax structure, as I mention in the testimony. I want to be careful,
though, about suggesting and sending a signal that we are about to
come out with any proposals for change. Indeed, one thing that disturbs me is we have had significant changes in the tax laws in the
last 2 years. For this reason, a strong case can be made for a moratorium on tax legislation for a year or two. A complete study of a
uniform tax might well take that long.
Senator BRADLEY. So the administration is or is not now contemplating, within the next year or two, an initiative in this area?
Mr. CHAPOTOIT. Well, I think we will just have to wait and see

the studies. We are not now planning an initiative in this area, but
we are doing the groundwork that could precede such an initiative.
Senator GRASSLEY. Would you yield on that, Senator Bradley,

please?
In June, we received two communications from the White House
expressing the President's interest in a flat-rate tax without any
detail. I don't know who the spokesman was, but presumably-Senator BRADLEY. It was the President.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, he was speaking for the President. Was
it the President himself?
Senator BRADLEY. The President himself said it.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, then, that lends even more weight to

the point I want to make. [Laughter.]
Senator SYMMS. The fact is, I will just say to the Senator, Don
Regan said it in front of the Budget Committee; because I asked
him a question about it, and he said, "The longer I am down here
at this office in this job, the better I like the idea."
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, my point is, are you sure, considering

the statements of the President, that you aren't being a little cautious in how you are approaching this? Might there be something
emanating from the administration in a formal program before 2
or 3 years have passed?
Mr. CHAPOTON. I didn't mean to state that there would not be; I
meant to hold all options open, Senator Grassley.
The problems are severe, and we have done an awful lot of work
not only in redesigning a system but in seeing the effects of moving
to it. So I think one must be careful.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, would you yield further?
Senator BRADLEY. Senator, certainly.

Senator GRASSLEY. You know, you folks started the study of alternate taxes about the time that we were talking in the Finance
Committee about passing a resolution urging your study, and you
assured us that we didn t really have to have a resolution because
a study was going on.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Right.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, obviously that is not in the abstract.
Somebody higher up in the administration is interested in pushing

IM
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an alternate income tax. Isn't that why the study was started in
the first instance?
Mr. CHAPOTON. I think we are all interested in seeing what it
looks like and the feasibility of it. I think that is really all one
should say until one has studied it further.
I want to add the further caution that we really have changed
the tax laws considerably in the last 2 years. That makes planning
for businesses and individuals much more difficult. We have to get
regulations out. We have caused a lot of changes in the system of
tax in the last 2 years.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, let me come at Senator Grassley's question in just a little different way. Do you see a connection between
economic recovery on the one hand and restoring efficiency and
fairness to the Tax Code on the other hand?
Mr. CHAPOTON. I do not see a direct connection between those
two. I do think that, if obtainable in a practical sense, a uniform
system of taxation would be considerably more efficient than our
present system.
Senator BRADLEY. So, what you are interested in is essentially
the theoretical structure of the system? In other words, it is not
something that you are going to propose in the next year, although
you hold the option open, and you don't believe that it is important
for economic recovery-Mr. CHAPOTON. I meant to say I don't think it is essential. I
think we will have economic recovery under this tax system as we
have had economic recovery under similar tax systems in the past.
But I don't think it is a cornerstone to economic recovery.
Senator BRADLEY. My point is that some of us believe that a tax
system that didn't have us deciding what was the best place to put
capital but had the investor deciding where he could get his best
return in the real marketplace indeed would be a stimulant to economic recovery and economic growth. I guess my question to you
is, are you really leaving the issue open, or does the administration
already have an opinion on whether a simplified tax system that
takes out a lot of the so-called loopholes that we have put in up
here over the years in response to various political pressures or solicitations, is not the way to go?
When the income tax system came in, as you know, we had very
low rates and a relatively simple system. Over the years we have
financed wars, we have financed our way out of a depression, and
rates went up. When rates got so high that they discouraged work,
savings, and investment, people came to the political process and
achieved ss!ective relief. Now, some of those tax preferences are
meritorious, some of them aren't; various Senators have differing
opinions. But the question is: Is the general good best furthered by
dropping the tax rates for all Americans, or by providing selective
relief from high rates to some Americans through those loopholes?
The question is: Do you think that restructuring the system so as
to simplify it, to lower the.rates, and to eliminate special loopholes
would be important for economic growth?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator, I would agree with you. I think it would
be very helpful to economic growth, because it would be a more efficient system. Any taxes, as we state in my prepared statement,
cause a distortion; but the less the rates, the less the distortion.
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So I would answer your question definitely in the affirmative.
But we would both have to recognize that getting there might be a
very disruptive experience in itself, so we shouldn't just take as
given that this is the way out of our current problems.
Senator BRADLEY. Let me say that I recognize that complexity,
and I think you do, too. That brings us to the comments that you
made about Bradley-Gephardt. In a sense what you said wasthere were a couple of suggestions that you made. One was that
you felt we failed to deal with the question of indexing the basis of
capital assets. The second was that you said we failed to deal with
the integration of corporate and individual income taxes.
Well, let me be quite clear that what we designed was not intended to be the purest of pure systems. It was a practical solution
to high rates of income tax and erosion of the tax base. So I would
urge you, and all of us really, not to let the best be the enemy of
the good, or we are going to be stuck in our present system indefinitely.
I recognize the theoretical validity of addressing both of those
questions-there are enormous practical difficulties that you have
just pointed out, generally, with a move in this direction-and I
would hope that we could conclude that the best way to deal both
with double taxation and indexing of capital basis of assets is to get
the rates as low as possible, rather than refraining from doing anything until we have solved every possible theoretical aspect of the
tax system.
I take your remarks as, frankly, helpful; and I would hope that
the committee might-and I'm sure we will if we get to this issue
in a serious way-at least not make it all or nothing and insist on
the purest, most theoretically perfect system, -but rally support for
one that is workable, that gets the tax -rates down dramatically,
simplifies the system, and makes it fairer by eliminating the bulk
of the loopholes.
Mr. CHAPoToN. Senator, I agree with you. I think we both recognize that there are going to be some practical considerations and
tradeoffs in any system that is adopted. I think it is helpful to have
a standard out there and then to see where we fall short.
I would additionally stress the question of integration. In my
review of this subject I, too, attempted to stay away from this issue;
but I think one really cannot stay away from it, because it does
represent a double tax.
The tax rates that we talk about will be 11 to 50 percent in 1984
when the ERTA cuts are fully in place. If you take into account the
double tax on dividends, the top rate jumps to 73 percent on a certain type of income. Clearly, that distorts business planning dramatically.
Senator BRADLEY. That is under current law?
Mr. CHAIooN. Under current law, right.
Senator BRADLEY. If those rates were lower, wouldn't things be
better?
Mr. CHAPoToN. If those rates were lower it would be bette; but
still, as long as you have a double tax on that source of earnings,
you have a distortion. The lower the rates, the less the distortion.
Senator SYMmS. Thank you very much, Senator Bradley. I happened to hear on the news, driving in this morning, where the
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Commissioner of the IRS, Roscoe Egger, was talking that people
should be forewarned not to go out and try to have tax shelters
that may be questionable in the eyes of the IRS, because they will
be screening them.
I would think, if I were a bureaucrat at the IRS or at the Treasury, that I would be enthusiastically pushing for this kind of a concept. I share what Senator Bradley had said: It may not be that we
can get all or nothing in the thing, but certainly it would make it
simpler for the general public to understand where they are; then
if the Congress comes over here, if we had a simple, fair, equitable
tax, and we don't have enough money to run the Government, then
everybody can stand up over on the floor of the House and the
Senate and vote for it, and they will know that they raised their
rates by 2 percentage points or 1 percentage point, or whateveryou could see it on the front end of the tax thing. And it would be
a lot simpler.
Now, I guess the downside of this would be that it would be awfully easy for Congress to raise taxes; but at least it will be above
board. With this last tax bill that passed, I venture to say that
there will be millions of taxpayers out there that will not realize
that Congressmen pay taxes, other than the few days that it was in
the news, because it doesn't directly affect them, and the old
code-if you tax the other guy and not me, well, so what?-is kind
of the way it has been tor years.
So, I would think the IRS people at Treasury and Treasury officials themselves would be really enthused about this so they could
do their jobs more equitably and more fairly. I would be surprised
if the idea doesn't pick up a lot of momentum from that aspect.
When you start talking about being efficient, I get a little bit
nervous, because I have always said, 'Thank God the Government
isn't efficient; if we got all we paid for, we'd all be out of business."
Mr. CHAPOTON. When I use "efficiency" in this term, I mean efficiency in causing less distortion in business decisions.
Senator SYMMs. Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. In a slightly different vein if a drastic reform
of the tax system is enacted, have you considered the international
implications-not just international taxation but the flow of capital
in and out of a country, in and out of this country-and how it
might affect international trade?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator Grassley, that is a very good question,
and there has been some but not nearly enough consideration of
that.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, is it anything to be scared of?
Mr. CHAPOTON. It is definitely something to look at very closely.
It will change the tax system here, and therefore, since the tax
system affects international trade and commerce very directly,
there will be changes in that area. One must evaluate those
changes very carefully.
Senator BRADLEY. Would the Senator yield there, just to kind of
return the favor?
Senator GRAssLEY. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. I frankly think that a simplified system with
lower rates would be a zeal stimulus to our international competitiveness, for the following reasons: If you have a limited pool of
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capital and you are competing with countries around the world,
you want that capital allocated in a way that is most efficient, that
will lead to real growth in a real marketplace. You put your money
with the company that is developing the new medicine because
there is a demand, and you have made the assessment that there is
a demand for that medicine, as opposed to putting it with avocado
groves in northern California. I don't have anything against avocado groves, but you do that to lose money so you can pay less taxes.
So, if we cleared away the underbrush, the capital would flow to
those industries and investments that actually would be the thing
to maximize our comparative advantage internationally. And then
the argument goes: It would help our international competitiveness.
Mr. CHAPOTON. I would agree with that general statement. The
tax system would allow the market signals to work; therefore, capital would flow to its most efficient uses, and that should make us a
more effective competitor in the world market.
But I want to emphasize that the changes must be looked at very
closely. As a general statement, your point is certainly true.
Senator GRAssLEY. Well, you don't see anything on the horizon
that is particularly negative concerning the questions I brought
up?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator, not off the top of my head, but I, personally, haven't looked at that very closely.
Senator GRAssinY. Is it possible we would have people come to us
saying because we are reforming our tax system so drastically it
would interfere with our capital investments that we have tried to
encourage in underdeveloped nations, so that we aren't meeting
our humanitarian responsibilities?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, you are immediately introducing a nontax
or a social motive.
Senator GRASSLY. Well, I'm sure that through our Tax Code
there are some tax incentives to do that sort of thing.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, one example that comes to mind immediately is the section 911 benefit that excludes up to what will eventually be $100,000 worth of income earned abroad. It is designed to
make our companies more competitive with companies of other nations whose workers often are not taxed at all in their own countries.
Under a uniform tax system you would, theoretically at least, do
away with that exclusion. But that would be a trade-off. You would
look at it at the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chapoton, I don't have any questions, but I
want to commend the Treasury Department. Obviously, a lot of
people have done a great deal of work in preparing this testimony.
Certainly, anyone who would try to summarize-certainly they
would have right to comment on it-but it is another indication of
what a massive undertaking we are about. That doesn't mean we

shouldn't do it.

I think the contributions made by Treasury, and next will be

CBO, and other agencies, plus all the individual efforts being made
by members of this committee and other members not on the
committee-there are probably 40 or 50 groups who aren't going to
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testify in these next couple of days, who will be testifying laterindicate what a massive undertaking it is.
Certainly as questions are raised-there was one raised by Senator Grassley-we need to go back and take a look. But in my view
it really sets the stage for continuing what we may have started in
a small way earlier this year, and that's at least in the interim
continue the base broadening process and lowering the marginal
rates, putting the pressure on preferences that probably ought to
be looked at in the code.
We appreciate very much your appearance.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of John E. Chapoton follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Hembere of this Cimittees
I am pleased to be here today to discuss some frames of
reference for evaluating flat-tax approaches to reforming the
income tax system.
The Federal income tax is widely perceived to be coVlicated
and unfair.
Although many of the provisions in the current law
were enacted to promote worthwhile social and economic goals, one
result has been that individuals or families of equal means may
pay quite different amounts of tax, depending on how they earn or
use their income.. Also, taxpayers in very unequal economic
circumstances may pay the same amount of tax despite the apparent
progressivity provided by a structure of marginal tax rates
presently ranging from 12 to 50 percent. This complex and uneven
tax system has led to excessive planning and rearranging of
business affairs primarily for tax purposes.
It also has led to
a great deal of taxpayer uncertainty, anxiety and disrespect for
the tax law. Taxpayers want less complicated tax provisions
along with more uniform tax treatment and low tax rate.
The income tax has-also been a serious impediment to private
capital -formation and to individual efforts to work and save.
Throughout the 1970's, high inflation caused the systematic
overstatement of investment income and pushed more and more
taxpayers into high marginal tax brackets. The result was to
reduce households' reward for saving and raise the cost of
business investment.
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In 1981, Congress united with this Administration to enact
This Act provided
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (EMM).
a much-needed reduction in marginal tax rates and a vital
acceleration of cost recovery allowances. The Administration
continues to be committed to the elimination of the tax barriers
to capital formation, and any discussion of major tax reform must
continue to concentrate on reducing marginal rates and removing
barriers to saving and investment.
Rven with the dramatic marginal rate reductions in RITA,
however, what continues to upset the man in the street is his
conviction that his neighbor who is just as well-off pays lea.
tax than he does.
Furthermore, he is concerned that the fellow
in the big house on the hill pays still
less than either he or
his neighbor is paying.
This concern reflects the comon perception that most
taxpayers In the broad middle income classes have few
opportunities to take advantage of special tax concessions
because they receive their Incomes in the form of fully taxed
wages. They are not poor enough to receive income in the form of
untaxed goverruent services and untaxed transfer payments. Yet,
neither are they affluent enough to gamble on high-risk,
low-taxed investments or to elect to receive significant amounts
of compensation in the form of noncash or deferred benefits.
In part, the complaint that the middle class has no
tax preferences is overstated. The middle-class worker does
enjoy special tax concessions associated with home ownership and
employer-paid benefits.
These concessions are often overlooked,
possibly because they are widely available and are not usually
the result of sophisticated tax planning. It is also true,
however, that our complex tax rules enable some high-income
taxpayers more than others to rake use of special exclusions.
deductions, and credits, or to take advantage of lower rates of
tax that apply to certain sources or certain uses of income.
Whatever income group benefits, there are many cases in
which income is treated in different ways for tax purposes.
For examples
Compensation is fully taxed if it is in the form of
cash wages, but left untaxed if it is in the form
of fringe benefits such as employer contributions to
health plans or the personal consumption elements of
employee business expenses.
Capital income may be taxed at high rates if it is in
the form of dividends from corporate stock because both
the corporation income tax and the individual income tax
applies, or it may be taxed at a zero rate if it is in
the form of tax-exempt bond interest, or it may oven be
taxed at negative rates on certain sheltered invest-
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ments. The tax may apply only to a fraction of the real
income from capital gains or, when inflation is greater
than the gain, a tax will be assessed on what is really
a lose.
Income spent on most goods and services is highly
taxed while income spent on selected goods and services
such as home energy saving devices, owner-occupied
housing in general, and some medical expenses is
sheltered from tax.
Current interest in a flat rate tax reflects a growing
concern about the complexity of the tax law and the related
inequality of treatment under the law as in the examples just
given. There is also a concern over our sharply progressive
Marginal rates under the personal income tax
rate structure.
will range from 11 percent to 50 percent in 1984. Taking into
account the corporate tax, marginal rates on some income can
range from 11 percent to 73 percent.
The two elements, our sharply progressive tax rates and the
lack of uniform treatment of income in the tax base, are distinct
but interrelated characteristics of our income tax. A single tax
rate might, for example, be applied to our current tax base,
leaving intact all of the exclusions, deductions and credits,
along with the current exemption for taxpayer and dependents.
A single rate of about 19 percent on the current individual tax
base would raise the same amount of revenue that would be raised
by the present individual income tax at the rates scheduled for
1984.
In addition, there is a separate levy on corporations.
If the top individual tax rate were substantially reduced,
a 44 percent rate on corporations would create too great a
disparity between individuals and corporations. A single
corporate rate of about 20 percent, together with a single
individual rate of 20 percent, would produce the aame total
revenue with no expansion of the bases.
Collapsing the tax rates without broadening the base to make
it more uniform would simplify the tax somewhat and eliminate the
disincentive of high marginal rates. At the same time, however,
any single-rate tax would inevitably result in a major redistribution of tax burden from high-income to low- and middle-income
families.
Most flat tax proposals would substantially broaden the
tax bass.
A tax system designed to treat taxpayers consistently
according to a well-defined tax base, with no narrow exceptions,
will be referred to as a "uniform" tax throughout the testimony.
The term "uniform" will be used to connote broad-based taxation
regardless of the structure of rates. For example, a *uniform
income tax* could be defined with no exclusions, credits, or
deductions, except those necessary to measure income with
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integration of the corporate and individual taxemi and with a
single marginal rate. Under such a uniform income tax, with a
taxpayer exemption of $3,000 per joint return ($2,000 for single
returns)and $1,000 exemption per dependent (i.e. $5,000 for a
family of four), a-single flat rate of about 16 percent would be
sufficient to produce the current levels of revenues.
A uniform
tax on conismed income, i.*e., a uniform income tax with
deductions for all savings, would require a slightly higher
single rate of about 17 percent.
Even with a single rate, the basic exemptions would cause
average tax rates to be somewhat progressive across income
classes. As shown in Table 1 attached to this statement,
average tax rates would vary from 5 percent for taxpayers below
$5,000 of income to nearly 16 percent at the highest income
levels. Table 1 also shows that a substantial redistribution of
the tax burden would occur, despite base broadening and the basic
exemption, as a result of replacing graduated tax rates by a
single rate. Those with over $50,000 of income would pay about
$32 billion less, to be made up by those with less than $50,000
of income.
More progreesivity and less redistribution of the tax burden
across income classes would occur if larger basic exemptions were
allowed. For example, a uniform income tax with basic exemption
levels that are double those of the previous example, i.e.
$10,000 instead of $5,000 for a family of four, would require a
tax rate of about 20 percent and would produce the distribution
shown in Table 2.
The increased exemption would result in Less
tax than present law for those in the $0-$5,000 income class, and
significantly less redistribution of tax burden from high-income
groups to the lower- and middle-income classes.
Still, about $22
billion of tax reduction would go to those above $50,000 of
income, while $27 billion of additional tax would be paid by
those in the $5,000-$50,000 income range.
some have suggested a "pure" flat-rate tax that has a
broad uniform tax base and a single tax rate, but permits no
exemptions for the taxpayer or dependents. In the absence of
personal exemptions, the single rate for a uniform income tax
would be lowered to about 13 percent on the uniform income tax
base and to about 14 percent on the uniform consumed income
base. The elimination of the basic exemptions would result
in a strictly proportional tax, not a progressive tax, further
increasing the tax burden for low-income taxpayers.
As shown in
Table 3, a single-rate uniform income tax with no exemption would
result in a tax reduction of about $40 billion for taxpayers
above $50,000 of income, matched by a similar tax increase for
those below $30,000 of income.
(Those in the $30-50,000 class
would roughly break even, on the average.) Even though the total
tax revenue would be the same, about 77 percent of taxpayers
would experience a tax increase under this type of flat tax.
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Any broad-based option with a single rate would involve a
significant redistribution of income.
If aflat-rate
tax is
designed to raise the same revenue as present law, every dollar
of tax reduction for one taxpayer must mean a dollar of increase
for @ome other taxpayers.
Many discussions of broader base or
flatter tax rates lead one to conclude that tax burdens will fall
for practically everyone.
That simply is not the case.
Tax
burdens fall when a choice Is also made to out taxes in general,
as in the Econosic Recovery Tax-Mt of 1981.
Instead of using a single tax rate, a uniform tax structure
could be designed to contain a lower set of progressive tax rates
that would apply to several broad brackets.
For example,
approximately the same degree of progressivity as in current law
could be retained by a tax on the uniform income base with three
rates--10 percent on the first
$19,500t 25 percent from $19,500
to $75,0001 and 39 percent over $75,000. These income brackets
are for joint returns and for income in excess of a $3,000
exemption per return plus a $1,000 exemption for each dependent.
(See Table 4.) Although the tax burden within each class would
be roughly the same as under present law, much redistribution of
burdens within classes would still
occur because of basebroadening.Even a uniform tax structure with progressive rates,
if it is to raise the same revenues as our current system, must
cause some persons to have a tax increase if others have a tax
decrease.
About 55 percent of taxpayers would experience a tax
increase in this example.
In the following sections of this testimony, the criteria by
which a tax system should be judged are presented and, then, two
uniform tax structures which might be frameworks for flat tax
reform are described.
The first
of these two is a uniform income
tax.
T-e uniform income tax not only proviss for uniform tax
treatment of wages, salaries, and interest income and eliminates
many special deductions, credits, and exemptions, but it also
provides for uniform treatment of personal income earned through
businesses. One cannot discuss eliminating personal deductions
or taxing certain fringe benefits for wage earners without also
examining tax shelters and business expense deductions. In
addition, there remain severe cases of overtaxation of business
income, such as the tax on purely inflationary gains and the
double taxation of dividends.
A true uniform income tax must
deal with all of these issues. Flat tax proposals that do not
deal with income fro businesses do not provide uniform tax
treatment of all income.
The second general tax structure described is a uniform tax
on consumed income. That tax is identical to the uniform income
tax except that a deduction is allowed for all net savings. The
tax on consumed income has many advantages, especially its
greater simplicity and encouragement of saving.
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Our current tax structure contains elements of an income tax

concept and a consumed-income tax concept.
Indeed, many changes
enacted in our tax laws over the past decades have moved us
closer t, one concept or the other, while some have been
consistent with a common path to both. Still other changes,
primarily those put into the Tax Code to affect social policy and
to influence behavior, have been clear movements away from both
concepts of taxation.
Before we can evaluate further changes to
the system, however, we need to examine some fundamental tax
principles.
CRITURIA FOR EVAWATMIV

TAX SYSTUS

Any framework for future tax reform should be chosen only
after careful evaluation of four criteria equity, distribution
of tax burdem, efficiency, and simplicity. Some changes, it
will be seen, can be consistent with all these criteria. Many
changes, however, require a balancing of these goals. For
instance ve may need to approximate uniformity, at som sacrifice
of fairness or efficiency, by adopting simple rules when exact
accounting rules are difficult to design or use.
The Xquity Standard
Two equity considerations dominate the discussion of
fundamental changes in the personal income tax. First, what Is
the appropriate tax bass? Second, how does the tax system treat
individuals who are considered to be in equal circumstances? Do
they bear the same burden of tax, or do they have different tax
burdens-due to other considerations? Suppose two families are
identical in every respect except that one spends more on housing
and the other more on food.
If they pay different amounts of
tax, and if market prices do not fully adjust to equalize their
tax burdens, then the tax system is said to violate the standard
of horizontal equity.
Although most discussions of fairness have made comparisons
based on income, many observers since the times of Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679) and John Stuart Hill (1806-1873) have also considered consumed income to be a proper bass for taxation. A tax on
consumed income would tax individuals according to-what they take
from society rather than what they earn and make available to it.
On the other hand, an income tax is favored by those who believe
that income, whether for saving or consumption, is the better
measure of ability to pay. Tax equity therefore implies that
those who consume equal amounts bear equal tax burdens under a
tax on consumed income, or that those with equal incomes bear
equal ta' burdens under an income tax.
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Distribution of Tax Burdens
Uniform treatment of all income or consumption would
result in substantial base broadening from current law. Bass
broadening, however, does not dictate the answer to the separate
and distinct question of how taxes might be allowed to vary by
income or consumption class.
If the tax base were broadened,
marginal rates could be lowered in every bracket without
affecting the overall distribution of the tax burden by income
class. The net result would be a flatter rate schedule, but no
effect on the existing progressivity of the tax system, i.e., the
extent to which average tax rates increase with income.
Some persons also believe that the distribution of tax
burdens should be different than that provided by our current tax
system. The extent of any increase or decrease in progressivity
is, however, essentially a value judgment and less objective
in nature than other criteria such as horizontal equity, efficiency and simplicity.
One can broaden the tax bass, flatten tax
rates and still improve the efficiency of the economy without
changing the existing distribution of tax burdens.
The Standard of EconoLic Efficiency
Since a given amount of tax revenue can be raised
in any number of ways, the tax system should be designed to
minimize its adverse effects on the economy. Businesses and
households should be allowed to make the best use of the
resources at their disposal with the minimum of intrusion of tix
considerations. This would lead to an economy that operates more
efficiently thereby raising productivity, economic growth, and
the standard of living for all Americans.
Efficiency in taxation is based on the notion of efficiency
in the marketplace. In most circumstances, market prices reflect
the relative values of products to buyers and the costs and
alternative opportunities of sellers. Our market system based
on such prices allocates labor, capital and material resources to
their highest-valued (most efficient) uses.
Taxes reduce the efficiency of the private sector because
they interfere with the price signals of the market. The price
paid by a buyer (a consumer, employer, or investor) will exceed
the price received by a seller. As a result, some transactions
will not take place, producing losses in efficiency for the
economy.
Because of the tax, the resources that would have boon
traded either will not be-put to a productive use or will be
shifted to a lower taxed but less productive use.
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Any realistic tax system unavoidably distorts some market
signals and thereby distorts decisions on how much to work,
when and what to consume, when and how to save, how much to
invest and in what types of capital. Vven a completely uniform
income tax will affect individual choices between work and
leisure, and between consiming now or saving for future
consumption.
A tax on all consumed income does not discourage
saving, as does an income tax, but both types of taxes will
encourage leisure at the expense of work.
Wlil.ot a distortion of the choice between work and leisure Is
inherent in both a tax on all income and a tax on all consumed
income,-it remains important to minimize distortions that result
from differential taxation among goods or particular activities.
Many of these differentials can be eli3Linated in either type of
tax or even in a hybrid tax such as we have today. A lack of
uniformity of the tax burden among alternative uses of capital,
such as we have in our current system, so distorts the allocation of resources that it can make financial successes out of
projects that are less productive, and losers out of undertakings
that would otherwise be winners. Choices among investment
projects, financial arrangements, and production methods are
biased toward those that are tax-favored. The result Is a waste
of resources.
High marginal tax rates amplify the price distortions caused
lbythe ta system, both those inherent even in uniform taxes,
ike the disincentive to work, and those resulting from lack of
uniformity in the tax treatment of similar activities.
The
higher the rates, the greater the penalty on fully-taxed
activities and the greater the value of tax preferences. In
addition, legal tax avoidance and illegal tax evasion are more
rewarding with high than with low rates.
Sharply graduated rates introduce further distortions by
encouraging individuals to change the timing of transactions from
year to year or to arrange for taxable income and deductions to
be traded between higher- and lower-taxed individuals.
The cost
to the economy come, again, from exaggerating the relative worth
of certain activities that the taxpayer would otherwise find
unprofitable.
For the amt part, both equity and efficiency considerations
favor uniformity of tax treatment, whichever tax base is chosen.
Tax provisions that penalize or favor a particular product or
production "tbod will rarely improve either the efficiency or
fairness of the system. Uniformity of tax treatment may not
always be consistent with simplicity, however.
The Simplicity Standard
Simplicity in the tax system is desirable in order to
minimiz, the costs of complying with the tax laws--the costs
of record-keeping, calculating, reporting, and planning.
Unnecessary complexity erodes taxpayer respect for., and voluntary
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compliance with, the law. The complexity of the present law and
accompanying regulations result in much time and talent being
devoted to understanding the Tax Code in an attempt to minimize
tax payments.
Simplifying the tax structure cannot be the sole or even the
dominant goal of tax policy, however.
Rather the desire for a
less complicated system must be balanced against the oftenconflicting desires for a fairer tax system and for one that
interferes less with the workings of the economy.
An extremely
simple tax system would also be extremely unfair and extremely
wasteful.
Discussions of tax complexity often center on the tax
return, the most visible manifestation of the problem. It is
important, however, to consider the issue more broadly and to
distinguish among three sources of complexity (1) computations on the tax form: (2) the problems of measuring the tax
baser and (3) tax planning.
CoMuting taxes is what many think of as the primary source
of complexity.
Piling out the form 1040 makes many of us feel
that we're back in school and that April 15th is the date of the
final exam in math.
Much of the information on the form is
necessary for full reporting of receipts from various sources,
for making appropriate distinctions between "receipts" and
*income," and for enforcement of the lay. Other lines that
contribute to the complexity result from special tax rules that
provide a variety of exclusions, adjustments, deductions, and
credits. Still another sot of lines is devoted to alternative
procedures for determining the tax bill.
Reducing the number of lines on the tax return without
remedying the underlying lack of uniformity in determining
the tax base would not substantially simplify the system.
A simple return would not produce a simple tax if two volumes
of Tax Code and three volumse of regulations were still
required
to define the few lines.
Measuring the tax base can require complicated rules,
if it is to be done accurately and consistently. Since an
accurate definition of the tax base is fundamental to a uniform
tax on either income or consued income, the rules to define the
base for either uniform tax would not be simple.
Employees would
still need to keep records of income receipts and necessary
costs employers and financial institutions would still be
required to report information about employees and clientsl and
businesses still would have to keep and report complete accounts.
Wherever possible, however, the costs and uncertainties of
compliance with these rules should be kept to a minimum.
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Tax plannin or the rearranging of one's business affairs
primarily to reduce taxes is an important source of complexity
attention.
Because of the uneven treatthat receives too little
ment of different but similar kinds of transactions, taxpayers
-often go to great lengths to qualify for the more favored tax
treatment, such as when partnerships of professionals have
incorporated to take advantage of favorable pension provisions.
Investors will seek "tax shelters," devoting more attention to
the intricacies of the Tax Code than to the merits of the
projects. These activities have high costs in professional fees,
tax administration, and inefficiency in the use of scarce
reason to
capital. With a uniform tax, there would be little
search for tax-favored activities.
The advantages of uniformity for efficiency and fairness do
not always carry over to simplicity. The tax computation process
may be somewhat easier but the standard tax form still would not
fit on a postcard that could be read without a magnifying glass.
Measuring the tax base would be simpler in some respects,
especially under a consumed incoe tax, but not in all. The
major simplification would probably come from reducing the
efforts needed to rearrange business affairs to minimize
taxation.
UNIFORM TAX STRUCTURZS
Uniformity in tax treatment would require consistent
measurement of a clearly defined tax base. As we learned long
ago, it is not enough to declare 'income," or consumedd income,"
or "payrolls" to be the base for a tax. Accounting rules must be
specified records must be kept and reports will be required.
The kinds of rules and records needed for measuring income will
be somewhat different than those required for measuring consumed
income, even though there are many comon elements. The
differences are important enough to justify describing separately
the requirements for a uniform tax on total income and those for
a uniform tax on consumed income.
The Uniform Income Tax
Like many commonplace words, a
The Concept of Income.
precise definition of =income" is more complicated than everyday
usage suggests. The most correct definition when discussing
taxes Is the total amount that contributes to a family's
consumption in a year or adds to its not worth.* Dividends and
wages are clearly icm,
for example, because these receipts can
be spent for consumption or used to acquire assets. Increases in
vested pension rights or increases in the value of a portfolio
are less obvious cases. But these are also income if they add to
real net worth. By contrast, borrowing is a receipt of cash that
is not income. If the proceeds are used to buy assets, there is
no increase in net worth if they are consumed, net worth is
reduced by the amount borrowed.
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There are difficult gray areas in applying the definition
of income that are a constant source of dispute in tax legislation and administration. For example, a business lunch is
partly a business expense and partly an ordinary consumption
expenditure. In a uniform income tax, the consumption part
should be included in the income of the employee (or the
self-employed), not excluded from income.
The remaining portion
should not be taxed.
Determining the right proportions in
various situations is extremely difficult.
A truly uniform income tax would require accounting for
every last dollar of income, net of necessary costs. The full
measurement of income would include at least the following items:
o

Wage and salary receipts, net of necessary employee
expenses.

o

Uoployer contributions to pension, profit-sharing,
and other retirement plans.

0

Reployer contributions for health, life, or other
insurance.

o

arnings on all reserve funds (such as pension reserves)
held for future payment of employees' benefits.

0

Receipts of proprietorships, net of business expenses.

o

A partner's allocable share of partnership income.

o

Rent and royalty income, not of expenses.

o

All dividend and interest receipts.

o

Transfer payments; including:
--

Social security and railroad retirement benefits,

--

Unemployment compensation payments

--

Veterans' benefits,

--

Workers' compensation and other disability incomes

--

AFDC,

81, and other general relief payments.

o

Total capital gains, net of capital losses,
adjusted for inflation.

o

Retained corporate earnings, allocated to shareholders.

o

Annual rental value of owner-occupied homes, net of
housing-related costs.
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Taxation of all income does not imply the complete
el*ination of deductions.
Any necessary costs of earning Income
must be deductible. This includes deduction of interest as a
cost associated with debt-financed assets.
Deductions for extraordinary medical costs, casualty losses, state/local taxes, and
charitable contributions all may be defended on grounds that they
do not represent personal coasumption expenditures. The basic
principle of uniform income taxation is that deductions not be
allowed to discrinate by source of income or according to
consumption choices.
Careful consideration of the list of Items In a uniform
income base will explain how that base differs from the present
Income tax.
Some quantitative differences are indicated in
Table 5.
This table compares the distribution of taxpayers by
Adjusted Gross Income (AGX) class, a customary measure of
taxpayers' Incomes, with the distribution by the broader, uniform
Income definition. For each uniform income class, Table 5 shows
the percentage of taxpayers in each KGX class. Vor example, for
those with $15,000-20,000 of uniformly measured income, slightly
more than half (51.21 percent) also have 915,000-920,000 of AG.
For most of the remaining taxpayers, AG! understates income. Of
those with $15,000-20,000 of uniform income, about 29 percent
are In the $10,000-415,000 class, as measured by AGIr and another
12 percent have loes than $10,000 of AG!. The tendency for AGX
to understate uniformly measured income appears at every income
level, and this tendency to upderstate generally increases as
income increases.
Uniform Income is a useful standard for measuring the
distribution of tax burdens and for evaluating an income tax
system.
Full measurement of income does, however, present a
nuber of formidable practical problems that must be considered
if a tax on uniform Income is to be considered as a model for tax
reform.
Income Accruals. A major problem of full income measurement
Is that additions to net worth often do not coincide with cash
receipts. In legal jargon, they are not urealiaed.0 When shares
appreciate or pension rights increase, income has accrued, but
full
current measurement would require annual estimates of their
values without a market transaction to confirm them.
The'practial alternative that has generally been followed is to wait for a
recognition evente--a sale, exchange, or distribution--before
counting the income, but this provides the familiar opportunity
for tax deferral. A postponement of tax is, In effect, an income
tax -preference.

Inflation Adiustment. In a period of inflation, apparent
appreciation of assets may provide no income at all. This is
true where the appreciation in value is just enough to maintain
a family's real wealth. Any smaller appreciation is really a
loss. Thus, if the $100 used to purchase a share of stock
10 years ago is equivalent to $200 at today's prices, no real
income has been obtained unless sale of the stock brings more
than 9200. Accurate income measurement requires inflation
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adjustment for any return, or cost, that accrues over more than
a year. This would mean indexing the basis for all capital
assets and the face amounts of all long-term debt, a formidable
task.
Depreciation.
An element of income measurement that has
been mst troublesome over the years is depreciation accounting.
It is required because the loss in real value of assets is a
necessary business expense--a loss of net worth.
Conceptually,
each physical asset should be valued in each year, and an
inflation adjustment should be provided for basis. As a
practical matter, historic practice is to use the familiar
formulas with an estimated useful life for each broad class
of assets.
Inflation adjustment, while widely recognized as
necessary, is not universally or consistently practiced even
for purposes of business decisionmaking. Nevertheless, accurate
estimates of depreciation, adjusted for inflation, would be
necessary for a uniform income tax.
Integration. One implication of the income definition is
that businessInoome ultimately belongs to families (and single
individuals), not to the business entities. Increases in
corporate net worth, for example, belong to the shareholders and
are part of their incomes.
Similarly, distributed earnings are
income only to the shareholder, not also to the corporation.
A
uniform income tax would tax all corporate earnings according to
the circumstances of each corporate shareholder, but only once.
Thus, a uniform income tax would require the integration of the
corporation and individual taxes.
Other practical considerations in taxing income. Many
features of the present income tax, including some that are
derided as loopholes, are reactions to the inherent difficulties
of income measurement. The partial exclusion of capital gains,
ACRS, and LIFO inventory accounting are, at least in part,
responses to the otherwise intolerable overstatement of income
during periods of inflation.
Under any practical income tax, some kinds of income that
are difficult to measure would have to be excluded or approximated.
These include the value of employer contributions to
group insurance the value of certain services, such as checking
accounts, that would be taxable if paid out in cash and especially, the net rental value of owner-occupied homes.
Indeed,
most taxpayers will refuse to believe that they derive income
from their own homes.
The national income accounts recognize
this source of income by estimating (or imputing) the amount
that homeowners earn, and automatically spend, by renting to
themselves.
go serious proposals for taxing income have included
this item directly, although some other countries have tried to
do so. Some serious base-broadening proposals would disallow the
deduction for mortgage interest, however, as a way of including a
portion of the gross return from owner-occupied housing.
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expenses that do not, strictly speaking, reduce
Some fally
income are nonetheless widely recognized as equitable adjustments
rew would argue, for example, about the
to an income tax base.
deduction of catastrophic medical expenses. It is also widely
recognized that some allowance should be made for family size and
that some minimal level of tax-free income should be allowed
alike to every family of a given size.
In sumary, a practical uniform income tax with no real
compromises, but with minimal recognition of measurement
problems, would necessarily involve considerable complexity.
It would
along with some approximations and some exclusions.
also retain some of the present personal deductions--at least
expenses,
business
employee
6zpenses,
those for certain interest
investment expenses and extraordinary medical costs. Thus, soma
lack of uniformity is inevitable.
Some recent-proposals, such as the one by Senator Bradley and
representative Gephardt, attempt to move toward a more uniform
But no proposals have really attempted to solve
income tax base.
the fundamental problems of defining real investment income
during inflation. Indeed, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal would
make the tax less uniform in a major way by taxing fully the
nominal increase in the value of capital assets, even though for
any taxpayer, the gains from an asset may be largely, or
In addition, some of the real
entirely, the result of inflation.
gains are increases in corporate share values that reflect income
already taxed to corporations. The Bradloy-Gephardt proposal
also has not addressed the other difficult problems of measuring
business income or integrating the corporate tax. Another area
of controversy is personal deductions. The Bradley-4ephardt bill
would continue to allow certain of these deductions, but they
would not allow them uniformly for all taxpayers. For taxpayers
above $40,000 of taxable income on a joint return, a portion of
the deduction is effectively denied. If these deductions are
necessary to assure that those of equal means are treated •
equally, one must ask why they should not be fully allowed at
every income level.
Equity Issues. A uniform income tax would be consistent
with most people's conception of equity. Those with equal
incomes, regardless of the sources or uses, would pay approximately the same tax. go one could escape tax by choosing
particular employers or occupations and by making particular
investments.
After base broadening has been achieved, and tax rates have
been lowered in all classes, it would also be possible to adjust
I
the tax rate schedules to make them more progressive or less.
want to reiterate, however, that the degree of progressivity is
be
should
it
Instead,
broadening.
base
of
the
not a consequence
viewed as an independent decision to change the existing distribution of tax burdens. Unlike present law, however, whatever
rate structure is chosen under a uniform tax would accurately
portray the distribution of tax.
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Efficiency Considerations. Uniform taxation of income would
For example,
remove many tax distortions from the marketplace.
under current laws
The exclusion of many fringe benefits from taxable
Mpcll ation encourages workers to choose more-fringe
than they would if all forms of compensation
leefits
were taxed equally. The tax exclusion for employer-paid
medical insurance iu a major contributor to the
over-conamption of health services and to the
continuing rapid rise in health care costs.
Preferential tax treatment among industries distorts
investment decisions. For example, the capital gains
treatment for livestock or the expensing of mining costs
allow those industries to attract investors in projects
that yield lower pre-tax returns than those in other
higher-taxed industries.
The separate corporate income tax distorts economic
decisions.
By imposing a double tax on dividends, the
corporate income tax encourages firms to issue debt
rather than equity, and to retain earnings rather than
It also favors the unincorporated
to pay out dividends.
business over the corporation, and it favors industries
typically characterized by non-corporate enterprises
(principally agriculture, housing, and services)
relative to industries dominated by corporations.
Accelerated cost r~covery and the investment tax credit
have reduced the excessive tax burden on investment in
equipment and machines, but the income tax continues to
fall heavily on investments in structures and
inventories. This differential distorts choices of
production methods and raises the relative tax burden on
activities and industries that naturally require more
of the heavily-taxed capital.
Uniformity would reduce the expense and effort involved in
tax planning and allow markets to choose the most productive uses
of available capital. It would encourage employers to pay
compensation in the form that is valuable to their workers--cold
cash to consume or save as they wish. All of these represent
gains in economic efficiency.
A great disadvantage of the income tax is its built-in
The income tax discourages saving by
bias against saving.
reducing the rate of return to the saver below the market return
A taxpayer who would be
derived from investing in capital.
willing to postpone consumption to obtain a 10 percent return,
thereby making resources available for capital formation, may not
be willing to make the same sacrifice for a 6 percent return,
after-tax.
This is not a double tax on savings as some have
But this
asserted, it is a single tax on capital income.
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single tax has the inevitable consequence of reducing the reward
for deferring consumption and, thus, by making lees saving

available for investment impairs the future growth and
productivity of the economy.

Simplicity. A uniform income tax would be simpler in some
respects thamn preewit law, but it cannot be really simple.
For
example, businesses with capital expenditures must account for
depreciation. More accurate depreciation rules are likely to be
more complicated ind contentious. This is especially true in a
period of inflation, which also complicates the valuing of
inventories and the proper calculation of capital gains and
losses.
Another-illustration is fringe benefits of employees.
These are often close substitutes for cash wages. When they are
excluded from the tax base, they provide a convenient means for
avoiding tax and, thus, contribute to the perception of unfairness. But many fringe benefits, like the personal use of company
cars, are difficult to distinguish from properly excludable
business expenses, and many others, like employer-paid group
insurance, are not easily valued for each employee.
Deductions and adjustments to the income of employees also
complicate the measurement of the tax bass but many of these are
necessary to reflect differences in ability to pay. Moving
costs, employee business expenses, interest expenses, and extraordinary medical expenses may be examples. A tax system that
allows too few adjustments of this type can be just am unfair
(though perhaps simpler) an one with too many exclusions.
Neither a uniform tax on all income nor on consumed income
would end the complexity of measuring income. More uniform
treatment would, however, simplify tax practice by reducing the
number and importance of the fine distinctions needed to identify

tax-favored activities.

The computation of tax liability can be complicated under
present law by income averaging, the alternative minimum tax, and
options of filing status, and by various tax credits, some of
which have complicated limitations.
A more uniform definition of
the tax bass and a flatter rate schedule would reduce many of
these complexities.
In general, a more uniform income tax
presents difficult policy tradeoffs in the area of simplifica-tion. The more we attempt to make the income tax uniform in
every particular, the more complicated the rules must become.
The more rough-and-ready rules, the more opportunities are
created for otherwise unproductive tax avoidance and the more
inequities are created.
Transition Considerations. Imediate implementation of a
uniform tax structure would cause significant changes in the
value of individuals' assets and after-tax incomes.
Such changes
would create windfall gains for some individuals and unfair
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losses for others. Theme changes in wealth and after-tax income
can be moderated by transition rules, such am phasing-in
provisions of a new law, grandfathering, and delaying effective
dates.
Transition rules for a uniform income tax should insure that
income is not subject to tax twice, once under the prior system
and a second time under the new tax law. Conversely, a tax
change should not result in some income never being subject to
tax. For instance, the exclusion of social security benefits and
the 60 percent exclusion of long-term capital gains could still
apply to accrued, but unrealized, income prior to the effective
date of the new law. Benefits or real gains accrued after the
effective date, however, should be fully subject to tax.
Transition rules can also reduce the income and wealth
redistribution resulting from changes in relative tax rates.
The value of assets that currently receive favorable tax
treatment, such as state and local government bonds, would
fall as demand for those assets declined under a uniform tax
structure. Individuals who had made specific investments
because of favorable tax treatment would suffer los-ses.
Grandfathering existing tax treatment for the life of the asset
or as long as the owner retained control, or delaying the
effective date, would reduce the present value of the loss on
tax-favored assets.
The design of transition rules should weigh the advantages
of increased efficiency and simplicity of a uniform tax structure
against the wealth and income effects caused by the change in tax
laws. Transition rules can reduce the amount of windfall gains
and losses, but only by delaying implementation and increasing
the complexity associated with the new tax system. Grandfathering assets purchased under prior law could involve delays
in implementation of the new law for up to 30 years on long-lived
assets. Alternatively, delaying the effective date of the new
law could shorten the transition period while reducing the
present value of the windfall gain or loss. During the
transition period, the income tax base would be lower than the
ultimate base, which would necessitate higher temporary tax rates
for a given level of revenue.
Uniform Tax on Consumed Income
Concept of Consumed Income.
An alternative model for tax
reform is a uniform tax on the amount of income consumed, rather
than on the amount of income earned. The uniform tax on consumed
income would differ from the uniform income tax by excluding not
saving from the tax base.
This alternative model for tax reform does not represent as
radical a departure from current law as it might seem.
In Many
ways, the current rules applying to saving are much closer to
those required under a tax on consumed income than to rules
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In particular, two
necessary under a uniform income tax.
important sources of saving for many families--homeownership
and retirement saving--are taxed almost the same way under
current law as they would be taxed under a consumed income tax
with a deduction for saving. Similarly, the adoption of the
Accelerated Cost Recovery System in ERTA moved the tax treatment
of business investments in machinery and equipment much closer to
Provisions
the treatment required under a consumed income tax.
in the tax law that allow expensing of certain capital investments, such as mining exploration and development expenses,
and rules that permit most costs of research and development to
be expensed rather than capitalized are also consistent with a
consumed income base.
The issue of whether income consumed or income earned is the
appropriate base for a tax system has been debated for many years
Some prominent twentiby tax theorists and social philosophers.
eth century economists, including Professor Irving Fisher of Yale
University and Professor Nicholas Kaldor of Cambridge University,
have advocated some form of tax on personal consumption as a
substitute for the personal income tax. The idea of taxing
personal consumption rather than income has gained increasing
favor and was given favorable consideration in the Treasury
Department study, Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform, released in
January, 1977, and in the Report of the Meade Comission in the
United Kingdom-n _197S. _.
Under the consumed income tax, the taxpayer would include
in his tax base all. forms of current monetary income, the current
consumption value of all fringe benefits supplied by employers,
and the proceeds of all borrowing, in excess of loan repayments.
The taxpayer would be allowed to deduct from the tax base all
purchases, in excess of sales, of income-earning assets, and all
deposits, in excess of withdrawals in interest-bearing accounts.
Accrued interest, earnings from ownership of corporate shares,
increases in the value of pension and life insurance reserves,
and other increases in the value of asset holdings would not be
subject to tax until paid out or withdrawn for consumption.
As a simple example, a family with $20,000 of wages out of
which $4,000 is saved would be taxed on $16,000, not on $20,000
as under a uniform income tax. On the other hand, if the family
spent more than it earned--say $25,000--by borrowing or dipping
into its savings account for the extra $5,000, it would be taxed
Since total consumption in the
on the $25,000 of consumption.
economy is less than income, tax rates would need to be higher to
gWerate the same amount of revenue.
The tax on consumed income would be similar in many ways to
the uniform income tax and would involve many of the same basebroadening steps, as compared Aith current law. Each taxpayer
would continue to file an annual tax return that would be similar
All forms of
to the current Porm 1040, though somewhat simpler.
employee compensation (except for employer contributions to
pension plans) and all personal deductions (except for interest
deductions) would be treated the same as under the uniform income
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tax. Wages and salaries (net of necessary employee expenses),
the value of mployer-provided fringe benefits, and transfer
payments would be included in the tax base.
Personal deductions
other than interest deductions and deductions necessary to
"nmasure ability to pay, such as a deduction for catastrophic
medical expenses, would be eliminated. There would be no tax
credits, except for the foreign tax credit. The $100 dividend
exclusion, the provisions exempting from tax certain forms of
interest income, such as income from All Savers certificates, and
the exclusion from tax of 60 percent of recognized capital gains
*v')uld all be eliminated under both the uniform income tax and the
uniform tax on consumed income.
Because only individuals consume, there would be no separate
corporate tax nor any nod to integrate personal and corporate
earnings.
Taxable income of an individual would include
distributions from corporations and individuals' sales of
corporate shares.
In effect, corporate income would be taxed
when it found its way into individual consumption. Retained
earnings would receive no tax advantage over dividends, so
attributing retentions to stockholders would be unnecessary.
A
tax on consumed income would, however, encourage corporations,
particularly closely-hold corporations, to buy consumption for
their employees, permitting the workers to evade taxes unless
fringe benefit rules were tightly drawn and applied.
The major differences between the two tax systems involve
differences in the treatment of saving and borrowing.
Under the
tax on consumed income, deductions would be allowed for all
purchases of corporate shares, corporate and government bonds,
shares of mutual funds and other financial instruments, assets
used in a trade or business, and deposits in interest-bearing
accounts. Any cash receipts from such assets, either in the form
of distributed earnings, return of investment, or realized gains,
would be subject to tax. Similarly, the proceeds of all borrowing would be included in the tax base, while both interest
payments and repayment of loan principal would be deductible.
The inclusion of net loan proceeds in the tax base is
particularly important.
Otherwise, taxpayers could reduce their
tax by taking a deduction for the portion of assets acquired from
borrowed funds, even though the combLnatLon of borrowing and
purchase of assets does not add to net saving.
The purchase price of consumer assets, such as
owner-oceupied homes, automobiles, and furniture would not
be deductible in the same way as business investments. While
business assets yield income in the form of interest, dividends,
or capital gains, consumer assets produce income in the form of
servLces--the use of the house or car. For investment in
business and consumer assets to be treated the same would require
an estimate of the annual value of the services that the house or
the car or the furniture provides--an estimate of their rental
value. Since this would be extremely difficult to accomplish and
for the taxpayer to understand, a method that is approximately
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equivalent, in present value terms, would be used instead. Under
this method, individuals would neither include loan proceeds for
these purchases in income, nor would they be able to deduct loan
repayments. in addition, the tax liability for withdrawals from
savings accounts used to finance purchases of housing and
automobiles might be spread out over a period of years. These
special provisions would allow the tax liability arising from
consumption of the services of houses, automobiles, and other
major consumer durables to be spread more evenly over the useful
life of the asset, rather than being assessed all at once at the
time of acquisition.
The tax on consumed income would require some different, but
not more complicated, reporting and record-keeping information
than the uniform income tax. Taxpayers would need to report both
purchases and sales of all capital assets, but there would be no
need to maintain records for assets purchased in previous years,
because the entire sales proceeds, not just the gain, would be
subject to tax upon sale. The Form 1099 sent by banks and other
depository institutions to report taxable interest to individuals
would te altered slightly. Instead of reporting annual interest
from accounts, Form 1099 would report net withdrawals. Net
withdrawals would be computed by adding together the beginning of
year balance and interest received and then subtracting the end
of year balance. For example, if additions to savings accounts
exceeded interest earnings withdrawn from the accounts, the
individual would be able to claim a deduction. There would also
need to be an accounting for all loans received, but there would
be no need to divide loan repayments between principal and
interest, since all loan repayments would be deductible.
Equity. A uniform tax on consumed income would have some
of the same equity benefits, compared to current law, as would
a uniform tax on all income. Two individuals with the same
consumed income would pay the same tax, regardless of the source
of funds used for consumption or the types of consumer goods
purchased. In contrast, current law allows tax advantages for
individuals who receive income in certain forms, such as transfer
payments and tax-exempt fringe benefits, or who spend income on
certain goods and services, such as home insulation expenditures
qualifying fo:r residential energy credits.
However, under the uniform tax on consumed income, two
individuals with the same total income might pay very different
amounts of tax, depending on how much each individual saved. To
take an extreme example, consider a very frugal person earning
$100,000 a year who saves $90,000 and consumes only $10,000.
Under a consumed income tax, such a person would pay the same
taxes as a person who earned only $10,000, but consumed all of
his earnings. A uniform income tax would tax the person earning
$100,000 more than the person earning only $10,000.
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This example might lead many persons to conclude that a
uniform income tax is fairer than a uniform tax on consumed
income because the person earning more should pay more taxes.
An alternative example, however, often leads to the opposite
conclusion. Consider the heir of the frugal person who earns
only $10,000 but consumes $90,000 a year by selling part
of his inheritance each year.
Under a uniform income tax, this
wealthy person with a very high standard of living will pay the
same tax as a poorer person earning and spending $10,000 a year.
The consumed income tax, however, places a heavier tax burden on
the person spending $100,000 a year even though that person earns
only $10,000.
Thus. compared to a uniform income tax, the consumed
income tax falls less heavily on the person who lives frugally
and accumulates wealth and more heavily on the person who lives
well by selling wealth. The uniform income tax has the opposite
effect in that it places a higher tax burden on the person who
accumulates wealth than on the person who spends it.
The above examples do not clearly demonstrate whether or not
a consumed income tax is less equitable than a uniform tax on all
income. There is, however, a further issue. in many cases
wealth is not spent by later generations but, indeed, is
increased from generation to generation.
Under the consumed
income tax, such permanently growing estates would never be
subject to income taxation.
If this is a matter of concern, an
estate tax can be designed as a complement to the consumed income
tax to limit the tax-free accumulation of wealth over
many generations.
Under a uniform income tax, or even under our current tax
system, an estate tax imposes a true double tax on wealth,
because accumulations of wealth are taxed as income is saved.
One's attitude toward an estate tax might be much different under
a consumed income tax as there would be no double tax on wealth.
In that case, some might be more willing to use an estate tax to
provide a single tax on the transfer of very large estates.
Distribution of tax burdens. A uniform tax on consumed
income would allow personal exemptions for taxpayers and could
tax the remaining consumed income, in excess of exemptions, at
either a single rate or with a graduated structure involving
several rate brackets.
A tax on consumed income is not
inherently more or less favorable to high-income households
than a uniform income tax, even though low-income households
generally consume a larger fraction of their income than highincome households. Under either uniform tax system, the
distribution of the tax burden among taxpayers with different
abilities to pay could be altered by changing the basic exemption
level and the rate structure.
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Efficiency. A uniform tax on consumed income would also
have many of the same benefits in improved economic efficiency
as would a uniform tax on all income.
Under either form of
uniform taxation, the tax system would no longer bias choices
among investment projects, methods of finance, and different
consumption goods. Both tax systems would be neutral among
different types of capital investments, neutral between debt
and equity finance, neutral between corporate and non-corporate
forms of enterprise, and neutral between consumer goods and
services generally and certain goods and services, such as
medical insurance, that receive tax benefits under current law.
A further advantage of a tax on consumed income is that,
unlike the uniform income tax, it would not cause a disincentive
for saving and capital formation. Since saving is exempted from
the tax base, all consumption would be taxed when it occurs,
whether financed from the proceeds of current earnings or from
the proceeds of accumulated savings.
in contrast, under a
uniform income tax, consumption made possible by past saving is
taxed before it occurs, when the income is earned. The present
value of taxes can be lowered by moving the timing of consumption
forward, either by reducing saving or by increasing borrowing.
Compared to a uniform incom tax, a tax on consumed income
would probably result in a higher saving rate, leading to
increased capital formation, a higher growth rate in the short
run, and a permanently higher level of output in the long run.
However, the exclusion of savings from the tax base also
means that a tax on consumed income would require slightly higher
tax rates to raise the same revenue as a uniform tax on
all income. Higher tax rates would increase the disincentive
to work to obtain current consumption goods and would worsen
the distortions from any preferences that might remain in the
tax system. Treasury's estimates indicate that the rate
differential would not be large, so that the impact of the
differential would also be small.
Simplicity. A tax on consumed income would be much simpler
than a uniform income tax, even though some new reporting
requiremer.ts would be added.
The main simplicity advantage of
the tax on consumed income is that it avoids many of the severe
problems in measuring the tax base that are encountered under a
uniform tax on all income. The main simplification benefit from
taxing income only when consumed, rather than when earned, is
that there would be no need to account for changes in the value
of assets between two different tax years. Thus, there would be
no need for complex rules for depreciation accounting, no need to
adjust the measurement of capital income for inflation, and no
need for complex rules to allocate corporate retained earnings
among shareholders and to allocate accumulations of pension fund
and life insurance reserves among policyholders. All purchases
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of productive assets would be immediately deductible in the year
purchased.
There would be no separate tax on the income of
corporations, orly a tax on distributions from corporations to
individuals and on sales of corporate shares. Since all assets
would be purchased with pre-tax dollars, the entire sales
proceeds, not only the gain, would be subject to tax.
Other Consumption Taxes. One version of a flat tax that
approximates a uniform tax on consumed income in S. 2147,
introduced by Senator DeConcini. S. 2147 is based on the flat
tax proposal developed by Robert Hall and Alvin Babushka of the
Hoover Institution. Under S. 2147, there would be a single-rate
tax on employee compensation and on business cash flow. Corporations and non-corporate business entities would be taxed on
total revenues less purchases of assets, wages, and purchases of
goods and services from other firms.
Dividends and interest
payments would not be deductible in computing the business tax,
nor would they be includible in the income of the recipient.
S. 2147 would, in effect, tax most of the coneuaed income of
individuals, other than consumption from wages, at the enterprise
level. The single tax rate makes it possible to use cash flow of
business enterprises as a proxy for the cash flow of owners and
creditors of business firms.
Such a simplifying device could not
be used in any system with graduated rates or individual exemptions that apply to consumption out of past savings as well as to
current wage income.
Another way of taxing consumption is to collect the entire
tax from business firms, either in the form of a retail sales tax
or as a tax on value added at each stage of production. A retail
sales tax or a value-added tax, if sufficiently general, could be
designed to have the same total tax base as the uniform tax on
consumed income. However, any tax on business sales could not
adequately take accoomt of variations in individuals' ability to
pay. By its very nature, such a tax could not maintain the
overall progressivity of the current income tax and could not
provide basic personal exemptions for low-income households.
In constrast, the uniform tax on consumed income would achieve
the major benefits of a sales tax--simplicity and improved
savings incentives--without necessarily redistributing the tax
burden from high-income to low-income families.
Transition Considerations. As in the case of the uniform
income tax, movement toward a uniform tax on consumed income
would involve significant changes in the distribution of wealth
and income that could be limited by transition rules. Transition
rules for a uniform tax on consumed, income are especially
important to ensure that income does not escape taxation or is
not subject to tax twice. Older persons could be subject to tax
twice if their consumption during retirement depends on wealth
accumulated out of after-tax income. Treating all existing
wealth as if it were tax-paid, however, would result in income
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from certain assets escaping taxation completely since many
existing assets have been purchased with pre-tax dollars. This
is true, for example, of individual retirement and Keogh
accounts, benefits received under qualified pension or profitsharing plans, and untaxed accumulations, such as unrealized
capital gains or accrual of life insurance reserves.
Transition rules to a uniform consumed-income tax would
require the same tradeoffs between equity, efficiency, and
For
simplicity as transition rules to a uniform income tax.
instance, designation of existing wealth as tax-paid assets
would not require measuring existing wealth, but it would allow
some consumption to escape taxation completely.
Identifying and
measuring assets according to whether they were established out
of pre-tax or after-tax income would be administratively
Delaying the implementation of the consumed income
difficult.
tax would require higher taxes on consumption during the
transition period and would reduce the present value of
efficiency gains from the imposed tax system.
Summary. By-and-large, a uniform tax based on consumed
income his considerable appeal as a model for tax reform.
It
would allow for important simplifications in the taxation of the
return to savings and would remove the disincentive to saving
present under both current law and a uniform income tax.
However, a tax on consumed income would be considered inequitable
by some because it would allow wealth to be accumulated tax-free.
It would also require higher tax rates to raise the same revenue
than would a uniform income tax, although elimination of many
deductions, exclusions, and credits could enable the tax rates to
be lower than current law tax rates.
-

CONCLUSION

There are, then, two models for evaluating flat-tax
proposals, the income tax and the consumed-income tax. The
current Tax Code is a hybrid of the two structures that also
contains a substantial number of provisions inconsistent with
both.
In fact, it is impossible to say whether current law is
closer to a uniform income tax or to a uniform tax on consumed
income.
Many recent changes in the tax laws and many proposed
reforms have been consistent with one or both of the uniform
structures.
There have been recent actions partially to further
expand the tax base. The move in 1978 to tax a portion of
unemployment compensation is a good example. Any such change is
in line with both concepts of uniformity.
There have also been actions to encourage saving for special
purposes, such as the expansion of the availability and uses of
IRAs and Keoghe. These move the tax law closer to a consumed-
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The
income tax and further away from a uniform income, tax.
important accelerated cost recovery provisions enacted in the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 again moved our tax structure
towards a tax on consumed income.
There have been other changes in the law to require better
matching of income and related deductions. Such reforms are
consistent only with an income tax. Recent tax law changes
dealing with completed contract accounting, capitalization of
construction period interest and taxes related to real property,
and the cut back of deductions for mineral exploration costs and
intangible drilling and development costs all represent shifts
toward a uniform income tax.
Not all the recent revisions in the tax laws have been
consistent with the two models, however. Provisions such as
expansion of the general interest exclusion, the exclusion of
interest on All Savers certificates, credits for energy
exploration, research and development, and earned income all
would appear in neither of the two structures.
Any future changes in the structure of our taxes should be
based on a clear understanding of uniform structures. Anyone
addressing fundamental tax reform needs to have a uniform
framework in mind. Most proposals touted as basic tax reform
are incomplete and contain features moving in exactly the wrong
direction. This misdirection is not for lack of lofty objectives. Rather, it appears to result from lack of a uniform
framework that will require making very tough, unpopular
decisions along with the easy ones.
The Treasury Department is continuing its study of these
issues and will be happy to share additional results with the
Congress as they become available.
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Table 1

Total Liability and Average Tax Rates Under a Uniform Income Tax
with a $3,000 Deduction Per return for Joint Returns ($2.000 Single Returns)
mnd a $1,000 Exemption Per Dependent and Under Present Law .
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The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Rivlin?
I might say that tomorrow morning we will lead off with Senator
Domenici and Lou Harris, who will tell us about the latest poll resuits-not on political poll results but on taxes.
Dr. Rivlin?
STATEMENT OF DR. ALICE RIVLIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL
BUDGET OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. RIVLIN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

My statement is a good deal shorter than the very excellent
statement of the Treasury, but I thought, in the interests of time, I
might just read the first part and submit the rest for the record.
Federal budget projections indicate that large deficits are in
store for at least the next several years. To reduce these deficits,
tax increases as well as spending cuts must be considered. Raising
income or payroll tax rates would narrow the deficit, but at the
same time would slow the economy and decrease economic incentives. What is needed, therefore, is a tax alternative that would encourage-or at least not inhibit-work, savings, and investments;
that would increase capital formation, economic growth, and productivity; and that would reduce tax-induced misallocations of resources.
Two alternative courses to explore are: Broadening the base of
the income tax to allow lower rates-perhaps only a single lower
rate; and replacing the income tax with a broad-based expenditure
tax.
A BROAD-BASED LOW-RATE INCOME TAX

The individual income tax is widely believed to be unfair, a drag
on efficiency, and overly complex. Many Americans perceive that
the wealthy have access to hidden and arcane legal provisions that
permit them to pay little tax or none at all. Economists argue that
this same tangle of legal provisions hinders economic efficiency by
diverting resources from the activities with the greatest pretax
yields into less profitable but tax-favored enterprises. And almost
every taxpayer feels overwhelmed by the mass of forms and
instructions he confronts every April.
Broadening the tax base is a widely discussed policy option because it would not only raise badly needed revenue but also make
the tax system simpler, fairer, and more efficient. Many of the
preferential provisions in the tax law require more and longer tax
forms, and add pages to the instructions that every taxpayer must
wade through, whether he uses the preferences or not. Most taxpayers are left with a sense of favoritism and unfairness. And with
so many preferences in the law, it is not surprising that some taxpayers use them, either individually or in combination, to reduce
their tax liability. Repealing some or all of those preferences would
cut back on this complexity and perceived unfairness.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of broadening the tax base,
though, is that it would make it possible to raise additional tax revenue with less cost in inefficiently allocated resources. Many tax
preferences in the law today induce taxpayers to invest differently
from how they would in an entirely free market. For example, the
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tax system favors mineral extraction through depletion allowances,
selective capital gains preferences, and expensing of intangible
costs of even successful long-term development operations. It favors
foreign operations and export activities through deferral of tax,
and it exempts part of foreign salaries. It allows deductions to be
accelerated and income to be postponed for certain projects. These
examples are indicative of the efficiency price the economy pays
for such tax subsidies, and the $273 billion total estimated for tax
expenditures in fiscal year 1983 suggests that the influence of the
tax system on resource allocation is by no means small.
Scaling back some tax expenditures, as this committee did in the
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, pushes the tax
system toward greater neutrality and a more market-responsive allocation of resources. Further base broadening could allow general
tax rate reductions without loss of revenue. These general rate reductions can partly compensate those taxpayers whose preferences
have been repealed, whereas a more limited base broadening would
not provide the revenue for any compensating rate cuts. Further,
lower rates yield their own efficiency benefits.
Lower tax rates increase the incentive to work, save, and invest,
and they decrease the incentive to borrow. They therefore push in
the right direction relative to the economy's need for greater productivity and capital formation, though the improvement that can
be attained in these areas through the tax system alone should not
be overestimated; At the same time, lower tax rates have numerous technical benefits. Distortions caused by the ta_-treatment of
interest and debt during inflation, the double taxation-of corporatesource inconre- the incentive to make use of tax shelter schemes,
the marriage penalty, and the incentive to conceal income in the
so-called underground economy would all be at least partly corrected if tax rates were lower and the rate schedule correspondingly
flatter. The misallocation and waste of resources from attempts to
profit from the Tax Code would likewise be cut back. Thus, the
payoff from reduced tax rates can be far reaching.
The question, of course, is: How much broader should the tax
base be? The theoretical efficiency benefits of having the broadest
possible tax base must be weighed against some of the practical difficulties. First and foremost is that taxpayers have been making
tax-preferred investments for years in anticipation of the continuation of these preferences. Millions of middle-income families have
contractural mortgage obligations built into their household budgets; repeal of their mortgage interest and property tax deductions
might squeeze many of those budgets to the breaking point. Homeowners' long-term contracts greatly reduce their flexibility to respond to a sudden and comprehensive broadening of the tax base.
Further, repeal of the tax preferences might shrink the market
value of homes so far as to eliminate the sales of homes as a potential solution to the family budget squeeze.
The charitable contributions deduction is another question to
consider in the context of base broadening. Repeal of this deduction
would eliminate the tax incentive for giving to finance many socially beneficial activities. Adjustment could be extremely difficult for
the many educational, medical, artistic, and religious institutions
now dependent on charitable giving.
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Another potential limitation to base broadening is complication
in the Tax Code itself. Though many tax preferences complicate
the Tax Code, some types of income are excused from the tax because taxing them would be so complicated. Nonwage employee
benefits are an example. Costs of group life and health insurance
coverage would have to be assigned to individual employees, which
would be quite complex, particularly in instances when the employers self-insure. If pension contributions were also added to the tax
base, even more difficult valuation problems would arise in the
equal treatment of defined contributions and defined benefit plans.
Many other base broadening steps would entail such difficulties.
How flat should the tax rates be? Either lower graduated rates
or a single flat rate could be used with a broader tax base. A flat
rate tax would have some limited simplicity advantages over a tax
with the same base and low graduated rates. The single rate would
eliminate the incentive artificially to move taxable income from
high bracket to low bracket taxpayers, or to postpone receipt of
income to years when the taxpayer is in an unusually low tax
bracket. Bracket creep could be eliminated-if the zero-rate bracket were indexed-and the marriage penalty could be reduced. Of
course, simply lowering the graduated rates would at least reduce
all of these problems.
But the most important effect of the flat-rate tax would be a significant shift of the tax burden from upper- to middle-income taxpayers, and possibly even lower-income taxpayers, if larger personal exemptions and zero bracket amounts were not provided. The attached table demonstrates this redistribution for four alternative
flat-rate tax systems. The largest group of losers would be the same
middle income families who might lose their homeowner deductions under a comprehensive broadening of the tax base. (For -table,_
see p. 211.)
Conclusions: To sum up, the broad-base, low-rate income tax has
the potential to provide badly needed tax revenue with a minimum
loss or, perhaps, even a gain of economic efficiency. It therefore
clearly deserves a very serious examination. Equally clear is the
fact that a blanket broadening of the tax base or a complete flattening of the tax rates would involve significant transition costs
and a shift of the tax burden from upper- to middle-income
taxpayers.
Tax incentives such as the mortgage interest and charitable contributions are widely used and deeply imbedded in our economy,
and they could be eliminated only at substantial costs in dislocation. Selectively maintaining all or some portion of such tax incentives could make the transition easier. Similarly, a flat tax would
impose a larger tax burden on middle-income groups. Low but
graduated tax rates could prevent such a redistribution.
The statement continues, Mr. Chairman, to discuss the problem
of indexing the tax base, which we regard as a very complicated
one, and moves on to discuss the corporate tax and, more briefly, a
more major move from the income tax to an expenditure tax. But
we will leave those for later discussion or the record.
[The prepared statement of Alice M. Rivlin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALICE

M. RiVLiN, DIRECTOR, CONGREs8IONAL BuDGr OnmicE

Federal budget projections indicate that large deficits are in store for at least
the next several years. To reduce these deficits, tax increases as well as spending
cuts must be considered.

Raising income or payroll tax rates would narrow the

deficit, but at the same time would slow the economy and decrease economic
incentives. What is needed, therefore, is a tax alternative that would encourage -- or
at least not inhibit -

work, saving, and investment; that would increase capital

formation, economic growth, and productivity; and that would reduce tax-induced
misallocations of resources.
Two alternatives courses to explore are:
o

Broadening the base of the income tax to allow lower rates (or perhaps
only a single low rate); and

o

Replacing the income tax with a broad-based expenditure tax.

A BROAD-BASED LOW-RATE INCOME TAX
The individual income tax is widely believed to be unfair, a drag on efficiency,
and overly complex.

Many Americans perceive that the wealthy have access to

hidden and arcane legal provisions that permit them to pay little tax or none at all.
Economists argue that this same tangle of legal provisions hinders economic
efficiency by diverting resources from the activities with the greatest pre-tax yields
into less profitable but tax-favored enterprises.

And almost every taxpayer feels

overwhelmed by the mass of forms and instructions he confronts every April.
Broadening the tax base is a widely discussed policy option because it would
not only raise badly needed revenue, but also make the tax system simpler, fairer,
and more efficient. Many of the preferential provisions in the tan law require more
and longer tax forms, and add pages to the instructions that every taxpayer must
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wa~e through, whether he uses the preferences or not. Most taxpayers are left with a
sense of favoritism and unfairness. And with so many preferences in the law, it is not
surprising that some taxpayers use them, either individually or in combination, to
reduce their tax liability. Repeating some or all of these preferences would cut back
on this complexity and perceived unfairness.
Perhaps the greatest advantage of broadening the tax base, though, is that it
would make it possible to raise additional tax revenue with less cost in inefficiently
allocated resources.

Many tax preferences in the law today induce taxpayers to

invest differently from how they would in an entirely free market. For example, the
tax system favors mineral extraction through depletion allowances, selective capital
gains preferences, and expensing of intangible costs of even successful long-term
development operations.

It favors foreign operations and export activities through

deferral of tax, and it exempts part of foreign salaries.

It allows deductions to be

accelerated and income to be postponed for certain projects.

These examples are

indicative of the efficiency price the economy pays for such tax subsidies, and the
$273 billion total of tax expenditures in fiscal 1983 suggests that the influence of the
tax system on resource allocation is by no means small.
Scaling back some tax expenditures, as this committee did in the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, pushes the tax system toward greater
neutrality -and a more market-responsive allocation of resources.

Further base

broadening could allow general tax rate reductions without loss of revenue.

These

general rate reductions can partly compensate those taxpayers whose preferences
have been repealed, whereas a more limited base broadening would not provide the
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revenue for any compensating rate cuts.

Further, lower tax rates yield their own

efficiency benefits.
Lower tax rates increase the incentive to work, save, and invest, and they
decrease the incentive to borrow.

They therefore push in the right direction relative

to the economy's need for greater productivity and capital formation, though the
improvement that can be attained in these areas through the tax system alone should
not be overestimated. At the same time, lower tax rates have numerous technical
benefits.

Distortions caused by the tax treatment of interest and debt during

inflation, the double taxation of corporate-source income, the incentive to make use
of tax shelter schemes, the marriage penalty, and the incentive to conceal income in
the so-called "underground economy" would all be at least partly corrected if tax
rates were lower and the rate schedule correspondingly flatter.

The misallocation

and waste of resources from attempts to profit from the tax code would likewise be
cut back. Thus, the payoff from reduced tax rates can be far reaching.
How Much Broader Should the Tax Base Be?

The theoretical efficiency

benefits of having the broadest possible tax base must be weighed against some
practical difficulties. First and foremost is that taxpayers have been making taxpreferred investments for years in anticipation of the continuation of those preferences.

Millions of middle-income families have contractual mortgage obligations

built into their household budgets; repeal of their mortgage interest and property tax
deductions might squeeze many of those budgets to the breaking point. Homeowners'
long-term contracts greatly reduce their flexibility to respond to a sudden and
comprehensive broadening of the tax base.

Further, repeal of the tax preferences
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might shrink the market values of homes so far as to eliminate the sales of homes as
a potential solution to the family budget squeeze.
The charitable contributions deduction is another question to consider in the
context of base broadening.

Repeal of this deduction would eliminate the tax

incentive for giving to finance many socially beneficial activities. Adjustment could
be extremely difficult for the many educational, medical, artistic, and religious
institutions now dependent on charitable giving.
Another potential limitation to base broadening is complication in the tax
code.

Though many tax preferences complicate the tax code, some types of income

are excused from the tax because taxing them would be complicated.

Non-wage

employee benefits are an example; Costs of group life and health insurance coverage
would have to be assigned to individual employees, which would be quite complex,
particularly in instances when the employers self-insure.

If pension contributions

were also added to the tax base, even more difficult valuation problems would arise
in the equal treatment of defined contribution and defined benefit plans. Many other
base broadenirng steps would entail such difficulties.
How Flat Should the Tax Rates Be?

Either lower graduated rates or a single

flat rate could be used with a broader tax base.
-

A flat rate tax would have some

limited simplicity advantages over a tax with the same base and low graduated rates.
The single rate would eliminate the incentive artificially to move taxable income
from high-bracket to low-bracket taxpayers, or to postpone receipt of income to
years when the taxpayer is in an unusually low tax bracket. Bracket creep could be
eliminated (if any zero-rate bracket is indexed), and the marriage penalty could be
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reduced. Of course, simply lowering the graduated rates would at least reduce all of
these problems.
But the most important effect of the flat rate tax would be a significant shift
of the tax burden from upper- to middle-income taxpayers (and possibly even lowerincome taxpayers, if larger personal exemptions and zero-bracket amounts were not
provided). The attached table demonstrates this redistribution for four alternative
flat rate tax systems. The largest group of losers would be the same middle-income
families who might lose their homeowner deductions under a comprehensive broadening of the tax base.
To sum up, the broad-base, low-rate income tax has the potential to provide
badly needed tax revenue with a minimum loss -- or perhaps even a gain
economic efficiency.

-

of

It therefore clearly deserves a very serious examination.

Equally clear is the fact that a blanket broadening of the tax base or a complete
flattening of the tax rates would involve significant transition costs and a shift of the
tax burden from upper- to middle-income taxpayers.

Tax incentives such as the

mortgage interest and charitable contributions deductions are widely used and deeply
embedded in our economy, and they could be eliminated only at substantial costs in
dislocation. Selectively maintaining all or some portion of such tax incentives could
make the transition easier.

Similarly, a flat tax rate would impose a larger tax

burden on middle-income groups.

Low but graduated tax rates could prevent such a

redistribution.
Indexing the Tax Base.

Some provisions now in the tax law, such as the

exclusions of certain forms of retirement savings and part of long-term capital gains,
are justified in part as compensation for inflation. If such provisions were repealed
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as a part of broadening the tax base, greater interest in explicit inflation indexing
might follow. An example of recent interest is the number of proposals for indexing
capital gains to reflect the inflation that occurred since assets were purchased. But
tax experts have long argued against indexing only part of the tax code. (Taxpayers
could easily profit from a partly indexed tax code.

For example, if interest income

were indexed but interest receipts were not, a taxpayer who borrowed and lent
identical amounts at the same interest rate would have his interest income reduced
for tax purposes because of the inflation indexing, but could take his interest expense
deduction in full.) Therefore, indexing would be necessary for all assets and debts.
This would mean, for example, that the extra income debtors implicitly receive when
inflation erodes the real value of their debt would be subject to tax.
Such indexing of the tax base would require some extraordinarily complex
changes in the tax code and in taxpayer and business planning. (For example: What
would be the correct inflation adjustment on the sale of a home that had been
financed with a mortgage loan?

Only the seller's equity in the home should be

indexed, but that equity changed continuously as the mortgage loan was amortized.)
Until the inflation statistics were compiled, taxpayers would be uncertain of the tax
liabilities on the income from their investments. Debtors would have to pay tax on
the depreciation of their liabilities without a corresponding cash receipt from which
to pay the tax.

Indexing the tax code might lead to further Indexation of a broad

range of financial transactions, causing a rapid transmission of inflationary shocks
throughout the economy and making inflation even harder to stop than it already is.
The government's finances would be less predictable, because they would be more
dependent on inflation than they are now.
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Indexing the tax base would greatly complicate the tax code, and it would
mark a significant step away from the use of the dollar as our unit of account. It is
thus not a step to be taken lightly.
The Corporate Income Tax. Just as broadening the individual income tax base
would be an efficient way to raise needed revenue, so would broadening the corporate
tax base. The efficiency and simplicity benefits would be analogous.

For example,

corporate tax preferences such as the Domestic International Sales Corporation
(DISC) or subsidies for mineral exploration and development could be repealed or
reduced, and the general corporate tax rates could be cut as partial compensation.
The result would be a greater incentive to corporate enterprLse generally in addition
to a pickup of additional revenue.
One additional option is the elimination of the double taxation of corporate
source income. Separate taxation of corporate enterprise places an extra burden on
business activities that cannot be undertaken in non-corporate ways. (The existence
of a corporate tax, however, discourages manipulation of the corporate form to avoid
individual income taxes.)

One approach to the elimination of double taxation is

"integration," whereby all income of corporations would be attributed to shareholders, to be taxed only to them.

The corporation would pay a withholding tax at

the highest individual income tax rate; individual shareholders who pay less than the
maximum tax rate would receive a refund of the excess corporate withholding.
While integration may be desirable to Improve economic efficiency, it would
hardly be a move toward simplification.

The meshing of millions of corporate and

individual tax returns on different tax years would be an enormous task, especially
considering that corporate returns are typically not closed for years after, the tax
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year ends.

Shareholders would have to adjust the basis of their shares for retained

corporate earnings, which would involve a great deal of paperwork. The handling of
foreign taxes and the pass-through of foreign tax credits to individuals would be
exceedingly complex.

The treatment of shares held by tax-exempt organizations

would be complex and could result in a large revenue drain. Finally, there would be a
tremendous incentive just before the date of record for temporary trades of shares of
corporations with tax losses from low- to high-bracket taxpayers.
In sum, the tax-writing committees would have their hands full with corporate
tax integration if it were considered in isolation. Combining it with a comprehensive
revision of the Individual income tax might prove an impossible task.
AN EXPENDITURE TAX
A totally different approach would be an expenditure, or consumption, tax.
Many recent income tax initiatives that have exempted various forms of saving from
tax have moved in the direction of an expenditure tax; such piecemeal approaches,
however, have left the tax code much more complicated and ripe for abuse than
would a true expenditure tax.
An expenditure tax is essentially an income tax with a deduction for saving.
Taxpayers would compute their liabilities by adding up all their income, and then
deducting from that all saving. Exemptions would include purchases of stocks and
bonds, deposits in bank accounts, business investments, and so on. Their tax would be
computed on the income that they did not save, that is,

their expenditure.

(For

corporations, the equivalent of the deduction of saving would be immediate expensing
rather than depreciation of Investment.)
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The major argument for the expenditure tax is that it would increase the
incentive to save through its deduction for saving.

The deduction would also

eliminate the income tax's "double tax" on saving--that is, taxing the money saved
when it is earned, and then also taxing the interest that the savings earn. Economists
differ on just how much additional saving would be forthcoming under an expenditure
tax, but the amount is likely to be small. Also, the expenditure tax base would be
smaller by the amount of saving than that of an equivalent income tax. That means
that the expenditure tax would need higher tax rates than the income tax, and those
higher tax rates would discourage work by a small amount.
An expenditure tax would In some respects be considerably simpler than an
income tax. Because saving would be immediately tax deductible, there would be no
need for depreciation accounting or tax base indexing.

On the other hand, the

expenditure tax would require a complicated transition to treat appropriately any
previously accumulated wealth that may or may not have borne iricome tax (for
example, money in savings accounts, as opposed to accrued but unrealized Capital
gains). Taxpayers would have to report their saving, as well as their income as they
do now.

Further, borrowed money, like income,

would have to -be taxed as

consumption. Many problems of taxpayer compliance and administration could arise,
but there is little experience to help solve them, inasmuch as the expenditure tax has
been tried only very briefly in India and Sri Lanka, and is not now in use anywhere in
the world.
An expenditure tax is sometimes envisioned as simpler than the income tax
because it has no need for the many tax preferences now part of the U.S. income tax.
But there is no guarantee that an expenditure tax would pass through the legislative
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process without alteration of the tax base.

Many socially desi able forms of

expenditure-housing, education, medical care, charitable giving, even domestically
produced fuel-efficient automobiles--are likely candidates for preferential treatment
under an expenditure tax. We could easily exchange a leaky and inefficiency-inducing
income tax base for a leaky and inefficiency-induclng expenditure tax base.
People differ on the inevitably subjective value judgments regarding the
fairness of the expenditure tax versus the Income tax. While some argue that the
expenditure tax would be fair because savings should not be taxed twice, others
counter that the expenditure tax would be unfair because savings should not be
exempt from tax when made.

From this latter point of view, income is the

appropriate tax base, because it measures the power to consume; people who already
have considerable wealth have the greatest ability to save, and therefore can take
the greatest advantage of the savings deduction.

Finally, because the expenditure

tax would allow saving without tax, some would argue for additional taxation of
wealth to prevent almost unlimited tax-free accumulation, and might fear that such
wealth taxation would not be forthcoming.
To sum up, the expenditure tax has a distinct advantage in its greater
incentive to save, but the income tax provides a greater incentive to work.

The

expenditure tax is seen by some as more fair, because it taxes what people consume,
while others call the income tax more fair because it taxes the power to consume.
With no real practical experience in the administration of an eYpenditure tax
anywhere in the world, and with the many imponderable factors regarding such a
fundamental and complex transition, the expenditure tax is probably not a realistic
option for dealing with our budgetary problems in the short term.
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CONCLUSION
Unless major additional steps are taken to reduce spending and increase
revenues, large budget deficits are likely to persist.

In light of the importance of

restoring economic growth, any sources for increased revenues must be carefully
chosen to maximize incentives for work and capital formation.
Moving toward a broader based lower rate income tax appears to be a
promising approach.

Additional revenues could be gained by cutting back on

individual and corporate tax preferences that distort the allocation of resources,
while partly compensating general rate cuts would increase overall incentives for
work, saving, and investment. Variations could be considered to minimize the impact
on vulnerable sectors of the economy, such as homeowners and not-for-profit
institutions, and to prevent any substantial redistribution of the tax burden to middleincome taxpayers.
Other revisions to the tax system, such as tax base indexing and corporate tax
integration, offer some potential benefits but also considerable complexity.

They

would probably take some time to be developed fully. Similarly, an expenditure tax
could replace the current income tax and increase the incentive for saving, though
the debate on its fairness continues.

Further, with no practical experience in its

implementation and many complexities in store, it should probably be considered an
option for the longer term.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin. This may
be your last official visit before this committee, and I wanted to
thank you for all your fine cooperation over the years. It has been
a pleasure working with you, and we wish you well in your new
responsibilities.
Dr. RIvUN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to echo the chairman's words. Your advice has
always been extremely valuable, and I guess from my perspective,
your testimony today has never been more valuable, because, as I
understand it, you have basically said that indeed, lowering the tax
rates would be a very important stimulus to work, savings, and
investments. At the same time, you agree that there are certain deductions that are critical for middle-income people and I think
you mentioned interest on home mortgages and charitable
contributions.
You also, I think, took a little different viewpoint than the Treasury did on the indexing of the capital basis of assets. While they
said that this was an important thing, you point out that it is also
extremely complex. I think if you have backup material that will
be in the record, and we probably won't have to go over it today.
But generally you think that this is a proper direction for us to
head in, and that there is a very real trade-off in that the amount
of rate reduction is directly related to what you give up in the way
of loopholes. Is that not correct?
Dr. RIVLIN. Oh, that's clearly right. And you are, unfortunately,
in a very difficult situation for the future. It would be nice to cut
rates and not worry about broadening the base, perhaps, as Senator Grassley suggested earlier. But, as we look down the road, it is
not going to be possible to reduce revenue without making the deficit larger. So I think you are faced with the trade-off: if you want
to lower rates, you do have to broaden the base, which does have
the advantage of making the tax seem fairer, as well.
Senator BRADLEY. As I have said earlier, it seems to me that is
an important recognition; because we have always tried to close
loopholes before from a kind of position of self-righteousness or
moral superiority, when what we are really doing here is closing
loopholes with a carrot, and that carrot is "lower tax rates."
Zs you point out, it will not be easy given the present budgetary
circumstance over the next couple of years.
Thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin, for your testimony and for
your advice, since I have been here, at least.
Dr. RIVLIN. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Rivlin, I confess I haven't studied your testimony, and I intend to do that, but I think you have highlighted
some of the potential problems we will have in trying to define
some of the options. I listed some of the preferences that would
have to go by the wayside, and they become very, very sensitivewhether or not you include social security payments and railroad
retirement, and different payments as income for income tax purposes.
You don't touch any of those in your bill, do you, Senator?
Senator BRADLEY. No, we don't touch social security benefits or
veterans' benefits.
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The CHAIRMAN. Again that points up that we need a lot of very
careful study before we try to put together any final package. I
would assume the CBO has a lot of material available that we
might be able to use in the coming months, certainly in preparation of your testimony plus just the store of knowledge and resources they have that we might be able to call upon.
Dr. RIVUN. We do, Mr. Chairman, and we would be eager to
help.
The CHAIRMAN. Is CBO looking ahead in 1983, 1984, and 1985 on
the revenue side? Has CBO looked at any revenue possibilities in
the next 3 years? I don't suggest you are advocating any, but have
you looked at any?
Dr. RIVL1N. In terms of other than tax alternatives?
The CHAIRMAN. What we might do in the base-broadening area
or the loophole-closing area, if in fact we were directed by the
Budget Committee to raise revenues.
Dr. RIVLIN. Well, for the last budget round, we offered a menu of
possibilities, and we expect to do that again for the fiscal year 1984
budget rounds. For the Congress use, we have put together a whole
list of possible ways of raising additional revenue, which would certainly include base-broadening alternatives.
The CHAIRMAN. That list is not yet available or it is in the process?
Dr. RIVL1N. It is in process. Of course, the number of possibilities
is limited. I don't want to suggest that this coming list will differ
very much from the last version; but the analytical numbers will
be updated. The basic large items will of course be the same.
The CHAIRMAN. And I understand you are not making any recommendations?

Dr.

RIVLIN.

No.

The CHAIRMAN. You merely list those possibilities and leave that
judgment up to the House, Senate, Congress, whatever?
Dr. RIVLIN. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN. Again, I thank you very much.
Senator Bradley, any other questions?
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I don't have anything else to
say.
I think, Dr. Rivlin, what this exchange highlights is whether we
approach this problem in a kind of comprehensive way with a bold
move, or whether we do it gradually with loophole closings and
some rate reductions, my position is clear: I would support the bold
movement. At the same time, I think that there is a real validity if
you can't go the bold, at least getting something.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't quarrel with that observation, but I do
believe we are probably some time away from that particular
move. But we certainly intend to pursue it.
Again, Dr. Rivlin, we thank you for your cooperation over the
years and appreciate your appearance here today.
We will stand in recess until 10 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

FLAT-RATE TAX
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1982
U.S. SENATE,
SENATE COMMIrFEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:12 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Robert J. Dole
(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Dole, Heinz, Grassley, Long, Bradley, and
Mitchell.
Also present: Senator Domenici.
[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows:]
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES GRASSLEY

Mr. Chairman, I think we have heard some rather interesting and enlightening
testimony thus far in these hearings. But I am somewhat concerned that we haven't
heard many specifics yet about the serious transitional problems that are likely to
result when reforming the tax code. Also not talked about is how we might expect
asset values to change as tax preferences are eliminated. I hope that these questions
can be addressed in more depth.
I also hope, Mr. Chairman, that we will hear some discussion about what we consider to be the primary economic goals of our tax reform efforts. We must ask ourselves what kind of economy we want to create through tax reform. As yet, we still
don't have a clear sense of where we are right now, let alone where we are going, in
terms of the type of economy we want to build. On Tuesday, Buck Chapoton of the
Treasury Department told us that our tax code is somewhat of a hybrid of both an
income tax and a consumption tax. Well, if we want to make fundamental changes
in the tax code, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me we must first determine which is the
better way to go, and why. Otherwise, proceeding with tax reform becomes pointless. So I hope there can be a meaningful discussion, here, on economic goals.
Earlier in these hearings I stated what I consider to be the chief economic goals of
tax reform. I outlined them as: efficiency of production, the creation of capital, and
a steady increase in real per capita income for everyone. These goals cannot be
achieved under the present tax system because the code is weighted toward the
exact opposite sort of economic activity-namely, debt, consumption, and nonproduction.
The question becomes how to best attain these economic goals. I believe we can
attain them through erasing the bias in the code toward debt and consumption. I
hope we can get further input on this from our experts who are testifying. After all,
that is why we're here-to draw upon the ex pertise of these witnesses, and to synthesize their wisdom and implement it into policy.
In particular, Mr. Chairman, I would hope to get an idea from each witness as to
bow, specifically, we on the Finance Committee can take the first steps toward tax
reform, as early as next year. Now I know there are some who feel that we need a
break from tax revision after 2 consecutive years of major reform. Let me just say,
Mr. Chairman, that this is one Senator who feels we cannot waste any time in
eliminating the debt-and-consumption bias in the tax code.
We need to create capital right now. We need to maximize efficiency of production right now. And we need to increase real per capita income right now.
If we continue to delay tax reform, our competitive edge in world markets will
further be eroded. We are also in danger of losing our edge in the high-technology
(221)
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field, which is the key to the future of this economy. All this might happen because
we will not have acted swiftly to repair or replace an inefficient tax code.
I would like to address a point pertaining to the goal of economic efficiency that
was brought up in yesterday's session, in an exchange between Senators Long and
Domenici. And that is the relative efficiency of the tax code in allocating resources.
I agree with Senator Long that the tax code is a more efficient allocator of resources than the appropriations process. But even our attempts to allocate resources
through the tax code have led to biases and distortions-the very distortions that
have led us to consider an alternative code in the first place.
What we need, as Jim Jones told us yesterday, is a "tax code for the space age"a slim, trim tax code that adheres to the principles of neutrality and allows the free
market to do its will. '
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would hope that we could put together a tax force to
continue these studies on tax reform, with a report to be issued-sometime early next
year, prior to congressional consideration of tax legislation. I would be pleased to
participate in such a task force, and it would be encouraging if we could get some
bipartisan support.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. We have a number of distinguished witnesses
today, and we are very pleased to start the second day of the hearings on these flat-rate, or low-rate or proportional tax discussions. I
wouldn't suggest we are even yet maybe in the hearing stage; we
are attempting to obtain information.
We do have a number of matters on the Senate floor, so I am not
going to cut any witness off but we will probably try to move quickly, because a number of those amendments on the floor involve this
committee and at least I will have to be gone part of that time.
We are very pleased to have our leader and chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee, Senator Domenici from New Mexico, as
out leadoff witness this morning.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you put one of those mikes in front of you
there, so we can record this for posterity?
Senator DOMENICI. I am not used to the Finance Committee with
its fancy equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. We are well organized.
STATEMENT OF HON. PETE V. DOMENICI, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator DOMENICI. First, Mr. Chairman, I want to say on behalf
of myself and the Budget Committee that it really is a pleasure to
work with your committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we enjoy being a subcommittee of the
Budget Committee.
Senator DOMENiCi. And I gather that you enjoy being instructed
to get your work done on time and on the money.
The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Senator DOMENICI. Leaving all that aside, I do commend you for
the discussions and hearings you are having. It is obvious that the
people of this country, by very, very large proportions, are interested in simplifying the existing Tax Code. I don't think there is any
doubt about that; all recent surveys and poll data clearly reflect
the perception that the present tax system is too complex and that
these complexities work to the advantage of those with the highest
incomes.
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Now, I am not an expert, but I stress that that is the perception.
I assume it is real, but at least that is the firm perception of the
American people.
This frustration has a devastating impact on voluntary compliance, as recent IRS studies show. Voluntary compliance with the
tax laws is the bedrock for funding our national Government. If we
allow an unfair and complicated Federal income tax system to undermine voluntary compliance, an important foundation of our
democratic way of life will have been eroded.
However, Mr. Chairman, the frustration of the average taxpayer
should not, in my view, be construed as absolute support for a specific tax proposal such as the flat-rate tax system. A flat-rate
system, in and of itself, raises serious equity problems not only between high- and low-income taxpayers but also between those with
significant medical expenses and those without, between those with
homes and other long-lived assets which would decline in value
under a flat tax rate and those without, and between those who
can defer income until the adoption of the flat-rate tax and those
who cannot.
An abrupt move to the flat rate would fundamentally change
long-standing institutional understandings about tax policy, some
of which have evolved over a half century and are now embodied in
our economic structure. Some asset values would decline; reducing
the capital gain in homes, for example, would be one rather natural effect. Charitable giving would probably decline with adverse
effects on churches, hospitals, and universities-I am not sure of
*that, but everyone I talk to that knows says it would. State and
local governments would likely find their interest expense on bond
issues rising. This would have the consequence, I think, of slowing
construction of roads and other public works. While we can't
burden this committee with all of these things, it is obvious that
the infrastructure of the country, in terms of its physical assets, is
on the wane, and we certainly would not want to add to that national problem.
I cite these examples not to defer consideration of the flat rate,
or even deter it, but to caution against being too exuberant in approaching a solution to the problems of our tax system. We need
some sure, steady, and permanent progress toward a simpler and
fairer tax system, not a sudden wild lunge which ultimately proves
destabilizing and unsuccessful. It is my opinion that a discussion of
possible reform of the individual tax system should begin with the
pinciples and the purposes to which we believe that system should
beput.
It has long been a key principle of the Federal tax system in the
United States that those with high incomes should pay a larger
share of their income to taxes than those with lower incomes. A
flat rate would apply the same rate to all taxpayers. Moreover, the
present tax system is increasingly used to achieve desirable ecoa.omic and social objectives-in part, because it appears to be a
more efficient vehicle than direct Federal spending programs. The
pure flat rate would eliminate all the deductions and special preferences that now attempt to achieve such objectives.
If a flat tax rate can be developed which preserves the principle
that the tax burden is distributed according to the ability to pay,
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then I'm sure I can support it. If a flat tax system can be developed
that
genuinethen
simplification
justmade
a cosmetic
realinereal progress.
I think weand
willnot
have
mentprovides
of deductions,
However, I think we have to answer some fundamental questions
before we. plunge into some dramatic change, especially something
as deeply rooted in the economy of our country as this code.
For example, do we want to abrogate the principle of the progressive tax system, that those with higher incomes should pay relatively more to support the goals and objectives and activities of
%Governmentthan those with lower incomes? Do we believe that
the Federal tax system should be used as an instrument of social
and economic change? Do we want to eliminate all incentives for
special purchases, like housing, or for personal needs like medical
expenses? Do we believe that income maintenance in the society
can be better accomplished through the active Federal spending
programs or through the tax system? What is the effect of a flat
tax rate on the revenue base of this country today and in the
future years? Obviously that is important th all of us.
These are the questions that I would urge the committee to consider as it undertakes serious consideration of these proposals.
I will talk about budget implications of a flat tax rate, and then I
will ask that my statement be made a part of the record.
A flat tax rate would significantly change the relationship between growth in revenues and growth in the economy. Under the
current progressive system, Federal revenues increase about 1.6
times the growth in personal income-about 1.6 times the growth
in personal income. This means that when personal income grows
by 10 percent, in nominal terms, personal income taxes grow by 16
percent. Under indexing, which is scheduled to begin in 1985,
Federal revenues will grow more slowly. They will grow at 12 percent, assuming 3 percent real income growth.
Under a pure flat tax rate, personal tax revenues would grow
only as rapidly as personal income. That extra bonus of either sixtenths, or once indexing begins the two-tenths, would be gone from
the budget process in terms of revenue expectations. So to the
extent that certain elements of the progressive tax system are built
into the flat tax rate, revenue growth would be somewhat higher.
As you can see, the effect of a move from the progressive tax
system toward a flat one could have the effect of reducing revenue
growth in future years. This is-also true to a lesser extent under
indexing, as I indicated. The budgetary impact of the change to a
flat tax rate may not be large in the first year, but after several
years it would substantially reduce Federal revenues if compared
to projected revenue under our present tax system.
Certainly lower revenue growth than under current law would
put even greater pressure on Federal spending. Given our past experiences with Federal spending and Federal revenues, the unavoidable conclusion is that we are substantially overcommitted on
the budget's spending side relative to the revenues we can hope to
collect. I merely ask the question: Would a flat tax rate on personal
taxes exacerbate that imbalance? Looking at it purely objectively,
it seems that it would.
I have some additional concerns: What is going to happen to lowincome taxpayers? Is it sufficient or desirable to just eliminate
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taxes for them? I have a concern about shifting the significant
burden to the middle-income taxpayers. Under most flat tax ratesthat is the inevitable conclusion. If you eliminate taxes on the low
side and if the flat rate on the very high income group is reduced
there is only one group left to make up the difference. It means
higher taxes for middle-income America.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would like to
make the remainder of this statement and a detailed analysis a
part of the record, with your permission.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

[The prepared statement of Senator Domenici and the analysis
follow:]
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENIC]
ON THE FLAT RATE INCOME TAX
BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEPTEMBER 29, 1982
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify before
your Committee on the issue of the Flat Rate Tax.

As you are well

aware, there is substantial support among the people of this country
for simplifying the tax code.

To be more blunt, Mr. Chairman, the

American people have developed a serious dislike of the federal
individual income tax system, not just because they dislike taxes,
but also because of the increasing complexity of the tax law.
THE BURDEN OF COMPLIANCE
Each year the IRS publishes hundreds of forms.

The long form has

66 lines, and if that taxpayer itemizes as most long form taxpayers
do, another 41 lines are required.

The amount of record keeping and

time spent filling out returns is enormous.

No one knows exactly how

much time and effort that is, but some indication can be gleaned from
the fact that 61 percent of all long form taxpayers resort to
professional tax return preparers.

Obviously, most Americans feel

that special expertise is required to avail themselves of all the
deductions and credits to which they are legally entitled.

This is a

shocking indictment for a system which purports to be fair.
Another indication of the burden of complying with our complicatZ
tax laws is the error rate.

Eight percent of all the tax returns
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filed last spring for the 1981 tax year had an error.

Tax return

preparers had a 5.1 percent error rate and those who prepared their
own returns erred 10.6 percent of the time.

Even though there is no

data to prove it, I suspect that low income taxpayers suffer a higher
error rate than high income taxpayers. These rates have been growing
steadily over the past decade as major tax law changes have been made
nearly every year. The public, including tax lawyers and accountants,
have been unable to keep up with the torrent of tax legislation. Many
taxpayers plead not for wide-ranging reform, but merely for Congress
to stop changing the law so often.
A final measure of public dissatisfaction and confusion with the
tax system is the degree of non-conpliance.

Preliminary data from the

IRS estimates show that noncompliance will cost the Treasury $77
billion in lost individual income

tax revenue this year.

Even after

the much needed reforms of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1982, individuals are expected to underpay
income taxes by $93 billion in FY 1985.

their federal

Only 80 percent of

nonwage

income is reported, and in some cases, such as capital gains and tips,
those percentages are much lower.
Voluntary compliance with the tax laws is the bedrock of the
federal income tax system.

If we allow the unfairness and complexity

of the system to undermine voluntary compliance, an important
foundation of our democratic way of life will have been eroded.
THE FLAT RATE
Our system is complicated beyond the comprehension of most
taxpayers, and our high marginal tax rates on a narrow tax base

has shifted capital investment away from productive uses into
wasteful tax shelters.
arises

From this kind of frustration, naturally

the public demand for a simpler system.

A poll by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations shows that the income tax has just moved ahead of
property taxes as our most "unfair tax" in the opinion of the
taxpayers.

This frustration on the part of the average taxpayer

should not, in my view, be construed as absolute support for any
specific tax proposal such as the flat tax rate system.

The

promise of increased simplicity and fairness is very enticing when
the proposals lack detail, but as the details are added, I see
great risk that the poor will be unnecessarily disadvantaged, that
special exemptions will be retained for the strongest political
constituencies, that simplification will occur in name only, and
that instead of a better tax system, we would only end up

with a

different one.
There are very real problems which deserve the Committee's
consideration.

First, at every income level there is wide variation

in effective tax rates.

Second, inflation has pushed the average

taxpayer into marginal rate brackets which were never contemplated
when they were enacted.

In 1961, 90 percent of all taxpayers fell

into either the 20 or 22 percent brackets.

Today, just over half

of our taxpayers fall into higher brackets than that.

Third, the

regressivity of our tax system has grown because of the increasing
fiscal pressures upon our state and local governments. They have
recently adopted the largest tax increases in decades.

The Tax

-
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Foundation reports that last year, 31 states raised their taxes by
This year, another 26 states have a whopping $6.8

$3.8 billion.

billion of further tax increases under consideration. Most of
these tax increases are quite regressive.

Increases in employee

payroll taxes, a major source of revenue growth in recent years,
are also regressive -- which adds to the tax burden of low income
wage earners.
These are the challenges that'must be met if this undertaking
to improve our tax system and to revive our economy is to be
successful.

In general, taxpayers with the same income should pay

the same tax.
rates should

The tax base should be broadened and marginal tax
be reduced. Special provisions should be made to

offset the increasing regressivity of state
payroll taxes.

and local taxes and

Our tax system should be much more neutral in its

impact on investment decisions.
The frustration of the average taxpayer should not, in my
view, be construed as absolute support for a specific tax proposal
such as a flat rate tax system.

A flat rate tax, in and of

itself, raises serious equity problems not only between high and
low income taxpayers, but also between those with significant
medical expenses and those without, between those with homes and
other long lived assets which would decline in value under a flat
rate tax and those without, and between those who can defer income
until adoption of the flat rate tax and those who cannot.
An abrupt move to a flat rate tax would fundamentally change
long standing institutional understandings about tax policy, some
of which have evolved over half a century and are now well embedded
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in our economic structure.

Some asset values would decline,

reducing the capital gain in homes, for example.

Charitable

giving would probably decline with adverse effects upon churches,
hospitals, and universities.

State and local governments would

likely find their interest expense on bond issues rising.

This

would slow construction of roads and other public works.
I cite these examples not to deter consideration of the flat
rate tax, but to caution against being too exuberant in approaching
a solution to the problems of our tax system.

We need sure,

steady and permanent progress toward a simpler and fairer tax
system, not a sudden wild lunge which ultimately proves
destabilizing and unsuccessful.
If a flat rate tax can be developed which preserves the
principle that the tax burden is distributed according to the
ability to pay -- then I will support it. If a flat tdx system

can be developed that provides genuine simplification, and not
just a cosmetic realignment of deductions, then, I think that we
will have made real progress.

It is the opinion of this Senator

that reform of our individual tax must closely adhere to these
principles.
For example, do we really want to eliminate progressive
taxation?

Should those with higher incomes pay a larger share of

their income to support government activity than those with lower
incomes?

Do we believe that the federal tax system should never

be used as an instrument of social and economic

change?

Do we

want to eliminate incentives for housing, charitable contributions,
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and medical care?

Do we believe that certain objectives, like

basic income maintenance in the society, can be better accomplished
through federal spending programs or through the tax system? Will
reduced outyear revenues effectively constrain spending growth or
will it just increase deficits?
These are the questions that I would urge this Committee to
consider as it undertakes serious consideration of a specific flat
rate tax proposal.
BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
Let's look for a moment at the effect of a flat rate tax on
budget.

the

A flat rate tax would significantly change the relationship

between the growth in revenues and the growth in the economy.

Under

the current progressive system, federal revenues increase about 1.6
times the growth in personal incomes.

This means that when the

personal income grows by 10 percent, in nominal terms, personal income
taxes grow by 16 percent.

Under'indexing, which is scheduled to begin

in 1985, federal revenues will grow more slowly, at 12 percent
assuming 3 percent real income growth.
Under a pure flat rate tax, personal tax revenues would grow only
as rapidly as personal income.

So, if personal income grows by 10

percent, revenues will grow by 10 percent as well.

To the extent that

certain elements of a progressive system are built into the flat rate
tax, revenue growth will be somewhat higher.
As you can see, the effect of a move away from a progressive tax
system toward a flat rate tax will reduce revenue growth in future
years.

This is also true to a lesser extent under indexing which

eliminates taxes on the portion of personal income growth-associated

with inflation. The budgetary impact of the change to a flat rate
tax may not be large in the first year, but after several years, the
effect would be substantial.
Clearly, lower growth in revenues than already in current law
will put still greater pressure on federal spending.

Given our past

experiences with federal spending and federal revenues, it is hard to
avoid the conclusion that we are substantially overcommitted on

the

spending side of the budget given the revenues we can expect to.
collect. A flat tax rate on personal taxes could

worsen this

imbalance.
This is particularly true when we look at the structure of
federal spending compared to the revenues from a flat tax rate.

Over

a third of the federal budget is directly indexed to the rate of
inflation, which means that, given the natural growth in case loads,
these programs

will likely grow more rapidly than the economy and far

more rapidly than the real growth in the "economy.
are for federal pension programs.

Most of these costs

Other programs are indirectly

indexed for inflation -- such as Medicare and Medicaid.

In addition,

the present Congressional budget implies a substantial increase in
this nation's commitment to defense, which means that defense
spending, too, is likely to grow faster than the growth in the
economy.

Finally, interest costs, too, may grow more rapidly than the

economy.
You can easily see the problem.
Federal outlays are growing

If upwards of 75 percent of

at 12 percent, while revenues grow at

only say 9 percent, under a flat rate tax, the present structual
imbalance between spending and revenues will get worse not better.

The federal government is already commandeering 54 percent of the
nation's credit resources through direct borrowing and federal credit
We certainly want to reduce the government's intrusion

activities.

into capital markets, not increase it.
Therefore, I say to the Committee, a decision to adopt a fairer,
simpler tax, which I support,

in the form of a flat rate system is

also a decision to make sizeable outyear spending reductions beyond
those already contemplated by the current budget, and, I emphasize,
beyond additional reductions that will almost certainly be required to
bring large federal deficits down further.
LOW INCOME TAXPAYERS
Mr. Chairman, let me turn to the effect of a flat rate tax on
low income taxpayers.

A flat rate tax will transfer disposable

income from low income taxpayers to high income taxpayers unless
exemption and/or the zero bracket amount are

the personal
increased.

Table i shows this shift under a purely revenue

neutral flat rate tax with the present law exemption and zero
bracket amount.

Those with incomes below $30,000 experience a $30

billion tax increase. This becomes a tax reduction for those with
incomes in excess of

$30,000.

Most current proposals for a flat tax rate would increase the
personal exemption or the zero bracket amount or both to cope with
this problem.

The difficulty arises in that the closer one comes

to eliminating any tax increase for those with low incomes, the
higher the flat rate has to be in order to avoid revenue loss.
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This increases the relative share of the tax burden for the middle
and upper middle income taxpayer. You cannot reduce taxes for both
upper and lower income taxpayers without increasing taxes for the
majority of taxpayers with the middle incomes.

Simply put,

someone has to pay.
Clearly,

3

pure flat rate tax has to be adjusted both to

modify the tax reduction for the upper income taxpayer and to make
judicious use of the increased revenue from base broadening to
offset tax increases for the lower and middle incomes.

Part of

this adjustment will probably have to take the form of a surcharge
for the very highest income taxpayers.

This would alleviate the

potential burden upon the middle and lower income taxpayers.
High income taxpayers would still receive the benefits of substantially lower marginal tax rates even though their average tax
rate

would be unchanged.

Bradley-Gephardt proposal.

This is the approach taken in tne
It is important to note that even with

such a surcharge, three quarters of the taxpayers would still be
taxed at one rate.
Then the question is:
for the poor?

Is it enough to avoid a tax increase

I do not believe that it is.

It seems to me that

we should reemphasize the principle enunciated by President Nixon
and implemented in the 1969 and 1971 revenue acts, that no citizen
below the poverty level should pay federal income tax.
There are 6.9 million families in the United States below the
poverty level.

Just over half of them have at least one wage

earner, and a substantial minority pay some federal income tax.
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Back in 1979 when the tax thresholds were last changed they
were closely aligned with the poverty levels as shown in Table 2.
With inflation and no change in the zero bracket amount of the
personal exemption, the gap between the poverty level and the tax
threshold has widened.

I believe there is an obligation on our

part to reduce this gap especially during such difficult economic
times.
Even if we succeed in removing the poor from the federal tax
rolls they are still subject to considerable state and local
taxation. Forty-six states have a sales tax, and all states have
local property taxes.

Four states have increased their sales

taxes already and another 13 are considering doing so this year.
State tax increases in 1981 amounted to $3.8 billion, and another
$6.8 billion of tax increase proposals are before state legislatures
this year.

These increases will compound the impact on the poor

of the stringent fiscal policies that all levels of government
have been forced to adopt to reduce inflation.
Another feature of our tax system affecting the poor is the
overlap with our welfare systems which contain potent work disincentives. These disincentives operate through a combination of
rules regarding the effect of new wage income on benefit payments
and program eligibility, much like a marginal tax rate.

The

Congressional Research Service has computed the combined effect of
these programs and has found that a welfare mother with two children
will only get a 15 percent increase in income if she takes a full
time job at

the minimum wage.

That represents an 85 percent

marginal tax on her earnings, not including the possible Medicaid
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cut-off or additional work related expenses such as transportation
and clothing.

Is it any wonder that this woman decides she is

better off staying home with her children and living at public
expense?
The Congress and my own state of New Mexico have already taken
action to address these problems.

In 1975, at the urging of Senator

Long, this Committee adopted the earned income credit as an attempt to
reduce the powerful disincentives which affect the working poor. This
refundable tax credit, equal to 10 percent of the first $5,000 of
earned income, he12y e y 6 million working low income taxpayers to be
part of the workforce.
In 1972, my state of New Mexico confronted a similar question of
how to insulate the poor from a broad-based state sales tax.

Sales

taxes are regressive and most states exempt food and medical care from
sales tax &s a way of reducing the regressivity. Unfortunately,
exempting basic purchases like food and medical care does not actually
reduce the

regressivity of sales taxes because the tax rate on other

types of purchases must be increased to offset the revenue loss from
the exempted items.

New Mexico's solution to this problem was to

adopt a refundable tax credit in order to to insure that no low income
New Mexican paid a greater portion of income to state taxes than the
share paid by a taxpayer at the poverty level.
In 1972, the New Mexico State Legislature adopted a scaled down
version

of the original refundable credit proposal to stay within the

state's revenue constraints.

The initial experience under the program

was hampered by the same income disregard questions you have faced
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with the federal earned income credit.

There was also a period of

hard work by the revenue department to publicize the availability of
the credit.
But, these problems were solved and the program has proven quite
successful. In 1981, 101,343 New Mexicans claimed the "low income
comprehensive tax rebate" as we will call it. This represents over 80
percent of those eligible to receive it. The remainder do not bother
to claim a small credit, because it phases out near the poverty level.
This high level of participation on the part of New Mexico
taxpayers shows that a well conceived and faithfully administered tax
credit can be quite successful in offsetting regressive taxation.
Therefore,

I urge the Conmmittee,

in its consideration of a flat rate

tax, to follow through on the initiative it showed in 1975 by
including in a flat rate tax system an expanded version of the present
law earned income tax credit to insure fair treatment of our low
income citizens;
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it is clear, given not only my
testimony, but the statements of those who have preceded me, that
reform of the existing personal income tax system is one of the
most important issues facing the Congress today.

Various attempts

over the years at reforming the individual income tax with minimum
taxes and limitations on deductions have nibbled at the edge of
the real issues.

The difficulty of defining the appropriate tax

rate structure and the tax base have simply overwhelmed whatever
consensus there was for change in the system as a wholp.

My sense

is that the balance has now shifted strongly in favor of change.

11-384 0 - 83 --
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Your remarks to the Committee yesterday, described more
clearly and more thoroughly than I can the real choices we face in
effecting this change.
sivity to include

These are:

first, the extent of progres-

in the federal system, particularly after

taking the effects of other types of taxation like state and local
taxes and payroll taxes into account, and second, the definition
and comprehensiveness of the tax base.
I agree with your view completely that we should move with
caution, and, in all probability, in stages, to implement careful
reform that will be enduring and which will not impose unfair
hardships on those taxpayers who have made substantial long term
economic decisions on the expectation that the tax laws would not
change.
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Table 1
REDISTRIBUTION OF TAX UNDER
A 12.3 PERCENT FLAT RATE TAX
UNDER 1984 LAW AT 1981 INCOME LEVELS

Expanded

Income

Income

(thousands)

(billions)

Below $5
$5 - $10

1984 Tax
Liability
(billions)

Expanded

$ 17.5

-$

Change In 1984
Liability With
Flat Rate Tax
(billions)
+$ 2.4

.3
4.7

98.7

+

7.4
7.4

$10

-

$15

162.8

12.5

+

$15

- $20

188.2

17.5

+ 5.6

$20 - $30

416.7

44.3

+ 6.9

$30

- $50

509.7

64.3

-

$50

-

$100

230.7

39.1

- 10.8

83.9

18.9

-

67.5

16.7

8.5

1775.7

217.9

0.0

$100

-

$200

$200 + Above
Total

1.8

8.6

Table 2

POVERTY LEVELS COMPARED TO
TAX THRESHOLDS UNDER PRESENT LAW

Single
1981 Poverty Level
Tax Threshold

1979 Proverty Level
Tax Threshold

Family of Four

$4,620

$9,287

3,300

7,400

$3,689

$7,412

3,300

7,400
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The CHAIRMAN. Again, I want to express my appreciation because I know the Budget Committee and the staff have done a
great deal of work in this area, and we will be working with the
Budget Committee as we further develop if not what one might
perceive to be a flat-rate tax maybe some variation thereof, or
continue to broaden the base and to lower the rates, and to
continue to scrutinize the Tax Code for provisions that should be
modified. Let's face it, there are still a lot of provisions that have
been asleep in the Tax Code for years and that may or may not
serve a useful purpose today. I th ink that is a responsibility we
have, and certainly the Budget Committee has been most helpful
in working with this committee and other committees.
So I think you have fairly stated not only the problem but some
of the limits on what we refer to as a flat-rate tax.
My own view is that we must be very careful. We must do our
best to try to inform the American people of just what a flat-rate
tax is, because the term "flat rate" doesn't really tell you much at
all. We will find out maybe from the next witness, Mr. Harris, how
little or how much it does tell. He will give us an insight into what
the polls may reflect-what people may be thinking a flat-rate tax
is, whether they want to give up deductions. The answer is generally no, butSenator DOMENICI. But they want a flat rate.
The CHAJRMAN [continuing]. But they want a flat rate. We have

variations of flat rates: Senator Bradley has proposals, there are
seven House bills, five Senate bills. Some are pure flat-rate proposals.
I think the value here is not only of airing the ideas-and I commend those who have bills introduced-but hopefully these hearings will continue to stress the need for fairness and simplicity,
base broadening, equity, however you may want to describe it. We
will be working with the Budget Committee, and we appreciate
your being here this morning.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-

ciate the testimony of Chairman Domenici. I think that his opinion
on matters that relate to the budget and economics generally has
always been respected, but in the last year or two it has become an
even more respected opinion.
I am particularly glad that he-and, frankly, Mr. Chairman,
along with virtually every other witness who has testified before
the committee to date-has raised serious questions about a pure
flat-rate tax. I think if there is one service that these hearings will
provide for the Congress and the public at large, it is to lay aside
the notion that a flat-rate tax is as simple as it appears or as
income-neutral as it appears. I hope that what will flow from these
hearings-and I think the Senator's testimony is just another nail
in the coffin of the flat flat-rate tax, the pure flat-rate tax-is that
there & another alternative that keeps income distribution at its
present levels as under current law, and that is the fair tax. I
think that Senator Domenici's voice wil be another voice along
that road to the realization that we can have a fairer and simpler
system without going to a pure flat rate and that there is a median
course.
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I was struck by one thing that he said, though, which was that
we don't want to make an abrupt change in tax policy. Now, let's
lay aside the flat rate as such, meaning a rate of x percent with no
deductions. Could you talk a little bit about what you mean by
abrupt? Some people think, for example, that what happened in
the 1981 Tax Act was abrupt. People who look at the deficits say
that the 1981 act is in part responsible for the size of the deficit
that we are grappling with today and was one of the reasons why
we had to come back with the Tax Act of 1982, to try to make up
that deficit.
So I would like for you, if you could, to describe what you mean
by abrupt.
Senator DOMENICL. Well, the abruptness that I was addressing
did not have to do with raising or lowering, dramatically or otherwise, the revenue base. I had two distinct propositions. Cautioned
against taking a
h where we will get a lot less revenue as the
economy grows. is is a hidden danger in eliminating the progressivity in our present system. I just wanted to make sure we understood the problem in terms of our budget commitments.
The abruptness I was speaking of has to do with the social and
economic impact of the specific provisions within the tax law of the
country. You have been faced with that when you wanted to eliminate the business deduction for business lunches, just for a small
example. What does the restaurant industry say? "An abrupt
change will break us."
Now if you have all of the deductions, credits, and exclusions in
front 'of you and you are going to do away with all of them, do we
really know enough to do something that abruptly? What businesses are going to be wiped out? What plans for growth are going to
be disrupted or abandoned? What habits of the American people
that then affect the business life and the commercial life are going
to be dramatically changed? It is in that context that I say that we
surely can't do something abrupt.
Senator BRADLEy. I think that is a valid point. The question is, if
you think that there are little loopholes that dot the Tax Code that
you want to look at, and you know that each group that has that
loophole is going to come in and say, "To eliminate that loophole
means we are in a depression," the question is: How are you going
to go about it?
I have argued that the way you have to go about it is, you can
close loopholes with a carrot or with a stick. With a stick you just
close them because you get the deficit down, but with a carrot you
close them because you have lower tax rates. I think we can do
that in a systematic way and in a way that allows taxpayers and
the marketplace ample time to adjust.
As I get the drift of the 1981 act, lower tax rates are what we are
all after because that means more incentives for work, savings, and
investment.
A second question, if I could, and I think that we really need -to
focus on this: What would a flat-rate tax rate have to be? What
would the rate of a flat-rate tax have to be if we were not going to
increase the deficit dramatically? Have you looked at that, given
the present deficit?
Senator Do~mwici. I don't have it with me, Senator Bradley.
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Senator BRADLEY. I don't mean to put you on the spot. As I understand it, you would have to have a 14-, 15-, 16-percent rate.
Now, I think the illusion that is being perpetrated on the American public is that somehow or other you can have a flat rate of 12
percent or 10 percent, and have the same amount of revenue. If
you don't look at this thing carefully what you are going to have is
a deficit time bomb out there.
For example, yesterday Senator Helms said with a 10-percent tax
rate-maybe not 10 percent, maybe 11-we would not have a
bigger deficit. Well, the fact is we could end up with a much greater deficit.
I think that brings us back to the fair tax, where under the proposal that Congressman Gephardt and I have made, for 75 percent
of the taxpayers the maximum rate is 14 percent. So there is no
reasonable flat-rate system that could give a taxpayer a lower rate
than Bradley-Gephardt. In addition, taxpayers wouldn't get to keep
the deductions that are in Bradley-Gephardt, such as for interest
on a home mortgage or proerty taxes or charitable giving or the
various others that we have kept.
I think these hearings should result in people focusing on these
distinctions. I thank you for your testimony because I think you
have indeed focused on a lot of the major problems with the pure
flat rate.
Senator DOMENICI. Senator, you didn't put me on the spot; we
have the numbers, I just didn't bring them with me. But it is certainly more than 10 or 11; it is somewhere near 14, 15, 16. You
have them as well as we do; if not we certainly would give them to
you.
I would say there is an additional problem. Unless you expect
some significant new growth because of the structural changes that
might occur under a fiat rate, you don't want to forget that under
the current progressive system Federal revenues increased about
1.6 times the growth in personal income. So it is very important
when you look at this flat tax proposal that you don t take that
first or first and second year and stop there. You must look at your
economic projections. If you expect 5 percent real growth for 4 or 5
years, you had better know that this 1.6 times the growth in personal income tax revenue won't be realized. You will have to build
a compensating factor into the flat rate. I am not saying you
shouldn't or you can't, but you might have to add one-half point to
the flat rate.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, again, if it didn't go into effect until 1985
you would only want to make up 1.2 percent-12 percent instead of
16 percent. Because as you correctly pointed out, that is when we
have introduced the indexing.
Senator DOMENICI. Well, we haven't arrived at 1985 yet.
The CHAIRMAN. No; it's coming.
Senator BRADLEY. That's an interesting point. That's the news
today, maybe.
The CHAIRMAN. What, 1985?
Senator DOMENICI. 1985 is the news?
Senator BRADLEY. No, no-that indexing might not make it to
1985.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no; it's in good shape. [Laughter.]
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I wonder, Senator Bradley, if you might run over and vote? I
have Senator Grassley voting, and we will just have sort of a revolving group here.
Senator BRADLEY. Yes, sure.
The CHAIRMAN. We will wait a few minutes.
I hope I can explain to the witnesses. We are going to have a
series of votes, and you will have new Senators coming and others
leaving.
Senator Long?
Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I see in your statement at the bottom of page 3, "It has long been
a key principle of the Federal tax system that those with high incomes should pay a larger share of their income in taxes than
those with lower incomes." Do you subscribe to that principle, Senator Domenici?
Senator DOMENICL. Senator Long, I stated in this text that I do.
Senator LONG. I do, too. I am not saying that we shouldn't have a
flatter tax, flatter than it is now, but I do think that the flat tax,
particularly on income, goes contrary to that, especially when you
take into account the fact that the social security tax is a flat taxit is a regressive tax; it is a tax on consumption, and it does not
apply to income above a certain level. The very rich don't pay near
as much directly. Indirectly, as consumers, they do pay a great deal
more than that. But when you couple it with the other revenues
that flow into the Government, and where the final impact rests on
those other revenues, the very rich are not paying as much as they
would have us believe.
I am not advocating that they pay more; I am just saying that it
is only fair that those who make a great deal should pay more,
even a higher rate, than those who make a very little bit. Even
they would buy the principle. They would exclude a personal exemption at the bottom; but I think it works at the middle-income
level as well, and I am glad to see that you do, too.
Now, you say also, "The tax system is increasingly used to
achieve desirable economic and social objectives." I would make
this point, and I think if you agree with this I would sort of like
you to say it: We spend all of our money in ways that we think
would achieve the most desirable results for our country, both in
terms of social results and in terms of defense.
Now, if we are going to try to encourage productivity and to encourage conduct that is good for this society with our spending
laws, should not the same principle apply with our taxing laws? In
other words, if we want to bring about a certain type of human
conduct, and we do it with our spending, why shouldn't we also
seek to achieve the same purpose in the way we raise $700 billion a
year?
Senator DoMENicI. Well, Senatcr, obviously it is relative. The
answer is yes, I support that. The purpose for the hearings is to
identify whether there is a better way to accomplish the same goal
within the tax laws of the country. I don't think the purpose is to
abandon the use of the tax laws for the results that you have just
stated.
If you go look in the budget, you will find that you spend a certain amount of money for medical care that you put out and spend,
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but if you go over and look in the Tax Code you will also find that
we encourage health care by the way we treat medical deductions,
both business and personal, and particularly business.
We have not done a study as to which method is more efficient
that I know of-there probably are some. My present conclusion
would be that probably the Tax Code is a more efficient way of
doing many of these things than the direct spending programs that
are on the books that purport to do the same things.
Senator LoxG. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Domenici.

I would like to now have Mr. Harris get ready to testify while I
n over and vote. Senator Grassley will come right back, and Senator Bradley.
Lou Harris, chairman and chief executive officer of Louis Harris
& Associates, from New York, we are very pleased to have you
before the committee this morning.
We only have about 4 minutes left on this vote, so I will depart.
Senator Grassley will be her e in a minute or so, then you can start
your testimony.
Your entire statement will be made a part of the record, and you
can proceed inmny way you wish. I have already read it; it is interesting, and I think it i be very interesting to the committee.
So, will be right back.
Mr. FLum. Mr. Chairman, do you want me to begin now or wait
for Senator Grassley?
The CHAIRMAN. If yOU would, wait until Senator Grassley comes
back. Thank you.
[Whereupon, the hearings went off the record and were resumed
on the record shortly thereafter.]
Senator BAuuzY. The committee will come to order.
Chairman Dole mentioned to me that I should start the hearings.
This is a rare privilege for someone who is on the minority. Senator Grasdey, and I think Senator Roth, have been detained on the
floor, so I think that we ought to start. They will be joining us in
the course of your testimony, Mr. Harris. Welcome to the
committee, And please go ahead.
Mr. HARRS. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS HARRIS, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, LOUYS HARRIS & ASSOCIATES, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. HAREms. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure and a privilege to be
here.
I must begin by saying that in the public's mind, by any measure, we are living through the bleakest economic environment
since the 1930's. Indeed, startling to me is that 57 percent of the
people of this country now think we are in a depression, nor does
the public see any signs of recovery for at least another 12 months,
if indeed it will take place then.
One significant result of the very hard times our people have
been living through is that sizable majorities of the public believe
we live in highly mequitous times. Put bluntly, by 63 to 32 percent,
a big majority of the public is convinced that as a result of President Reagan s economic program, the elderly, the poor, and the
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handicapped are being especially hard hit. By contrast, by a 65 to
27 percentage, the majority say the rich and big business are much
better off.
In turn, this perceived inequity has now permeated deeply into
people's thinking about the tax system and how it ought to be
changed. When asked directly in a recent Business Week Harris
poll-I call this shocking-by 86 to 7 percent, a majority, nationwide feels that "while most lower- and middle-income people now
pay their Federal tax by taking standard deductions, most higher
income people get out of paying much of their taxes by hiring
clever tax accountants and high-priced lawyers who show them
how to use loopholes in the tax law for tax shelters and other devices."
Put bluntly again, it means that the prevailing view in this country is that if you are well enough off you can afford the expertise
to avoid paying taxes. Those who can't afford such help end up
paying through the nose.
The sad consequence of this state of cynicism about the way the
tax system works is that support for the progressive tax system
principle has dropped precipitously just in the last year. A year ago
a substantial and clearcut 58 to 38 percent majority of the public
felt that the progressive tax principle-and the way we defined it
was that higher income people not only have to pay more in taxes,
but because of their ability to pay they must pay a higher percentage of their income in taxes-people then thought this was all fair
and equitable.
This year, by only 47 to 45 percent, which statistically is an insignificant margin, a narrow plurality of the public still believes
that the progressive income tax principle is right-but that's just
surviving by the skin of its teeth.
Significantly, the cynics and opponents of the progressive tax
notion are to be found among those who are having a harder time
making ends meet, among those with the least education, among
women, blacks, Hispanics, low-income families, blue-collar people,
and union members. Theyare joined in a kind of unholy alliance,
Mr. Chairman, by those in the highest income brackets who feel
the same way but for obviously different reasons.
More Democrats are fed up with the progressive tax system than
Republicans, for indeed a 50 to 42 plurality of Republicans say they
believe in it.
Thus, by a thumping 62 to 25 percent, the majority of the American people today would favor changing the basic Federal income
tax system by going to a single across-the-board rate of 14 percent
taxation for everyone, but-and this is a critical "but"-at the
same time eliminating nearly all of the current deductions and exclusions that people take now, so that more people's income is taxable. This last closing of loopholes, I might emphasize, is really the
critical point. However, when we asked about getting rid of these
deductions, a large number were, deemed as 'sacred cows" by a
vast majority of the American people. Let me tick off a few:
By 80 to 18 percent, a big majority wants to keep all medical deductions above the 3-percent level of total income.
By 71 to 24 percent, a sizable majority wants to maintain deductions for house mortgage interest.
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By 66 to 30 percent, another big majority wants to preserve deductions for charitable contributions.
B 64 to 29 percent, a decisive majority wants to keep deductions
for State and local income and property taxes.
By 63 to 29 percent, an almost identical majority wants to keep
deductions for casualty and theft losses.
By 53 to 37 percent, another majority wants to keep deductions
for State and local taxes other than State and local income and
property taxes-that means they want all State taxes deductible.
A plurality of 48 to 43 percent wants to keep deductions for employee business expenses.
Deductions for interest paid on installment and credit card bills
is a standoff-47 to 47.
And out of 10 major deductions we asked about, only two yielded
up candidates for getting rid of: By 57 to 38 percent the majority
would give up deductions of political contributions up to $100, and
by 51 to 34 percent a majority would also give up being able to
deduct investment in drilling costs in oil and natural gas. [Laugh-

ter.]

In the area of exclusions, the list grows longer:
By 86 to 11 percent, a majority nationwide wants to keep all
social security and veterans benefits payments tax free.
By 71 to 25 percent, a solid majority wants no taxes paid on unemployment compensation.
By 66 to 29 percent, a big majority wants to spare interest on life
insurance savings which are not now taxable.
By a narrower 49 to 42 percent, a plurality wants to keep tax
free all interest from State and local bonds that are used to finance
State and local government.
The only exception among all those tested in the exclusion area
was, by 69 to 24 percent, a majority favors taxing part of the
income U.S. citizens earn abroad that is now tax free.
I might add, Mr. Chairman, that we did not include Americans
living overseas in the sample. I'm sure we would have gotten a
very different answer from them.
Finally, we tested a compromise version of the flat-tax idea, the
so-called fair tax, put forth by Senator Bradley and Representative
Gephardt, which calls for everyone making up to $25,000 a year to
pay a flat tax of $14,000 of their total income, with deductions allowed only for employee business expenses, home mortgage payments, charitable contributions, and State and local income and
property taxes. In addition, all interest from State and local government bonds used to finance State and local governments would
remain tax-free, as would all social security and veterans benefit
income. Finally, for those making over $25,000, there would be an
additional basic tax that would increase up to a total of 28 percent
for married people with joint incomes of over $65,000.
Mr. Chairman, you will be particularly interested to know the
Bradley-Gephardt tax bill meets with 58 to 32 percent support.
But the pattern of support for such a measure is somewhat
different. It is favored by low-income people and not by higher
income people; it is favored a bit more by Democrats than Republicans; it is favored more by those having the hardest time making
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ends meet, and supported by higher majorities of blue-collar and
union people.
What we are obviously getting here are the fruits of deep-seated
cynicism over the way the progressive income tax has been working out over the past few years. People want some progressive features in a tax system, but at the same time would like most of the
loopholes used by the rich and corporations, or at least as they perceive these, are eliminated. Yet when asked about the roster of
consumer deductions and exclusions, why, they are notably unwilling to give up very much themselves.
Clearly, there is a sense of desperation reflected in these results
that I might suggest: The American people want equity restored to
the tax system, and they want that with a vengeance. They think
that the people for whom the system is designed to pay the highest
taxes have found ways, and many ways, to avoid paying their
taxes. The idea of cutting the basic rate but also eliminating the
most flagrant loopholes has real appeal.
The Bradley-Gephardt or some other version like it would have a
public mandate today. But it is not the idea, significantly, of paying
a lower basic rate or just simplifying the tax system that is the
real appeal; to the contrary, its real backing emanates from a sense
that most middle- and low-income families are being had today
by an inequitous economic program put forth by this administration and a well-meaning progressive tax principle that has been undermined by precisely those most in a position to pay the highest
rate
of taxes.
How
long this window will be open, I cannot say; but it'is clear,
just as clear as can be, that the broad majority of the American
people have had it with inequity, as they see it, in both the economic system and especially the tax structure that exists at the
Federal level.
[The prepared statement of Louis Harris follows:]

TESTIMONY OF Louis HARRIS
CHAIRMAN, Louis HARRIS AND ASSOCIATES, INC,
BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

WASHINGTON, D.C.
SEPTEMBER 29, 1982

MR. CHAIRMAN, MY NAME IS LOUIS HARRIS.
NEW YORK CITY, BUT
OVER

60

I OPERATE

I AM A RESIDENT OF

A SURVEY RESEARCH COMPANY IN

COUNTRIES, WITH OFFICES IN NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, LONDON,

AND PARIS.

IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO BE CALLED BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE

TODAY.

OUR FIRM RECENTLY COMPLETED A SURVEY FOR BUSINESWUEK AMONG

1249 ADULTS NATIONWIDE
I WOULD LIKE TO REPORT

ON THE SUBJECT OF FEDERAL TAXATION.
SOME OF THOSE STARTLING RESULTS HERE

TODAY.

THE RESULTS ARE STARTLING, FOR THEY INDICATE THAT THE PUBLIC
NOW HAS DEEP AND ABIDING RESERVATIONS ABOUT THE FAIRNESS AND
EQUITY OF THE CURRENT FEDERAL TAX SYSTEM AND THAT CHANGE,
EVEN RADICAL CHANGE, MIGHT WELL BE THE AMELIORATIVE MOST PEOPLE
NOW SEEK.

IT MIGHT BE WELL TO BEGIN BY REPORTING ON WHAT HAS BEEN THE
PUBLIC'S REACTION TO MANY OF THE ECONOMIC PROGRAMS, APPROACHES,
AND DEVELOPMENTS THAT HAVE TAKEN PLACE OVER THESE PAST FEW YEARS.
FOR, IN MY JUDGMENT, THEY HAVE MUCH TO DO WITH THE CURRENT PUBLIC
ATTITUDES TOWARD TAXATION.
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THE SHOCK WAVES WHICH THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE EXPERIENCED OVER
THE PAST FEW YEARS HAVE BEEN OF MAJOR MAGNITUDE AND NOT AT ALL
WHAT EITHER THE PUBLIC OR THOSE RUNNING THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
ESTABLISHMENT IN THIS COUNTRY MIGHT HAVE EXPECTED.

BACK IN

1980,

AT THE TIME OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, MOST

AMERICANS FELT THAT THERE WAS SOMETHING DRASTICALLY WRONG IN
THE WAY THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM WAS WORKING.

SIZABLE MAJORITIES

WERE DEEPLY CONCERNED THAT OUR NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY HAD SLIPPED
AND WAS CONTINUING TO SLIP, THAT WE WERE FALLING BEHIND THE
JAPANESE IN OUR TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES) THAT INFLATION WAS
ROBBING US OF OUR STANDARD OF LIVING, THAT REAL INCOME HAD
FALLEN BEHIND WITH EACH PASSING YEAR, THAT INFLATION HAD SAPPED
OUR VITAL ENERGIES, AND THAT QUITE SEVERE RECESSIONS OF RATHER
SHORT DURATION FOLLOWED BY RECOVERIES MARKED BY STILL HIGHER
INFLATION SEEMED TO BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY.

PRESIDENT CARTER

APPEARED TO BE TOTALLY INEPT TO 8 IN 10 AMERICANS, ESPECIALLY
IN HIS ABILITIES TO COPE WITH DOMESTIC ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.

PART OF THE PROMISE THAT RONALD REAGAN BROUGHT TO THE ELECTORATE
WAS THAT HE WOULD BE TRYING QUITE A DIFFERENT APPROACH, AND
GIVEN THE UTTER LAC

OF CONFIDENCE IN JIMMY CARTER TO HELP

SOLVE OUR ECONOMIC TROUBLES, PRESIDENT REAGAN WAS ELECTED.
THE PUBLIC THOUGHT THEN THAT THE APPROACH OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
BOARD UNDER CHAIRMAN PAUL VOLCKER OF PURSUING A RELATIVELY TIGHT
CONTROL OF MONEY SUPPLY, IN ORDER TO WRING OUT INFLATION MADE
SENSE.

THAT WAS THE ONE CONTINUITY OF CARTER POLICY THAT PEOPLE

WERE WILLING TO ABIDE.
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A HIGH

81-PERCENT OF THE PUBLIC FELT THAT FEDERAL SPENDING HAD

GOTTEN OUT OF CONTROL AND WAS A MAJOR ENGINE DRIVING THE
INFLATION.

BUT THE BASIC PROPOSITION THAT PEOPLE BOUGHT WAS

THAT WAYS HAD TO BE FOUND TO GET PRIVATE CAPITAL TO BE GENERATED
TO INFUSE A NEW HIGH TECHNOLOGY MODE INTO OUR INDUSTRY SO THAT
PEOPE

IN TURN NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY COULD BE T:JRNED AROUND.

WERE WILLING TO PROVIDE BUSINESS AND THE CAPITAL MARKETS WITH
A WHOLE SPATE OF INCENTIVES TO GET T9IS JOB DONE:

FASTER

WRITE-OFF ON PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, A REDUCTION OF THE MAXIMUM
TAX ON UNEARNED INCOME FROM

70

TO 50%, A REDUCTION OF THE

MAXIMUM CAPITAL GAINS TAX FROM WHAT WAS 50% ONLY A FEW YEARS
EARLIER DOWN TO

15

OR

20%,

MAJORITIES AS HIGH AS

75-20%

FAVORED

JUST SUCH AN APPROACH.

HOWEVER, DURING ALL OF THIS PERIOD, WE WERE NEVER ONCE ABLE TO
FIND MAJORITIES OF THE PUBLIC WHO WERE WILLING TO GO ALONG WITH
THE CENTERPIECE OF THE REAGAN PROGRAM:

TO HAVE A 10% CUT IN

THE RATE OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES FOR THREE YEARS RUNNING.

FROM

THE BEGINNING OF THAT 10-10-10 ACROSS-THE-BOARDS TAX CUT IDEA,
KNOWN AS THE KEMP-ROTH MEASURE, PEOPLE EXPRESSED A REAL
RESERVATION THAT IT COULD PROVE TO BE INFLATIONARY IN A TIME
OF RISING FRICES, AND WOULD NOT BE EQUITABLE AND FAIR
OF DEEP RECESSION.

IN A TIME

HOWEVER, WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE REAGAN PACKAGE

AS A WHOLE BACK IN THE FIRST MONTHS OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, A

71-19%

MAJORITY OPTED FOR GIVING THE NEW PRESIDENT WHAT HE

DESIRED.
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IT IS WELL TO RECALL THAT BACK IN THOSE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF

1981,

THE HOPES OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WERE QUICKENED ENORMOUSLY

BY THE PROMISE, REITERATED BY A PRESIDENT WHO OBVIOUSLY WAS AN
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATOR, THAT IF HE COULD JUST GET HIS ECONOMIC
PACKAGE PASSED BY CONGRESS, MAINLY HUGE CUTS IN FEDERAL SPENDING,
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF DEFENSE SPENDING W14ICH HAD TO BE SHARPLY
INCREASED IN REAL TERMS BY OVER

10%,

AND IF HE COULD GET HIS

TAX CUT--THE BIGGEST IN THE HISTORY OF THE COUNTRY--THEN THE
VERY ACT OF PASSING SUCH A PROGRAM WOULD STIMULATE AND EXCITE
THOSE

IN A POSITION TO INVEST SO THAT CAPITAL INVESTMENT WOULD

SURGE, A NEW MODE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY WOULD TAKE OVER, AND
PRODUCTIVITY COULD BE TURNED AROUND IN RAPID ORDER,

BUT SOMETHING HAPPENED IN THE FALL OF

1981.

INSTEAD OF

EXPERIENCING A RECOVERY AND EXPANSION OF THE ECONOMY THAT HAD
BEEN
MORE.

PROMISED, INSTEAD HARD TIMES SEEMED TO BE UPON US ONCE
EVERYONE, INCLUDING THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION RECOGNIZED

THAT WE HAD FALLEN INTO A RECESSION--AN EVENT THAT ALMOST NO
ONE HAD PREDICTED OR FORESEEN.

STILL, BACK !N THE FALL OF

1981,

PEOPLE WERE ESSENTIALLY PATIENT AND FELT WE WOULD GET OUT OF
THIS RECESSION AS WE HAD THE ONE THAT TOOK PLACE IN

1980.

BUT THEN, AS THE MONTHS PASSED AND THE ECONOMIC FUNK GREW WORSE,
AT LEAST IN THE EYES OF THE PUBLIC, OPTIMISM EVAPORATED, AND
A MOOD OF DESPERATION TOOK OVER THE AMERICAN PEOPLE,
OF ECONOMIC WORRIES NOW BESET THE PUBLIC,

TWO

SETS

ONE DEALT WITH THE

DIMENSIONS THAT HAD BEEN RAISED BY THE PRESIDENT.
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His

PROMISE THAT BY CUTTING SPENDING HE COULD BETTER BALANCE

THE BUDGET OBVIOUSLY CAME ACROPPER IN THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
TO THE POINT WHERE BY

69-25%

A BIG MAJORITY GAVE THE PRESIDENT
INDEED,

LOW MARKS ON HIS EFFORTS TO BALANCE THE BUDGET.
JUST IN THE PAST MONTH, A

60-33%

MAJORITY FEELS THAT PRESIDENT

REAGAN HAS GONE BACK ON HIS CAMPAIGN PROMISE TO BALANCE THE
BUDGET, WHICH IS NOT SURPRISING IN LIGHT OF THE ESTIMATES OF
HIS OWN

OMB

THAT RECORD FEDERAL DEFICITS COULD BE COMTEMPLATED

OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS.
THE ECONOMY WELL INTO
RATE.

A

SOLID

62-29%

1983

BY 61-32%,

A MAJORITY FELT THAT

WOULD NOT BE EXPANDING AT A HEALTY

MAJORITY NOW DOUBTED THAT INTEREST RATES

WOULD REALLY COME DOWN BELOW THE DOUBLE DIGIT LEVELS ANY TIME
SOON

INTO THE FUTURE.

EVEN AFTER INFLATION OBVIOUSLY HAD COME

DOWN TO BELOW THE 10% MARK, PLURALITIES DOUBTED AND DO TO THIS
DAY THAT BY
LONG TERM.

1983, THE RATE OF INFLATION REALLY
BY 57-36%, A MAJORITY FELT THE TAX

WILL BE SLOWED
CUTS, ESPECIALLY

THE 5-10-10, AS THEY TURNED OUT TO BE, ACROSS-THE-BOARDS CUT
MADE SENSE.

BUT A WHOLE HOST OF OTHER FAR MORE DRACONIAN EXPECTATIONS BEGAN
TO OVERTAKE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE IN THE SPRING OF THIS YEAR.

BY 63-34%,

A BIG MAJORITY NOW DID NOT SIMPLY EXPECT MORE LAY-

OFFS, BUT MORE PLANTS SHUTTING

DOWN.

A 66-31%

MAJORITY

EXPECTED THAT AN ACCELERATED RATE OF FORECLOSURES OF MORTGAGES
ON FARMS AND ON INDIVIDUAL HOMES WAS NOW IN THE OFFING.

A

POIGNANT

54-42%

MAJORITY FEARED NOW THAT MORE PEOPLE WOULD

BE GOING HUNGRY ACROSS THE UNITED STATES.
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THIS IS NOT SIMPLY RECESSION TALK, BUT IS DEPRESSION TALK.
INDEED, WE HAVE FOUND NOW THAT WHEREAS ONLY

34%

OF THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE THOUGHT WE WERE IN A DEPRESSION LAST APRIL, A MUCH HIGHER
58% THOUGHT WE WERE IN JULY AND

A

57%

FELT THAT WAY IN AUGUST.

YEAR AGO, WHEN ASKED TO NAME THE TOP PROBLEMS FACING THE

COUNTRY,

51%

SINGLED OUT INFLATION AND

UNEMPLOYMENT,

Now,

VOLUNTEERED BY

54%

22%

SAID IT WAS

UNEMPLOYMENT IS UP AT THE TOP OF THE LIST
AND NO MORE THAN

27%

SAY INFLATION IS THE

BIGGEST PROBLEM.

ONE MAJOR RESULT OF THIS BASICALLY DOUR MOOD ABOUT THE ECONOMY
IS THAT CONSUMER PESSIMISM IS RIFE.

IN TURN, THIS MEANS THAT

THE DAY WHEN CONSUMER DEMAND WILL LEAD THE WAY BACK TO ECONOMIC
RECOVERY LOOKS TO BE MORE DISTANT THAN MANY HAVE BEEN
FORECASTING.
PAST

8

FOR MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT, RESEARCH FROM THE

YEARS HAS CONSISTENTLY SHOWN THAT WHEN PEOPLE ARE

PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK, THEY ARE NOT BIG
SPENDERS FOR MAJOR CONSUMER GOODS.

ANOTHER SIGNIFICANT RESULT OF THE VERY HARD TIMES OUR PEOPLE
HAVE BEEN LIVING THROUGH IS THAT SIZABLE MAJORITIES OF THE
PUBLIC BELIEVE THAT WE LIVE IN HIGHLY INEQUITOUS TIMES.
BLUNTLY, BY

63-32%,

PUT

A BIG MAJORITY OF THE PUBLIC IS CONVINCED

THAT AS A RESULT OF PRESIDENT REAGAN'S ECONOMIC PROGRAM, "THE
ELDERLY, THE POOR AND THE HANDICAPPED ARE BEING ESPECIALLY
HARD HIT," AND, BY
MUCH BETTER OFF."

11-384 0 - 83 --

17

65-27%,

THAT "THE RICH AND BIG BUSINESS ARE
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IN TURN, THIS PERCIEVED INEQUITY HAS NOW PERMEATED DEEPLY INTO
PEOPLE'S THINKING ABOUT THE TAX SYSTEM AND HOW IT OUGHT TO BE
CHANGED.

55-41%

ON A SIMPLE BASIS, A STARTLING

MAJORITY NOW

FEELS THAT "IT IS IMPOSSILBE TO MAKE ENDS MEET ANYMORE BY
FOLLOWING ALL THE RULES AND REGULATIONS."

IN OTHER WORDS, TO

MAKE OUT THESE DAYS, YOU HAVE TO SHAVE CORNERS AND TRIM WHEN
IT COMES TO PAYING TAXES OR IN REPORTING INCOME.

WHEN ASKED DIRECTLY, A SHOCKING
THAT "WHILE M037

86-7%

MAJORITY NATIONWIDE FEELS

LOWER AND MIDDLE INCOME PEOPLE NOW PAY THEIR

FEDERAL TAX BY TAKING STANDARD DEDUCTIONS, MOST HIGHER INCOME
PEOPLE GET OUT OF PAYING MUCH OF THEIR TAXES BY HIRING CLEVER
TAX ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS WHO SHOW THEM HOW TO USE LOOPHOLES
IN THE TAX LAW FOR TAX SHELTERS AND OTHER DEVICES."

PUT BLUNTLY

AGAIN, IT MEANS THAT IF YOU ARE WELL ENOUGH OFF, YOU CAN
AFFORD THE EXPERTISE TO AVOID PAYING TAXES.

THOSE WHO CANNOT

AFFORD SUCH HELP END UP PAYING THROUGH THE NOSE.

THE SAD CONSEQUENCE OF THIS STATE OF CYNICISM ABOUT THE WAY
THE TAX SYSTEM WORKS IS THAT SUPPORT FOR THE PROGRESSIVE TAX
SYSTEM HAS DROPPED PRECIPITOUSLY JUST IN THE PAST YEAR.
AGO, A SUBSTANTIAL AND CLEAR-CUT

58-38%

A

YEAR

MAJORITY OF THE PUBLIC

THOUGHT THE PROGRESSIVE TAX PRINCIPLE--THAT HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE
NOT ONLY HAVE TO PAY MORE IN TAXES BUT BECAUSE OF THEIR ABILITY
TO PAY THEY MUST PAY A GREATER PERCENTAGE OF THEIR INCOME IN
TAXES--WAS FAIR AND EQUITABLE.
RAZOR-THIN

47-45%,

HOWEVER, THIS YEAR, BY ONLY A

A NARROW PLURALITY OF THE PUBLIC STILL

BELIEVES IN THE PROGRESSIVE INCOME TAX PRINCIPLE.
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SIGNIFICANTLY

THE CYNICS AND OPPONENTS OF THE PROGRESSIVE

TAX NOTION ARE TO BE FOUND AMONG THOSE WHO ARE HAVING A
HARDER TIME MAKING ENDS MEET, AMONG THOSE WITH THE LEAST
EDUCATION, AMONG-WOMEN, BLACKS, HISPANICS, LOW INCOME
FAMILIES, BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE, AND UNION MEMBERS.

THEY

ARE JOINED BY THOSE IN THE HIGHEST INCOME BRACKETS WHO
FEEL THE SAME WAY,

MORE DEMOCRATS ARE FED UP WITH THE

PROGRESSIVE TAX SYSTEM THAN REPUBLICANS.

THUS, BY A THUMPING

62-25%,

A MAJORITY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

TODAY WOULD FAVOR CHANGING THE BASIC FEDERAL INCOME SYSTEM
BY GOING TO A SINGLE ACROSS-THE-BOARD RATE OF-14% TAXATION
FOR EVERYONE, BUT AT THE SAME TIME ELIMINATING NEARLY ALL
THE CURRENT DEDUCTIONS

PEOPLE TAKE SO THAT MORE OF

PEOPLE'S INCOME IS TAI(ABLE,

THIS

LAST CLOSING OF LOOPHOLES

IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT,

HOWEVER, WHEN WE THEN ASKED ABOUT GETTING RID OF CERTAIN
KEY DEDUCTIONS,

A LARGE NUMBER ARE DEEMED SACRED COWS BY

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

FOR EXAMPLE,

BY80-18%,

A BIG MAJORITY

WANTS TO KEEP ALL MEDICAL DEDUCTIONS ABOVE THE
INCOME LEVEL,

BY 71-24%,

3% OF

TOTAL

A SIZABLE MAJORITY WANTS TO MAINTAIN

DEDUCTIONS FOR HOUSE MORTGAGE INTEREST,

BY 66-30%,

ANOTHER

BIG MAJORITY WANTS TO PRESERVE DEDUCTIONS FOR CHARITABLE
CONTRIBUTIONS,
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By 64-29%,

A DECISIVE MAJORITY WANTS TO KEEP DEDUCTIONS

FOR STATE AND LOCAL INCOME

AND PROPERTY TAXES.

By 63-29%,

AN ALMOST IDENTICAL MAJORITY WANTS TO KEEP DEDUCTIONS FOR

CASUALTY AND THEFT LOSSES.

By 53-37%,

ANOTHER MAJORITY

WANTS TO KEEP DEDUCTIONS FOR STATE AND LOCAL TAXES, OTHER
THAN STATE AND LOCAL INCOME AND PROPERTY TAXES.
OF

48-43%

EXPENSES.

A

PLURALITY

WANTS TO KEEP DEDUCTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE BUSINESS
DEDUCTIONS FOR INTEREST PAID ON INSTALLMENT

AND CREDIT CARD BILLS MEET WITH A

47-47%

STANDOFF.

OUT

OF 10 MAJOR CURRENT DEDUCTIONS, ONLY TWO YIELDED UP
CANDIDATES FOR GETTING RID OF:

BY

57-38%,

A MAJORITY

WOULD GIVE UP DEDUCTION OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS UP TO

$100.

AND, BY

51-34%,

A MAJORITY WOULD ALSO GIVE UP BEING

ABLE TO DEDUCT INVESTMENT IN DRILLING COSTS FOR OIL AND
NATURAL GAS.

By

IN THE AREA Of EXCLUSIONS, THE LIST GROWS LONGER.

86-11%,

A MAJORITY NATIONWIDE WANTS TO KEEP ALL SOCIAL

SECURITY AND VETERANS' BENEFITS TAX-FREE.

BY

71-25%,

A

SOLID MAJORITY WANTS NO TAXES PAID ON UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

BY 66-29%,

A BIG MAJORITY WANTS TO SPARE INTEREST ON LIFE

INSURANCE SAVINGS, WHICH NOW ARE NOT TAXABLE.
NARROWER

49-42%,

BY

A

A PLURALITY WANTS TO KEEP TAX-FREE ALL

INTEREST FROM STATE AND LOCAL BONDS THAT ARE USED TO
FINANCE STATE 6ND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
AMONG THOSE TESTED:

A

69-24%

THE ONLY EXCEPTION

MAJORITY FAVORS TAXING

PART OF THE INCOME U.S. CITIZENS EARN ABROAD THAT IS NOW
TAX-FREE.
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FINALLY, WE TESTED A COMPROMISE VERSION OF THE FLAT TAX IDEA,
THE SO-CALLED "FAIR TAX,"

PUT FORTH BY SENATOR BRADLEY AND

REPRESENTATIVE GEPHARDT, WHICH CALLS FOR EVERYONE MAKING UP
TO

$25,000

A YEAR PAY A FLAT TAX OF

14%

OF THEIR TOTAL INCOME

WITH DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED OLY FOR EMPLOYEE BUSINESS EXPENSES,
HOME MORTGAGE PAYMENTS, CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, AND STATE
AND LOCAL INCOME AND PROPERTY TAXES,

IN ADDITION, ALL

INTEREST FROM STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS USED TO
FINANCE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE,
AS WOULD ALL SOCIAL SECURITY AND VETERANS' BENEFIT INCOME.
FINALLY, FOR THOSE MAKING OVE& $25,000, THERE WOULD BE AN ADDITIONAL
BASIC TAX THAT WOULD INCREASE UP TO A TOTAL OF 28% FOR MARRIED
PEOPLE WITH JOINT INCOMES OF OVER
TAX BILL MEETS WITH

58-32%

$65,000.

THE BRADLEY-GEPHARDT

SUPPORT.

BUT THE PATTERN OF SUPPORT FOR SUCH A MEASURE IS SOMEWHAT
DIFFERENT.

IT IS FAVORED BY LOWER INCOME PEOPLE AND NOT THE

HIGHER INCOME GROUPS,
THAN REPUBLICANS,

IT IS FAVORED A BIT MORE BY DEMOCRATS

IT IS FAVORED MORE BY THOSE HAVING THE

HARDEST TIME MAKING ENDS MEET,

IT IS SUPPORTED BY HIGHER

MAJORITIES OF BLUE COLLAR AND UNION PEOPLE.
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WHAT YOU ARE OBVIOUSLY GETTING HERE IS THE FRUITS OF DEEPSEATED CYNICISM OVER THE WAY THE PROGRESSIVE
HAS BEEN WORKING OUT IN THE PAST FEW YEARS.
PROGRESSIVE FEATURES IN A TAX SYSTEM, BUT Al

INCOME TAX
PEOPLE WANT SOME
THE SAME TIME

WOULD LIKE MOST OF THE LOOPHOLES USED BY THE RICH AND
CORPORATIONS ELIMINATED.

YET, WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE ROSTER

OF CONSUMER DEDUCTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS, THEY ARE NOTABLY
UNWILLING TO GIVE UP MUCH THEMSELVES.

CLEARLY THERE IS A SENSE OF DESPERATION REFLECTED IN THESE
RESULTS.

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT EQUITY RESTORED TO THE

TAX SYSTEM WITH A VENGEANCE.

THEY THINK THE PEOPLE FOR WHOM

THE SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO PAY THE HIGHEST TAXES HAVE FOUND
WAYS TO AVOID PAYING THEIR TAXES.

THE IDEA OF CUTTING THE

BASIC RATE BUT AtSO ELIMINATING THE MOST FLAGRANT LOOPHOLES
HAS REAL APPEAL.

THE BRADLEY-GEPHARDT BILL OR SOME OTHER

VERSION LIKE IT WOULD HAVE A PUBLIC MANDATE TODAY,

BUT IT

IS NOT THE IDEA OF PAYING A LOWER BASIC RATE OR A SIMPLIFIED
TAX SYSTEM THAT IS THE APPEAL.

TO

THE CONTRARY, ITS REAL

BACKING EMANATES FROM A SENSE THAT MOST MIDDLE AND LOWER
MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES ARE BEING HAD TODAY BY AN INEQUITOUS
ECONOMIC PROGRAM PUT FORTH BY THIS ADMINISTRATION AND BY A
WELL-MEANING PROGRESSIVE TAX PRINCIPLE THAT HAS BEEN
UNDERMINED BY PRECISELY THOSE MOST IN A POSITION TO PAY
THE HIGHEST RATE OF TAXES.
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HOW LONG THIS WINDOW

WILL REMAIN OPEN, I CANNOT SAY.

BUT

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE BROAD MAJORITY OF THE AMERItAN PEOPLE
HAVE HAD IT WITH INEQUITY,, AS THEY SEE IT, IN THE ECONOMIC
SYSTEM AND THE TAX STRUCTURE THAT EXISTS AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL.

THANK YOU.
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ASKEVERYONE!
2a. TOr the past 65 years. the federal income tax has been based on the principle that
higher income people not only have to pay mort in taxes but because of their ability to
Do you feel that
pay they must pay a greater percentage of their income in taxes.
principle is fair and equitable, or not?
Fair and equitable ..... (42(
Not fair and equitable ...
Not sure....................

-1
-2
-3

2b. It has been argued that while most lower and middle income people now pay their
federal tax by taing standard deductions, most higher income people get out of paying
show them how to
much of their taxes by hiring clever tax accountants and lawyers 0i
use loopholes in the tax law for tax shelters and other devices. lo you feel that this
or
not?
happen,
to
tends
-1
-2
-3

Tends to happen..(43(
Does not happen ......
Not sure .............

Now it is being
2c.
a greater percentage
their total income in
pay the same percent
present system, undir

proposed that instead of the system of higher income people paying
in federal income taxes, everyone would pay the same percentage of
Would yr,.favor having everyone
taxes, such as 142 for everyone.
of their total income in taxes, or woul& you favor keeping the
which higher income people pay a greater percentage in taxes?

Favor everyone paying same percentage..(44(
Favor keeping present system ...............
Not sure ...................................

-1
-2
-3

2d. It has been proposed that the federal income tax be simplified by going to a
single, acros-the-board rate of 14% taxation for everyone, but at the same time
eliminating nearly all the curTent deductions people take so that more of people's
income is taxable. Another provision would be to double the $1,000 exemption per
In general, do you favor or
person, which would keep the poor from paying higher taxes.
oppose this approach to changing the tax system?
Favor ....(45(
Oppose .......
Not sure.....

-1
-2
-3
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2e. Would you favor keeping each of these deductions or Uould you favor letting
READ
-ECH
T TE
thew to make it possible to lower the basic tax rate to 14??

Not

Cet
Rid Of

Xee_

T-siART AT "xlI

iid of

Sure

1.

Deductions for employee business expenses ........... (46(

-1

2.

Deductions for house mortgage interest .............. (47(

-1

-2

-3

-2

--

-3

3.

Deductions for charitable contributions ............. (48(

-1

-2

-3

4.

Deductions for state and local income and property
taxes .............................................

(49(

-1

-2

-3

5.

Being able co deduct investment in drf-lling costs
for oil and natural gas ...........................

(50(

-1

-2

-3

6.

Deduction of political contributions up to S0...(SIC

-l

-2

-3

7.

Deductions for state and local taces other than
. state and local income and property taxes ......... (52(

-

-2

-3

8.

Deductions for casLalty sd theft losses ............

-1

.'2

-3

9.

Deductions for medical expenses .....................

-1

-2

-3

-1

-2

-3

(531
-(4(

10. Deductions for interest paid on installment and
credit cayd bills
.................................

(55(

2f.
Now I want to ash you about certain types of federal benefits or income on which
tax-free, or
people do not pay taxes today. Do you think (READ EACH ITEM) should rein
should it be taxed in order to set the basic tax rate at 142?
Should
Remain

Tax-Free

4
START AT Rx'
1.

C ) 2.

Social Security and veterans'

benefits ............. (56(

interest from state and local bonds that are
used to finance state and local government .......
citizens earn abroad .......

3.

Part of the income U.S.

4.

Unemployment compensation ..........................

C ) 5.

Interest on life

insurance savings .................

V.

I -

.

.

--- "

-

Should
be
Taxed

Not Sure

-1

-2

(S

-1

-2

-3

(58(

-1

-2

-3

(59(

-

_-2

(60C

-1

--

-

-

-3

-3
2

-3
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2g. Another tax proposal is that everyone making up to $25,000 a year pay a flat 142 of
their total income with deductions allowed opni for employee business expenses, home
mortgage pa)ments, charitable contributions, and state and local income and property
taxes.
In addition, all those who receive Social Security and veterans' benefits would
not pay taxes on that income.
All interest from state and local government bonds used
For those making over
to finance state and local governments would be tax-free.
$25,000, there would be i.n additional basic tax that would increase up to a total of 28A
for marricl people with joint incomes of over $65,000. Would you favor or oppose this
federal income tax?
simplif :
(61(
Favor ..........
Oppose .............
Not sure ............ .

-1
-2
-3

66-2
T
T6_2-
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TABLE OIA
Q.2A - FCA THE PAST 65 YEARS, THE'VEDERAL INCOME TAX HAS BEEN BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT
HIGHER IN=U,4C PEOPLE NOT ONLY HAVE TO PAY MORE IN TAXES BUT BECAUSE OF THEIR ABILITY TO PAY
THEY MUST PAY A GREATER PERCENTAGE OF THEIR INCOME IN TAXES. DO YOU FEEL THAT PRINCIPLE IS FAIR AND EQUITABLE?
EDUCATION

REGION

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL

TOTAL ANS

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
CIT- SUB65 a 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE
O0L LEGE -ER IER SANE

12525 3320 3316
100% 100% 100%

3575 2307
100% 100%

3737
100%

3618
100%

1837
100%

3333
100%

3697
100%

A086
100%

2575 2067
100% 1OO%

FAIR & EQUITABLE

5830 1610 1685
47% 48% 50%

1514 1021
42% 44%

1725
46%

1765
49%

765
42%

1575
47%

2006
55%

1B32
45%

1110
43%

838
40%

276 2638 2880 3743
30% 46% 49% 45%

783
54%

1229
45%

NOT FAIR & EQUITABLE

5682 1528 1315
45% 46% 40%

1773 1066
50% +46%

1779
48%

1622
45%

839
48%

1392
42%

1532
41%

2047
50%

1195
47%

879
43%

437 2831 2804 3853
48% 46% 45% 47%

518
42%

1159
44%

N06T
SURE

BASE

11 5713 5827 8272 1463
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1012
8%

183
6%

318
10%

289
8%

220
10%

234
8%

231
6%

182
10%

366
11%

159
4%

207
5%

270
10%

352
17%

198
22%

452
8%

1248

330

332

356

230

360

346

190

352

336

450

281

202

00

604

f

363 565
8%
5%

62

2643
100%

255
10%

54
4%

p1P6 1,1

fti

CA3
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I
Q.2A - FOR THE PAST 65 YEARS. TH. FEDERAL INCOME TAX
BEEN BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT
HlICOR INCO1! PEOPLE NOT ONLY HAVE TO PAY MORE IN TAXESHASBUT
BECAUSE OF THEIR ABILITY TO PAY
THEY MUSTPAY A gREATPR PERCENTAGE OF THEIR TNCOIA!IN TAXES.
DO YOU FEEL THAT PRINCIPLE IS FAIR AND EQUITABLE?
,

SEX

RACE

L..
NCCHE

.'

OCCUPATION

%7, S154 S25, S35, $50. $65.
500 501 001 Q01 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFE-HISP- OR
TO
TO ' TO
TO
TO
OR
FESLED WHITE UNION
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIMCLESS SISK $25K 35K S50K S65K OVER SIONAL -U- PRITOTAL ___
TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAN.
TOTAL ANS

FAIR & EQUITABLE
NOT FAIR & EQUITABLE
NOT SURE

BASE

12525 5948 6577 10547
100% 100% 100% 100%

1334
100%

$7.

644 1602 1983 2389 2,67 1433 1161 519
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1953 1270 615
100% 100% 100%

1439
100%

2301
100%

2813
100%

5830 2982 2848
47% 50% 43%

4940
47%

620
46%

270. 580 1001 1150 906
42% 36% 51% 48% 44%

761 651 222
53% 56% 43%

929 774
50% 61%

276
45%

594
41%

1072
47%

1165
41%

5682 2695 2987
45% 45% 46%

4691
44%

681
52%

310
48%

732
46%

649
45%

852
46%

409
32%

289
47%

765
53%

1110
48%

1490
53%

33
2%

64
10%

290
18%

181
9%

157
7%

70
4%

23
2%

00
5%

38
7%

72

87

50

80

120

4%

7%

8%

6%

5%

159
6%

95

75

142

225

346

228

124

38

40

173

59

113

225

1012

271

742

916

8%

5%

11%

9%

1248

608

640

1078

1082 1082
40% 45% 52%

|01

450 259
39% .50%

117

298
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TABLE OIC
0.2A - FOR THE PAST 65 YEARS, THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX HAS BEEN BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT
HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE NOT ONLY HAVE TO PAY MORE IN TAXES BUT BECAUSE OF THEIR ABILITY TO PAY
THEY MUST PAY A S:EATER PERCENTAGE OF OHER INCOME IN TAXES. DO YOU FEEL THAT PRINCIPLE IS FAIR
AND EQUITABLE?
POL PHILOSOPHY

KNOW DOES
SOME- SOME-NOT
CON- MIDONE
ONERESER- OLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS PORT
REAREPUB- DEMO- INOEP- VA- OF LID- f
EXEXEXGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA S TRA S
VOTED '50'

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

12525 4283
100% 100%

CONSIDER SELF

2970
100%

3255
100%

5155
100%

3079 4288 5004 2082 0644 3803
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1714
100%

3972
100%

FA-

IMP.
NOT
VOR
TO
FAIR PAY - FAFOLAND
ING VOR rAVOR
LOW EQUIT SAMEFLAT BRADLEYRULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHARDT

362
100%

2179
100%

FAIR A EQUITABLE

5830 2051
47% 47%

1438
46%

1815
50%

2328
45%

1473 1934 2504
48%
45% 50%

990 4150 1851
48% 46% 43%

846
49%

2022
51%

184
51%

1044
45%

NOT FAIR & EQUITABLE

5682 2076
45% 47%

1352
46%

1379
42%

2382
48%

1472 2043 2213
48% 48% 44%

991 3937 1696 . 772
48% 46% 45%
45%

1716
43%

139
38%

1006
48%

NOT SURE

BASE

1012
5%

* 1248

256
6%

182
6%

261
8%

448
9%

134
4%

311
7%

287 100
8% 5%

S57
6%

456
12%

446

286

317

508

324

434

493

866

374

214

96
234
6% . 6%

154

403

5952 7650
562
1O0% 100% 1OO%
-

7285
100%

2291 3534
38% 40%

3778
52%

508 2 3311 3751
OO'

56%

49%

3037
42%

39
11%

129
6%

-

350
6%

395
5%

450
6%

33

223

567

605

775

743
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Q.2B - IT HAS BEEN ARGUED THAT
TAKING STANDARD DEDUCTIONS.W41..C AOST LOWER AND MIDDLE INCOME PEOPLE NOW PAY THEIR
MOST HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE GET
FEDERAL TAX BY
OUT OF PAYING MUCH OF THEIR
HIRING CLEVER TAX ACCOUNTANTS
TAXES DY
AND LAWYERS WHO SHOW THEM HOW
TO USE LOOPHOLES IN THE TAX
TAX SHELTERS AND OTHER DEVICES.
LAW FOR
DO YOU FEEL THAT THIS TENDS
TO HAPPEN?
REGION

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

TENDS.TO HAPPEN
DOES NOT HAPPEN

NOT SURE

BASE

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST

TABLE 019A

EDUCATION

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET

HIGH
CIT- SUBOVER& 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-4 65
GRADE O0L LEGE -ER IER SAME

12525 3326 3318
100% 100% 100%

3575 2307
100% 100%

3737
100%

3818
100%

1837
100%

3333
100%

3697 4088
1OO% 100%

2575 2087
100% 100%

911 5719 5827 8272 1463
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2843
100%

10803 2923 2902
86% 88% 88%

3022 1958
85% 85%

3184
8s%

3189
88%

1680
91%

2750
83%

3415

2222 1479

510 4951 5218 7139 1281
87% 80% 89% 80% F8%

2263
85%

92%,

3598
a8%

87%

72%

839
7%

191
0%

155
5%

298
8%

197 - 357
9%
10%

191
5%

65
4%

227
7%

141 *253
4%
6%

190 258
7% 12%

882

213

280

127 201 441 547
14% 5%
8% 7%

258

153

7%

6%

196

8%

238

7%

7%

92

5%

357

7%

5%

11%

141
4%

235
8%

163 332
6% 16%

174 507
19%
9%

332

350

230

360

346

190

352

336

450

251

1248

330

202

86

594

170
3%, 58S
7%

502

855

140
10%

153

43

225
9%

3%

132

a%

248
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TABLE 01g8
Q.23 - IT HAS LEEN ARGUED THAT WHILE POST LOWER AND MIDDLE INCOME PEOPLE NOW PAY THEIR FEDERAL TAX BY
TAKING STANDARD DEDUCTIONS. MOST HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE GET OUT OF PAYING MUCH OF THEIR TAXES BY
HIRING CLEVER TAX ACCOUNTANTS AND.LAWYERS WHO SHOW THEM HOW TO USE LOOPHOLES IN THE TAX LAW FOR
TAX SHELTERS AND OTHER DEVICES. DO YOU FEEL THAT THIS TENDS TO HAPPEN?
INCOME
OCCUPATION

RA$E

SEX ,

__ _

$25, $35, $50, S65,
$7,
500 17.
501 115.
001 001

_

001

EXEC PRO- SKILSKILLED WHITE UNION
-U- PRITO
TO
TO
TO
FEHISP- OR
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS $15K $25K $35K S50K $-aK OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAN.
001
Tn

001
OR

PROFES-

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

12525 5948 6577 10547
100% 100% 100%
100%

TENDS TO HAPPEN

10803 5304 5499
88% 89% 84%

9143
87%

1108
83%

1334
100%

519
844 1802 1983 2389 2087 1433 1181
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
554 1203 1744 2201 1928 1279 1014
86% 75% 88% 92% 93% 89% 88%

447
86%

1853 1270 615
100% 100% 100%

1439
100%

2301
100%

2813
100%

1829 1194
87% 94%

528
86%

1293
90%

2040
9%

2523
90%

DOES NOT HAPPEN

839
7%

373 466
6% 7%

621
8%

168
12%

52
8%

169
11%

117
8%

113
5%

80
4%

101
7%

87
7%

47
9%

139
8%

88
5%

25
4%

85
6%

122
5%

171
8%

NOT SURE

882
7%

271
5%

811
9%

782
7%

82
5%

38

229

122
6%

75
3%

59
3%

53
4%

80
5%

25
5%

65
5%

10
1%

83
10%

81
4%

, 140
8%

120
4%

1248

608

840

1078

95

75

225

348

228

124

38

40

173

59

153

225

298

BASE

8% 14%

142

117
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Q.23 - IT HAS BEEN ARGUED THAT WHILE MOST LOWER ANO
MIDDLE INCOME PEOPLE NOW PAY THEIR FEDERAL TAX BY
TAKING STANOAR0 DEDUCTIONS. MOST HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE
GET OUT OF PAYING MUCH OF THEIR TAXES BY
HIRING CLEVER TAX ACCOUNTANTS ANO LAWYERS

TABLE 01C

WHO SHOW THEM HOW TO USE LOOPHOLES IN THE TAX
LAW FOR
TAX SHELTERS AND OTHER DEVICES. 00 YOU FEEL THAT
THIS TENDS TO HAPPEN
POL PHILOSOPHY

VOTED '1o

TOTAL

TOTAL ANS

CONMIDSER- OLE
VOTED '80
REAREPUB- DEMO- INOEPVA- OF
LIBGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES No

12525 4383
100% 100%

TENDS TO HAPPEN
DOES NOT HAPPEN
NOT SURE

BASE

CONSIDER SELF

2970
100%

-

3255
100%

5158
100%

3079 4288 5004 2082 844 3803
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1714
100%

3972

362

100%

2777 3660 450 1839 7545 3181
90% 86% 91% 88% 87% 84%

1517

3704
33%

10803 3859
86% 88%

2584
87%

2889
88%

4355
85%

297
7%

172

203

418

8%

135

320

6%

8%

4%

7%

839
7%

882 218
7% 5%

1248

446

213
7%

286

KNOW DOES
FASOME- SOME- NOT
IMP.
NOT
VOR
ONE
ONE RETO
FAIR PAY- FAEARNS EARNS PORT FOLAND
ING VOR FAVOR
EXEXEXLOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA S TRA S TRA S RULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHARDT

183
6%

317

278
146 563
0% 7%
7%

385
7%

168 308
S%
7%

157
3%

508

324

493

434

97 536
5% 8%

214

800

276
7%

346
9%

374

34%
51

3%

112
3%

47

156

3%

184

4%

403

100%

2179
100%

582 5952 7680
100% 100% 100%

7285
100%

324
90%

2057
94%

4788 5281 6916
85% 88% 90%

0575

-

38
10%

33

90%
53
2%

538
9%

340

400
5%

341
5%

70
3%

356
0%

331 364
6% 5%

369
5%

567

008

223

0%

775

743
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TABLE 020A

Q.2C - NOW IT IS BEING PROPOSED THAT INSTEAD OF THE SYSTEM OF HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE PAYING A
GREATER PERCENTAGE IN FEDERAL INCOME TAXES. EVERYONE WOULD PAY THE SAME PERCENTAGE OF THEIR
TOTAL INCOME IN TAXES. SUCH AS 14% FOR EVERYONE. WOULD YOU FAVOR HAVING EVERYONE PAY THE
SAME PERCENTAGE OF THEIR TOTAL INCOME IN A XES. OR WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING THE PRESENT SYSTEM.
UNDER WHICH HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE PAY A GREATER PERCENTAGE IN TAXES?
REGION

EDUCATION

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
CIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-23 30-49 50-84 OVER GRADE
OL LEGE -ER IER SAME

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

12525 3326 3316
100% 100% 100%

3575 2307
100% 100%

3737
100%

3618
100%

1837
100%

3333
100%

3697
100%

4086
100%

2575 2067
100% 100%

FAVOR EVERYONE PAYING SAME PERCENTAGE

S952 1495 1547
48% 45% 45%

1688 1222
48% 53%

1547
41%

1842
51%

1033
56%

1531
46%

1552
42%

2189
S4%

1320
51%

862
42%

383 2850 2898 3800
42% 46% 50% 46%

761
52%

1340
50%

FAVOR KEEPING PRESENT SYSTEM

5254 1503 1381
42% 45% 42%

1483
41%

317
40%

1735
47%

1473
41%

675
37%

1401
42%

186
50%

148
36%

892
35%

974
47%

426 2502 2308 3713
47% 44% 40% 45%

470
32%

1023
39%

NOT SURE

1289
10%

328
10%

385
12%

404
11%

169
7%

455
12%

303
8%

123
7%

402
12%

278
8%

408
107

363
14%

232
11%

102
11%

567
10%

620
11%

759
9%

233
18%

280
11%

BASE

1248

330

332

356

230

360

346

190

352

336

450

251

202

86

694

562

856

132

248

311 5719 5827 8272 1483
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2643
100%

-522016- BUSINESS WEEK #7, 'LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 0203
Q.2C - NOW IT IS BEING PROPOSED THAT INSTEAD OF THE SYSTEM OF HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE PAYING A
GREATER PERCENTAGE IN FEDERAL INCOME TAXES. EVERYONE WOULD PAY THE S-ME PERCENTAGE OF THEIR
TOTAL INCOME IN TAXES. SUCH AS 14% FOR EVERYONE. WOULD YOU FAVOR HAVING EVERYONE PAY THE
SAME PERCENTAGE OF THEIR TOTAL INCOME IN TAXES, OR WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING THE PRESENT SYSTEM,
UNDER WHICH HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE PAY A GREATER PERCENTAGE IN TAXES?
INCOME
OCCUPATION
$15, $25. $35, $50, $85,
17. S7.
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PROEXEC PRO- SKILFE-U- PRIHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FESLED WHITE UNION
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS S15K $25K $35K $50K $05K OVER SI ONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAM.
SEX

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

RACE

12525 5948 6577 10547
100% 100% 100%
100%

1334
100%

644 1802 1983 2389 2067 1433 1161 519
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1270
615
100% 100% 100%

1439
100%

2301
100%

2813
100%

FAVOR EVERYONE PAYING SAME PERCENTAGE

5952 3320 2632
48% 56% 40%

5083
48%

578
43%

292
45%

667
42%

903 1153 1159
46% 48% 56%

792
55%

501
43%

258
49%

98
53%

582
46%

380
62%

774
54%

983
43%

1506
53%

FAVOR KEEPING PRESENT SYSTEM

5284 2142 3142
42% 36% 48%

4425
42%

554
42%

305
48%

757
47%

897 1058
45% 44%

734
36%

539
38%

468
40%

216
42%

622
34%

572
4S%

160
26%

518
38%

1153
50%

1116
40%

NOT SURE

1289
10%

486
5%

803
12%

1038
10%

203
15%

47
7%

178
11%

183
9%

179
7%

175
8%

102
7%

192
17%

47
9%

245
13%

116
9%

75
12%

149
10%

186
7%

191
7%

1248

608

640

1078

95

75

142

225

348

228

124

.38

40

173

117

69

153

225

298

BASE

*

C>

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 07. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/1/82
TABLE 020C
Q.2C.- NOW IT IS BEING PROPOSED THAT INSTEAD OF THE SYSTEM OF HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE
PAYING A
GREATER PERCENTAGE IN FEDERAL INCOME TAXES. EVERYONE WOULD PAY THE SAME PERCENTAGE
OF THEIR
TOTAL INCOME IN TAXES. SUCH AS 14% FOR EVERYONE. WOULD YOU FAVOR HAVING EVERYONE PAY
THE
SANE PERCENTAGE OF THEIR TOTAL INCOME IN TAXES. OR WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING THE PRESENT
SYSTEM.
UNDER WHICH HIGHER INCOME PEOPLE PAY A GREATER PERCENTAGE IN TAXES?
POL PHILOSOPHY
VOTED '80"

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

FAVOR EVERYONE PAYING SAME PERCENTAGE
FAVOR KEEPING PRESENT SYSTEM
NOT SURE

BASE

CONSIDER SELF

CONSER-

REAREPUB- DEMO- INDEPVAGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE

KNOW DOES
SOME- SOME- NOT
IMP.
NOT
MIDONE
ONE RETO
FAIR
OLE
VOTED '50 EARNS EARNS PORT FOLAND
OF
LIeEXEXLOW EQUIT
EXROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA S TRA S RULES -ABLE

12525 4383
100% 100%

2970
100%

3255
100%

5158
100%

3079 42885004 2082 8644 3803
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

5952 2422
48% 55%

1332
45%

1682
51%

2219
43%

1882 2291 2295
54% 54% 46%

5284 1618
42% 37%

1309
44%

1323
41%

2359
46%

1135 1879 2274
37% 39% 45%

1714
100%

3972
100%

362
100%

992 4292 1823
48% 50% 43%

847
49%

1877
48%

123
34%

1098
51%

837 3532 1712
40% 41%
45%

768
45%

1723
43%

197
54%

926
42%

1933
34%

FAVOR
PAYING
SAME
PER.

FAVOR FAVOR
FLAT BRADLEYTAX OEPHAROT

2179 5882 5952 7580
100% 100% 1O% 100%

7285
100%

3311 5952 4355
58% 100% 57%
- 2019
34%

3157
43%

705
9%

523
7%

775

743

1289
10%

348
8%

328
11%

270
8%

580
11%

262
9%

318
7%

435
9%

253
12%

821
9%

488
12%

102
0%

372
9%

42
12%

155
7%

435
8%

-

1248

446

286

317

508

324

434

493

214

886

374

184

403

33

223

567

0O

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 07. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 021A
0.20 - IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED THAT THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX BE SIMPLIFIED BY GOING TO A SINGLE.
ACROSS-THE-BOARD RATE OF 14% TAXATION FOR EVERYONE. BUT AT THE SAME TIME ELIMINATION NEARLY ALL
CURRENT DEDUCTIONS PEOPLE TAKE SO THAT MORE OF PEOPLE'S INCOME IS TAXABLE. ANOTHER PROVISION
WOULD BE TO DOUBLE THE
1.000 EXEMPTION PER PERSON, WHICH WOULD KEEP THE POOR FROM PAYING HIGHER TAXES.
IN GENERAL. DO YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THIS APPROACH TO CHANGING THE TAX SYSTEM?
EDUCATION
REGION

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL_____

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
CIT- SUB65 6 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
ZES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE OOL LEOE -ER
IER SAME

TOTAL ANS

12533 3328 3318
100% 100% 100%

3575 2315
100% 100%

2745
100%

3816
100%

1837
100%

3333
100%

3697
100%

4006
100%

2583 2067
100% 100%

FAVOR

.7688 2160 1937

2137 1453

82%

65% 58%

2314

2103

60%

1260

63%

2011

62%

2298

58%

2694

0%

60%

1877

62%

66%

65%

O11 5727 5827 8280 1463
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

2643
100%

978

47%

451 3655 3530 5094
50% 64% 61% 02%

935
84%

1508
13%

361
25%

675
26%

OPPOSE

3184
25%

859
26%

897
27%

896
25%

532
23%

999
27%

962
27%

369
20%

855
28%

1106
30%

849
21%

551
21%

644
31%

294 1366 1513 2128
32% 24% 26% 28%

NOT SURE

1661
13%

307
9%

482
15%

542
15%

330
14%

433
12%

553
15%

209
11%

467
14%

292
8%

544
13%

355
14%

446
22%

157
16%

706
12%

778 1057
167
13% 13% .11%

402
15%

BASE

1249

330

332

356

231

361

346

190

352

336

450

252

202

86

595

562

248

857

132

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 07. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC..

8/16/82
TABLE 0211

0.20 - IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED THAT THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX BE SIMPLIFIED
BY GOING TO A SINGLE.
ACROSS-THE-BOARD RATE OF 14% TAXATION rOR EVERYONE. BUT AT THE SAME TIME
ELIMINATION NEARLY ALL
CURRENT DEDUCTIONS PEOPLE TAKE SO THAT MORE' OF PEOPLE'S INCOME IS TAXABLE.
ANOTHER PROVISION
WOULD SE TO DOUBLE THE S.000 EXEMPTION PER PERSON. WHICH WOULD KEEP THE
POOR FROM PAYING HIGHER TAXES.
IN GENERAL. DO YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THIS APPROACH TO CHANGING THE TAX SYSTEM?
INCOME
OCCUPATION
O
$7. $7. SiS, $2S. $35. 150. S65.
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISP- OR
TO
'TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-U- PRILEO WHITE UNION
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS $15K S25K $35K SSOK 65K OVER SIGNAL
TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAN.
RACE

SEX

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

FAVOR

OPPOSE

NOT SURE

BASE

12533 5941 6585 10555
100% 100% 100%
100%

1334
100%

644 1602 1991 2389 2067 1033 1181
519
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

853 1270 615
100% 100% 100%

1439
100%

2301
100%

2813
100%

7688 3859 3828
62% 84% 58%

6503
62%

828
62%

356
56%

899 1118 1628 1336
56% 57% 68% 65%

883
61%

738
64%

'343
66%

1217
65%

817
64%

413
87%

972
68%

1348
58%

1736
63%

3184 1583 1601
25% 27% 24%

2580
24%

408
31%

196
30%

444
28%

585
29%

555
23%

517
25%

412
29%

279
24%

116
22%

419
'23%

326
26%

127
21%

318
22%

587
26%

670
24%

1661
13%

506 1155
9% 18%

1472
14%

97
7%

92
14%

250
16%

288
14%

207
9%

215
10%

138
10%

144
12%

60
12%

217
12%

128
10%

75
12%

148
10%

366
16%

355
13%

1249

608

1079

95

75

142

226

346

228

124

36

40

173

117

59

153

225

298

641

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 17. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 021C
Q.20 - IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED THAT THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX BE
SIMPLIFIED BY GOING TO A SINGLE.
ACROSS-THE-BOARD RATE OF 14% TAXATION FOR EVERYONE. BUT
AT THE SAME TIME ELIMINATION NEARLY ALL
CURRENT DEDUCTIONS PEOPLE TAKE S0 THAT MORE OF PEOPLE'S INCOME
IS TAXABLE. ANOTHER PROVISION
WOULD BE TO DOUBLE THE $1.000 EXEMPTION PER PERSON. WHICH
WOULD KEEP THE POOR FROM PAYING HIGHER TAXES.
IN GENERAL. DO YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THIS APPROACH TO
CHANGING THE TAX SYSTEM?
POL PHILOSOPHY

KNOW
SOME- SOMECON- MIDONE
ONE
SER- OLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS
REAREPUB- DEMO- INDEP- VA- OF
LIBEXEXLICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA S
GAN CARTER
TOTAL
VOTED '80'

TOTAL ANS

FAVOR

OPPOSE
NOT SURE

BASE

CONSIDER SELF

DOES
FANOT
IMP.
NOT
VOR
RETO
FAIR PAY- FAPORT FOLAND
ING VOR FAVOR
EXLOW QUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA S RULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHAROT

12533 4383
100% 100%

2978
100%

3255
100%

5168
100%

3079 4288 5012 2082 8652 3803
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1714
100%

3972
100%

362
100%

2179
100%

5082 52S2 7068
100% 100% 100%

7281.
100%

7688 2965
62% 68%

1707
58%

2110
5%

3168
61a%

1964 2599 3228 1342 5360 2280
64% 60% 64% 64% 62% 60%

1080
63%

2525
63%

264
57%

1407
65%

3751 4355 7658
66% 73% 100%

4934
58%

3184
25%

919
21%

871
29%

507
25%

1283
25%

1661
13%

499
11%

400
13%

338
10%

1249

446

287

317

765 1181 1180
25% 28% 24%

555 2180
27% 25%

974
26%

484
28%

1015
28%

120
33%

522
24%

715
14%

349
11%

508
12%

604
12%

182 1113
9% 13%

548
14%

151
9%

432
11%

38
10%

250
11%

509

324

434

494

374

184

403

33

223

214

967

1365 1059
t8%
24%

-

567
10%

538
9%

-

557

608

776

1671
23%
678
9%

743

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 07, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/10/82
TABLE 022A
Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD '0U FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
.....
AREA

REGION

TOTAL
DEDUCTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE BUSINES

EXPENSES
KEEP

GET RID OF
NOT SURE

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
__

EDUCATION
AGE

52.7

5334 1440 1575
42.7 43.4 47.8

1333 985
37.3 42.5

1221
9.8

279
8.4

354
10.7

1883

359
10.0

1101
47.6

229
9.9

HIGH

CIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
1ES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE COL LEOE -ER IER SAME

12504 3317 3297 3575 231S 3727 3618 1837 3323 3677 4066
100,0100,9100,0 100,0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5950 1598 1368
47.6 48.2 41.5

MAKE ENDS MEET

_________N

M10-

1830
49.1

1710
47.4

43.4

44.4

1 0
278

7.5

295
8.2

822

1841

2055
50.3

44.7

1581
47.6

50.1

817
44.5

1292
38.9

1680
45.7

1765

198
10.8

450

156
4.2

266

13.5

43.2
6.5

2574 2067

1132
44.0

88
43.0

911 5709 5818 8251 1403 2643
lO.O10.Oloo.olOo,.OtOO.0
O0.0100.0
100.0
424 2719 2785 3996 751
46.5 47.6 47.0 48.4 51.3

1182 652
45.9 31.5

30.1 43.3 44.2

260 526
10.1 25.4

23.4

274 2472 2574 3552
528
43.0 36.1

213

618
9.1

458 703 185
7.9 8.5 12.6

1144
43.3

1183
44.8
CA'

315
11.9

DEDUCTIONS FOR HOUSE 12525 3326 3316 3567 2315 3,37 3618
1837 3333 3697
4078 2583 2067
911 5727 5819 8280 1463
2a35
MORTGAGE INTEREST
100.0100.0100.0 100.O100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0;100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0
KEEP

GET RID OF
NOT SURE

8901 2423 2332
71.1 72.9 70.3

2435 1711
68.3 73.9

2609

2692

1176

71.4

2385

74.4

64.0

71.0

2949 713 781
23.5 21.4 23.6

952 503
26.7 21.7

947
25.3

748
20.7

496

758

27.0

22.7

101

122
3.3

178
4.9

166

210

9.0

6.3

675

191

203

5.4

5.7

6.1

180

5.0

4.4

2793
75.5
769
20.8
135
3.7

2974

72.9

183 1391

539 4008 4320 5904 1054

64.4 67.3

59.2 69.9 74.2 71.3 72.0

69.8

989

730 440
28.3 21.3

247 1334 1346 1955 377
27.1 23.3 23.1 23.6 28.1

0O.
23.1

24.3
115

189

2.8

7.3 11.4

236

125
13.7

387
6.8

153
2.6

420
5.1

32
2.2

1839

188
7.1

-522016- BUSINESS WEEK

7. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC..

8/16/82
TABLE 022A
CONTINUED -1

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RIO OF THEM TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
EDUCATION
EDUCATION

I

REGION

AREA

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET

HIGH
MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL

CIT- SUB65 & 8Th SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE OOL LEGE -ER ZER SAME

DEDUCTIONS FOR CHAR- 12533 3326 3315 3575 1315 3745 3615 1837 3333 3697 4086 2533 2067
911 5727 5827 8250 1453 2043
ITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0.O'O0.0 100.0
KEEP

8232 2219 2077
65.7 68.7 62.6

2369 16B
66.3 67.7

2561
68.4

2343
64.8

1180
64.6

2142
64.3

2548
68.0

2524
61.8

1734 1346
67.1 65.1

601 3692 3872 5340 1061
65.0 64.5 68.4 64.5 72.5

1720
65.1

GET Rip OF

3730 989 1110
29.8 29.7 33.5

1035 597
29.0 25.6

1046
28.0

1156
32.0

593
32.3

934
28.0

1055
28.5

1426
34.9

746 481
28.9 23.3

171 1776 1783 2613 358
15.3 31.0 30.6 31.6 24.5

741
23.0

136
3.6

119
3.3

56
3.2

257
7.7

03
2.5

133
3.3

• 103 241
4.0 11.7

139
15.3

NOT SURE

571
4.6

119
3.6

129
3.9

172
4.8

151
6.5

260
4.5

172
3.0

326
3.9

45
3.1

181
8.8

DEDUCTIONS FOR STATE 12533 3326 3316
& LOCAL INCOME a
PROPERTY
KEEP

7999 2201 2159
63.8 66.2 65.1

2163 1477
60.5 63.8

2309
61.7

2359
65.2

1153
82.8

2172
65.3

2484
87.2

2643
64.7

1648 1170
63.8 58.6

396 360
3940 5307 1028
43.5 63.0 87.6 84.1 70.3

1582
59.9

GET RID OF

3653 898 907
29.1 27.0 27.4

1173 675
32.8 29.2

1174
31.3

932
27.4

577
31.4

911
27.3

1015
27.5

1224
30.0

832 548
32.2 26.5

360 1711 1570 2408 378
39.5 29.9 26.9 29.1 25.7

842
31.9

4 NOT SURE

BASE

3575 2315 3745 3618
1837 3333 3697 4086 2583 2067
911 5727 5827 8280 1463 2643
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

880
7.0

227
6.8

250
7.5

240
6.7

164
7.1

263
7.0

287
7.4

107
5.8

244
7.3

198
5.4

219
6.4

102 349
3.9 16.9

1249

330

332

356

231

361

346

190

352

336

450

252

202

1S5
17.0

409
7.1

317
5.4

564
6.8

59
4.0

219
8.3

66

595

562

897

132

248

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 17, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 022B
Q.2f - WOULD YOU rAVOR KEEPI:o EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RIO OF THEM TO
MAKEIT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
INCOME
57. 37, SIS,
300 501 001
TO
TO
OR
HISP-FEMALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS S15K 25K
RACE

SEX

TOTAL

DEDUCTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE BUSINESS

12SO4 5920 6585 10526 1334
IOO.OOO.OOO.O 100.0 100.0

OCCUPATION

50, $65.
001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILLED WHITE UNION
-U- PR!FESOR
TO
TO
50K $65K OVER SIGNAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAM.

$25. S35,
001 001

TO
935K

644 1602 1991 2389 2058 1423 1161 519
1OO .OO .0100.0100,01000100.O100.O

1344 1270 615 1429
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

2301 2794
100.0 100.0

EXPENSES
KEEP

5950 2345 3105
47.6 48.1 47.2

5075
48.2

594
44.5

251 779 992 1174 907 695 SSs 269
43.6 48.6 50.1 49.1 44.1 48.8 48.1 51.8

674 743 304
36.6 56.5 49.4

679
47.5

1273
55.3

1213
43.4

GET RID OF

5334 2657 2677
42.7 44.9 40.7

4406
42.4

549
41.2

317 559 303 1079 1064 660 531 143
49.2 34.9 40.8 45.2 51.7 46.4 45.7 27.6

952 470 285
51.8 37.0 45.3

63$
45 1

894
35.9

1357
49.0

NOT SURE

1221
9.8

984
9.3

191
14.3

26
58
4.6 4.2

63
4.4

135
5.9

418
7.1

503
12.2

47 264
7.3 i1.S

131
9.1

137
5.7

87
4.2

68
4.8

72 107
8.2 20.6

644 1602 1991 2389 2059 1433 1161 519
DEDUCTIONS FOR HOUSE 12525 5948 6577 10S47 1334
100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
MORTGAGE INTEREST

218
11'

1845 1270 615 1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

125
7.0

2301 2813
1o0.0 100.0

KEEP

8901 4311 4590
71.1 72.5 69.5

7511
71.2

952
71.4

438 1024 1408 1733 1545 1083 882 329
68"0 63.9 70.7 72.5 75.0 74.2 76.0 83.4

1290 969 412
70.2 76.3 67.0

1062
73.8

1728
75.1

2015
71.6

GET RIO OF

2949 1501 1448
23.5 25.2 22.0

2436
23.1

333
25.0

179 418 479 549 479 329 279 178
27.8 26.0 24.1 23.0 23.,3 23.0 24.0 34.3

433 291 154
23.5 22.9 26.7

319
22.2

531
23.1

704
25.0

599
5.7

48
3.6

40
6.5

57
4.0

42
1.5

'4
3.3

NOT SURE

675
5.4

136
2.3

539
5.2

28 162
4.3 10.1

104
5.2

107
4.5

35
1.7

41
2.9

-

12
2.3

116
6.3

10
.8

-922016- BUSINESS WEEK#7. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.,

8/10/82

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEN TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TikXRATE TO 14%?

TABLE 0228
CONTINUE -1

INCOME
SEX

RACE

FEMALE MALE WHITE BLACK
TOTAL

S7.

17.

$15.

S25,

PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFES-U- PRILED WHITE UNION
ANIC LESS S15K $25K $35K $50K $65K OVER SIGNAL TIVE ETOR LASOR COLLAR FAM.

DEDUCTIONS FOR CHAR- 12533 5943 6585 10555 1334
644 1602 1991 2389 2067 1433 1161 519
ITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 1).0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

--185 3 1270 615 1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

2301 2813
100.0 100.0

KEEP

8232 4005 4227
65.7 67.3 64.2

6870
65.1

947
71.0

415 1086 1260 1492 1384 878 840 376
64.4 67.8 63.3 62.5 66.0'61.3 72.4 72.4

1205 828 371
65.0 65.2 60.3

990
68.8

1507
65.5

1778
63.2

GET RID OF

3730 1778 1952
29.8 29.9 29.6

3212
30.4

342
25.6

177 426
08 830 694 498 291 114
27.5 26.6 30.5 34.7 33.6 34.8 25.1"22.0

614 400 232
33.1 31.5 37.7

369
25.6

692
30.1

924
32.8

473
4.5

45
3.4

NOT SURE

571
4.6

165
2.8

405
6.2

52
8.1

90
5.6

123
6.2

68
2.8

9
56
30
.4 3.9 2.6

29
5.6

DEDUCTIONS FOR STATE 12533 5948 8585 10555 1334
644 1602 1991 2389 2067 1433 1161 510
100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.OIOO.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
& LOCAL INCOME &
PROPERTY

35
1.9

42
3.3

12
2.0

81
5.6

1853 1270 615 1439
100.9100.0100.0 100.0

103
4.5

1II
3.9

1301 2813
100.0 100.0

KEEP

7999 3897 4102
63.8 65.5 62.3

6812
64.5

77,
58.4

409 899 1235 1632 1332 997 813 315
63.5 56.1 62.0 68.3 64.4 69.6 70. 0 60.7

1180 854 328
63.7 67.2 53.3

892
62.0

1689
72.5

1715
61.0

GET RID Of

3653 1892 1761
29.1 31.8 26.7

2987
28.3

457
34.3

209 527 597 637 654 379 348 152
32.5 32.9 30.0 26.7 31.6 26.4 30.0 29.3

528 303 248
28.5 30.9 40.3

475
33.0

525
22.8

939
33.4

756
7.2

s8
7.3

4.2

176
11.0

159
8.0

120
5.0

31 56
3.3 3.9

1079

95

75

142

226

346

228

NOT SURE

BASE

OCCUPATION

135. -1"50. $65.

50 501 001 001 001
001
HISP- OR TO TO TO TO 001
TO OR

880
7.0

1249

159 722
2.7 11.0

608

641

27

124

38

52
10.0

145
7.8

24
39
1.9 6.3

72
5.0

107
4.7

159
5.7

40

173

117

153

225

298

59

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 17, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/16/52
TABLE 022C
Q.21 - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
I
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
KNOW DOES
SOME-SOME-NOT IMP.
ONE ONERETO
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS PORT FOLOF LIBEXEXEXLOW
ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA $ TRA S RULES

P0L PHILOSOPHY

VOTED 130'

CONSIDER SEL:F CONSERREAREPUB- .iEMO-INOEP- VAGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT INDENT TIVE

TOTAL

DEDUCTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE BUSINESS
EXPENSES
KEEP

-

12504 4373
100.0100.0

2969
100.0

5950 1918

1487
50.1

47.6

GET RIO OF

-

45.5

1185

-

3255 5137
100.0 100.0
1419

43.6

2560

5334 2002
42.7 45.8

39.9

1552
47.7

2037
39.7

1221
9.8

384
8.3

237
10.0

284
8.7

541
10.5

DEDUCTIONS FOR HOUSE 12525 4383
MORTGAGE INTEREST
100.0100.0

2969
100.0

NOT SURE

KEEP
GET RID OF

NOT SURE

3255 5155
100.0 100.0

MIOOLE

FANOT VOR
FAIR PAY- FAAND
INO VOR FAVOR
EQUIT SAMEFLAT BRADLEY-ABLE PER.
TAX GEPHAROT

--

3079 4268 5003 2082 8034 3793 1714 3962
352 2169 5672 5933 7659
I00.0100.O100.000.0100.01OO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0
1831 2534 1079 3902 2001
47.9 42.9 50.6 61.3 45.2 52.8

$s9 1856
51.9
46.8

1405 2026 2114
84 3853 1444
45.6 47.5 42.3 42.5 44.7 38.1

42.9

1475

199 411
6.5 9.5

355

7.1

119 873
5.7 10.1

348
9.2

735
90
5.3

1941
49.0
165
4t2

158

978

44.9

45.1

184

52.3
10
2.8

1110

51.2
&1
3.7

7266
100.0

2604 2552 3495
49.4 43.0 45.6

3485
47.7

2448 3006 3687
43.2 50.7 48.1

3362
46.3

375
6.3

477

439

6.2

.6.0

420
7.4

3079 4288 5004 2082 844 3803 1714 3964
362 2171 5674 5952 7680
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7277
100.0

6901 3046
71.1
69.5
f

2278
76.7

2216
66.1

3704
71.8

2194 2791 3824 1589 6231 2602
71.3 65.1 76.4 76.3 72.1 68.4

1315
76.7

2939
74.1

277
76.5

1600
73.7

3807 3814 5196
87.1 64.1 67.7

75.3

2949 1175
23.5 28.3

554

18.7

313
28.0

1134
22.0

767 1327 1009 391 2041 898' 328
24.9 30.9 20.2 18.8 23.6 23.6 19.1

947

23.9

35
23.5

515
23.7

1592 1841 2188
28.1 30.9 28.5

"21.3

125
3.1

320
6.2

675
5.4

162
3.7

138

4.6

117
3.8

170
4.0

170 102
3.4 4.9

372
4.3

303
8.0

72
4.2

78
2.0

56
2.6

5482

1551

276

298

298

244

4.9

5.0

3.9

3.4

-922016- BUSINESS WEEK 17. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/15/82
TABLE 022C
CONTINJED -1

Q.2E - WOULDYOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD
YOUFAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKEIT POSSIBLE T3 LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
POL PHILOSUPHY

KNOW DOES
SOME- SOME- NOT
ONE
ONE RESEROLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS PORT
REAREPUB- DEMO- INDEP- VA- OF LIB- _
EXIXEXGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA S TRA S
VOTED '0"

TOTAL
DEOUCTIONS FOR CHAR-

CONSIDER SELF

CON- MID-

FAIMP.
NOT
VOR
TO
FAIR PAY- FAFOLAND
INO VOR FAVOR
LOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYRULES -ABLE PER. TAX 0PHARDT

12532 4383

199, 9199,9

278
100,9

5232 2730
65.7 62.3

2161
72.6

2091
64.2

3530
68.3

1257 2740 3342 1428 5600 2552
63.6 63.9 65.7 06.0 54.7 67.9

1123
65.5

255
84.3

214
59.1

1314
60.3

3015 335b 4702
03.5 58.6 62.3

4786
65.7

3730 1479
29.3 33.7

723
24.4

179
30.1

1422
27.5

1041 1356 1537 576 2705 996
33.3 31.6 30.7 27.7 31.3 20.2

568
33. 1

1339
33.7

141
40.9

3O
37.0

1852 2378 289
32.5 40.0 34.7

2284
31.4

175
4.0

so
3.0

23
1.3

78
2.0

-

S9
2.7

DEOUCTIONSFOR STATE 12533 4383
100.0100.0
& LOCAL INCOME a
PROPERTY

2978
100.0

ITASLI VNTRWITIt
KEEP

.

GET RIO OF
NOT SURE

571
4.6

184.
5.7

214
4.1

3255 5166
100.0 100.0

3070 428 5012 2082 652 3803 1714 3972
362 2173 5582 5952 7088
100,0100,0100,0109,0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

80
2.6

131
4.5

132
2.5

78
3.7

348
4.0

223
5.9

-

218
3.8

206
3.5

230
3.0

3079 4288 5012 2082 852 3803 1714 3972
362 2173 5582 5352 7835
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7285
100.0

21!
3.0
7285
100.0

KEEP

799 2893
63.3 66.0

2011
67.5

2098
64.5

3315
54.2

1966 2754 3470 1201 5780 2152
63.9 64.5 69.2 57.7 55.1 56.6

1157
67.5

2539
85.2

283
78.2

1422
65.3

3311 3485 4758
58.3 568.2 61.9

4937
57.8

GET RIO OF

3653 1287
29.1 29.4

770
25.3

954
29.3

1458
28.2

30 1206 1347 689 2374 1269
30.9 30.2 26.3 33. 1,27.4 33.4

431

23.1

1196
30.1

74
20.4

034
29.1

2064 2112 2532
36.3 35.5 32.9

1987
27.0

7.0

204
4.7

197
6.8

202
6.2

393
7.6

163
5.3

228
5.3

196 192
3.9 3.2

498 382
5.8 10.0

77
4.5

187
4.7

5
1.4

124
5.7

308
5.4

375
5.3

338
5.2

381
5.2

1249

446

237

317

S03

324

434

494

887

374

184

403

33

223

567

603

776

743

i
NOT SURE

BASE

3235 5166
100.9 100.0

214

-922016- BUSINESS WEEK #7. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.
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TABLE 023A

Q.2E -

WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH 57 THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKfIT POSS91.E TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
EDUCATION
REGION

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET

CIT- SUB-

ZES

65 &

HZGM1
5TH

SCM- COL- HARD EAS-

URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-40 50-64 OVER GRADE OOL LEGE

__

-ER

ASOUT

IER SAME

BEING ABLE TO DEDUCT 12488 3307 3296 3569 2315 3745 3588 1837 3318 3697 4079 2545 2067
911 5682 5827 8234 1463 2643
INVESTMENT IN DRILL- 100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0
ING COSTS FOR OIL &
NATURAL GAS
KEEP

GET RIO OF

NOT SURE
DEDUCTION Of POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
UP TO $100
KEEP

GET RIO OF

NOT SURE

4216

861 1122

1381

852

33.8

26.0 34.0

8393

4927

1700

1653 1114

51.2

53.3

51.6

48.3

1878 519 475
15.0 15.7 14.4
12472 3326 3277

35.7

535

15.0

36.5
46.1
349

15.1

3553 2315

674
30.7

1049
31.6

1467
39.7

1912

954

53.3

51.9

16e
50.3

1963
53.1

209
11.4

583
17.6

266
7.2

3618

1837

3311

3674

4047

2583 2067

911 5705 5738 3240 4433

1337
38.4

1400
34.6

1068 873
41.3 42.2

329 2019 2304 3176 613
38.1 35.4 30.3 38.5 42.8

33.1

2264
61.8

2391

1359 955
53.8 46.2

437 3332 3299 4632 753
45.0 58.4 57.0 56.2 54.6

1583
59.3

74
2.0

256
6.3

1447
38.6

1046
29.2

1341
49.2

12.2

630
17.8

3706

457

1321

645

729

32.4

25.3 35.3

34.6

315 2111 1754 2810 419
37.2 30.1 34.1 28.6

35.7

223

1351 766
53.1 37.1

347 2776 3270 4270 827
38.1 48.9 568.1 51.9 56.6

1217
46.0

56.2

465
549 572
11.4. 21.6 27.7

249

27.3

795
14.0

503 1154 217
13.8 14.0 14.8

343

453

18.3
2643

100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0
1272 1206
37.7 38.2 36.8

1221

g98

34.4

43.1

7030 1908 1356
56.5 57.4 57.6

2080 1206

4698

634
5.6

147
4.4

135
5.6

58.5 52.1
252
7.1

111

4.3

1456

1593

39.3

44.0

536
31.9

1063
32.1

2061
55.6

1925
53.2

1139
62.0

59.0

189
5.1

100
2.8

112
6.1

1254

294

3.9

59. 1

126
4.9

239

11.6

145
15.9

354

6.2

156
3.2

440

6.3

33

2.7

576

193
7.5

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 07, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 5/16/82
TABLE 023A
CONTINUED -1

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPZNO EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
REGION
MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL
DEDUCTIONS FOR STATE 12511 3305 3316
& LOCAL TAXES OTHER 100.0100.0100.0
THAN STATE & LOCAL
INCOME & PROPERTY
TAXES
KEEP
GET RIO OF
NOT SURE

6652 1874 1784
53.2 56.7 53.8

3575 2315

1810 1184
50.0

51.1

1332

1284
10.3

433 258
12.1 11.1

873

37.3 37.7

DEUCTIONS FOR CASU- 12483 3294 3316
ALTY & THEFT LOSES

KEEP
GET RIO OF
NOT SURE

BASE

3558 2315
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0
7905 2191 2094
63.3 66.5 63.1

3617 91t3 964
29.0 27.7 29.1

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
CIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
ZES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE COL LEGE -ER ZER SAME
3745

3803

1831

3333

3897

4073

_

2583 2059

903 5714 5827 8264 1483

2636

1327

100.0i00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

4575 1171 1199
36.6 35.4 36.2
260 333
7.9 10.0

EDUCATION

AREA

1893
50.5

2032
56.4

935
51.1

1793
53.8

2209
61.4

2055
50.5

52.8

44.8

310 2959 3337 4476
785
34.3 51.8 57.3 54.2 53.7

1537

1246
34.6

751
41.0

1041
31.2

1226
33.2

1695
41.6

967
37.4

640
31.1

354 2193 2027 2962 570
39.2 38.4 34.8 35.8 39.0

8.4

324
9.0

145
7.9

500
15.0

201
5.4

323
7.9

3724

3607

1829

3323
100.0

100.0

100.0

2029
61.1

2828
76.5

2296
56.3

840
25.3

731

1608

19.8

454
13.7

352

41.0

316

100. 0 100.0

2162 1458

2450

60.8 63.0

65.8

1065

674

29.9 29.1

1059
28.4

100.0

2374
65.8

57.5

1083
30.0

34.7

1052

634

961
7.7

190
5.8

258
7.8

330

183

9.3

7.9

21S
5.8

149
4.1

7.8

1249

330

332

356

231

361

346

190

143

3697

4078

1365

922

251 497
9.7 24.1
2554 2087

1402 1312

54.9 63.5
916

341

35.9 16.5

3.7

174
4.3

236 414
9.2 20.0

336

450

252

202

969
36.8

109
7.5

340
12.9

O11 5689 5816 8230 1463

2643
100.0

26.5

562
9.8

482

7.9

826
10.0

100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

39.4

138

239

50.3

508 3744 3548 5414

909

62.3 65.4 61.0 85.8 62.1

1464
55.4

120 1457 2039 2178 483
13.2 25.6 35.1 26.5 33.0

956
38,.2

223
24.5

488
8.6

229
3.9

638
7.8

72
4.9

223

86

595

562

857

132

248

8.4

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK #7. LOUIS HARRIS a ASSOC.,
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TABLE 0238

0.21E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR'WOULD YOU FAVOR GEThING RID OF THEM TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
INCOME
OCCUPATION
S7.
17. $15. 125. 135, $50, SO5.
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISPOR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
LEO WHITE UNION
FES-U- PRIMALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS S15K S25K 35K $50K 85lK OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAM.
RACE

SEX

TOTAL
BEING ABLE TO DEDUCT 12488 5927 6581 10510 1334
644 1602 1982 2376 2097 1410 1161 519
INVESTMENT IN DR!LL- 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.O1O.00.0100.
0100.Ol0o.O
ING COSTS FOR OIL &
NATURAL GAS
KEEP
GET RID OF
NOT SURE

4216 2067 2149
33.8 34.9 32.8

3475
33.1

482,
36.1

260 575
835 805 596 487 291
187
40.4 35.9 42.1 33.9 28.6 34.5 25.1, 36.0

550 431 240
29.7 33.9 39.0

6393 3213 3181
51.2 54.2 49.5

5391
51.3

704
52.8

299
869 798 1358 1305
778 648. 256
46.4 41.9 40.3 57.1 83.1 55.2 55.8 49.3

51.5

1878

1644
15.6

148
11.1

36 358 348
13.4 22.3 17.6

344
18.6

12472 5899 6572 10493

1334

15.0
DEDUCTION OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
UP TO 1100
KEEP

GET RID Of
NOT SURE

1853 1270 515
1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

847 1231
10.9 1.8

215
9.C

167
8.1

145 222
75
10.3 19.1 14.5

644 1593 1968 2389 2087 1433 1131

519

100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

578

4898 2359 2339
37.7 40.0 35.6

36.8

43.3

7080 3383 3697
56.5 57.3 56.3

6070
57.9

50.4

553
5.3

.4
6.3

694
5.6

158
2.7

537
8.2

3864

872

959

332 S60 1110 1483 1266 841
501 225
51.6 54.0 56.4 82.1 81.2 58.7 44.3 43.4

57.3

132
8.3

87
4.4

108
4.5

59
2.9

56
3.9

30
2.7

12
2.3

122

9.. 15.9

1853 1240

40.9

57

278

605

757
1052

35
1.9

459 222
37.0 36.7

759
61.2

22
1.8

370
81.2
13

2.1

833

38.4

321
29.8

55.7

1191
52.0

50.8

144
10.0

285
11.6

323
11.8

2289

2813

492
34.2
802

1430

100.0100.0100.0 100.0

255 501 771 798 743 535 600 232
39.6 37.7 39.2 33.4 35.9 37.3 53.1 54.3

8.9

717

55.5 45.2

2253
2777
100.0 100.0

520
36.4
841
58.8

70
4.9

1532

100.0 100.0

884
38.5

1073
38.1

1280

1635
58.2

55.9
125
5.5

104

3.7

-322016- BUSINESS WEEK 07. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/2

Q,2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKE-IT POSSIBLETC.LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?

TABLE 0235
CONTINUE -1

INCOME
OCCUPATION
$7, S7. 515. S25. S35. SO. S6S.
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-U- PRILEO WHITE UN!ON
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS S15K $25K 135K 350K 165K OVER SIONAL TVE ETOR
LABOR COLLAR FAN.
TOTAL
SEX

RACE

DEOUCTIONS FOR STATE 12511 5935 6577 10533

& qrAL TAXES OT.R 100,9199,91909,
THAN STATE & LOCAL
INCOME & PROPERTY
TAXES
KEEP

GET RIO OF

OEOUCTIONS FOR CASUALTY & THEFT LOSES
KEEP

BASE

519

1153 1294

57.3

368 795 1016 1395 1103 779 555 308
57.1 49.8 51.2 58.6 57.4 54.4 47.8 59.3

54.4

4575 2215 2360

3818

35.9

30.2

529
39.7

229 523 747 807 750 595 48.
176
35.6 32.8 37.7 33.9 36.4 41.5 42.1 33.9

33.6

1284
10.3

293 991
4.9 15.1

1196
11.4

12483 5937 6546 10513

764

41
3.1
1334

100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0
7905 3765 4141
3617 193

1678

981

234

7.7

3.3 11.1

1249

603

727

641

375

6527
62.1

173. 1

3138
30.3

20.9

273

798
7.6

30
6.0

1079

95

47
7.3

284

17.7

220
11.1

170
7.6

129
6.3

5
4.1

117
10.1

35
8.7

637 1573 1983 238 2007 1433 1161 519
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
404 1042 1222 1596 1284

856

648

334

63.4 86.2 65.2 60.8 62.1 59.7 55.3 84.4

150 304 509 68 723 504 513 160
23.5 19.3 25.7 28.8 35.0 35.2 44.2 30.0
83 228
13.0 14.5

182
9.2

105
4.4

60
2.9

73
5.1

142

228

346

226

124

75

25
- 4.8

38

40

615

1432

100.0100.0100.0 100.0

52.4

29.0 32.6 25.6
NOT SURE

644 1602 1983 2352 2061 1433 1161

5520

63.3 63.4 63.3

GET RID OF

1334

190,0 10Q,0109,0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.01 00 ,0

6652 3427 3226
53.2 57.7 43.0
36.6 37.3

NOT SURE

199.9

1oo
623
222
.12.0

745 335
53.9 54.5
435
35.4
34

2.7

643

2806

731
51.0

1318
57.3

54.2

251
40.1

598
41.8

804
34.9

39.4

29

101
7.1

4.7

1853 1270 615 1431
100.0100.0100.0 100.0
1127
60.8

2301

100.0 100.0

179

179
0.4

2291 2792
100.0 100.0

782
54.6

1627
71.0

392

563
39.3

24.5

238

1105

7.8

837 377
5.9 61.3

34.7 30.9 38.7
83 41
.

1522

qSol

1670
59.8
919
32.

4.5

3.2

-

36
6.0

4.5

203
7.3

173

117

59

153

225

,98

104
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TABLE 023C
Q.2! - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEPING EACH or ?.1IESE
DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
POL PHILOSOPHY

KNOW
SOME- SOMECON- MIDONE
ONE
SER- OLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS
REAREPUB- DEMO- INDEP- VA- OF LISEXGANCARTER LICAN CRAT ENOENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRAEXS
TOTAL
VOTED

BEING ABLE TO DEDUCT 12488 43S1
INVESTMENT IN DRILL- 100.0100.0
ING COSTS FOR OIL &
NATURAL AS
KEEP

60,

2975
100.0

CONSIDER SELF

3056 4272 4989 2075 8614 3796 1714 3972
362 2179 5603 5925 7659
100.O10,0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

1059 1408 1803 728 2735 1434
34.7 33.0 36.1 35.1 31.8 37.8

1083
36.4

999
30.7

1722
33.5

GET RID OF

6393 2331
51.2 53.6

1445
48.5

1635
50.2

2700
1579 2333 2506 1183 4502 880
52.35 54.9 54.6 50.2 56.0 52.3 49.0

NOT SURE

1878 717
15.0 16.S

450
15.1

621
19.1

721
14.0

12472 4383
100.0100.0

2939
100.0

4692 1587

37.7 36.2

1350
45.9

1205
37.0

7080 2554
56.8 58.3

1482
50.4
107
3.6

KEEP

GET RIO OF
NOT SURE

694
5.6

242
5.5

FAIMP.
NOT
VOR
TO
FAIR PAY- FAAND
FOLING VOR FAVOR
LOW EQUIT SANE FLAT BRADLEYRULES -ASLE PER. TAX GEPHARDT

3255 5144
100.0 100.0

4210 1303
33.8 29.9

DEDUCTION OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
UP TO S100

DOES
NOT
REPORT
EXTRA S

7257
100.0

714
41.7

1289
32.5

131
36.2

719
33.0

1596 1736 2332
33.5 29.3 30.4

2616
36.0

838
48.9

2215
55.8

173
47.8

1191
54.7

:105 3596 445
54.8 60.7 38.6

3840
52.9

163
9.5

468
11.8

57
15.7

268
12.3

662 593 841
11.7 10.0 11.0

802
11.1

3079 4288 4981 2082 8614 3780 1704 3953
352 2160 S66O-5933 7639
100.0100.0100.0100.01OO.o 00.o 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7263
100.0

2101
41.2

'79 1600 1956 552 3379 1296
31.8 37.3 39.3 40.9 39.2 34.3

638
37.4

1334
33.7

156
44.3

602
30.6

1914 1817 2655
33.8 30.0 34.8

2904
40.0

1824
56.0

2724
53.4

1951 2495 2882 1105 4833 2191
03.4 58.2 57.9 53.1 56. 1 58.0

1003
58.9

2499
83.2

189
53.7

1449 3490 3841 4682
67. 1 61.7 64.7 61.3

4128
56.8

226
8.9

279
5.5

64
3.8

120
3.0

7
2.0

3255 5105
100.0 100.0

318 531 ag0
10.4 12.4 13.6

149
4.8

193
4.5

143
2.9

184 1377 502
8.9 16.0 13.2

124 401
6.0 4.7

293
7.3

49
2.3

256
4.6

276 302
4.7 4.0

231
3.2
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TABLE 023C
CONTIMJEO -1

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD
YOU FAVOR GETTING RIO OF THEM TO
MAKE IT PCSStBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
POL PHILOSOPHY

KNOW
I0ME- SOMECON- MIDONE
ONE
SER- OLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS
REAREPUB- DEMO- INOEP- VA- OF LIB- _
EXEXGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO
TRA S TRA S
TOTAL
VOTED '50'

DEDUCTIONS FOR STATE 1251*1 4383
6 LOCAL TAXES OTHER
100.0100.0
THAN STATE & LOCAL
INCOME & PROPERTY
TAXES

2964
100.0

CONSiDER SELF

3255 5153
100.0 100.0

3079 4281 5005 2082 8639 3794 1714
100.0100.0100.000.01000.00.0 100.0

DOES-,
NOT
REPORT
EXTRA S

FAIMP.
NOT
VOR
TO
FAIR PAY- FAFOLAND
ING VOR FAVOR
LOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYRULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHAROT

3972
382 2179
5867 5952 7681
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7263
100.0

KEEP

$652 2355
53.2 53.7

1640
55.3

1709
52.5

2644
51.3

1714 2137 2942 1103 4640 1964
55.7 49.9 58.8 53:0 53.7 51.8

1011
59.0

2159
54.4

247
68.2

1223
56.1

2767 2958 3806
48.8 49.7 49.6

4173
57.5

GET RID OF

4575 1667
36.6 36.0

1061
3S.8

1187

36.5

1961
38.1

1133 1763 1701 728 3119 1437
36.8 41.2 34.0 35.0 30.1 37.9

.551
32.1

1511
38.0

95
28.2

794
38.4

2426 2553 3300
42.8 42.9 43.0

2584
35.3

361
8.2

263
8.9

359
11.0

547
10.6

152
8.8

302
7.8

20
5.5

162
7.4

DEDUCTIONS FOR CASU- 12483 4375
ALTY & THEFT LOSES
100.0100.0

2959
100.0

NOT SURE

KEEP
GET RID OF
NOT SURE

BASE

1284
10.3

3255 5129
100.0 100.0

231
7.5

381
8.9

382 251 881 394
7.2 12.1 10.2 10.4

3079 4288 4981 2074 8603 3803 1714
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

3954
362
100.0 100.0

474
8.4

441
7.4

575
7.5

526
7.2

2181
100.0

5674 5944 781
100.0100.0100.0

7248
100.0

7905 2398
63.3 54.8

1973
68.7

1910
58.7

3477
67.8

1902 2599 3278 1471 5129 2704
81.8 80.6 65.8 70.9 59.6 71.1

1247
72.8

2525
63.9

264
72.9

1402
64.9

3539 3301 4535
62.4 55.5 59.2

4814
65.4

3017 1686
29.0 38.5

792
26.8

1128
34.7

1261
24.6

1002 1424 1403 519 2883 728
32.5 33.2 29.4 25.0 33.5 19.1

433
25.3

1310
33. 1

86
23.8

709
32.8

1802 2330 2770
31.8 39.4 36.2

2088
28.8

961
7.7

291
6.7

193
6.5

217
6.7

392
7.6

175
5.7

265
6.2

240
4.8

84
4.1

591
8.9

370
9.7.

34
2.0

120
3.0

12
3.3

50
2.3

333
5.9

304
5.1

350
4.6

1249

446

287

317

509

324

434

494

214

887

374

184

403

33

223

BB7

608

776

346
4.8

743
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TABLE 024A

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EAC-. OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULDYOU
FAVOR GETTING RID OF THEM TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
REGION
MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
1win&.

DEDUCTIONS FOR MEDICAL EXPENSES

KEEP
GET RID OF
NOT SURE

DEDUCTIONS FOR INTEREST PAID ON INSTALL
-MENT & CREDIT CARD
BILLS

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
CIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE OOL LEGE -ER
IER SAME

12516 3326 3318
356 2307 3728
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0

3018
100.0

1837 3333 3897 4077
2575 2067
91i 5719 5d18 8202 1483 2543
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
100.0

9958 2733 2623
79.6 82.2 79.1

2779 1823
77.9 79.0

2967
79.6

2838
75.4

1419
77.2

2735
82.1

3186
85.6

3186
75.1

1933 1806
75.1 77.7

697 4857 4549 6608 1123
78.5 81.4 78.2 82.4 78.8

1897
71.5

2227 So
605
17.8 15.0 18.2

712 410
20.0 17.8

645
17.3

711
19.7

383
20.8

487
14.6

495
13.5

658
21.0

533 318
20.7 15.3

145 934 1136 1283 3C8
15.9 18.3 19.5 15.3 21.1

839
24.2

116
3.1

69
1.9

35
1.9

111
3.3

32
.9

33
.8

331
2.8

94
2.8

8
2.7

75
2.1

74
3.2

108
4.2

144
7.0

69
7.6

129
2.3

133
2.3

191
2.3

33
2.3

107
4.0

12518 3326 3319 3568 2307 3730 3618
1837 3333 3889 4086
904 5719 5827 8264 1463 2843
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0,100.0 100.0 2575 2007
100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

KEEP

5885 1465 1546
47.0 44.1 45.6

1773 1099
49.7 47.8

1781
47.2

1790
49.6

820
44.8

1505
45.2

154i
43.2

2118
51.8

1228
917
47.7 44.4

385 2582 2794.3990 727
42.8 48.9 47.9 48.3 49.7

1075
40.7

GET RID OF

5880
48.8 50.0

1546
48.6

1559
43.7

1092
47.3

1728
46.3

1675
46.3

934
50.8

1523
45.7

1953
52.9

1878
40.0

1200 770
48.6 37.3

384 2868 2818 3750 704
40.3 48.7 4.3 45.4 4.1

1350
51.1

NOT SURE

BASE

EDUCATION

AREA

773
6.2

196
5.9

224
8.8

238
6.6

116
S.0

241
6.5

140
4.0

83
4.5

303
9.1

142
3.8

92
2.3

148
350
5.7 15.4

1248

330

332

356

230

380

346

190

352

336

450

251

202

155
17.1

370
6.5

218
3.7

524
8.3

33
2.3

218
8.2

88

594

502

85

132

248

-322016-
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TABLE 0248

Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EACH OF THESE DEDUCTIONS OR WOULD YOU FAVOR GETTING RIO OF THEM TO
MAKEIT POSSIBLE TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%7
INCOME
OCMIPATION
500 57,
S7.
$15.
S50. &65.
501 001 S25.
001 $35.
001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-U- PRILED WHITE
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS $15K S25K $35K 150K 985K OVER SIGNAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR UNION
FAN.
TOTAL
SEX

RACE

DEDUCTIONS FOR MEDI- 12516 5948 6588 10538 1334
644 1602 1974 2389 2067 1433 1161 519
CAL EXPENSES
100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

1853 1270 615 1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

KEEP

9953 4625 5333
79.6 77.8 31.2

8269
73.5

1163
37.2

527 1342 1633 1985 1661 1046 340 322
81.8 83.8 82.7 63.1 30.4 73.0 72.4 62.0

1352 945 458
73.0 74.4 74.5

1211
34.2

1851
80.3

2159
76.3

GET RIO OF

2227 1268 959
17.8 21.3 14.6

1964
18.6

171
12.8

91 168 209 374 331 374 321 183
14.1 10.5 13.6 15.7 18.4 26.1 27.6 35.3

442 315 157
23.3 24.3 25.5

215
14.9

423
18.5

598
21.3

13
.8

55
2.0

NOT SURE

331
2.6

55
.9

276
4.2

304
2.9

28
4.0

91
5.7

72
3.6

30
1.3

25
1.2

12
.3

-

13
2.5

59

3.2

10

-

.8

-

13
.9

DEDUCTIONS FOR INTE- 12518 5941 6577 10539 1334
644 1602 1976 2389 2067 1433 1101 510 • 1863 1270 60
1433
REST PAID ON INSTALL 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
100.0100.0100.0 100.0
-NENT & CREDIT CARD
BILLS

2301 2313
100.0 100.0

KEEP

5885 2624 3261
47.0 44.2 49.6

4926
46.7

682
51.1

277 633 1061 1187 963 653 582 237
43.0 39.5 53.7 49.7 46.6 45.9 50.1 45.7

803 612 269
43.3 48.2 44.2

694
43.2

1198
52.1

1343
47.7

GET RIO OF

5360 3124 2735
46.8 52.0 41.6

4994
47.4

540
40.9

320 737 777 1113 1069 748 579 270
40.7 49.1 39.3 46.8 51.7 52.2 49.9 52.0

933 637 327
50.4 50.2 53.3

725
50.4

1000
46.3

1306
4.60

620
5.9

100
7.9

102
3.6

1078

95

NOT SURE

BASE

2292 2813
100.0 100.0

773
6.2

1243

193 530
3.2 8.8

608

640

47 183
7.3 11.4

75

142

138
85
7.0 3.6

35
1.7

28
2.0

225

223

124

346

38

12
2.3

117
6.3

22
1.7

12
2.0

21
1.5

38
1.7

40

173

1-7

59

153

225 . 203
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TABLE 024C
OR WOULO YOU FAVOR GETTINO RIO OF THEM TO
Q.2E - WOULD YOU FAVOR KEEPING EAb 0F THESE DEDUCTIONS
MAKE IT.POS 14E TO LOWER THE BASIC TAX RATE TO 14%?
NOT
KNOW DOES
IMP.
SOME- SOME- NOT
FAIR
TO
REAND
ONE
ONE
FOLMIDCONCONSIDER SELF
VOTED '80'
PORT
EARNS
VOTED '80 EARNS
SER- OLE
LOV EUIT
EX- RULES -ABLE
EX_
EX_
REPUB-,DEMO- INOEP- VA- OF LIBREAS
GM CARTER LICAN CRAT ENOENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES"NO TRA S TRAD TRA
.--POL PHILOSOPHY

TOTAL

DEDUCTIONS FOR MEOICAL EXPENSES

2969

3246 5158
190,0 100,0

12516 4374
190,0199,9

100.0

KEEP

9958 3243
79.6 74.1

2491
83.9

2409
74.2

4297
83.3

GET RID OF

2227 1005
17.8 23.0

440
14.8

728
22.4

13.8

126
2.9

39
1.3

109
3.4

DEDUCTIONS FOR INTE- 12518 4383
REST PAID ON INSTALL 1OO.0100.0
-NENT & CREDIT CARD
BILLS

2969
100.0

NOT SURE

150
2.9

3255 5168
100.0 100.0

5673 5952 7680
3963 100.0
362 100.0
2179 100.0100.0100.0
3079 4288 4995 2082 8635 3803 1714 100.0
100.0190.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0
4357 4365 6941
301 1768
2416 3276 4132 1740 6683 3197 1455 3171
76.3 73.3 77.4
81.1
54.9' 80.0 53.1
78.5 76.4 82.7 83.6 77.4 54.1

7275
100.0

6048
83.1

20.8 24.8 20.9

1073
14.7

131
1.7

155
2.1

362 2172 5682 5952 7672
3079 4288 5004 2074 8644 3795 1714 3965
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7277
100.0

614 918 775 307 1711 515
19.9 21.4 15.5 14.7 19.3 13.5
49
1.6

94
2.2

88

1.8

34
1.6

241
2.8

90
2.4

233

.13.0
25

1.5

755
19.1

61
16.9

383
17.6

28
1.3

36
.9

1181 147a 160B

135
2.4

110
1.5

KEEP

5885 2089

1636

2542
49.3

977 4235 1607
43.9 45.5 50.3 47.1 49.0 42.3

834
48.7

1910
48.2

177
45.3

1135
52.3

2389
42.3
38.9 3245
42.0 2316

3070
50.4

47.0 47.7

1438
44.2

1351 1951 2517

55.1

1598
49.1

2255

1846 2169 2295 952 3942 1896
53.5 50.6 45.9 45.9 45.6 50.0

47.6

1916
48.3

171
47.2

984
45.3

3007 3413 4083

5860 2085

1153

816

GET RID OF

3346
46.0

NOT SURE

BASE

331
2.6

711

FAVOR
PAY- FAING VOR FAVOR
SANE FLAT BRADLEYPER. TAX GEPHAROT

46.8 47.6

38.8

43.7

52.9

87.3

53.2

773

209

181
6.1

218
6.7

360
7.0

82
2.7

167
3.9

192
3.8

146
7.0

467
5.4

292
7.7

64
3.7

138
3.5

2.4

287
5.1

224
3.8

344
4.5

261
3.6

4.8

14
3's

6.2

1248

446

286

317

508

324

434

493

214

868

374

184

403

33

223

567

608

775

743

53
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TABLE 025A

0.2F - DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?

REGION

EDUCATION

AREA

MID-

AGE

CIT- SUB-

EAST WEST SOUTH WEST

TOTAL

ZES
IES

URB(: TO I; RHnAI
URBS TOWVNS UA

12,-*30

n -,

,

e

as a
'. F

0%

YL

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
GRADE O0L LEGE -ER IER SAME
-

SOCIAL SECURITY &
VETERANS' BENEFITS
SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

SHOULD BE TAXED

12513 3328 3304 3575 2307 3725 3018
1837 3333 3897
4086
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 100, 0 100,9
110797 2913 2832
85.3 87.5 85.7
1322

372

344

10.6 11.2 10.4
NOT SURE

INTEREST FROM STATE
& LOCAL BONDS THAT

2945 2107
82.4 91.3

3125

83.9

3180
8"7.9

1599
87.0

2893

451
12.8

5.7

473
12.7

379
10.5

192
10.5

279

44
1.9

3.4

59

48
2.5

394

42

128

10

3.1

1.3

3.9

5.0

12517 3320 3310
100.O100.0100.0

ARE USED TO FINANCE
STATE & LOCAL

155

128

1.6

86.8

8.4
141
4.8

3220
87.1

3530
88.4

396

433

10.7
80
2.2

10.5

123
3.0

2575 2055

-

-I-

109.0100,0

91l 5719 5815 8271 1451
109, 0100.,0100, 0 00,0100, 0

2109 1779
85.0 88.6

757 5103 4881 7234 1237
83.1 59.2 83.9 57.5 85.3

302
11.7

182
8.9

84
3.3

94
4.8

79
8.7

75

8.2

311

733

8.9 12.8

109
1.9

201

3.5

748

195

9.0 13.4

292
3.5

20

1.4

2E43

100,0
2200

83.2
381
13.7

52

3.1

3558 2307 3737
3818
1837 3325 3099
4085 2575 2067
903 5719 5827 8264 1453 2643
100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0100.0 100.0100,0100,0100,0100,0 100.9

GOVERNMENT

' OULDREMAIN
TAX-FREE
SHOULD BE TAXED

8111 I8so 1580
48.8 55.8 47.0

1471 1224
41.2 53.1

1945
52.0

53.2

5290 1289 1398

1755 889
49.2 37.7

1522
40.7

40.2

42.3 38.2 42.2
NOT SURE

1117
8.9

202 358
6.1 10.8

342
9.8

214
9.3

270
7.2

1924

1454
239

6.6

830
45.2

42.5

53.7

851
48.3

1462
44.0

41.7

1412

158 4i
8.5 13.8

1980

1538
171
4.8

2038
49.8

42.8 4e.3

39.1

1753
42.9

1178 77e
45.7 37.5

42.0

297
7.3

294 334
11.4 18.2

171
18.9

1103

958

353 2800 2922 4089 803
49.0 50.1 49.5 54.9

1107
41.9

379 2432 2488 3458
42.5 42.3

1239
48.9

588
41.5 38.7

488
8.5

439
7.5

710
8.7

94
6.4

298

11.2

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 17.

LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/18/82
TABLE 025A
CONTINUED -1

Q.2F - DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE. OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED ZN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
EDUCATION
REGION

AREA

MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
________
CIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
ZES UROS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRADE 00L LEGE -ER IER SANE

TOTAL
PART OF THE INCOME
U.S. CITIZENS EARN
ABROAD

12395 3226 3307 3562 2299 3701 3578 1820 3299 3653 4043 2540 2067
911 5824 5792 9158 1447 2043
100.0100.0100.0 100.OOO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.01000O100.100.0 100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

2914 757 788
23.5 23.5 23.8

834 536
23.4 23.3

912
24.8

732
20.5

SHOULD BE TAXED

8528 2249 2298
88.8 89.7 69.5

2373 1607
66.6 89.9

2434
65.8
355
9.8

NOT SURE

UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION

955
7.7

221
6.9

222
6.7

358
10.0

156
6.8

1

474
26.0

798
24.2

1218
33.3

880
21.3

482 350
18.2 18.9

273 1237 1388 1979 400
30.0 22.0 23.0 24.3 27.8

490
18.5

2816
73.2

1282
70.4

2192
68.5

2299
82.9

2918
72.2

1876 139q
73.9 67.2

404 3088 4055 5849 939
50.9 70.9 70.0 89.2 84.9

1658
70.2

228
8.4

83
3.6

308
9.3

138
3.7

28
8.8

201 328
7.9 15.9

174
19.1

297
11.2

401
7.1

370
6.4

531
65

109
7.6

12462 3326 3300 3550 2308
3719 3811
1837 -3318 3897
4052 2563-2050
911 5727 5776 6246 1454 2835
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.010o.0100.0100.0 100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

8915 2460 2259
71.4 74.0 88.5

2485 1731
69,4 75.1

2834
78.2

2474
88.5

1325
72.1

2282
88.8

2451
88.3

2903
71.8

1978 1464
78.5 72.4

885 4282 3936 6191 1020
73.0 74.6 88.1 75.1 70.6

1812
81.2

SHOULD BE TAXED

3144 788 929
25.2 23.1 28.2

915 533
25.8 23.1

793
21.3

1054
29.2

422
23.0

875
26.4

1178
31.8

1055
26.0

528
387
20.4 18.9

185 1218 1726 1803 365
20.3 21.3 29.9 21.9 28.5

901
34.2

91
2.4

83
2.3

89
4.8

160
4.8

89
1.9

95
2.3

NOT SURE

423
3.4

98
2.9

113
3.4

170
4.8

42
1.8

61
3.1

179 . 60
8.7
6.8

227
4.0

114
2.0

252
3.1

40
2.8

123
4.7

-522016- BUSINESS WEEK 07, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 5/18/82
TABLE 025A
CONTINUED -2

Q.2F - 00 YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOLU REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
REGION

TOTAL

INTI :REST ON LIFE
INSUIRANCE SAVINGS
SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE
SHOULD BE TAXED
NOT SURE

BASE

ARE

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
H IG H

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET

H AR D__ _ _ _ _ ABO U T
MIDCIT- SUB65 & 8TH SCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
EAST WESTSOUTH WEST IES URBS T NS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVERGRADE OOL LEGE -ER
JER SAME

12533 3326 3316 3575 2315 3745 3018 1 37 3333 3097 4086 2383 2067
911 5727 5827 5280 1403 2043
100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 1 0.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
100.0
8207 2257 2147 2308 1495 2529 2238
227 2213 2411 2540 1801 1390
847 4150 3355 5625 892 1595
65.5 67.9 64.7 64.6 04.6 07.5 81.9 q6.8 86.4 65.2 62.2 69.7 07.2 71.0 72.5 57.6
67.9 61.0 60.3
3695 901 1035
29.5 27.1 31.2

1050 709
29.4 30.6

965
25.8

1272
35.2

550
29.9

905
27.2

1125
30.4

1386
33.9

701 461
27.1 22.3

631
5.0

168
5.1

134
4.0

217
6.1

112
4.5

251
0.7

108
3.0

81
3.3

212
5.4

11
4.4

160"
3.9

82 216
3.2 10.4

1249

330

332

356

231

361

346

190

352

336

450

252

202

180 1319 2185 2282 472
19.8 23.0 37.5 27.6 32.3

910
34.4

85
9.3

259
4.5

288
4.9

373
4.5

100
0.8

138
5.2

88

595

582

857

132

248

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK #7. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 0253
Q.2F - DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE. OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
INCOME
OCCUPATION
$7.
SEX
$7, $15. S25. $35, $50. $5.
500 Sol
001 001 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-U- PRILED WHITE UNICN
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS $13K $25K $35KSSOK $65K OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR
FAM.
RACE

TOTAL

SOCIAL SECURITY &
VETERANS' BENEFITS
SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE
SHOULD BE TAXED
NOT SURE

INTEREST FROM STATE
& LOCAL BONDS THAT

ARE USED TO FINANCE
STATE & LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
SHOULD REMAIN

TAX-FREE
SHOULD BE TAXED

12513 5936 6577 10535
1334
1OO.OIO0.O1OO.O 100.0 100.0
10797 4981 5816
86.3 83.9 88.4
1322 791
10.8 13.3

531
8.1

615

1433

100.0100.0100.0

100.0

86.5 89.0 90.3 89.9 87.7 81.1 63.5 67.1

1465 1069 519
79.6 85.7 84.4

1203
83.6

2008
87.3

2505

319
146
99
17.3 11.5 14.3

154

209

251

10.7

9.1

8.9

84
3.7

2.0

9039
65.8

1201
90.0

I153
11.0

92
6.9

72
11.2

138
8.6

111
5.6

176 217 218 162 147
7.4 10.5 15.3 14.0 28.3

40

15
2.3

39
2.4

82
4.1

64
2.7

394

164

230

336

3.1

2.8

3.5

3.2

3.0

557 1428 1790 2148

1312 1153

39
1.9

49
3.4

969

30
2.6

348

23
4.4

12517 5948 6569 10539 1334
644 1602 1983 2391 2067 1433 1161 519
100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 f0O.0100.0100.0100.
0oo.0100.0100.0100.0
I

6111 2852 3259

5075

724

48.8 47.9 49.6

48.2

54.3

5290 2807 2483

4507

526

42.8

39.4

42.3 47.2 37.3
NOT SURE

644 1602 1983 2389 2067 142t 1161
519
100.O100O100.OO.OIOO.OO00.0100.100. 0

1117
8.9

290 827
4.9 12.6

958

83

9.1

6.2

312

714

950

48.4 44.6 47.9
257

610

39.9 38.5
76

1163 1019 679 615 228
49.1 49.3 47.4 53.0 43.9

909 1087 926 667 516 222
40.8 45.7 44.8 46.5 44.4 42.8

223

127

122

11.8 17.0 11.2

5.3

5.9

272

Be 30
69
6.0 2.6 13.3

1841 1270

57
3.1

35
2.8

a
1.3

92
5.7

1853 1270 615 1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

921

49,7
810

43.7
123

6.6

2301 2313
100.0 100.0

89.1

57

2301 2913
100.0 100.0

661 305
52.0 49.6

554
38.5

1221
53.1

1327

540 278
42.5 45.2

738
51.3

953
41.4

1303
46.3

32
5.2

148
10.3

127
5.5

183
6.5

69
5.4

47.2

to

-522016- BUSINESS WEEK 17. LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82

Q.2F -

I

TOTAL

ABROAD

INCOME
t

.#

RACE

ScX

PART OF THE INCOME
U.S. CIT19ENS EARN

TABLE 025B
CONTINUED -1

O0 YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX PATE AT 14%?

$7,
S7. $15. $25, 35.,
500 501 001 001 001
FEHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS $15K $25K $35K $50K

OCCUPATION
$50, $65,
001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILTO
FESOR
-U- PRILED WHITE UNION
$85K OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAN.

12395 5908 8487 10417 1334
644 1568 1948 2389 2059 1424 1161 519
100,9100,0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100,0100,0t0O,0100.0100.0100.0100.0

1853 1262 615 1429
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

2257 2805
100.0 100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

2914 1427 1488
23.5 24.2 22.9

2261
21.7

450
33.7

203 450 496 505 448. 257 372 139
31.5 28.7 25.5 21.1 21.8 18.0 32.0 28.8

510 233 128
27.5 18.5 20.8

299
20.9

583
638
24.9' 22.7

SHOULD SE TAXED

8526 4182 4344
68.8 70.8 67.0

7388
70.9

762
57.1

375 895 1354 1790 1519 1114 702 334
58.2 57.1 69.5 75.2 73.8 78.2 80.5 64.4

1241 1012 471
87.0 80.2 78.9

978
68.4

1600
70.9

2024
72.2

767
7.4

121
9.1

153
10.7

94
4.2

145
5.2

NOT SURE

UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION

955

299

7.7

5.1 10.1

055

66 222
10.2 14.2

98
5.0

88
3.7

92
4.5

54
1.8

87- 46
7.5 8.9

102
5.5

18
1.4

17
2.8

12482 5922 6581 10S22 1316
644 1584 1974 2382 2058 1433 1161 519 - 1827 1261 815 1432
100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0100.0100.0
100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

8915 4216 4700
71.4 71.2 71.8

7409
70.4

1013
77.0

494 1194 1568 1754 1412 983 717 342
76.7 75.4 79.4 73.6 88.6 88.6 61.8 65.9

1$46 802 365
62.7 83.6 59.3

1077
75.2

SHOULD BE TAXED

3144 1805 1539
25.2 27.1 23.5

2769
26.3

254
19.3

121 300 334 571 609 438 444 183
18.8 18.9 16.9 24.0 29.6 30.6 38.2 31.4

840 442 250
35.0 35.1 40.7

22.9

NOT SURE

423

101

322

3.4

1.7

4.9

344
3.3

49
3.7

30
4.7

90
5.7

72
3.6

57
2.4

37
1.8

12
.8

-

-

14
2.7

41
2.2

17
1.3

-

328
28
1.8

2301 2813
100.0 100.0
1697
73.8

2177
77.4

569

574
20.4

24.7

35
1.5

62
2.2

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK #7, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/18/82
TABLE 0258
CONTINUED -2

Q.2F - DO YOU THINK TIE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
INCOME

OCCUPATION
$7. $7. $15. $25. $35, $50, S05,
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PRO- EXEC PRO- SKILFEHISP- OR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-U- PRILEO WHITE UNION
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS S15K S25K S35K S50K SGSK OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAN.
SEX

RACE

TOTAL

INTEREST ON LIFE
INSURANCE SAVINGS

1853 1270 815 1439
100.0100.0100.0 100.0

2301 2813
100.0 100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

8207 3516 4890
65.5 59.1 71.2

6873
65.1

954
71.5

379 1164 1479 1650 1103 876 651 277
58.9 72.7 74.3 09.1 58,3 01.1 58.1 53.4

1024 709 354
55.3 55, 57.6

940
65.3

1597
89.4

1786
83.5

SHOULD BE TAXED

3695 2132 1583
29.5 35.8 23.7

3164
30.0

310
23.2

221 323 431 627 788 538 458 213
34.3 20.2 21.6 26.2 38.1 37.4139.3 41.0

749 504 241
40.4 39.7 39.2

412
28.6

832
27.5

845
30.1

NOT SURE

. BASE

12S33 5948 6585 10555 1334
644 1602 1991 2389 2067 1433 1161 519
10'.0100.0100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.O100.0

831
5.0

300
5.0

332
5.0

518
4.9

70
5.2

44
8.8

114
7.1

81
4.1

113
4.7

116
5.0

20
1.4

54
4.7

29
5.8

80
4.3

57
4.5

19
3.1

87
6.0

72
3.1

182
9.5

1249

608

641

1079

95

75

142

226

346

228

124

38

40

173

117

59

153

225

298

C,'

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK #7, LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC., 8/16/82
TABLE 025C
Q.2F - DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
POL PHILOSOPHY

KNOW
SOME- SOMECON- MiDONE
ONE
SERDLE
VOTED '80 EARNS EARNS
REAREPUB- DEMO- INOEP- VA- OF LIBEXEXGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENOENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO TRA S TRA S
VOTED '80'

TOTAL

SOCIAL SECURITY &
VETERANS' BENEFITS

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE
SHOULD BE TAXED
NOT SURE

CONSIDER SELF

3255 5158
100.0 100.0

12513 4371
100.0100.0

2989
100.0

10797 3617
6.3 82.7

2666
89.8

2744
84.3

4586
88.9

1322 631
10.6 14.4

234

439
13.5

403
7.8

71

168

73

109

2.2

98

2.5

218

3.3

2.4

72

2.0

175

3.5

2.5

4.6

394

124

3.1

2.8

7.9
70

2.4

DOES
FANOT
-IMP.
NOT
VOR
RETO
FAIR PAY- FAPORT FOLAND
ING VOR FAVOR
EXLOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA S RULES -ABLE PER.
TAX GEPHARDT

3067 4288 4992 2082 8632 3803 1714
3972
382 2179 5870 5940 7888
1000100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0100.0100.0
2610 3681 4374 1791 7428 3291 1525 3376
329 1698 4856 5041 6617
85.1 85.8 87.6 86.0 88.1 88.5 89.0
85.0
90.9 87.0 85.8 85.0 88.3

384 498 519 219 986
12.5 11.6 10.4 10.5 11.4

338
8.8

161

9.4
28
t.6

460
11.6
136

3.4

32
8.8

211
9.7

-

71
3.3

12517 4383
100.0100.0

2969
100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

6111 2150

1403
47.3

1653
50.9

2492
48.3

48.5

1494 2116 2475 1082 4173 1903
49.3 49.5 52.0 48.3 50.1

836
48.8

SHOULD BE TAXED

5290 1926

1253
42.2

1370

2120
41.1

1377

778
45.4

45.0

45.3

45.9

99
5.8

212
5.3

27
7.5

4.5

INTEREST FROM STATE
8 LOCAL BONDS THAT

ARE USED TO FINANCE
STATE & LOCAL

3247 5158
100.0 100.0

086 773 879
12.1 13.0 11.5
129

119

172

2.3

2.0

2.2

3079 4288 5004 2082 8644 3795 1714 3972
362 2179 5682 5952 7672
100.O100.OIOO.O1OO.01OO.O100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

7285
100.0
6409

88.0
899
9.6
177

2.4
7277
100.0

GOVERNMENT

48.8
42.3

NOT SURE

1117

8.9

49.1
43.9
307
7.0

313
10.5

42.2
224
6.9

546
10.9

44.7
208
6.8

1608 2206

42.2 44.1
364
8.5

323
6.5

858 3731 1518

41.2 43.2 39.9
142

741

378

6.8

8.6

9.9

1975

49.7
1788

170

47.0
164

1'080 2751 2061 3549
49.6
48.4 44.7 46.3
1001
96

2547 2911 3817
44.8 48.9 47.1

385
8.8

380

6.4

506
6.6

3598

49.4
3178

43.7
503
6.9

-822016- BUSINESS WEEK 17,

LOUIS HARRIS & ASSOC.. 8/16/82
TABLE 025C
CONTIMJED -1

Q.2F -. DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
. SET..H7 BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
POL PHILOSOPHY
CON- MIDVOTED '80
SER- OLE
REAREPUB- DEMO- INOEP- VA- OF LIBGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO
VOTED '80'

CONSIDER SELF

KNOW
SOME- SOMEONE
ONE
EARNS EARNS
EXEXTRA S TRA S

FANOT
VOR
FAIR PAY- FAPORT FOL AND
ING VOR FAVOR
EXLOW EOUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA S RULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHARDT
DOES
NOT
RE-

IMP.
TO

TOTAL
PART OF THE INCOME
U.S. CITIZENS EARN
ABROAD

3057 4251 4982 2047 8584 3733 1704
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

3948

12395 4348
100.01OO.0

2§53
100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

2914 756
23.5 17.4

549
18.6

785
24.5

1202
23.6

651 985 1087
550 1524 1353
21.3 23.2 21.8 26.9 17.8 38.2

287
10.8

773
19.6

64
17.7

442
20.5

1311 1265 1735
23.3 21.4 22.9

1740
24.2

SHOULD BE TAXED

8526 3259
68.8 75.0

2201
74.5

2127
68.3

3495.
868.6

2295 2938 3710 1356 6394 2092
75.1 69.1 74.5 66.2 74.5 58.0

1292
75.8

2953
74.8

298
82.3

1589
73.5

3925 4388 5444
69.7 74.0 71.8

5132
71.3

332
7.8
1

204
6.9

29a
9.3

128
7.4

220
5.8

406
5.4

328
4.6

12482 4383
100.0100.0

2942
100.0

3945
353 2161 5640 5934 7854
100.0 100.0 100.0 1O0.O100.OIOO.O

7288
ioo.O

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

8915 3056
71.4 69.7

2155
73.2

2138
65.6

3883
75.6

2204 2917 3588 1585 6089 2774
71.8 88.2171.8 77.1 70.5 73.1

1101
65.2

2734
60.3

261
73.0

1520
70.3

3995 4051 5407
70.8 08.3 70.6

5331
73.3

SHOULD BE TAXED

3144 1240
25.2 28.3

688
22.7

1022
31.4

1079
21.0

796 1221 1302 430 2286 852
25.9 28.5 26.1 20.9 28.6 22.5

552
32.7

1110
28.1

91
25.8

572
28.5

1565 1800 2090
27.7 30.4 27.3

1764
24.3

119
4.0

97
3.0

177
3.4

168
4.4

38
2.1

102
2.6

NOT SURE

UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION

NOT SURE

955
7.7

423
3.4

86
2.0

3209 5095
100.0 100.0

398
7.6

3255 5139
100.0 100.0

111
3.6

330
7.8

188
3.7

141
6.9

88
7.8

289
7.7

3070 4280 4990 2055 8810 3794 1888
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0

71
2.3

141
3.3

108
2.1

40
1.9

255
3.0

382 2161 5635 3898 7588
100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0

130
6.0

69
3.2

399
7.1

79
1.4

257
4.5

76
1.3

157
2.1

7201
100.0

173
2.4
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TABLE 025C
CONTINUED -2

Q.2F - DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING SHOULD REMAIN TAX-FREE, OR SHOULD
IT BE TAXED IN ORDER TO
SET THE BASIC TAX RATE AT 14%?
POL PHILOSOPHY
VOTED '80'

CONSIDER SELF

CON- MIDSER- OLE
VOTED '80
REAREPUB- DEMO- INDEPVA- OF LIBGAN CARTER LICAN CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL YES NO
I
TOTAL

KNOW DOES
FA'SOME- SOME- NOT
IMP.
NOT
VOR
ONE
ONE RETO
FAIR PAY- FAEARNS EARNS PORT FOLAND
INO VOR FAVOR
EXEXEXLOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA S TRA S TRA $ RULES -ABLE PER. TAX GEPHARDT

INTEREST ON LIFE
INSURANCE SAVINGS

12533 4383
100.0100.0

2978
100.0

SHOULD REMAIN
TAX-FREE

8207 2753
65.5 62.8

1911
64.2

2103
64.6

3498
67.7

1891 2495 3412 1501 5423 2720
61.4 58.2 88.1 72.1 82.7 71.5

1181
87.7

2471
62.2

SHOULD BE TAXED

3695 1488
29.5 33.9

855
28.7

1031
31.7

1375
26.6

1058 1635 1378 479 2770 918
34.3 38.1 27.5 23.0 32.0 24.1

523
30,5

NOT SURE

BASE

3255 5188
100.0 100.0

3079 4288 5012 2082 8652 3803
1714 3972
382
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2179
100.0

5882 5952 7888
t00.0100.0100.0

237
65.5

1484
68.1

3729 3567 4874
65.8 59.9 83.4

100.0
4739
85. 1

1374
34.6

124
34.3

602
1603 2114 2529
27.6 -29.3 35.5 32.9

2239
30.7

631
5.0

144
3.3

211
7.1

121
3.7

294
5.7

132
4.3

158
3.7

222
4.4

101
4.9

460
5.3

165
4.3

30
1.8

127
3.2

-

93
4.3

291
5.1

271
4.6

285
3.7

307
4.2

1249

446

287

317

509

324

434

494

214

887

374

184

403

33

223

587

808

77a

743
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Q.2G - WOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED FEDERAL INCOME TAX?
EDUCATION
AREA

REGION
MIDEAST WEST SOUTH WEST
TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

AGE

MAKE ENDS MEET
HIGH
85 & 8T1
CIT- SUBSCH- COL- HARD EAS- ABOUT
IES URBS TOWNS RURAL 18-29 30-49 50-64 OVER GRAUE OOL LEGE -ER IER SAME

12515 3326 3316
100% 100% 100%

3557 2315
100% 100%

3745
100%

3618
100%

1837
100%

3315
100%

3697
100%

4086
100%

2571 2061
100% 100%

7285 2126 1831
58% 64% 56%

2001 1327
56% 58%

2114
56%

2240
62%

1015
55%

1918
57%

2375
84%

2347
58%

1513 1003
59% 48%

OPPOSE

3970
32%

1149
32%

1231
33%

1062
29%

598
?3%

1078
33%

1171
32%

1314
32%

823
32%

NOT SURE

1260 377
110% 11%

308
9%

408
11%

167
7%

400
11%

315
9%

224
12%

321
10%

151
4%

425
10%

BASE

1247

332

354

231

361

346

190

350

336

450

FAVOR

824 1177
25% 3S%

330

821
35%

893 5727 5827 8282 1463
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
343 3435 3495 4958

2843
100%
1414
54%

0% 80% 60%

8471
58%

654
32%

357 1772 1817 2550
40% 31% 31%
31%

491
34%

879
33%

234
9%

404
20%

194
22%

520
9%

515
9%

754
9%

128
9%

350
13%

251

201

84

595

562

855

132

248

38%
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Q.20 - WOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED FEDERAL INCOME TAX7
INCOME
OCCUPATION
17.
$7.
%is. $25. $35. $50. 165.
500 501 001 001 001 001 001 PROEXEC PRO- SKILFEHISPOR
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
OR
FES-.
-U- PRILED WHITE UNION
MALE MALE WHITE BLACK ANIC LESS SI5K $25K $35K SSOK S65K OVER SIONAL TIVE ETOR LABOR COLLAR FAM.
SEX

TOTAL
TOTAL ANS

RACE

644 1602 1991 2383 2067 1433 1181
519
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

12515 5948 6567 10537
100% 100% 10o% 100%

1334
100%

FAVOR

7285 3719 3596 6142
58% 62% 55%
59%

738
55%

405
63%

880 1342 1494 1281
55% 68% 63% 62%

OPPOSE

3970 1839 2131
32% 31% 32%

3295
31%

503
38%

172
27%

506
32%

448
22%

699
29%

NOT SURE

1260 390
10%
7%

870
13%

1100
10%

93
7%

87
10%

213
13%

203
10%

1247

639

1077

95

75

142

226

BASE

608

040
69%

t853 1270 615
109% 00% 100%

1439
100%

2289
109%

2813
100%

906
63%

1345
59%

1699
80%

462 171
36% 28%

401
28%

77!,
34%

776
28%

624
54%

213
41%

6062 523
32% 36%

429

287
51%

624
34%

190
8%

125
6%

108
9%

39
8%

1O
9%

56
4%

-

133
9%

189
7%

382
•12%

345

228

38

40

173

117

59

153

224

298

70
5%

124

1084 752
57% 60%

444
72%
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Q.20 - WOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THE PROPOSED SIMPLIFIED FEDERAL INCOME TAX?
KNOW

POL PHILOSOPHY

VOTED '80'
REA-

CONSIDER SELF
REPUB-

GAN.CARTER

DOES
NOT
IMP.
ONE
ONE RETO
EARNS EARNS PORT FOL-

FANOT
VOR
FAIR PAY- FAANO
INO VOR
FAVOR
EXEXEXLOW EQUIT SAME FLAT BRADLEYTRA I TRA S TRA % RULES -ABLE PER.
TAX GEPHARDT

SOME-

LICAN

DEMO- INDEP-

CON- MIDSERVA-

OLE
VOTED
OF LIB-

CRAT ENDENT TIVE ROAD ERAL

YES

'80
NO

SOME-

TOTAL

TOTAL ANS

FAVOR

12515 4383
100% 100%

2972

3255

5154

100%

3073 4288 5008 2082 8646 3791

100%

100%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1714
100%

3972
100%

362
IOC%

7285 2622

1857 2409 3284 1169 5062 2163

948

2384

1738

1923

3007

59%

S8%

59%

59%

3970 1425

58%

OPPOSE
NOT SURE

60%

50%

66%

56%

58%

57%

55%

60%

2179 5682 5946 7688
100% 100%1i00% 100%

7285
100%

204

1320

57%

61%

7285
100%

3057 3604 4934

53% 61%

64%

938

1083

1608

983 1527 1358

743 2733 1219

32%

33%

32%

33%

31%

32%

36%

27%

38%

32%

32%

627
37%

1329
33%

135
37%

748
34%

1260
10%

336
8%

295
10%

269
8%

541
10%

232
8%

352
8%

363
7%

170
8%

851
10%

409
11%

141
8%

258
8%

23
8%

11
5%

493
9%

424
7%

455
8%

1247

448

286

317

506

323

434

493

214

866

373

184

403

33

223

567

607

776

2132 1917 2298
38%
32% 30%

743

CO
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Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Bradley, under the early-bird rule.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Harris, I find your testimony very interesting, particularly
the sentence "The idea of cutting the basic rate and also eliminating the most flagrant loopholes has real appeal. The Bradley-Gephardt bill or some other version like it would have a public mandate today."
So, essentially, what you are saying is that it is an idea whose
time has come?
Mr. HARRIS. It has come for the moment, Senator. I'm not sure
that it will last for a long, long time; it might. I am not about to
tell you that this is a great turning point from whence they won't
go back.
The reason I say that is, people are boiling mad. They are saying,
in addition to everything else, how hard it is to live and how difficult it is to make ends meet, and these genuine fears that people
have about depression. On top of all that they feel here we have
got a system that the rich and big companies are just exploiting.
Therefore, 1 .-v are wide open to an idea that has in it some of the
better features of a progressive system, but also closes the lo,(,holes. People go a long way toward that.
I must say, in the end they were not that happy about the recent
tax increase that was passed by the Congress and signed by the
-President, but I'm not sure they understood or really felt that the
loopholes were where the concentration was, as was claimed by the
sponsors of it.
Senator BRADLEY. You stated that the support was broad based
among low income, proprietors, skilled laborers, professionals, and
executives, that support all over 60 percent.

Mr.

HARRIS.

Yes.

Senator BRADLEY. Tell me, do you think this feeling has any relationship to-I saw another poll by another firm that had a question
that said, "If you abide by the rules in America, you no longer get
ahead." Eighty-one percent of the people said that if they abide by
the rules they didn't think they got ahead.
Mr. HARRIS. We asked that again in a different version in this
week's Business Week survey. We asked, "Do you agree or disagree-It is impossible to make ends meet anymore by following all
the rules and regulations." Fifty-five to forty-one percent-a little
less than the 81 that you reported from this other poll-agreed
with that.
Senator BRADLEY. And you would tie that to the tax system as
such, in part?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes; I would say the tax system probably bears
about half the brunt of blame for that.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Long?

Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
I came in in the middle of your statement. I enjoyed what you
said about this, and I was carefully studying what you have said
here. I am reading it right now. Thank you.
Senator GRASsLEY. Senator Mitchell?
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Senator MITCHELL. Well, I didn't hear your statement either, but
I did have some review of what you were going to say before you
said it, because of the statements we have.
I guess the thing I was interested in was, in the support of
progressivity, do people in your poll equate progressivity with fairness?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes. You see, you still get a 47- to 45-percent plurality who think that those with higher incomes not only should pay a
higher gross amount, which obviously you would get under a Bradley-Gephardt flat tax as well, but that they should pay higher
rates. There is a considerable body of opinion that backs this. A
year ago we got a 58- to 38-percent majority; that is a 20-point difference that has shrunk to 2 just in the course of a year.
Senator GRASSLEY. In support of the concept of progressivity-the
principle?
Mr. HARRIS. In support of the principle, yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. So, as the support for progressivity shrinks,
does your data also show a movement toward a flat rate? Is that
what you are saying?
Mr. HARRIS. Well, people are willing certainly to entertain the
idea of a flat rate, but above all else they want an end to what they
call the deductions and exclusions taken by the most privileged
people in our society, at least as they perceive it. And that's not
just a caveat, that is the body of their sentiment, while the flat tax
advocacy is really a tail to it.
What people are saying, fundamentally, Senator Grassley, is that
they would do almost anything to stop these inequities. They are
roaring mad about it. Now, you might say they are very inconsistent because they are not willing to give up very much themselves,
in terms of what they enjoy. And if they say that, why then
shouldn't business or higher income people have their exclusions as
well?
But, make no mistake about it, I couldn't leave here today without conveying one thought: People are just boiling mad and sore
about what they feel as the advantage being taken of the system by
the most privileged people in it.
Senator MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, may I just follow up on that
point?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. The Senator from Maine.
Senator MITCHELL. I think it is important to clarify for Mr.
Harris the concept of simplifying the Tax Code, that is of eliminating the many deductions and preferences which you have described-and I think undoubtedly accurately-that people are mad
about from the concept of a flat tax rate, they are really two seperate propositions. While they may be confused in the public dialog
and in the public mind; they do not necessarily go together.
One can support simplification, which exposes a greater portion
of the national income to taxation, without even commenting on
the rate to be applied to the remaining income. Obviously it follows
that if you have a greater portion of income subject to taxation the
rates are likely to fall; but whether they fall in a continuing progressive manner or in a flat is too narrow.
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Is there in the public mind, or do your surveys reveal, an understanding of the distinction? Or is it all lumped in together, that the
only way to get simplification is to go to a flat rate?
Mr. HARRIS. No, there are three distinct parts to it. One is,
Peple find tax forms, especially if they don't use the simple form,
full of gobbledygook and difficult to cope with. We have done other
surveys which show that people do feel that way.
A second element in it, as I said a moment ago, is the deeply felt
hostility about inequites in the system.
And the third would be, well, what kind of a tax alternative,
therefore, do you want?
I think it is important, and-I didn't say this in my testimony. I
must say I am submitting here today the full printouts and the
questionnaire we asked, and so on, but it is only by 49 to 42 percent that people nationwide say they would substitute some variation of a flat tax-or put it this way: A more simplified tax that
has some flat tax features in it, provided it takes out a great
number of the inequites-for the present tax system. It is not as
though it is a runaway decision.
What's happened? The only way I can describe it is people have
finally reached the point of saying, "Look, all of the rhetoric about
progressive tax principles sounds great, but we know better," we
ow that people are just driving Mack trucks through the loopholes every time they file their income taxes, and those are precisely the people who can afford the lawyers, the accountants, the tax
experts, and they are every bit as much in revolt against that as
they are anything.

Senator

MITCHELL.

From whom I guess we are going to hear very

shortly.
Senator GRAssLEY. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. You might be able to help some of us reach a decision with regard to the fact that the public perception seems to be
somewhat behind the event.
For example, when I became chairman of this committee I discovered that a very considerable portion of millionaires in this
country, persons receiving more than a million dollars a year of
income, an alarming number of them were not paying us an
income tax at all. The Treasury study made somewhere shortly
after the end of World War II, back when the unlimited charitable
deduction was on the books, concluded that about 30 percent of
those who made over $5 million a year paid no income tax-none.
And most of that was because of the unlimited charitable deduction.
Of course, when people found out how that was being used-in
other words, in most cases they weren't saying goodby to all that
wealth, they weren't parting company with it; they were just
moving it over from their personal account into their private foundation. But they still maintained control of that money, enough to
outrage people especially when they found that some of these foundations weren't doing any good for anybody-they simply proclaimed a charitable purpose and never did any charitable .work.
Now, it took Congress a while to learn about that and say, "If
you want to be in the charity business, you have got to give something to charity; you've got to do something for some poor soul, or

'N
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a dog, or a cat, or something. You just can't claim a charitable purpose and deduct the money and keep it all in your own foundation,
and even deal and trade with your own foundation, and all that."
We stopped all that mischief, so the foundations are not blossoming
as much as they were at one point.
But the good ones I think are still going ahead, those who really
are doing what they said they were going to do.
We just got through raising this minimum tax, so to a large
degree as far as these wealthy people are concerned that minimum
tax is a flat tax. I think you understand how it works; generally we
take the deductions that tend to keep you from paying a tax and
tax you on that basis, so if you didn't pay any tax by the old rules
we will tax you on a different basis, in which event you are likely
to end up paying about 20 percent of what your income was.
Now, the public can't very well have caught up with that because they haven't been seeing much about it. Very few people
have been explaining it to them on television, and things like that.
What they have been seeing on television is just the opposite. You
see some fellow who has made a lot of money and paid no tax.
Now, can you help enlighten me? As this thing goes along and
we've got it so that people cannot legally avoid taxes and they go to
the penitentiary when they do evade it, do you think that is going
to reverse this trend that seems to be moving at the moment?
Mr. HARRIS. Senator, I think your point is extremely well taken
in terms of public opinion. If you want to talk about seeds of potential revolution in this country, two of them that can provoke that
are: First, that very wealthy people don't pay any taxes at all; and
second the other is, which I have told a lot of corporate clients of
mine, when the head of a big corporation gets paid $600,000 or
$700,00 or $800,000 or $900,000 a year, people get outraged with
that as well.
This gets'particularly exacerbated in a period like we are living
through today. People are just down to the hardest time, belt-tightening, Imissing meals, and all sorts of things. When they hear about
such things, they just get blood in their eyes.
I-think your point is that you can interpret some of the support
for the flat tax as they are saying, "Well, at least we are going to
make them pay 14 percent, or we are going to make them pay a
certain amount."
Senator LONG. Well, it is 20 percent now, you know.
Mr. HARRIS. Yes. And that does have great appeal.
Senator LONG. The one thing I learned about tightening up on
so-called loopholes is that when you get the tightening to where it
reaches a lot of people, all of a sudden the pressure goes the other
way.
Some time ago we were talking about the minimum tax in a conference, and I suggested that we ought to get that tax down to
where Senators and Congressmen would pay the minimum tax, on
the same type situation; basically just reduce the exemption so you
would get it down where Members of Congress would have an opportunity to pay the minimum tax. Then, doing that, we got a lot
of business people around the country. When we caught them, we
caught a lot of people.
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Now, at that point the minimum tax became so unpopular we
had to back off with the minimum tax, because we were catching
just a great number of people around the country with that minimum tax.
We are going to find with this one that there is going to be something of a big reaction to it, Mr. Harris. I don't know what the
polls are going to show when the public finds out, but I am aware
of just one situation that the staff computed for me:
Here was a dear old couple-papa in the nursing home, mama
trying to stay in her little house and have somebody come in and
help her a little bit, a "sitter" you might say, just to sit there and
visit with papa in the nursing home. Now we find that because
they had to rearrange some of their affairs to keep their income
from eroding too badly, dy6F llv epaing that minimum tax. All
they are taking in is just enough to maintain their standard of
living, which basically means that you have a sitter for papa in the
nursing home and you've got somebody to come in and help mama
do the household chores, because she can get around the house a
little bit and is not required to be in the nursing home at this
point.
Now, when people discover that that is being subject to a minimum tax for those kinds of families, all of a sudden you are going
to see the same thing, I predict, Mr. Harris. People are going to
say, "Hold on just a minute; those people are not millionaires, and
they should not be taxed as though they are."
Mr. HARRIS. Well, Senator Long, aren't there a fair number of
families who don't pay taxes? Are you saying the minimum tax
would apply to all families?
Senator LONG. I said it would apply to the family I had in mind.
Let's say $40,000 of income between the two of them-and not only
paying income tax but paying a very heavy minimum tax under
the new law we have passed.
Mr. HARRIS. I will make an unsolicited suggestion-this doesn't
come out of our survey-data at all. One way if you wanted to get a
fast read on that is next year when the IRS sends out their income
tax forms to people, if right at the head of that in big block printing was that under the new law people, I think you would have to
say above a certain income level, must pay a minimum tax. That
would be communicated awfully fast.
I don't know what the reaction would be, but we have tested it
on corporations paying minimum tax. Under safe harbor leasing,
there was quite a bit of public outrage on that. A 7-to-1 majority
would like to see all corporations have to pay a minimum tax.
Senator LONG. That would help communicate it. Of course, if the
media would pick it up and explain some of these things a little
better, that would help speed the public notice, too.
Do you gain the impression- that public perception tends to lag
somewhat behind the fact?
Mr. HARRIS. Yes, on new legislation. I have maintained for a
number of years, Senator Long, that Congress is so busy-both
Houses-so'busy arriving at its compromises internally that it
doesn't take the trouble to explain to the American people what it
is legislating. I believe that very firmly.
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Senator LONG. In any case, though, it is not us doing it. We have
to count on the media to do it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Harris.
Senator GRASSLEY. Any other questions?

[No response.]

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Harris, thank you very much for your tes-

timony.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, did Mr. Harris submit his full

survey to the record?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.

Mr. HARRIS. Yes, I am submitting all of that today along with my
statement.
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, and that will be included.
Thank you, Mr. Harris, for your testimony. Our next panel of
witnesses will be Jerome Kurtz, Sheldon Cohen, and Bernard Aidinoff.
Would you come forward and proceed? If it is acceptable with
you, please proceed in the order in which your names are on the
list.
Your statement will be made a part of the record, and we would
appreciate it very much if you would summarize.
Mr. KURTZ. Thank you; I will.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MR. JEROME KURTZ, PARTNER, PAUL, WEISS,
RIFKIN, WHARTON & GARRISON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. KURTZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Jerome Kurtz and I am a lawyer in private practice in
Washington, D.C. From 1977 to late 1980 I was Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Our income tax has its problems. It is too complicated, it is
widely regarded as unfair, the rates are too high, it is riddled with
loopholes, and compliance is falling.
Many of these complaints about the income tax are well founded,
but the problems have little to do with progressive rates. They
rather have to do with the proliferation of exclusions, deductions,
credits, and other tax benefits that have been grafted on to our
income tax but are unnecessary in fact detrimental to the proper
functioning of that tax.
"Simplified" and "flat rate" are clearly two separate and distinct
issues. If we are seduced into believing that simplification requires
a flat rate, we will unnecessarily sacrifice substantial equity for
minimal gains in simplification.
Our tax laws now contain over 100 special provisions called, as
you know, tax expenditures, which reduce taxes through exclusions, deductions, and credits, having little or nothing to do with
taxpayers' real income and real ability to pay tax. These special
provisions are called "tax expenditures" because they carry out,
through tax relief, programs that more traditionally and more
properly should be considered spending programs.
Using the tax system to further specific economic and social programs has, in the past, seemed attractive because tax expenditures
appeared easier to administer than direct expenditure programs
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and provided an almost complete absence of redtape. Moreover,
they don't appear on the budget.
We have, I hope, come to realize that ease of administration and
absence of redtape has, for the most part, meant misdirected programs and waste. And I assume we all now realize that tax expenditures cost the same as comparable direct programs. This has
become painfully apparent as we have seen our tax base shrink at
the same time as the pressure for greater tax expenditures has increased. A cycle has ensued in which the erosion of the tax base,
due to the granting of special tax relief, has required higher marginal rates, which rates, in turn, have only increased the demand
or additional specific tax relief from those rates.
What perhaps has not been well recognized as the number and
size of tax expenditures grew was the cumulative effect they were
having on our tax system.
Individual income tax collections this year will amount to about
$300 billion. According to official estimates, tax expenditures for
individuals will be about $200 billion. That is an indication, not
that the $200 billion can be raised by eliminating all tax expenditures, of the order of magnitude of rate reductions that could be
put in place if all or most tax expenditures were eliminated. This
would be true regardless of whether the rate structure were then
to be progressive or flat.
The elimination or substantial reduction of tax expenditures
would not only greatly simplify the income tax, improve equity,
and lower rates, but it would greatly improve the economic eficiency of the income tax. Gross economic distortions are encouraged under our existing system because decisions, particularly
investment decisions, are greatly influenced by the availability or
lack of availability of various tax benefits.
The lower marginal rates which would be permitted by base
broadening would most likely increase incentives and improve comp liance. Lower marginal rates would also decrease the pressures
or further tax expenditures. As the proliferation of tax expenditures narrows the base, requiring higher rates, those subject to
such rates seek relief by pressing their own special tax relief provisions.
Again, whether the rates to be applied to a broadened base are
progressive or whether a single rate should be applied to all
income is a totally seperate question but a critically important one.
If a flat rate were applied, even to a greatly simplified and therefore expanded definition of income, the result would be substantial
increases in the taxes of most lower- and middle-income taxpayers
and corresponding reductions in the tax liabilities of those with the
highest income.
Although it is sometimes asserted that a flat-rate tax would not
reduce taxes on the rich because with tax shelters and special
benefits they pay little taxes today, the assertion is untrue. While
some wealthy people do pay little or no tax, many pay very substantial amounts of taxes. On average, our tax system is still progressive, although it has become less progressive since the enactment last year of the Economic Recovery Tax Act. Nevertheless, all
proposals for flat-rate taxes would result in large tax reductions for
the highest income taxpayers as a group at the expense of the less
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affluent. Others have submitted those figures, and I won't repeat
them here.
I would like to make one further point: The debates about the
fairness of progressive rates compared to a flat rate generally focus
only on the individual income tax. But the individual income tax is
only part of the total tax burden imposed on individuals. Most individual taxes other than the income tax are not only not progressive, they are not even proportionate. The individual income tax, as
I say, will raise about $300 billion this year. Social security taxes,
the second largest source of Federal revenue, will raise about $225
billion, and raise that enormous sum in a clearly regressive way.
Under present law, wages are subject to social security taxes of 6.7
percent on each of the employer and the employee, and income
from self-employment is taxed at the rate of 9.35 percent. The tax
applies from the first dollar of income without exemptions or deductions and does not apply to wages or self-employment income
over $32,400. Nor does it apply to interest or dividends, or any
income other than that from wages and self-employment.
Taking social security taxes into account, the total Federal tax
burden is roughly proportional today, not progressive. It takes progressive income tax rates to keep the overall system from being regressive. The question, therefore, should not be whether to have a
flat rate or progressive income tax, but whether the income tax
should be at least sufficiently progressive to make the overall
system flat or proportionate.
While economists and social philosophers may debate whether a
progressive tax system is fair, the fact is, I believe, that most
people think it is. It seems reasonable to most people that the costs
of government be borne in a manner having a relation to the rewards one receives from the system and that the -most affluent can
pay proportionately more than the less affluent.
We have a system which relies heavily on voluntary compliance,
and that system can only succeed if it is perceived by most taxpayers as fair. And the perceived fairness of progressive rates applied
to income are too much a part of our political and social structure
to be abandoned. They are essential, given the rest of our structure, to prevent regressive burdens.
I might say a word about the Bradley-Gephardt bill. I believe it
is clearly the most thoughtful entry in this debate so far. In the
end, it essentially reproduces the existing distribution of the tax
burden of our income tax system. One can well debate whether the
rates applied to the broadened base as defined in that bill are sufficiently progressive, but certainly they represent the minimum
degree of progressivity required to prevent the system from going
into a regressive structure overall.
That concludes my prepared remarks, Mr. Chairman. I would be
happy to answer any questions.
Senator GRAwSLEr. Thank you. I think we will hear all of the witnesses on this panel first.
(The prepared statement of Jerome Kurtz follows:]
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U.S. SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARING ON "FLAT RATE" TAX PROPOSALS
STATEMENT OF JEROME KURTZ
SEPTEMBER 29, 1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
My name

is Jerome Kurtz.

practice in Washington, D.C.

I am a lawyer in private

From 1977 to late 1980, I was

Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

I am pleased to appear

today at your invitation to participate in this very important hearing.
Our income tax has its problems.
cated.
high.

It is widely regarded as unfair.

It is too compliThe rates are too

It is riddled with loopholes and compliance is falling.

A proposed solution is to adopt a "simplified flat rate
income tax," a phrase which has become the current euphemism
for tax reductions for the wealthy at the expense of middle
income taxpayers.
Many of the complaints about the income tax are
well founded.
gressive rates.

But the problems have little to do with proThey rather have to do with the prolifera-

tion of exclusions, deductions, credits and other tax
benefits which have been engrafted on to our income tax,
but are unnecessary and, in fact, detrimental to the proper
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function of that tax.

"Simplified" and "flat rate" are

clearly two separate and distinct issues.

If we are seduced

into believing that simplification requires a flat rate, we
will unnecessarily sacrifice substantial equity for minimal
gains in simplification.
It is understandable, given the present state of
our income tax, that equity in taxation appears to many to be
a concept lying primarily in the eyes of the beholder.

But

there is a benchmark against which to measure the performance
of an income tax.

The reason we have a tax based on income

is-because we think it is fair to allocate the tax burden
according to financial well-being and that income is a fair
measure of financial well-being.
That basic principle has too often been lost sight
of as our tax system has been burdened with provisions that
reduce the amount of income subject to tax but which have
nothing to do with financial well-being and tax paying
capacity.

A taxpayer with income from oil wells or real

estate has the same tax paying capacity as one with an equal
amount of income from wages and yet, in most cases, the wage
earner will pay substantially more taxes because taxable
income from oil and real estate is reduced by tax allowances
unrelated to real expenses.

Over the years various special

interest groups have succeeded in providing subsidies through
the tax system for many types of business and investment
activities.
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Our tax system also encourages or rewards certain
types of consumption.

Homeowners and renters with the same

incomes have the same tax paying capacities, yet because
interest and taxes are deductible in computing the amount of
income subject to tax and rent is not, the homeowner pays
less income tax.

Or compare two families with equal incomes,

one of which has a more expensive home and therefore spends
more for interest and taxes and less for food than the other.
The one who has chosen to spend its income in one way -for housing --

more

will pay less income tax than the other who

has chosen to live in a smaller house and go to restaurants
more often.

Their financial well-being and, therefore, tax

paying capacity is the same but our tax system treats them
differently.
Our tax laws now contain over 100 special provisions --

called tax expenditures --

which reduce taxes

through exclusions, deductions and credits having little or*
nothing to do with a taxpayer's real income and ability to
pay tax.

These special provisions are called tax expendi-

tures because they are carrying out, through tax relief,
programs that more traditionally, and more properly, should
be considered spending programs.
Using the tax system to further specific economic
and social programs has seemed attractive because tax expenditures appear easier to administer ttan direct spending

a IP
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programs and provide an almost complete absence of red tape.
Moreover, they do not appear in the budget.
We have, I hope, come to realize that ease of
administration and absence of red tape has only meant misdirected programs and waste.

And I assume we all now realize

that tax expenditures cost the same as comparable direct
This has become painfully apparent as we have seen

programs.

our tax base shrink at the same time as the pressure for
greater tax expenditures has increased.

A cycle has ensued

in which the erosion of the tax base due to the granting of
special tax relief has led to higher marginal rates which in
turn has only increased the demand for more special relief.
What was not well recognized as the number and size
of tax expenditures grew was the cumulative effect they were
having on the tax system.
Individual income tax collections this year will
amount to about $300 billion.

According to official estimates,

tax expenditures for individuals will be about $200 billion
this year.

That is an indication of the amount of additional

tax that would be collected if there were no tax expenditures
in our law.

No one suggests that this additional revenue be

collected.

The relevance of the figure is that if there were

no tax expenditures rates could be reduced by amounts approaching 40 percent and the same revenue would be collected.

If

this were done, not only would the tax law be far simpler,
but the tax burden would be shared more equitably and rates
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would be much lower.

There would be greater horizontal

equity, i.e., those with similar amounts of income and thus
similar tax paying capacity would pay similar taxes.

And

there would be greater vertical equity; those with greater
real incomes would pay higher taxes.

The situation of the

oil baron paying less than the factory worker would be no
more.
This would be true regardless of whether the rate
structure were progressive or flat.
If most tax expenditures were to be eliminated -and that is the underlying assumption of broad-based or
simplified tax proposals -in each income class.

there would be winners and losers

Those who now reduce their taxable

incomes substantially by utilizing the various tax expenditures would face tax increases while those now paying tax on
all or most of their real incomes would have tax decreases.
The elimination of tax expenditures would not only
greatly simplify the income tax, improve equity and lower
rates, it would greatly improve the economic efficiency of
the income tax.

Gross economic distortions are encouraged

under our existing system because decisions -investment decisions --

particularly

are greatly influenced by the avail-

ability, or lack of availability of various tax benefits.
The lower marginal rates permitted by base broadening would most likely increase incentives and improve compliance.- Lower marginal rates would also decrease the pressures
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-

for further tax expenditures.

As the proliferation of tax

expenditures narrows the tax base requiring higher rates,
those subject to such rates seek relief by pressing their own
special tax provisions.
Whether the rates to be applied to a broadened base
are progressive, or whether a single rate should be applied
to all income is a separate question

--

and a critically

important one.
If a flat rate were applied, even to a greatly
simplified and therefore expanded definition of income, the
result would be substantial increases in the taxes of most
lower and middle income taxpayers and corresponding reductions
in the tax liabilities of those with the highest incomes.
Although it is sometimes asserted that a flat rate tax would
not reduce taxes on the rich because with tax shelters and
special benefits they pay little taxes today, the assertion
is untrue.

While some wealthy people do pay little or no

tax, many pay very substantial amounts.

On average, our

income tax system is still progressive, although it has
become less progressive since the enactment last year of the
Economic Recovery Tax Act.

Nevertheless, all proposals for

flat rate taxes would result in large tax reductions for the
highest income taxpayers as a group at the expense of the
less affluent.
The tax reductions legislated under ERTA will be
fully effective by 1984, and the following comparisions are
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with those rates,./

remembering they are substantially less

progressive than they were before 1981.

If all itemized

deductions were eliminated and long-term capital gains were
taxed in full, but using present law exemptions and standard
deduction ($1,000" per person and $2,200 standard deduction on
a joint return), a flat rate of 15.7 percent would raise the
same amount of revenue as the present system.
raise it quite differently.

But it would

Those with income's between

$5,000 and $10,000 wold have average tax increases of 36
percent; $10,000 to $15,000, 25.5 percent; $20,000 to $30,000
would have 13.4,percent increases.

On the other hand, those

with $100,000 to $200,000 income would have a 33.2 percent
average reduction in taxes, almost $10,000 per return.

Those

with over $200,000 income would save an average of $38,000
each, a reduction of 38.7 percent.
The result would be somewhat improved if the personal exemption were increased from $1,000 to $1,500 and the
standard deduction for a married couple were raised from
$4,400 to $6,000.

The first $12,000 of income for a family

of four would therefore be exempt.

The rate needed on all

other income to raise the same amount of revenue as would be
raised at 1984 rates would be 18.7 percent.

Under this

scheme, those at the very bottom of the-scale would, of

*/ Estimates are from those furnished in testimony of
Joseph J. Manarik of the Congressional Budget Office
before the Joint Economic Committee, July 27, 1982.
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course, come out better.

But middle income taxpayers would

still have significant increases, and the top earners large
reductions.

Those with $15,000 to $20,000 income would have

a 7.7 percent increase; those with $20,060 to $30,000 income,
9.3 percent; wbile those with $50,000 to $100,000 would have
a 6.7 percent reduction.

The reduction for those with over

$200,000 income would average about $28,000 per return, 27.7
percent of total liabilities.
The debates about the fairness of progressive
rates compared with a flat rate generally focus only on the
individual income tax.

But the income tax is only part of

-the total tax burden imposed on individuals.
Most individual taxes, other than the income tax
are not only not progressive, they are not even proportionate.
The individual income tax will raise about $305 billion this
year.

Social security taxes, the second largest source of

federal revenue will raise about $225 billion, and raise that
enormous sum in a clearly regressive way.

Under present law,

wages are subject to social security taxes of 6.7 percent on
each of the employer and employee.

Income from self-employment

is subject to a rate of 9.35 percent.

The tax applies from

the first dollar of income without exemptions or deductions
but it does not apply to wages or self-employment income over
$32,400.

Nor does it apply to interest or dividends or any

income other than that from wages and self-employment.
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Taking social security taxes into account, the
total federal tax burden is roughly proportional -progressive.

not

It takes progressive income tax rates to keep

the system from being regressive.

The question, therefore,

should not be whether to have a flat rate or progressive
income tax, but whether the income tax should be sufficiently
progressive to make the total federal tax burden progressive.
While economists and social philosophers may debate
whether a progressive tax system is fair, the fact is that
most people think it is.

It seems reasonable that the costs

of government be borne in a manner having a relation to the
rewards one receives from the system and that the most
affluent can pay proportionately more than those less fortunate.

While we are committed to a free enterprise system --

a system relying heavily on economic rewards to provide
incentives --

it is widely recognized that this system

requires constraints if it is to work effectively and fairly.
We have child labor laws and antitrust laws to moderate the
potential of uncontrolled free enterprise.

While most

believe deeply in rewards and incentives, most also believe
there must be some limits.

Reasonably progressive tax rates

are a way to moderate the rewards our economic system might
otherwise bestow and at the same time leave ample incentive
to drive and reward the most able.
A tax system such as ours -on taxpayer cooperation --

which relies heavily

can only work if most taxpayers
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perceive the system as fair.

The perceived fairness of

progressive income tax rates are too much a part of our
political and social structure to be abandoned.

They are

essential, given the rest of our structure, to prevent
regressive burdens.

Better yet, they should provide some

overall progressivity.
Senator Bill Bradly and Representative Richard
Gephardt have proposed a plan which would vastly simplify the
income tax and at the same time leave the average tax burdens
in each income class approximately the same as they will be
in 1984.

Under this plan, the personal exemptions would be

raised from $1,000 to $1,500 per person and the standard
deductions from $3,400 on a joint return to $4,600.

Thus, a

family of four would pay no income tax on the first $8,600 of
income.

Then a 14 percent rate would apply to all over that

amount.
However, there would be an additional tax at rates
ranging from 6 percent to 14 percent on income in excess of
$40,000 for joint returns.

Incomes over $65,000 would

therefore be subject to income taxes at the top rate of 28
percent.
The Bradley-Gephardt bill retains mildly progressive rates.

The aim of its proposed rate structure is to

match closely the present distribution of the income tax
burden by income class.

One can well debate whether that is

sufficiently progressive, but it demonstrates that these
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progressive rates are necessary to maintain the relative
status quo.

It does not move us into a regressive structure

as all of the flat rate proposals would.
The Bradley-Gephardt bill would eliminate most tax
expenditures --

percentage depletion, the investment credit,

expensing of intangible drilling costs for oil and gai wells,
fast amortization of pollution control facilities, general
exclusion of interest and dividends, the deduction for longterm capital gains, the various energy credits, the exclusion
of unemployment and disability payments, the exclusion of
premiums on group term life insurance, %he credit for political contributions, the deduction for casualty losses and many
more.
On the other hand, it would retain as deductions,
but only against the basic 14 percent rate home mortgage
interest, charitable contributions, and state and local real
estate and income taxes.

This is a fair compromise.

Many people have made long-term commitments to buy
homes based on the deductibility of mortgage interest and
real estate taxes.

And the marketplace has, in many cases,

adjusted to the tax system so that prices frequently reflect
tax provisions.

What may be an ideal tax system if we were

starting from scratch cannot, in some cases, be substituted
for the existing structure without a transition period
--

some time for people and the marketplace to adjust to the

changes.

This is only true, however, where there are long-

term commitments.

It is not true for provisions that would
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apply only to future conduct.

I would, however, prefer to

see the bill provide for the eventual phasing out of these
deductions.

The law would be simpler and fairer without

them and existing commitments, expectations and market
conditions need not be accommodated forever.
Some will point out that any progressivity in rates
complicates the income tax system.

However, with a broad

base, low rates and wide brackets, the degree of complexity
attributable to progressivity is not serious.
usually more complex than simplicity.

Equity is

The proper question is

how much complexity is worth how much equity.

The relatively

minor problems presented by progressive rates are well worth
the fundamental equity they achieve.

Most complexity would

be eliminated with substantial base broadening and we should
not retreat from important notions of fairness to achieve the
last morsel of simplification.
Senator Bradley and Representative Gephardt have
promised a corporate tax proposal along the same lines as the
individual income tax proposal.

It is needed.

Our corporate

tax was virtually legislated out of existence by the Economic
Recovery Tax Act and this will inevitably put greater burdens
on individuals.

The corporate tax should be restored as a

real contributor to our revenue needs.
A new tax structure will not come into being overnight.

The debate is just beginning.

But so far Bradley-

Gephardt is the most thoughtful entry in the simplification
debate.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Cohen, you were Commissioner of Internal Revenue in the Johnson administration.
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir. I was Commissioner of Internal Revenue
from January 1965 through January 20, 1969.
STATEMENT OF SHELDON COHEN, PARTNER, COHEN & URETZ,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to be

here.
I have been practicing tax law in Washington for 30 years this
summer. I will not read my statement, since I associate my remarks with the chairman of the Budget Committee and with Mr.
Kurtz; we are pretty much in agreement. I will try to give a quick
summary of some other thoughts which may be helpful to the
committee.
I have drafted legislation for the Treasury; I have been Chief
Counsel for the Revenue Service; I have been Commissioner of the
Internal Revenue; and I have practiced tax law as an outside private practitioner for some 20 of those 30 years.
We live in a very complex economy and a very complex society.
It will be difficult, extremely difficult, in the system that we find
ourself to have a simple tax system.
A philosopher once said that: "It is easier to expound an ideology
than it is to carry forward a program." Mr. Kurtz and I have been
in a position where we have for many years-7 years between usto carry out the the program. That program, as has been discussed
with you this morning, is explaining to the American people their
duties and responsibilities, and the duties and responsibilities of
other people. As I believe has been discussed with you this morning
also, it is their perception which is important-not the reality.
In reality, about 75 percent of our population files a 1040A now.
That is a very simple form with very few deductions, yet they perceive it to be complex, and indeed many of those 75 percent of our
population go to get assistance to file that very simple form. They
have that right, but it is because of the perception of complexity,
not because of the reality that they do this.
We can do something about the deductions-that's what most of
the discussion has concerned. I agree with the chairman of the
Budget Committee and Mr. Kurtz that you have two -separate
issues. Flat tax is a two-issue concept. We keep confusing it. Rate
structure is completely separate. Rate structure does not make a
tax system complicated. Most people look at a chart. They don't
even have to make the multiplication. In fact, on the 1040A you
need not make a multiplication because the Government will compute the tax for you. So that isn't the complication; it is the deductions.
Now, one of the things that you cannot do under any system is
get rid of the complications that deal with income. What is income
is a very difficult concept for a tax lawyer to explain to anyone. I
will use one example.
The one example I will use is an example where I had to draft
the provisions dealing with fellowships and scholarships in 1954.
The question was, Do you include fellowships and scholarships in
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income or do you treat them as an exclusion, and if so, do you give
a dependency allowance for the parents?
Having gone through law school on a scholarship and having
gone through undergraduate school on the GI bill, I believed scholarship income should be taxable, and I did not believe that my
father should have been entitled to a dependency deduction, and I
so recommended. The decisions were made otherwise, and now
there is an exclusion now for fellowships and scholarships and the
parent generally is entitled a deduction for the dependency allowance.
In a flat-rate tax system, how do we treat that income? I suppose
the simplest way is to say all income is income. The scholarship is
income, there is no doubt in the economist's mind that it is income.
Now, if Sheldon Cohen's child-my boy happens to be at the Wharton School, and it costs about $12,000 to $13,000 a year-if he were
to have a scholarship, I could reimburse him his income tax. I
would just give him the difference. What about the janitor's child?
What about the fellow who makes $8000 to $10,000? He can't finance it. So you are going to have to look at the income side and
say, "What do we do?'
That's one example in a very complex array. None of the approaches, yet, addresses this problem, except the attempt in the
Bradley-Gephardt bill to explain to people that we are not going to
go after social security and certain kinds of other excludable
income. But there is a whole variety now of tax deductible, or tax
excludable, or tax creditable income. Each one of those items must
be examined and must be examined carefully if we are going to
have simplification.
The other thing that I want to emphasize is the administerability
of a tax. If there is anything that I know a little bit about, it's that.
I lived at the IRS 9 years of my life-4 years drafting legislation, 1
year as Chief Counsel, and 4 years as Commissioner. I don't care
what the tax is, it has to be administerable. And no one, in considering legislation yet, takes into account the administerability and,
the cost. There is a cost. There is both a direct cost and an indirect
cost.
The Revenue Service is efficient. It is efficient because it is relatively a single-purpose agency. Each time you add a new task, you
make it less efficient, you make it less effective, you make it more
onerous on the citizen-he has to answer more questions.
So if you are going to consider going to any new tax system-and
one of the things in the notice of these hearings was our views on
consumption taxes, value-added taxes-any of those new systems,
which we don't talk about much and I hope we won't talk about
much, because I have nothing much good to say for them, requires
a whole new administrative complexity. The Service doesn't know
how to administer them; it has to teach all of its people to do that.
It has to teach all of the people of America to do it.
Indeed, I venture to say that you will have difficulty explaining
to the average man on the street that when he withdraws moneys
from his savings account, he will pay a consumption tax. One illustration.
So I would say to you, in any of these taxes, whether it be flat,
broad-based progressive tax, a basic income tax-if we have enough
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discipline we could even make that work, by getting rid of some deductions and some simplification-in any of those things, please
take into account not just the perceived complexity but the complexity that the Revenue Service has to deal with on a day-to-day
basis and which taxpayers and their advisers must deal with on a
day-to-day basis.
We tax lawyers deal only with the periphery of that. Most people
don't understand that. The Internal Revenue Service would love to
have a simple tax. It is the most forceful advocate of easily administered taxes because they have to deal with the people who are
working with the system every day.
Please don't become infatuated with gross income taxes or broadly based alleged flat taxes. They are illusory. They have many complexities buried into them, and of course they are completely
unfair. The gross income tax, for example, has been discussed in
various versions.
Grocery stores, for example, in the United States, have somewhere between one-half of 1 percent and 1 percent net income.
Now, what kind of a gross tax would you apply to that? If you applied gross tax on sales it won't work.
Believe me, as you get into any of those systems you will find
that there are all sorts of gradations, of complexity that will eat
into what would at first blush appear to be a simple system.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Sheldon S. Cohen follows:]
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Statement of
Sheldon S. Cohen
Before the
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
September 29, 1982

Summary
(1) The flat-rate income tax proposal consists of 2 parts:
broadening the tax base and adjusting the rate structure. Base
broadening is critical because it:
creates virtually all of the simplification
0

provides most of the economic efficiency

o

permits rates to be lowered

(2) Attacking the problem of broadening the tax base headon may be superior to a piecemeal approach:

o

(3)

it becomes more difficult for defenders of
tax breaks to focus their efforts
it places the burden on supporters of tax breaks

In order to facilitate a flat-rate type of revision,

o
o

all tax breaks should start on an equal footing;
the tax committees must then abstain from adding
further tax breaks
appropriate transition rules must be provided for
those who fairly relied on existing tax breaks
the resulting rate structure must be reasonably
progressive

(4) In considering new taxes, such as value added taxes
and consumption taxes, Congress must recognize the enormous hidden
costs entailed in:
0
0

creating a new administrative apparatus
training and educating the IRS, taxpayers, and
advisers
a lengthy transition period of uncertainty
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Statement

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Sheldon S. Cohen.

I am a former commissioner of

the Internal Revenue Service, and have been active as a tax
lawyer for 30 years.
Uretz.

I am a member of the law firm of Cohen and

The views I express here today are my own, and should not

bc attributed to my law firm or to any of its clients.
I appear before you to discuss various proposals for
revitalizing the federal tax system.

Currently, the most prominent

of these proposals is the so-called "flat-rate" tax.

The flat-

tax proposal actually consists of two separate revisions.

First,

as the label suggests, the existing progressive tax-rate structure
would be replaced by a much lower flat rate or, in a more preferable
alternative, by modestly progressive tax rates.

Second, the tax

base would be greatly expanded by eliminating all or nearly all
ot the existing deductions, credits, exemptions, and exclusions.

I

will use the term "flat tax" to refer loosely to both parts of
these various proposals.
The flat tax is advocated as a cure to the increasing complexity
of the existing federal income tax.

In addition, some proponents

suggest that wholesale elimination of special tax provisions will
promote economic efficiency by eliminating tax-induced distortions.
Finally, it is argued that the proposed reduction in marginal and
average tax rates will eliminate economic disincentives attributable
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to the existing progressive income tax rates.

.(I should also

note that such a reduction will diminish incentives that many
tax breaks were designed to provide.)
Each of these goals is worthy.

Each would be achieved to

some extent by one version or the other of the various flat-tax
proposals.
In my judgment, the key element in making the flat tax work
is broadening the tax base.

A progressive tax-rate structure,

by itself, does riot create the complexity that has led to so
much dissatisfaction.

Virtually all of the promised simplification

in the flat-tax proposal arises from eliminating the bulk of the
deductions, credits, and so on, now found in the income tax.
The goal of enhancing economic efficiency also finds its
primary realization in the base-broadening aspect of the flat
T:-

mass of special tax deductions and credits has caused

capital to be invested in what some would describe as a helterskelter fashion, reflecting the political and economic circumstances of the day.

Revisions of special tax provisions rarely

keep pace with changing economic and political circumstances.
Broadening the tax base hopefully would provide greater neutrality
among competing investments, and thus ,promote economic efficiency.
Finally, providing economic stimulus by lowering or
flattening the tax rates is made possible only by broadening the
tax base.

Assuming that the flat-tax proposal is intended only
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as a restructuring of the federal income tax, then total federal
income tax revenue should remain the same.

Since it is easier to

vote for lower tax rates than it is for a broader tax base, the
critical aspect, once again, is whether the tax base is
broadened.

If the tax base can be broadened, then rates can be

lowered while keeping revenues more or less constant.
Broadening the base of the federal income tax will not be
easy.

Attacking the problem wholesale, however, as flat-tax

supporters advocate, may well be superior to the piecemeal
approach taken in recent years.

Declaring a handful of tax

provisions to be under scrutiny allows supporters of those provisions to focus their efforts, and sharply reduces the chances
of success.

Even more important, under a piecemeal approach,

the burden is initially on those proposing elimination of the tax
rcflision to demonstrate why that provision should be removed.
This may not be easy, especially when other, equally indefensible
provisions are left untouched.

Wholesale base broadening, on

the other hand, makes it more difficult for any one group to
focus their efforts.

Moreover, it is easier to defend a proposal

to eliminate all, or nearly all special tax breaks because the
burden is on supporters of a special tax provision to demonstrate
why it should be retained rather than on those making the case
for repeal.
Let me now turn to some of the difficulties inherent in
the various flat tax proposals.

Disposing of long-standing tax
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breaks will not be easy.

I would prefer, however, that all tax

breaks start on an equal footing.

I realize that a flat-tax-

proposal appears to be more realistic and practical if it already
retains, for example, the home-mortgage interest deduction or
the charitable-gift deduction.

While political realities may

necessitate retention of some tax breaks, it is essential that
the proposal start out with no exceptions and with an attitude
that few exceptions will ultimately be made.

If it is perceived

that many tax breaks will be retained, that would make it much
easier for the next tax break to be accepted.
the proposal will quickly collapse.

Once the rush is on,

This has happened in the past.

Therefore, in order to avoid almost immediate failure, flat-tax
deliberations should begin with the attitude that all tax breaks
are to be excluded.

If this plan is to work in the first place and

L- I..L any length of time, the tax writing committees will be required to maintain strict discipline.

They will not be able to

continue the practice of adopting tax breaks in response to each of
our country's social and economic problems.

There are other, more

direct techniques for dealing with those problems.
Second, to the extent tax breaks are eliminated, Congress
must be cognizant, as it has in the past, of those who fairly
relied on those provisions.

Much wealth is tied, and properly

so, to the existence of certain tax provisions.

The ultimate

political success of broadening the income tax base depends on
the ability to fashion rules that minimize disruption and
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unfairness, and yet still allow for the phasing out of tax
breaks over a reasonable period of time.

We should therefore be

prepared to write detailed transition rulcs, and to recognize that
the simplification inherent in base broadening is offset to some
extent by such rules while they are outstanding.
Third, we should recognize that the flat-tax should not be,
and cannot be, truly "flat."
inevitable.

Some progressivity is necessary and

There is widespread political support for the

proposition that tax burdens should increase with ability to pay.
This consensus cannot be ignored.

Indeed, popular acceptance

of the capitalist system, with its risks and rewards, may well
depend, in part, on some sort of accountability of the winners
through the tax system.

In addition, without a progressive federal

income tax, it is likely that aggregate tax burdens, including
Leuera± employment taxes and local taxes, will become sharply

regressive.
taxpayers.

I believe that such a result is unacceptable to most
Finally, some adjustments to the ultimate rate structure

will be necessary in order to mitigate the tax liability shifts
that follow from broadening the tax base.
be made through a single tax rate.

Such adjustments cannot

Thus, although broadening the

tax base permits rates to be reduced and, to some extent, flattened,
this should not be viewed as a signal to move immediately to a
single, reduced tax rate.
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In addition to the flat tax, the Committee may be considering
tax proposals such as value-added taxes and consumption taxes.
There is much that can and should be said on the substantive aspects
of such proposals.
those proposals.

At the outset, I should confirm that I oppose
In addition, as a former commissioner of the IRS,

I would like to call the Committee's attention to one critical
aspect of these proposals that is likely to receive insufficient
attention.
Unlike the flat tax, these tax proposals have no counterparts
in existing law.

Whatever the merits, implementing a new federal

tax entails enormous costs that are not readily apparent.
federal apparatus mst be created to administer the tax.

A large
Both the

IRS and taxpayers must be trained and educated on how the tax works.
Attorneys, accountants, and other advisers must become familiar
with the tax.

During the transition period, there will be great

uncertainty over how the new tax works, who has to pay, when payments are due, and so on.

All of this takes years, and imposes large

financial burdens, only some of which are borne by the federal
government.

Therefore, in considering a brand new tax and deciding

on the best course of action, please take into account the important
fact that novelty itself has a substantial cost, much of which is
hidden.
In conclusion, I believe that there is potentially much
merit in considering base broadening and restructuring of the
income tax.

In addition, the Committee should be made aware of

the enormous costs entailed in adopting a novel form of federal
tax, such as a consumption tax.

This Committee and its distinguished

chairman are to be commended for undertaking a prompt and extensive
inquiry into these subjects.

I would be pleased to assist the

Committee in the development of these proposals.
Thank you for the opportunity to be of service.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Aidinoff?
STATEMENT OF M. BERNARD AIDINOFF, CHAIRMAN, SECTION OF
TAXATION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. AIDINOFF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am a practicing lawyer from New York City. I am the current
chairman of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association. I am pleased to be able to present some preliminary views of
the Section of Taxation on the subject of flat-rate, broad-based
income taxation.
All of the proposals that have been introduced under the guise of
flat-rate taxation involve some simplification of the tax laws and a
substantial reduction of tax rates. Some, but not all, tend to eliminate progressivity from the tax structure. Determining the appropriate amount of progressivity involves questions quite distinct
from those involved in simplifying the tax system through base
broadening and rate reduction. Base broadening and rate reduction
are, on the other hand, related steps in tax reform because expansion of the tax base should generate the additional revenue needed
to permit rate reduction. With a broader base and lower rates it
would be possible to design a much simpler tax that could be either
flat or graduated.
These 'related steps would allow simplification of the tax laws in
two ways. First, much of the structural complexity of the existing
tax law is due to special provisions that have been added to the Internal Revenue Code to avoid application of high marginal rates to
particular transactions. These deviations from a comprehensive
and consistent definition of income have introduced substantial
complexity because they draw distinctions between favored and unfavored classes of taxpayers and transactions. Elimination of these
special provisions would simplify much of our complex structure.
Base broadening and rate reduction would also permit simplification in a second and quite different sense. In addition to structural
complexity, our tax system is noteworthy for what can be called
transactional complexity. Taxpayers will naturally seek to obtain
whatever preferential tax treatment is available by structuring
transactions in ways that might not be sensible if only nontax factors were considered. The growth of the tax shelter industry is an
example of this process. The tendency toward transactional complexity is accelerated if tax rates are high, or where there is opportunity for deferral, whatever the rate of graduation.
Transactional complexity is related to structural complexity in
that the Service, the Treasury Department, and Congress must respond to aggressive tax-motivated transactions by issuing new rulings or regulations or by enacting new legislation.
Along with simplification of the code and its attendant regulations and rulings, base broadening and rate reduction would reduce
tax complexity because tax-motivated transactions would no longer
be as attractive to investors. Such rate reduction might. also increase economic incentives which, in turn, would increase r-',venue
sufficiently to allow for more meaningful rate reduction.
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There are two principal routes to simplification through base
broadening and rate reduction.
The first route is a familiar one. It involves elimination of special
provisions of the personal income tax, coupled with substantial rate
reduction. This basic strategy has been proposed many times in the
last 30 years.
This strategy has not been successful in the past for political
rather than technical reasons. It is not difficult to identify the provisidns of the code that would have to be eliminated or changed to
convert the system into a comprehensive tax on personal income. It
has, however, been very difficult to achieve the necessary political
consensus.
The second strategy for simplifying the tax structure involves
the conversion of the personal income tax into a comprehensive tax
on personal expenditures. Like a comprehensive income tax, a comprehensive personal expenditure tax provides a potential model for
simplification of the tax system, coupled with-substantial rate reduction. Because of the difference in treatment of savings, however,
the two taxes are likely to have substantially different distributional and economic consequences.
Tax professionals have no particular- expertise in choosing between comprehensive income and expenditure taxation. I can
assure you, however, that either one could be implemented in a
much simpler manner than the current code. Either approach requires a review of business taxation and transfer taxation.
I would like to just say a word about problems of transition. All
tax legislation involves problems of transition, but enactment of a
broad-based comprehensive income or expenditure tax would create
unusually significant problems.
Consider enactment of the purest form of broad-based income
tax, which might eliminate the dedc ztion of interest on home mortgages. Would current homeowners be denied the deduction even
though, they had purchased and financed their homes in reliance
on the longstanding deductibility of interest under our tax system?
A decision to provide transitional relief for such homeowners might
solve the problems of fairness; but it would quickly raise a question
of tax complexity, because some method of identifying the category
of transactions to be given special treatment would have to be devised and administered.
Or consider enactment of a comprehensive consumption tax,
which would tax all expenditures for personal consumption. What
would be the proper treatment of taxpayers who spend earnings
saved under the present income tax? To deny such taxpayers special treatment would tax them twice on the same income.
I do not mean to suggest that these problems are not soluble, for
they are; but I do suggest that the solutions are not likely to be
simple.
There is no easy answer as to the best way of structuring a
major reform of our tax system. If the committee is to engage in
such an undertaking, it must make a number of major choices: You
have a very, very difficult problem.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bernard Aidinoff follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
September 29, 1982
Statement of M. Bernard Aidinoff, Chairman
Section of Taxation
Ampt-ieau-Bar Association
-RE:

Flat-Rate, Broad-Base Income Taxation

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my
name is M. Bernard Aidinoff.

I am the Chairman of the

Section of Taxation of the American bar Association.

I am

pleased to be able to present some preliminary views of
the Section of Taxation on the subject of flat-rate broadbase income taxation.

These views have not been approved by

the House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of the
American Bar Association, and should not be construed as
representing the position of the ABA.
Let me summarize my statement by making five
points.

First, it is essential to separate the issues

involved in tax simplification through base broadening and
rate reduction from the issue of how progressive tax rates
Complexity in the tax system is primarily the

should be.

result of special provisions which sometimes accomplish
nontax goals or close perceived tax loopholes.

Graduation

in the rate schedules alone does not contribute heavily to
complexity.
Second, rate reduction and simplification of the
individual income tax could be achieved by broadening the
tax base and imposing either a comprehensive income tax or
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a comprehensive expenditure tax.

Although either tax would

result in substantial simplification and rate reduction
for individuals, the two levies would have substantially
different distributional consequences, with perhaps different social and economic consequences.
Third, any method chosen to accomplish simplification and rate reduction for individuals would have important
implications for the taxation of corporations.
Fourth, fundamental changes in the nature of individual income taxation cannot be considered apart from
the taxation of transfers in the form of gifts and bequests.
Fifth, any method chosen to accomplish simplification and rate reduction by broadening the income tax base is
likely to involve considerable problems of fairness and
complexity during the transition period.
Let me now briefly discuss each of these points.
1.

Rate Reduction, Base Broadening, and Simplification
All of the proposals that have been introduced

under the guise of flat-rate taxation involve some simplification of the tax laws and substantial reduction of tax rates.
Some, but not all, tend to eliminate progressivity from the
tax structure.

Determining the appropriate amount of pro-

gressivity involves questions quite distinct from those
involved in simplifying the tax system through base broadening and rate reduction.

Base broadening and rate reduction
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are, on the other hand, related steps in tax reform because
expansion of the tax base should generate the additional
revenue needed to permit rate reduction.

With a broader

base and lower rates, it would then be possible to design a
much simpler tax that could be either flat or graduated.
These related steps would allow simplification
of the tax laws in two ways.

First, much of the structural

complexity of the tax laws is due to special provisions
that have been added to the Internal Revenue Code to avoid
application of high marginal rates to particular transactions.

These deviations from a comprehensive and consis-

tent definition of income have introduced substantial
structural complexity into the tax system because they
draw distinctions between favored and unfavored classes
of taxpayers and transactions.

By structural complexity

I mean not only statutory complexity, but the whole panoply
of regulations, rulings, and litig-ation that is needed to
administer the statute.

Elimination of these special pro-

visions would simplify much of the complex structure of
our tax system.
Base broadening and rate reduction would also
permit simplification of the tax system in a second and
quite different sense.

In addition to structural complexity,

our tax system is noteworthy for what can be called "transactional complexity."

Taxpayers will naturally seek to
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obtain whatever preferential tax treatment is available
by structuring transactions in ways that might not be sensible

f only nontax factors were considered.

The growth

of the tax shelter industry is an example of this process.
The tendency toward transactional complexity is accelerated
when tax rates are high or where there is opportunity for
deferral, whatever the rate of graduation.
Transactional complexity is related to structural
complexity in that the Internal Revenue Service, the Treasury
Department, and the Congress must respond to aggressive taxmotivated transactions by issuing new rulings or regulations
or by enacting new legislation.

These necessarily compli-

cate the structure of the tax laws.
The interrelationship of the two kinds of tax

complexity is often dynamic because taxpayers respond to
changes in the structure of the tax laws by creating new
forms of transactions, setting off another round of transactional and structural complexity.1

Along with simplifica-

tion of the Code and its attendant regulations and rulings,
base broadening and rate reduction would thus reduce tax
complexity because tax-motivated transactions would no longer
be as attractive to investors.

Such rate reduction might

1. See Galper & Kaufman, Simplification and Comprehensive
Tax Reform, O.T.A. Paper 34, U.S. Dep't of Treasury
(Sept. 1978).
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also increase economic incentives which, in turn would increase revenues sufficiently to allow for more meaningful
rate reduction.
Eliminatio.i of special tax provisions might also
require enactment of budgetary outlays to accomplish the
goals of the repealed tax preferences.

Of course, tax

professionals have no special expertise with regard to
whether any particular spending program is desirable once
the tax laws have been simplified and tax rates reduced.
2.

Comprehensive Personal Income and Expenditure Taxes
There are two principal routes to simplification

through base broadening and rate reduction.
The first route is a familiar one; it involves
elimination of special provisions of the personal income
tax, coupled with substantial rate reduction.

This basic

strategy has been proposed many times in the last thirty
years by leaders of both political parties and by various
experts in the field of taxation.2

The Ford and Carter

administrations published tax studies and proposals that
are consistent with this strategy, as are many of the provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of
1982 endorsed by the current Administration.
2.

The Committee on Simplification of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association analyzed this
possibility in Evaluation of the Proposed Model Comprehensive Income Tax, 32 Tax Law. 563 (1979).
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This strategy has not been successful in the past
for political, rather than technical, reasons.

It is not

difficult to identify the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code that would have to be eliminated or changed to convert
the present system into a comprehensive tax on personal
income.

It has, however, been exceedingly difficult to

achieve the political consensus necessary to eliminate
these provisions.
The second strategy for simplifying the tax structure through rate reduction and base broadening involves
conversion of the personal income tax into a comprehensive
tax on personal expenditures.

Although less familiar than

an income tax, such a levy, sometimes called a "personal
consumption tax" or a "consumption-type income tax," has
also been promoted as tax reform in the United States and in
other countries by individuals with a variety of political
perspectives.3

Some recent proposals for a flat rate

"income tax" are actually proposals for what has traditionally been called an expenditure tax.

4

3.

See, e.g., U.S. Dep't of Treasury, Blueprints for Basic
Tax Reform (1977), which considers comprehensive personal income and expenditure taxes as alternative models
for basic tax reform.

4.

See, e.g., Hall & Rabushka, A Simple Income Tax with
Low Marginal Rates (1982), which excludes capital income
from the individual tax base and permits business entities a current deduction for capital expenditures.
(Footnote continued on next page)
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Basically, the expenditure tax differs from the
income tax by excluding all savings from the tax base.
Advocates of the tax assert that it is fairer and more
5
conducive to capital formation than is the income tax.
In addition, its proponents suggest that the
current Internal Revenue Code may already be as much an
expenditure tax as it is an income tax with respect to
individuals.

For example, deferral of tax on earnings

set aside for a worker's pension, rollover of taxation on
the sale of a principal residence, and nonrecognition of
gain by shareholders in corporate reorganizations are
more consistent with expenditure tax treatment than they
are with income tax treatment.
Like a comprehensive income tax, a comprehensive
personal expenditure tax provides a potential model for
simplification of the tax system, coupled with substantial
(Footnote cont'd)
The resulting tax is similar to an expenditure tax
because savings are effectively excluded, but the tax
base is narrower than that of an expenditure tax because
consumption out of borrowed funds would go untaxed. A
comprehensive expenditure tax would include dissavinys
in the tax base, just as savings would be excluded.
5. Discussions of how a personal expenditure tax might
be implemented are found in Andrews, A Consumption-Type
or Cash Flow Personal Income Tax, 87 Harv. L. Rev.
1113 (1974); Graetz, Implementing a Progressive Consumption Tax, 92 Harv. L. Rev. 1575 (1979); Committee on
Simplification, ABA Section of Taxation, Complexit and
the Personal Consumption Tax, 35 Tax Law. 415 (1982.
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rate reduction.

Because of the difference in treatment of

savings, however, the two taxes are likely to have substantially different distributional consequences.

They would

also have substantially different economic effects.
Tax professionals have no particular expertise
in choosing between comprehensive income and expenditure
taxation.

I can, however, assure you that either a compre-

hensive income or a comprehensive expenditure tax for
individuals could be implemented in a much simpler manner
than the current Internal Revenue Code.
3.

Corporate Taxation
Much of the discussion about flat-rate broad-based

taxation has focused on individual taxes, but decisions made

with respect to individual taxation will have a significant
impact on the range of choices available with regard to
corporate taxation.

For example, adoption of a comprehen-

sive personal income tax might suggest that corporate income should be taxed currently to shareholders rather than
to the corporation, or alternatively, that the corporate

income tax should become a withholding levy that would be
credited against shareholder taxes imposed when corporate
earnings are distributed in the form of dividends.
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There are a variety of other possible relationships between individual and corporate taxation, and I do
not mean to suggest that any particular relationship is
superior.

Rather, I simply want to caution that broadening

of the personal tax base, reduction of individual tax rates,
and even adoption of a flat-rate tax for individuals cannot
be considered apart from the taxation of business entities.
4.

Transfer Taxation
Fundamental changes in the individual income

tax base also must be considered in conjunction with the
federal estate and gift taxes.

Some supporters of the

personal expenditure tax would, for example, couple that
levy with significant taxation of gifts and estates on the
theory that accumulations of capital should enter the tax
base when transferred to a new generation.

Others, who

support the expenditure tax because they believe the overall tax burden on capital is too great, would couple a
comprehensive personal consumption tax with reduction or
elimination of the transfer taxes.

Whatever view one takes

of these issues, the relationship between an income or expenditure tax and the transfer taxes is likely to be important enough so that the structure of the latter should be
considered in conjunction with reform of the former.
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5. Problems of Transition
All tax legislation involves problems of transition,
but enactment of a broad-based comprehensive income or
expenditure tax would create unusually significant problems.
Consider enactment of the purest form of broadbased income tax, which might eliminate the deduction for
interest on home mortgages.

Would current homeowners be

denied the deduction even though they aad purchased and
financed their homes in reliance on the longstanding deductibility of interest under our tax system?

A decision to

provide transitional relief for such homeowners might solve
the problem of fairness, but it would quickly raise a question of tax complexity because some method of identifying the
category of transactions to be given special treatment would
have to be devised and administered.
Or consider enactment of a comprehensive consumption tax, which would tax all expenditures for personal
consumption. What would be the proper treatment of taxpayers who spend earnings saved under the present income
tax?

To deny such taxpayers special treatment would tax

them twice on the same income --

once when it was earned

under the income tax and again when it was spent under
the expenditure tax.

To provide special treatment, on the

other hand, would likely involve considerable complexity
for a significant period of transition.
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I do not mean to suggest that these problems are
not soluble, for they are, but I do suggest that the solutions
are not likely to be simple.

Accordingly, it is not enough

to consider fundamental tax reform in the abstract.

Rather,

any far-reaching change in a tax system as complex as ours,
on which taxpayers have relied in making decisions, will
necessarily involve considerable complexities in the transition.

Needless difficulties will be avoided if such transi-

tioral questions are considered from the beginning as part of
the basic reform itself.
6.

Conclusions

There is no easy answer as to the best way of
structuring a major reform of-our tax system.

If this

Committee is to engage in such an undertaking, it must make
a number of major choices.

The first choice is between a

progressive rate structure and a flat rate.
Second, a'choice must be made between the two
major reform models --

a comprehensive personal income tax

and a comprehensive personal expenditure tax.

The choice

between these models depends, in part, on fundamental issues
of social and tax policy, such as the appropriate allocation
of the burden of taxation between capital and labor income.
Third, either approach to reform of personal taxation will require choices as to the appropriate treatment
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of corporate income, transfersiby gift or bequest, and the
manner of transition from current law.
The existence of all these choices should not
obscure the urgent need for reform.
increasingly and unduly complex.

The tax code has grown

This complexity imposes

tremendous compliance costs, particularly on small busiBoth President Reagan and his predecessors have

ness.

emphasized the importance of reducing the burden of Federal
regulations.

It will be very difficult to do this in the

tax area unless the underlying law is simplified.
Differential tax treatment of analogous economic
transactions under current law creates an incentive for
individuals to modify their behavior in ways that may not
at all be good for our economy.

The advantages of struc-

turing a transaction in a tax-favored way lead taxpayers
to regard taxes as a charge to be avoided by creative financial transactions.

There is an inevitable loss of respect

for the system, particularly on the part of those not in a
position to use tax-minimizing techniques.
In the course of the current Congress, virtually
all categories of direct Federal expenditures have been
subjected to stringent review, and this process promises to
continue.

By contrast, relatively little attention has

been focused on sizeable back door spending in the form of
tax expenditures. Whatever differences in the procedure
of review may be appropriate, tax expenditures should be
subject to a scrutiny comparable to that given direct spending.

We must ask whether we want to continue subsidizing

favored activities at existing levels, and whether the type
of subsidy -ture --

tax expenditure as opposed to direct expendi-

makes sense.

The major base-broadening proposals

before this Committee can be seen as calling for a major
reduction in Federal expenditures through the tax system,
with the savings being distributed to all taxpayers in the
form of lower rates.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let's see. I have been necessarily absent.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Cohen.
Let me thank the panel for its testimony. I think there is probably more expertise at the table than we have heard from to date. I
think they have made some very helpful suggestions.
I would like to ask each of them a couple of questions, and I
would like to start with Mr. Cohan.
I think in your testimony, on page 6, you talk about the difficulty, the pitfalls, that are inherent in any kind of dramatic change in
the tax system. You refer to expenditure taxes and to the pure flatrate tax.
I think what the committee is going to look at is whether there
is not some interim course here? Is there not some interim plan
that is more evolutionary? I would like to have your thoughts
about what the components of such a plan would be if it were evolutionary in nature as opposed to drastic and therefore subject to
the pitfalls that you have enumerated.
Mr. COHEN. You could go either way. There are pitfalls in either
direction, of course. The pitfalls in the direction of a slow, progressive move toward simplicity, if you will, or a broad-based tax is
that the targets will unite. If you pick 5 items the first year or 10
items the first year to discuss and attack, eliminate certain deductions or exclusions, for example, they will unite as a group.
As I suggest in my paper, it probably is easier in terms of politics
to take on the world, because each person has to then defend himself rather than unite in a group to defend the next bastion.
On the other hand-and this committee, of course, has to rely on
the committee on the other side-if the two committees and the
leadership of the Congress were to develop the discipline, a move
toward a broadly based, more simple system can be had within the
existing structure. It is hard in terms of the politics of the situation
because you then have to resist that fair and equitable fact that
somebody presents to you, because every little niche in the line creates another niche.
You can almost say-I think as a rule-that you can't have simplicity and equity, because simplicity requires a straight line. Everyone can understand a straight line; there are no exceptions to a
straight line. Once you draw that line so that it goes around one
little tree, there will be another one tomorrow who will have an
equally equitable case. You can start that line, but it isn't simple
to hold it.
Senator BRADLEY. Let me try to be a little more specific. Would
not an evolutionary process entail a system that retains progressivity while reducing the complexity?
Mr. COHEN. Base broadening.
Senator BRADLEY. Base broadening, and essentially simplification
by lower rates.
Mr. COHEN. I think that's right. The American public would understand that, because it is not a sharp departure from what they
are used to.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Kurtz, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. KURTZ. Yes, I would like to comment on that, if I may, Senator Bradley.
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I won't attempt to make a political comment, but I think it is
very important in the normal course of tax legislation, year after
ear, that there be a goal in mind as to where the country ought to
e heading.

Right now we don't have an income tax system in any real sense.
We have a hybrid income-consumption tax system. And in my
view, we have the worst of both.
-In the last couple of years Congress has enacted-to mention a
couple of provisions-all-savers certificates, increased IRA's, lower
capital gains taxes, ACRS, the interest exclusion. All of these are
elements of a consumption tax; that is, they are special tax benefits
for saving. They don't have, however, the other side of what a pure
consumption tax would have, and that is taxation when the savings
are spent. So we now have a system which, for many people, results in their paying tax on the lower of income or consumption.
It seems to me important, in long-range planning, to decide at
some point whether we are going to have an income tax or a consumption tax, and then move toward that goal.
I think it is fair to say that a number of the provisions-that I
have cited, which have been enacted in the last couple of years,
were enacted because there was a feeling they were consistent with
a consumption tax; but, at the same time, we don't have a consumption tax.
Senator BRADLEY. We have an income tax. Would both of you
think that a direction that we might head toward is the proposal
that Congressman Gephardt and I have offered, that maybe
wouldn't happen overnight, but in the general direction of lowering
the rates and broadening the base?
Mr. KURTZ. Broadening the base, lowering rates, and broadening
brackets, it seems to me is the direction that the tax system ought
to head. And it can be done gradually as well as overnight. The difference, of course, is that if you do it overnight the effect on rates
is very dramatic; if you do it little by little there may not be a sufficiently noticeable rate reduction to build a constituency for it, but
that's a political judgment.
Senator BRADLEY. So, the carrot of lower rates is the way you get
the base broadened?
Mr. KURTZ. That's the trade-off. No one will want to lose their
deductions unless they are getting something to trade off so that
the total tax burden doesn't rise significantly.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. We have a lot of provisions in the law that encourage investment-investment tax credits, perhaps depreciation,
all the rest of it. I wonder how you gentlemen would feel about the
suggestion to make it simply across-the-board that investmentsdefined rather broadly: that tend to provide jobs, create investments, develop the resources of the country-are deductible, just as
though you are up-front expensing them. How would you react to
that suggestion? In effect, the kind of thing that Lester Thoreau
has been talking about, for example. I think you are familiar with
that, Mr. Kurtz.
Mr. KURTZ. Well, there are a number of proposals for various
kinds of consumption tax-the Hall-Rabushka, and Lester Thoreau's, David Bradford's proposal, et cetera.
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First of all, all of the consumption tax proposals imply that,
while there will be a tax based on consumption, that is, income less
savings, that there will be a tax on dis-saving-that is, when the
savings are spent-that that will enter into the tax base.
I believe the problem is that-under virtually any rate structure
that can be developed, based on consumption, there will' be a significant lowering of the tax burden on the very highest-income
people, because the very highest income people simply don't spend
as significant a portion of their income as the lower income people.
You know, if one looks at the Forbes list of the 400 wealthiest
people in the United States, I doubt that those in the over-a-billion
class spend more than those in the over-200-million class. And you
can carry that pretty far down the line. There is a limit to what
one can spend. Therefore, you would have regressive rates as you
get into the higher income.
Now, there is an argument for economic efficiency that some
economists make. I am not an economist and I can't comment on
those independently, but I think in those debates one shouldn't lose
sight of the fact that our tax system can only work if most people
have a sense that it's fair. And I don't think most people would
have a sense that a tax which allowed our wealthiest people to pay
less and less tax is fair. That's the concern that I have.
Senator LoNO.Well now, if you couple that with a more tightly
drawn gift and inheritance tax law or even with something that
would tax them on their wealth as they go along, a very low capital levy, or something of that sort-I am not sure that they would
like it, ydur-understand; but I am not talking about what they
would like, I am talking about a fair system.
Mr. KURTZ. Oh, unquestionably there are systems that could be
constructed and a combination of taxes that would achieve what I
think we would all agree would be an equitable result. But the
simple substitution of a consumption tax for the income tax, I don't
think that's fair. If we had effective and substantial inheritance
and gift taxes, perhaps that would be a different story.
Senator LONG. But if we have some other tax device that solves
that problem then I take it you would find appeal to it.
How do you feel, Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. There is one thing that is constantly bothering me,
and that is that we have proceeded for the last 20-some years on
the assumption that for every ill in America there is a tax cure.
And that's why we have what we've got. You can't use the tax
system for everything; it isn't that good. The Revenue Service is a
very good administrative agency. It isn't that good. How in the
world are we. going to make the American public understand, as
Jerry just said, that when you take money out of the bank and
spend it you are going to pay a tax? That is a very difficult concept
to understand, and I have stated it very simply, because it is much
more complex than that.
I am sure that the Senator's staff, the committee's staff, the
three of us,-could design a combination consumption tax and estate
and gift tax-which we have virtually repealed-that would work
out to be not unfair. I doubt if it would be understandable to the
American public.
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Senator LONG. Well, to some extent, Mr. Cohen, you sound to me
like a tax collector.
Mr. COHEN. I hope I don't sound that way to my clients. [Laughter.]
Senator LONG. Well, I know you do a good job for your clients,
but it seems to me you are still looking at it from the point of view
of a fellow who has had the burden of going out and getting all
that money. I can understand your point of view.
Mr. COHEN. The ideal system in the world can't be drafted that is
unadministrable. That's my problem; that is, it has to be administrable by human beings, by the Revenue Service, and by human
beings that sit where we sit and, more so, accountants and tax
practitioners out in the community. They have to understand it.
They not only have to know how to fill out the forms but to understand it and be able to explain it to people. And that's the hard
part.
Senator LONG. I hope you people understand that. All these
people who come here talking about tax simplification, the moment
they find out it is going to cost them more money that way they
change their minds.
Mr. COHEN. I think that's right.

Senator LONG. Mr. Aidinoff.
Mr. AIDINOFF. But one thing we do know from our experience is
that a reduction in tax rates does have the effect of reducing some
of the incentives to engage in tax-motivated transactions.
There is no question, for example, that just the very introduction
of the 50-percent rate on earned income in 1969 had the effect of
causing many high-salaried people to look differently on traditional
types of tax shelters.
There is no question that the reduction of 70 to 50 percent on all
income has had the same effect. It doesn't mean that you destroy
all incentives to reduce taxes, but you do reduce it marginally.
The straightening out of the original minimum tax and the
elimination of capital gains as a tax preference reduced an awful
lot of motivation.
I don't think there is any question that if you go in the direction
that Senator Bradley is talking about, whether you ultimately get
down to 14 percent or not, but as you go down the rate schedule,
whether or not you are progressive, you make taxpayers a little
less interested in special deductions.
Obviously the only way you can bring it down as much as most
of us would like it to go down is by being pretty rough with respect
to deductions and the definition of income.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRAssLEY. Mr. Cohen, you raised the point about perception of complexity versus real complexity. I think you were making
the point that people's dissatisfaction with the tax system today
centers on its complexity. Obviously, because 75 percent of the
people file the short form, this must be more perception than fact.
Aren't taxpayers more concerned with the perception of fairness

that certain wealthy people-maybe not necessarily just wealthy
people, but people of certain categories-have loopholes and benefits that other people don't have? They see the unfairness as the
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source of the complexity and they want to do away with that unfairness.
Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir, I think that's right. The cabdriver who was
driving me over here today commented on all of the buildings that
are going up in town, and he was wondering who was paying for
them. I facetiously said, "The United States is paying for them,
through a variety of deductions, credits, and otherwise."
Senator GRASSLEY. Then you are using the terms "complexity"
and "fairness" interchangeably?
Mr. COHEN. No; I think that they are separable, but I think that
one must deal with perception as reality; that is, if people think it
is complex, then it is complex. It is what theq believe.
Senator GRASSLEY. My point is that it isn t because people think
it is complex but because they think it is unfair that they want an
alternate tax system like a flat-rate tax.
Mr. COHEN. But in fact, sir, the p-resent system is probably fair.
One can pick out numerous examples of unfairness, but after all it
is a broadly based system that applies to hundreds of millions of
people. In its general application it is fair. There are enough examples of unfairness; yes, that it is fair.
Senator GRASSLEY. On the subject of administrability of any tax
law, was your point that the present income Tax Code is more administrable than something that would be like a flat-rate tax?
Mr. COHEN. We have an investment in the present system is
what I am saying.
Senator GRASSLEY. We have what?
Mr. COHEN. We have an investment in the concepts of the present system. We have an agency that understands it and can administer it, we have taught it to millions of high school children, and
we have millions of people who have been applying it.
One of the things that disturbs people is change in the form they
are used to. Any time you change the form, even to help them,
they believe that is complex So you have to take into account their
understanding. And every time they have to read a new provision,
even if it benefits them, it adds to their concern when they go to
prepare that return next April.
Yes; if you were to put in a broadly based flat tax or even a
broadly based progressive tax, 'you've got new definitions, new
standards, new things for people to learn. As I say, on the income
side, you still have to define income. There are a variety of items
that just don't follow a natural law. There is no rule up there in
the sky one can find as to what to do about a scholarship, for example.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mitchell.
Senator MITCHELL. I would like to follow up on a point that I believe Mr. Kurtz made during his presentation in which he argued
against the pure flat rate. He suggested that the bill introduced by
Senator Bradley and Congressman Gephardt contained a minimum
level of progressivity.
I commend Senator Bradley, and have on many occasions, and
Congressman Gephardt for their efforts, and I agree generally with
the thrust of their bill; but I am concerned that it does not retain a
sufficient level of progressivity, or a sufficient degree of progressivity in the Tax Code. Reducing the present spread from 14 to 28
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percent, it seems to me, would be insufficient in that respect. I
have suggested an alternative which would make the spread 12 to
36 percent, or something in that range. There already has been, as
you know, a very significant decrease in the top marginal rate
from 70 to 50 percent.
I wonder if each of the three of you could comment on your own
personal views on that?
Mr. KURTZ. Senator Mitchell, from my point of view it depends
very much on-what the base is. While Senator Bradley still has the
range from 14 to 28 percent, the remaining personal deductions are
deductible only against the first 14 percent, so that the second 14
percent surtax is on adjusted gross income, which in most cases
will be a substantially broader base.
I confess that I am not familiar with the base which you would
ap)?ly.
Senator MITCHELL. It would be the same base.
Mr. KURTZ. But with deductions allowable to higher income, or
not allowable?
Senator MITCHELL. Allowable.
Mr. KURTZ. Well, then I would have to see how it compares in
particular cases. Obviously there would be different distributional
effects within the group, but I don't know how it would come out
overall.
My personal view is that I think the rates in the Bradley-Gephardt bill should be somewhat more progressive, because I think
the 28 percent top rate is indeed modest, even on an expanded definition. I don't think they should be 50 percent, but with the definition of income in that bill there should be significant rate reduction at the top. But I think the rates could be maintained at something above 28 percent. Just what the whole scale would be, I don't
know.
I am also very much taken by the fact that the rate, the basic 14percent rate--and whether it should be 13, 14, or 15, I will put
aside for a moment-applies to a very broad class. That eliminates
a great many structural problems. That in itself eliminates some
complexity; that is, it would eliminate, for the most part, problems
of income averaging, and other minor timing differences were one
decides to pay this year rather than next year, things of that kind;
where the base covers all of the income that most taxpayers are
likely to have in the foreseeable future timing becomes largely irrevelant-and therefore I like it for that reason. But I don't feel committed to those rates.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you. Mr. Cohen?
Mr. COHEN. Senator Mitchell, I happen to agree; I would like to
see it slightly more progressive. Maybe that's because my average
effective rate is close to 30- or 35 percent. Each of us, of course,
judges it by our own view. I am not an economist either, therefore I
can t tell you what to do. Before I would want to light on a structure I would want to look at its distributional effects in a broader
way than I have. I guess I have the same feeling Mr. Kurtz does: I
would like to see it somewhat more progressive.
Mr. AIDINOFF. I suspect I differ with Mr. Kurtz and Mr. Cohen.
My own feeling is that marginal rates over 28 percent probably are
not very effective. My feeling is that perhaps the rate structure
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should come in at some point below 14 percent and have a little
more progressivity in the bottom range. On the other hand, that
really depends on the available deductions.
I have a fear, however, that when one gets to the practicality of
setting a rate schedule, the pressures as to what is includable in
income may very well demand more progressivity because the rate
base just has not been expanded enough to justify 14 to 28, as opposed to 12 to 36. I think much of this is a function of what tax
base you ultimately come up with.
Senator MrrCHELL. Mr. Aidinoff, do you favor the pure flat rate?
Or do you believe there should be an element of progressivity retained?
Mr. AIDINOFF. I personally don't believe that there should be a
straight flat rate. I believe very strongly that we should have the
type of structure where nearly everybody pays some income tax,
even though it is a relatively small amount. But I do believe that
people who do have more income should pa more than a proportional part of their increased income to the Government.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you, gentlemen, and thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
I just wanted to say in conclusion that I hope I made it clear I
did not intend any criticism of Senator Bradley s provision, because
I think he has done an outstanding job in putting it together. I am
sure he is not locked in concrete on any specific provision; that was
just one of the parts about it that did concern me.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I missed some of the testimony but I do
think, as Senator Bradley indicates, that we have an outstanding
panel. We still have another panel to be heard from, so I will just
ask a couple of questions. We are going to have a series of votes, I
understand.
It is difficult to do much base broadening. We found that out this
ear. A lot of people talk about it, but they wouldn't vote for it. So
think we have to be very realistic when we hve a lot of people
espousing all these great ideas. Unless we can develop a political
consensus it is going to be very difficult to make anything but incremental changes, and then maybe only then, when you are under
the gun of a reconciliation process, a budget process.
I am certain this panel understands that. It is great to go out
and make speeches about how unfair the tax system is, but when
you try to take away some of those "generous provisions" or tighten them up, some of the best speakers can't be found. So I think we
have to be realistic. That's one reason many people perceive the
system to be unfair.
If I were the administration, I would be out talking about the tax
reform bill this year instead of sort of hiding from it like it never
happened. To me, that's equity, fairness, balance. I noticed a memo
in the White House talking about a lot of charges made against the
administration;- it didn't even mention the tax reform bill, and
others, maybe for different reasons.
Again, that isn't the end of reform, obviously, and maybe it
wasn't a good beginning; but at least it was a start.
From the standpoint of the three practitioners, what is the biggest loophole that your people, upper-income taxpayers, use?
maybe we could get into specifics here.
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Mr. COHEN. Depreciation and investment credit-which really go
together-and capital gain. I guess we spend more of our time concerned with those issues.
The CHAIRMAN. They may not be loopholes.
Mr. COHEN. Well, if we are talking about either large corporations or wealthy individual taxpayers, those are the items from
which they can get the maximum benefit; therefore they concentrate their efforts on obtaining the deductions, the credits, or getting the preferential rate.
The CHAIRMAN. What rate do they generally end up paying?
Mr. COHEN. You still have taxpayers who basically pay no more
than a small percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. That's sort of the nub of it, isn't it?
Mr. COHEN. It's not the big pattern. For example, I represent a
very wealthy entertainer. He pays a pretty good slug of his income.
He has some investments in farm properties or depreciable properties, but he pays a pretty good slug of his income. I would suggest
he pays a fair share of his tax. It is not 50 percent, but probably his
average effective rate is about 25-30, something like that.
The CHAIRMAN. Somebody suggested we might take the Forbes
magazine 400 and scan some of those returns to see if we can find a
pattern of how people become so wealthy by not paying taxes.
Mr. AIDxOF. Well, I would suspect, Senator, that if you did take
those returns you would find really three elements: Substantial depreciation, with respect to real estate; intangible drilling; and businessmep who have been fortunate enough to build up their own
corporations and then go public-they realize a very, very substantial capital gain-or the market value of their holdings rises to an

astronomical figure.
Mr. KURTZ. It is interesting, in looking at that list, to see that a

high percentage of those people are in oil and real estate.
The CHAIRMAN. I won t name any families, but I noticed there
area number of people in the shipping business and the mineral
business. Again, I guess if you taxed all of their income at the highest rate that wouldn't solve our problem of fairness, or at least
what is perceived as an unfair system.

Mr. Harris, the number is what? Eighty-one to seven?
Senator BRADLEY. It is 81 to 7 on the interest on home mortgage.
Mr. KURTZ. Those studies show over the years that everyone
wants simplification but no one wants to lose a deduction.

Mr. COHEN. I'm in favor of losing that deduction. I have paid off
myThe
mortgage.
CHAIRMAN. That's what? Forty billion? I don't quarrel with

that; it just seems to me that we've barely made the small first
step. But it is encouraging that there is so much interest in something. To say that it might finally pass this committee or the
House Ways and Means Committee or the Congress, I wouldn't
want to hold my breath waiting for that to happen.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I take it you are not proposing,

then, before the Congress is out that we eliminate the intangible
drilling cost deduction, capital gains, and depreciation.
The CHAmm
. I think I would want to review that over the
recess and take it up when we take up social security, maybe.
[Laughter.]
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Which is another thing we have been ducking.
I appreciate very much your testimony. We are searching for the
answers, and I think everybody here is willing to face up to some
hard choices. But I think one advantage of a bold move, as I think
Senator Bradley referred to yesterday, is that you sort of catch
people off balance. They don't have time to pick us off one at a
time. You get a lot of momentum out there saying: Yes, we've got
to do this, and you are able to overcome some of the opposition.
Mr. COHEN. That was the technique that was used this year, sir.
By the constraints of the budget and your leadership, you managed
to get a forceful bill that did a lot of good things. It wasn't simple,
but it did a lot of good things for the fairness of the system.
The CHAIRMAN. Right. And no one was mortally wounded in the
process. A lot of them bled a little. [Laughter.]
Mr. COHEN.

Right.

The CHAIRMAN. But no one died that I know of.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, if I could, let me just follow up.
I think the bold move, as I think you experienced this year under
the pressure of the budget, can either be with a stick, the pressure
of the budget-or with a carrot, which is the lower rates. But I
think there is a general consensus that the bolder you are, the
better political chance you have in this process.
I appreciate all of those people who have invested in tax shelters,
Mr. Aidinoff, and I appreciate the difficulty in administering a new
tax, Mr. Cohen, but it seems to me that if that is the argument
against it and that argument prevails, you will forever be stuck in
the present system and it will become more and more difficult.
If not an equal number, there are certainly great numbers of the
American people who made investments expecting inflation to be
10 or 15 percent. Now, when we get inflation down they are in
trouble, but does that mean we shouldn't get inflation down? The
answer is no. I think that that's because the general good is served
by getting inflation down. If the general good is served by cleaning
up the tax system and making it fairer, then I think that's the direction that we want to go.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Aidinoff?
Mr. AIDINOFF. Well, I personally feel that a little bit of bleeding
in the transition can't be avoided. I think if we achieve a fairer
system, with lower rates as a result of it, that is desirable. I think
the two follow each other.
Senator BRADLEY. I think we do sometimes make political hay
out of upper income people paying no tax. But as I understand it,
and I think the question was asked if you know what percent they
pay. At over $100,000 I think their effective rate is about 25 percent. So you do have some people who are not paying who abuse
the system, but there are people who are making substantial payments.
Ultimately, if you get down to arguing whether it is a 28-percent
or 30-percent or 27-percent or 34-percent rate, that depends. Do you
get rid of capital gains? Do you index the basis of capital assets?
How do you do that? They are all pretty tough questions, but they
are all interrelated.
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The CHAIRMAN. We thought we would get all the former Commissioners together -and let them come up with a master plan.
[Laughter.]
That's not a bad idea, come to think of it. Certainly if anybody
understands both sides it would be those who have been in the private practice, active practitioners, not abusing the system but
trying to do the best you can for your client and beyond the collectmg side. As Senator Long said, "You sound like a collector." Well,
I'm not certain that's so bad if you are talking about compliance,
for example.
Senator Heinz, do you have questions?
Senator HEINZ. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate it very much.
Mr. KURTZ. Thank you, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Mr. AIDINOFF. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our final panel this morning will be Bruce Hershensohn, KABC-TV in Hollywood, Calif.; Jim Jones, managing director, Government Research and Development Foundation,
Blanco, Tex.; and Evelyn Davis, editor, Highlights and Lowlights,
Washington, D.C.
Bruce, I guess you will lead off. I know there is a lot of interest
in California in the flat-rate tax, and I think that's what you are
about to tell us.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. There is, Senator. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF BRUCE HERSCHENSOHN, COMMENTATOR,
KABC-TV, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. In listening to the testimony of yesterday in
this room, I was astonished to hear in some testimony the respectability given to prejudice-prejudice against the wealthy.
In this Nation I think too often we-trade one prejudice for another rather than terminate prejudice altogether, and the cycle
continues with a new palatable victim each time. And we have a
new one-it's the wealthy. If we go about tax reform with a foundation of prejudice against any group, then tax reform defeats its
very purpose of fairness.
I believe that it is always fun and it's always self-serving to talk
about the economic contrast between the poor and the rich and tax
progressivity, because it always sounds so terribly compassionate.
But I find no virtue in being compassionate with other people's
money-the taxpayers. And I find no compassion in the confiscation of funds for which others have worked.
A flat-rate tax should be flat, with no mountains, no hills, only a
valley for people who can't make ends meet; in other words, a floor
under which there will be no tax at all.
Second, we have heard many figures used here for that flat
rate-3V2, 9, 10, 12, 28 percent-but they are in essence arbitrary
figures. Instead of an arbitrary figure we should make the law of
logic be the law of the land. Our flat-rate tax should float; float
with the budget of the U.S. Government. Fiscal year to fiscal year,
that rate should be commensurate with expenditures. The budget
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and taxation will then become one subject rather than two. We will
pay what we want to spend.
Right now income tax payments serve approximately 40 percent
of our fiscal year 1983 budget, corporate taxes some 9 percent,
social security some 29 percent, something like that. But no matter
what is included in the flat-rate tax, the percentage should be its
proportionate share of the budget; and by that, all at once, we can
have a simplified tax system, guarantee no more deficit spending,
have a balanced budget-without an amendment-and make every
tax ayer part of the budget process as well as the taxation process,
endGovernment-created inflation, ease interest rates, and in fact
allow generations forward only the good fortune of birth in this
country rather than combining it with the misfortune of being
born into immense debt that we leave them as their negative inheritance.
Let me illustrate how this would work. Last February the President presented the Congress a budget of some $757,600 million.
And there wasn't one person in the United States, including the
President and including all of the Members of Congress, who could
really imagine what that figure meant, because it is simply too immense; it is beyond comprehension.
In the future the President should be able to say, "I propose to
the Congress a budget of 14V2 cents." That everyone can understand. Never use the phrase "billions" again, except in the budget
appendix. Fourteen and a half cents is the taxed amount from
every earned dollar-period. The budget balanced, no deficit to
leave behind to be paid by the hidden tax of inflation, and worse
yet to be paid by the sleeping tax of the national debt which is
going to awaken in generations forward if it doesn't in our own.
And the President should be able to say, "It is 3Y2 cents for defense; it is 7 cents for Health and Human Services; it's 1V cents
for grants back to the States, cities, and localities," and so on, and
so on, and then itemize further.
Right now does the average taxpayer have any idea what the
budget is or should be for the Environmental Protection Agency?
Should we have a budget of $128 million-or $10 billion or $112 million? No one knows. But they would understand the dollars and
cents of their own-that they will understand. And the point is
that everyone will be able to understand what every figure means.
The budget process will at last be naked to the public at large, and
the mystery will be gone.
Now, in addition, a small percent should be added to the floating
flat-rate tax to start paying off the national debt in increments
through the years, at least its interest.
In short, what we buy let's pay for with a floating flat-rate tax
that allows us to pay for what we buy, and not one more word

about compassion. Instead, just the deed of compassion. Because
those who sound the most compassionate are in fact the least, because they advocate thievery-theft from those from whom they
have no permission to take money: From the wealthier among us,
and most of all from the unborn.
If we are worthy of our country, and I hope that we are, and if
we are worthy of our time on Earth, and I hope that we are, we
should insure that those Americans who follow us aren't shackled
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to our greed-our greed that wears the ill-fitting disguise of compassion.
[The prepared statement of Bruce Herschensohn follows:]
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PURPOSE:

A Floating Flat-Rate Tax.

EXPLANATION:
Current proposals for a flat-rate tax advocate a parProposals and bills
ticular fixed percentage on each earned dollar.
have been submitted ranging all the way from five-percent to twentyfive percent.
The percentages advocated have, for the most part, been
based on nothing.
A floating flat-rate tax would be based upon the
The percentage
pro]ecbed expenditures of the United States Government.
would change year-to-year dependent upon the budget of the forthcoming Fiscal Year.
REASONING:
Automatically, every U.S. taxpayer is drawn into the
budget process.
Expenditures and taxation become one subject rather
than two subjects.
If blocks of citizens advocate further expenditures
for one government program or another, the further taxation necessary
Further, a budget of $757,600,
becomes visible rather than hidden.
000,000. such as proposed last February is beyond any persons comBut a budget of 14c 'is not beyond
prehension, and well it should be.
Since the budget
anyones comprehension, and well it shouldn't be.
for FY '8/. is yet unknown (thank God) I am using imaginary but not
The FY '84 Budget will be 14-¢.. .period.
Forget
too far-off figures:
The figure of
the billions.
They don't mean anything to anyone.
14 €c means that the worth of every dollar earned by a taxpayer will
be 853z.
14 ¢ goes to Washington to pay for the federal budget of
(Obviously the date of April the 15th
the forthcoming Fiscal Year.
will have to be changed or the Congress will have to determine the
final budget figure much faster.
September the 15th is a likely compromise.)
Any deficit incurred because
BENEFITS:
Tie end of deficit spending.
of faulty estimations in the budget are immediately added to the next
years flat-rate tax.
There will be no excuse to add to the national
debt or to cause government-created inflation.
FURTHER:
An additional percent (perhaps one-half of one-percent)
wilibe added to the floating flat-rate tax to pay off the national debt
in increments through the years.

Bruce Herschensohn
KABC-TV and Radio
4151 Prospect Avenue
Hollywood, California 90027
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The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Davis.

STATEMENT OF EVELYN Y. DAVIS, EDITOR, HIGHLIGHTS AND
LOWLIGHTS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mrs. DAVIS. Distinguished Senators.
As editor of a very successful business newsletter which is sold
only '., chairmen and presidents of corporations and which has put
me solely through my own efforts for several years now into the
top tax brackets, I think its about time that we do have some sort
of a flat tax system, with everyone without exemptions or exceptions paying the same percentages of taxes on their incomes, instead of as is happening now being penalized for being a super-success.
For those who believe that such a system would benefit the rich,
I would like to emphasize that, for instance, a 15-percent flat tax
would have the 100,000-dollar-a-year person at $15,000 still pay 10
times as much as the 10,000-dollar-a-year earner, shelling out a
mere $1,500, while everyone supposedly receives the same services
from our Government.
If the current progressive system were to be eliminated it would
bring in more for the Treasury by eliminating incentives for early
retirement by super-successes in the top brackets. It would simplify
the system, result in less complicated audit systems, eliminate
more tax chiseling, and need less Government employees to administer this greatly simplified system which will result in fairness to
all.
To make the system work, what is really needed is a thorough
reeducation of the public and a readjustment in their thinking.
They will have to learn that by the elimination of all deductions
they will still have more left over. Only, and only by eliminating
all deductions, all exemptions, and all exceptions will this work,
and fairness will prevail. It is one thing for a top-bracket person to
pay 10 times as much; but certainly 40 times as much, as happens
in many instances, is grossly unfair to say the very least.
It is about time that our current tax system, where a very small
percentage pays a top burden to support an overextended Government and receives the least amount of services to support a large
percentage of the population who just do not want to work hard to
achieve success, receive an amount of greater fairness and simplicity in a flat tax rate that will work for everyone.
In addition, flat taxes will result in greater amounts of
investment and savings, creating in the long run more jobs, savings, and gross national income.
In addition, I would support a national sales tax, a consumption
tax, or as the British say a VAT tax, which would encourage rather
than penalize savings as our current system does.
I would like to finish by saying that personally, although I am in
a top tax bracket, I don't engage any tax lawyers or use loopholes.
I am not about to keep lawyers in limousineL.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, some have them, anyway.
[The prepared statement of Evelyn Y. Davis follows:]
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STATEMENT BY EVELYN Y. DAVIS,
editor HIGHLIGHTS AND LOWLIGHTS
before the SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
September 29, 1982. SUBJECT: FLAT TAXES
DSOB: Room 2227
Distinguished Senators:
As-editor of a VERY successful business newsletter which is sold only to chairmen
and presidents of corporations and which has put me solely through my own efforts,
for several years now into the TOP TAX B RACKETS, I think it is about time that we
do have some sort of a flat tax-system, with EVERYONE, without exemptions or
exceptions paying the SAME percentage of taxes on their incomes, instead of as is
happening now being penalized for being a super-success!!!
For those who believe that such a system would benefit the "rich", I like to
emphasize that for instance a 15% Flat Tax would have the $100,000 a year person at
S15,000-still pay TEN TIMES as much as the $0)0 a year earner, shelling out a
mere $1500-, while everyone supposedly receives the same "services" from our

government!!
If the current progressive system were to be eliminated it would bring in more for the
Treasury by eliminating incentives for early retirement by super-successes in the top
brackets, it would simplify the system, result in less complicated audit systems,
eliminate more tax-chiseling and need less government employees to administer this
greatly simplified system which will result in fairness to all!!
To make this system work what is really needed is a thorough re-education of the
public and a readjustment in their thinking. They will have to learn that by the
elimination of all deductions they will still have left over more. Only and only by
eliminating ALL deductions, ALL exemptions and ALL exceptions will this work and
fairness will prevail. It is one thing for a !op-bracket person to payTEN times as much,
but certainly FORTY times as much, as happens in many instances, is grossly unfair to
say the very least!!!!!
It is about time that our current tax system, where a very small percentage paya top
burden to support an over-extended government and receive the least amount of
services to support a large percentage of the population who just do not want to work
hard to achieve success, receive an amount of greater fairness and simplicity in a flat
tax rate that will work for everyone!!
In addition Flat Taxes will result in greater amounts of investment and savings,
creating in the long run more jobs. savings and gross national income.
In addition I would support a ,national sales tax, consumption tax, or as the British
say VAT tax., which would encourage rather than penalize savings as our current
system does.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jones, I guess you are the author of the
gross income tax. We would like to hear from you.
Mr. JONES. Well, that's correct. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF JIM JONES, MANAGING DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, BLANCO, TEX.
Mr. JONES. Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

I am Jim Jones of Blanco, Tex., the founder and semiretired
owner of the J. Jones Co., which is a warehousing distributor of
power transmission equipment with head(-; arters in Houston. I am
also the founder and president of the Government Research and
Development Corp., a nonprofit organization devoted exclusively to
public policy research. The organization is staffed almost exclusively by volunteers. I provide its modest financial underwriting. I call
it "An Agency of the Individual American Citizen."
These committee hearings on alternative tax systems, including
a gross income tax, represent an important milestone for our society. For too many years the American wage earner and the American businessman have been trying to cope with the income tax reporting requirements that have become a crushing burden. This
committee is in a position to do something to remove that burden.
For too many years the Nation has borne the cost of a massive
and complex revenue-gathering system. This committee is in the
position to do something to lower the cost of collecting the Federal
taxes.
For too many years this Congress has struggled with an archaic
net income tax system that is out of synchronization with the fiscal
needs of the Government. This committee can do much to replace
that outmoded system with a space-age tax -collection system that
will provide a steady cash flow for the Government on virtually a
daily basis, if it is so desired.
The alternative tax system that will provide most of these answers is the gross income tax system, or as I have called it, simply,
the GIT system. This system, which I explain in detail in my attached remarks, would apply a single tax rate, probably between
4V to 7V2 percent of the gross income of every business entity operating in the country.
GIT is a business-oriented tax system, because business generates
the income, accumulates the capital, and employs the wage earners
in our economy. GIT would require almost no elaborate or tax-induced special recordkeeping by wage earners or businesses. It
would be vastly simpler and cheaper for the Internal Revenue
Service to administer than the present system. And it would provide the Congress with a streamlined mechanism for revenue raising, one that could easily be adjusted to generate more or less revenue, as may be required.
GIT is equitable, for it applies the same rate-and this is important--to the same base for all taxpayers. It is simple, for it eliminates all above-the-line deductions and exclusions and applies the
tax rate only to true gross income.
Gross income-the way it is defined in the IRC today-is "gross
receipts of a business entity, less the cost of goods sold." This is the
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same way that we do it today in an ordinary business situation and
as done in today's tax reporting.
GIT would do away with up to 90 percent of the recordkeeping
and internal paperwork for employers, and 95 to 100 percent for
employees.
GIT is neutral. Profitable companies would no longer have to
shoulder the tax burden of unprofitable companies.
GIT is efficient, in that tax collection becomes a simple function
of everyday business activity and administration.
I would also make these points about GIT:
First, GIT would have little distributional ilnpact, because the
burden of taxes would fall proportionately on low, middle, and
upper income taxpayers.
Second, progressivity would not be an issue, because GIT taxes
the rich at the same rate and on the same base as the poor. Wage
earners below a certain minimum income would not be taxed at all
under a limited GIT.
Third, transition from the net income tax system to GIT would
not be easy, but it would not be easy to move to any truly alternative system. Transition to GIT would probably take about 5 years.
Businesses probably would welcome GIT even if they had made
long-term decisions based on the current tax system.
Fourth, GIT would greatly simplify taxation for proprietorships
and corporations, enabling all businesses to pay their taxes quickly
and easily-even daily. A business would always know its after-tax
profit, which any business needs to know for operational predictability to achieve profitability.
Fifth, GIT would tax all businesses the same without regard to
the form of business entity. Thus, it would eliminate the inequity
that exists today on the basis of different tax rates for different
business entities.
Let me say one more word about the problems of moving to an
alternative tax system. Many individuals and businesses have
planned their future on the basis of the current net income tax
system. From time to time the Congress changes the ground rules
for taxation; so does the IRS; so do the courts. An example of
change came just a few weeks ago when the Congress enacted new
tax legislation profoundly changing the rules for pensions, certain
business deductions, safe-harbor leasing, et cetera. These things
happen, and the Congress must retain the right and authority to
change the tax laws. The public will not quarrel with that.
That does not mean that individuals and businesses should be
treated arbitrarily, however. Any change, including GIT, should
contain a built-in assurance that every member of the society will
be treated fairly. Perhaps a special transition tax panel could be
established to deal with those unusual situations in which an individual taxpayer was unfairly penalized because of a change to a
new tax system.
But the committee might bear in mind that many decisions made
in business today are made solely for tax purposes-indeed, for taxavoidance purposes. Thus, professionals form professional corporations, partnerships, or other corporations. And major businesses establish satellite corporations for the sole purpose of minimizing
income that would be subject to taxation. GIT would eliminate the
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tax relevance of such strategies, thus making taxable income uniformly subject to taxation. Importantly also, businesses would then
be free to make their decisions on the basis of economic rather
than tax considerations.
Under the current system unprofitable businesses-ones that are
badly managed or should not be in the marketplace in the first
place-are rewarded by not being taxed as heavily as their more
profitable and well-run competitors. The profitable companies are
required, in effect, to subsidize the unprofitable companies. Under
GIT, this would not be the case. Well-managed companies would
prosper under the GIT system, while poorly managed companies
would not.
The time has come for profound changes in our tax system. The
best approach for the Congress at this time is to investigate exhaustively the benefits of the business-oriented gross income tax
system.
I have some extended remarks I would like to have in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Jones, and your
entire statement will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Jim Jones follows:]
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THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY.
I AM JIM JONES, OF BLANCO, TEXAS, THE FOUNDER AND

SEMI-RETIRED OWNER OF J. H. JONES Co., WHICH IS
A WAREHOUSING DISTRIBUTOR OF POWER TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT WITH HEADQUARTERS IN HOUSTON.

I

AM ALSO THE FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH.

THE ORGANIZATION IS

STAFFED ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY BY VOLUNTEERS.

I

PROVIDE ITS MODEST FINANCIAL UNDERWRITING.
CALL IT

I

"AN AGENCY OF THE INDIVIDUAL AMERICAN

CITIZEN."

THESE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON ALTERNATIVE
TAX SYSTEMS, INCLUDING A GROSS INCOME TAX,
REPRESENT AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE FOR OUR SOCIETY.
FOR TOO MANY YEARS, THE AMERICAN WAGE EARNER
AND THE AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN HAVE BEEN TRYING
TO COPE WITH INCOME TAX REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
THAT HAVE BECOME A CRUSHING BURDEN.

THIS
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COMMITTE IS IN A POSITION TO DO SOMETHING TO
REMOVE THAT BURDEN.

FOR TOO MANY YEARS THE NATION

HAS BORNE THE COST OF A MASSIVE AND COMPLEX REVENUE
GATHERING SYSTEM,

THIS COMMITTEE IS IN A POSITION TO

DO SOMETHING TO LOWER THE COST OF COLLECTING
FEDERAL TAXES,

FOR TOO MANY YEARS, THIS

CONGRESS HAS STRUGGLED WITH AN ARCHAIC NET
INCOME TAX SYSTEM THAT IS OUT OF SYNCHRONIZATION
WITH THE FISCAL NEEDS OF THE GOVERNMENT.

THIS

COMMITTEE CAN DO MUCH TO REPLACE THAT OUTMODED
SYSTEM WITH A SPACE AGE TAX COLLECTION SYSTEM
THAT WILL PROVIDE STEADY CASH FLOW TO THE
GOVERNMENT, ON VIRTUALLY A DAILY BASIS.

THE ALTERNATIVE TAX SYSTEM THAT WILL
PROVIDE ALL THESE ANSWERS IS THE "GROSS INCOME
TAX"

(GIT)

SYSTEM.

THIS SYSTEM, WHICH

I EXPLAIN

IN DETAIL IN MY ATTACHED REMARKS, WOULD APPLY
A SINGLE TAX RATE (PROBABLY BETWEEN

7-1/2 %) TO
ENTITY.

GIT

4-1/2 % AND

THE GROSS INCOME OF EVERY BUSINESS
IS THE BUSINESS O.RIENT.ED TAX SYSTEM,

BECAUSE BUSINESS GENERATES THE INCOME, ACCUMULATES
THE CAPITAL, AND EMPLOYS THE WAGE EARNERS IN
OUR ECONOMY.

GIT

WOULD REQUIRE ALMOST NO ELABORATE OR TAX INDUCED
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SPECIAL RECORDKEEPING BY WAGE EARNERS OR
BUSINESSES,

IT WOULD BE VASTLY SIMPLER AND

CHEAPER FOR THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
TO ADMINISTER THAN THE PRESENT SYSTEM,

AND

IT WOULD PROVIDE THE CONGRESS WITH A STREAMLINED MECHANISM FOR REVENUE RAISING, ONE
THAT COULD EASILY BE ADJUSTED TO GENERATE
MORE OR LESS REVENUE, AS THE CASE MIGHT BE,

GIT

ISEQUITABLE, FOR IT APPLIES THE

SAME RATE TO THE SAME BASE

IT

FOR ALL TAXPAYERS.

IS SIMPLE, FOR IT ELIMINATES ALL ABOVE THE

LINE DEDUCTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS AND APPLIES THE
TAX RATE ONLY TO TRUE GROSS INCOME,

GROSS INCOME

IS DEFINED AS GROSS RECEIPTS OF A BUSINESS ENTITY
LESS COST OF GOODS SOLD. THIS IS THE SAME WAY AS
DEFINED IN THE IRC TODAY. GIT WOULD DO AWAY WITH
UP TO 90% OF RECORDKEEPING AND INTERNAL PAPERWORK FOR EMPLOYERS AND 95 TO 100% FOR EMPLOYEES.

GIT

IS NEUTRAL; PROFITABLE COMPANIES WOULD NO

LONGER HAVE TO SHOULDER THE TAX BURDEN OF UNPROFITABLE
COMPANIES,

GIT

IS EFFICIENT, IN THAT TAX

COLLECTION

BECOMES A SIMPLE FUNCTION OF EVERYDAY BUSINESS
ACTIVITY AND ADMINISTRATION.

I WOULD

ALSO MAKE THESE POINTS ABOUT

GIT:
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1,

GIT

WOULD HAVE LITTLE DISTRIBUTIONAL

IMPACT, BECAUSE THE BURDEN OF TAXES
WOULD FALL PROPORTIONATELY ON LOW,
MIDDLE AND UPPER INCOME TAXPAYERS,

2.

PROGRESSIVITY WOULD NOT BE AN ISSUE,
BECAUSE

GIT

TAXES THE RICH AT THE

SAME RATE AND ON THE SAME BASE AS
THE POOR,

(WAGE EARNERS BELOW A CERTAIN

MINIMUM INCOME WOULD NOT BE TAXED AT ALL,
UNDER A LIMITED

3.

GIT.)

TRANSITION FROM THE NET INCOME TAX
SYSTEM TO

GIT

WOULD NOT BE EASY BUT

IT WOULD NOT BE EASY TO MOVE

TRULY ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM.
TO

GIT

YEARS.

TO ANY

TRANSITION

PROBABLY WOULD TAKE ABOUT 5
BUSINESSES PROBABLY WOULD

WELCOME GIT, EVEN IF THEY HAD MADE
LONG TERM DECISIONS BASED ON THE
CURRENT TAX SYSTEM.

4.

GIT

WOULD GREATLY SIMPLIFY TAXATION

FOR PROPRIETORSHIPS AND CORPORATIONS,
ENABLING ALL BUSINESSES TO.PAY THEIR
TAXES QUICKLY AND EASILY - EVEN DAILY.
A BUSINESS WOULD ALWAYS KNOW ITS AFTER
TAX PROFIT WHICH ANY BUSINESS NEEDS
FOR OPERATIONAL PREDICTABILITY TO ACHIEVE
PROFITABILTIY,
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5.

GIT

WOULD TAX ALL BUSINESSES THE SAME

WITHOUT REGARD TO THE FORM OF BUSINESS
ENTITY,

THUS/IT WOULD ELIMINATE THE

INEQUITY THAT EXISTS TODAY ON THE BASIS
OF DIFFERENT TAX RATES FOR DIFFERENT
BUSINESS ENTITIES.

LET ME SAY ONE MORE WORD ABOUT THE PROBLEMS
OF MOVING TO AN ALTERNATIVE TAX SYSTEM.

MANY

INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES HAVE PLANNED THEIR
FUTURE ON THE BASIS OF THE CURRENT NET INCOME
TAX SYSTEM.

FROM TIME TO TIME, THE CONGRESS

CHANGES THE GROUND.RULES FOR TAXATION; SO DOES
THE

IRS,

AND SO DO THE COURTS.

AN EXAMPLE OF

CHANGE CAME JUST A FEW WEEKS AGO WHEN THE
CONGRESS ENACTED NEW TAX LEGISLATION PROFOUNDLY
CHANGING THE RULES FOR PENSIONS, CERTAIN BUSINESS
DEDUCTIONS, SAFE-HARBOR LEASING, ETC.

THESE

THINGS HAPPEN, AND THE CONGRESS MUST RETAIN
THE RIGHT AND AUTHORITY TO CHANGE THE TAX LAWS,
THE PUBLIC WILL NOT QUARREL WITH THAT.

THAT DOES NOT MEAN THAT INDIVIDUALS AND
BUSINESSES SHOULD BE TREATED ARBITRARILY, HOWEVER.
ANY CHANGE -

11-384 0 - 83 --

25

INCLUDING

GIT

-

SHOULD CONTAIN A
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BUILT-IN ASSURANCE THAT EVERY MEMBER OF THE
SOCIETY WILL BE TREATED FAIRLY.

PERHAPS A

SPECIAL TRANSITION TAX PANEL COULD BE ESTABLISHED
TO DEAL WITH THOSE UNUSUAL SITUATIONS IN WHICH
AN INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER WAS UNFAIRLY PENALIZED
BECAUSE OF A CHANGE TO A NEW TAX SYSTEM,

BUT THE COMMITTEE MIGHT BEAR IN MIND THAT
MANY DECISIONS MADE IN BUSINESS TODAY ARE MADE
SOLELY FOR TAX PURPOSES - INDEED, FOR TAX
AVOIDANCE PURPOSES.

THUS, PROFESSIONALS FORM

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, OR
CORPORATIONS,

AND MAJOR BUSINESSES ESTABLISH

SATELLITE CORPORATIONS FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE
OF MINIMIZING INCOME THAT WOULD BE SUBJECT TO
TAXATION.

GIT

WOULD ELIMINATE THE TAX RELEVANCE

OF SUCH STRATEGIES, THUS MAKING TAXABLE INCOME
UNIFORMLY SUBJECT TO TAXATION.

INCIDENTALLY,

BUSINESSES WOULD THEN BE FREE TO MAKE THEIR
DECISIONS ON THE BASIS OF ECONOMIC RATHER
THAN TAX CONSIDERATIONS.

UNDER THE CURRENT SYSTEM, UNPROFITABLE
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BUSINESSES - ONES THAT ARE BADLY MANAGED, OR
SHOULD NOT BE IN THE MARKETPLACE IN THE FIRST
PLACE - ARE REWARDED BY NOT BEING TAXED AS
HEAVILY AS THEIR MORE PROFITABLE AND WELL-RUN
COMPETITORS.

THE PROFITABLE COMPANIES ARE

REQUIRED, IN EFFECT, TO SUBSIDIZE THE UNPROFITABLE COMPANIES,
BE THE CASE.

UNDER

GIT,

THIS WOULD NOT

WELL MANAGED COMPANIES WOULD

PROSPER UNDER THE

GIT

SYSTEM, WHILE POORLY

MANAGED COMPANIES WOULD NOT.

THE TIME HAS COME FOR PROFOUND CHANGES
IN OUR TAX SYSTEM.

THE BEST APPROACH FOR THE

CONGRESS AT THIS TIME IS TO INVESTIGATE EXHAUSTIVELY THE BENEFITS OF THE BUSINESS ORIENTED

GROSS INCOME TAX SYSTEM.

THANK YOU.

END

=I
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EXTENDED REMARKS OF JIM JONES
THE UNITED STATES IS AT AN IMPORTANT CROSSROADS IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD BY WHICH THE NATION TAXES ITSELF.
BEHIND US ARE 70 YEARS OF GROWTH OF AN INCOME TAX SYSTEM BASED
ESSENTIALLY ON NET INCOME. THE RESULT IS AN ARCHAIC AND INEFFICIENT SYSTEM THAT BAFFLES AND ANGERS THE VERY PUBLIC THAT
MUST HELP TO IMPLEMENT IT.
THE CHOICE BEFORE THE NATION IN THE 1980S IS THE CHOICE
BETWEEN UNFAIRNESS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM AND FAIRNESS OF A
REFORMED SYSTEM. IT IS A CHOICE BETWEEN INEQUITY AND EQUITY,
BETWEEN INEFFICIENCY AND EFFICIENCY.
THE PROBLEM IS NOT WITH THE AMOUNT OF TAXES THAT AMERICANS
MUST PAY; CERTAINLY EVERY CITIZEN HAS A DUTY TO SUPPORT THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AND THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT. THE PROBLEM IS
WITH A SYSTEM THAT TAXES DIFFERENT KINDS OF INCOME AT DIFFERENT
RATES, THUS FAVORING THOSE TAXPAYERS WITH THE RIGHT KINDS OF
DEDUCTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS.
IN RECENT TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
FORMER COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE JEROME KURTZ SAID THAT
THE CURRENT INCOME TAX HAD "SEEN A PROLIFERATION OF EXCLUSIONS,
DEDUCTIONS, CREDITS AND OTHER TAX BENEFITS WHICH ARE UNNECESSARY, AND IN FACT HAVE PROVED DETRIMENTAL TO THE PROPER FUNCTION
OF AN INCOME TAX. IT IS THESE PROVISIONS WHICH ACCOUNT FOR MOST
OF THE COMPLICATIONS WITHIN OUR TAX SYSTEM."

A LONG-TIME CRITIC OF THE CURRENT INCOME TAX SYSTEM, MR.
KURTZ WENT ON TO SAY: "OUR TAX SYSTEM HAS ITS PROBLEMS. IT
IS TOO COMPLICATED, IT IS UNFAIR, RATES ARE TOO HIGH AND COMPLIANCE IS FALLING, THE ANSWER TO THESE PROBLEMS LIES IN VASTLY
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SIMPLIFYING THE SYSTEM--RETURNING THE TAX LAW TO ITS ORIGINAL
PURPOSE OF MEASURING ONE'S ABILITY TO PAY," (1)
WHILE MANY TAXPAYERS CRITICIZE THE USES TO WHICH THE GOVERNMENT PUTS ITS MONEY, THEIR REAL QUARREL IS WITH THE STAGGERING REQUIREMENTS OF THE TAX COLLECTION SYSTEM ITSELF, To
FILL OUT AN ENDLESS ARRAY OF TAX FORMS, TO MAINTAIN EVERGROWING
STACKS OF RECEIPTS, AND OTHERWISE TO COMPLY WITH INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE RULES AND REGULATIONS HAS BECOME A BACK-BREAKING
TASK FOR INDIVIDUALS AND A HEAVY BURDEN FOR BUSINESSES,
THIS BURDEN IS NOT THE FAULT OF THE IRS,
IT RESULTS FROM
A LONG HISTORY OF CONGRESSIONAL TAX LEGISLATION, THE SUM OF
WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE NO RHYME, NO REASON, NO RATIONAL BASIS TO
IT AT ALL. THE TASK OF MAKING THIS "SYSTEm" WORK FALLS TO THE
HAPLESS IRS, WHICH OFTEN FINDS ITSELF IN THE FRUSTRATING POSITION OF CLARIFYING AND SIMPLIFYING ITS TAX FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS AT THE SAME TIME THAT CONGRESS IS DEVISING NEW AND EVEN
MORE COMPLICATED TAX PROVISIONS.

ISASPIRIN DEDUCTIBLE?
WHEN PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON SIGNED THE FIRST FEDERAL INCOME TAX LEGISLATION INTO'LAW IN 1913, HE SET IN MOTION A SYSTEM
THAT TODAY HAS BECOME A CRAZYQUILT OF SHORT FORMS, LONG FORMS,
SCHEDULES, DEDUCTIONS, PREFERENCES, EXEMPTIONS, AND EXCLUSIONS
THAT VIRTUALLY NOBODY EXCEPT TAX LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS CAN
UNDERSTAND. INDEED, IN A 1975 ADDRESS TO THE TAX FOUNDATION,
THEN SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY WILLIAM E, SIMON SAID, "I'M NOT
EVEN SURE THE IRS EXPERTS FULLY UNDERSTAND THE SYSTEM ANYMORE,
HOW CAN THEY, WHEN THEY ARE DEALING WITH A TAX CODE AND REGULATIONS THAT EXCEED 6,000 PAGES OF FINE PRINT?" (2)
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THE CONFUSION AND COMPLEXITY OF THE TAX SYSTEM ARE REFLECTED IN THE FORMS THAT BOTH INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES MUST
FILL OUT. IRS PROCURES APPROXIMATELY 240 DIFFERENT MAJOR TAX
FORMS AND APPROXIMATELY 180 MISCELLANEOUS FORMS.
ALMOST EVERY
INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNER MUST FILL OUT EITHER THE FORM 1040 OR
THE "SHORT FORM" (1040A) AND ALSO MAINTAIN TAX RECORDS. (3)
MANY AMERICANS GIVE UP ON THE TASK OF FILLING OUT THEIR FORMS,
WHICH BY ONE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET ESTIMATE TAKES
THE AVERAGE PERSON NEARLY THREE HOURS FOR THE FORM 1040, AND
SEEK HELP FROM A THIRD PARTY--A LAWYER, ACCOUNTANT, STORE-FRONT
TAX PREPARER, OR WHOMEVER. IN THE 1982 FILING SEASON (FOR 1981
FORMS), 32.8 MILLION TAXPAYERS FILING THE FORM 1040 SOUGHT
THIRD-PARTY ASSISTANCE; THAT WAS 61 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL FILING
THAT FORM, SOME 7.5 MILLION PERSONS FILING THE SHORT FORM
(1040A) SOUGHT THIRD-PARTY ASSISTANCE, WHICH WAS 20 PERCENT OF
THE TOTAL FILING THAT FORM. OVERALL, 44 PERCENT OF TAXPAYERS
FILING THE 1040 OR 1040A NEEDED THIRD-PARTY HELP. (4)
BUSINESS TAXPAYERS MUST SPEND EVEN MORE TIME FILING FEDERAL TAX FORMS.
IN 1977, BUSINESSES SPENT AN ESTIMATED 109
MII.LION MANHOURS FILLING OUT EMPLOYEE WAGE AND TAX STATEMENTS
(FORM W-2) ALONE. AT A MINIMUM, MOST BUSINESSES ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO FILE AN EMPLOYER'S QUARTERLY FEDERAL TAX RETURN (FORM
941) AND A STATEMENT OF WITHHELD INCOME AND FICA TAXES (FORM
501).
FURTHER, ALL INCORPORATED BUSINESSES MUST FILE A U.S.
CORPORATION INCOME TAX RETURN (FORM 1120), THE CORPORATE EQUIVALENT OF THE FORM 1040. PROPRIETORS OF UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES
TYPICALLY FILE A SCHEDULE C (PROFIT OR Loss FROM BUSINESS OR
PROFESSION) ALONG WITH THEIR PERSONAL INCOME TAX RETURN, (5)
To FILL OUT ALL OF THESE'FORMS IS, FOR MANY BUSINESSES, A
MAJOR EXPENSE. FOR THE LARGEST BUSINESSES, TO FILL OUT FEDERAL
TAX FORMS AND INFORMATION RETURNS MEANS THE FULL-TIME YEARROUND SERVICES OF TEAMS OF TAX LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS.
IN
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1976, FOR EXAMPLE, IT COST
$136,960 TO PREPARE THE 18

ONE LARGE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION
DIFFERENT FEDERAL TAX REPORTS THAT
IT WAS REQUIRED TO FILE, THIS BREAKS DOWN TO AN AVERAGE COST
OF $7,609 PER REPORT. (6) SMALL BUSINESSES ARE HIT HARD, TOO.
THE'NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES FOUND THAT,
IN 1976, SMALL BUSINESSES NATIONWIDE SPENT MORE THAN $11 BILLION TO HAVE THEIR FEDERAL TAX FORMS PREPARED. (7)

OUT OF CONTROL?
ADMINISTRATION OF THE CURRENT NET INCOME TAX SYSTEM IS BOTH
COMPLICATED AND COSTLY, AND IT APPEARS TO BE NEARLY OUT OF CONTROL. THE IRS ESTIMATES OF THE SO-CALLED "TAX GAP" (UNREPORTED
AND UNTAXED INCOME OR OVERSTATED DEDUCTIONS) WERE $29 BILLION
IN 1973 AND $87 BILLION FOR 1981; A PRELIMINARY IRS ESTIMATE FOR
1985 IS $120 BILLION. (8)
BECAUSE OF THE COMPLEXITY OF THE TAX SYSTEM AND ITS RESULTANT FORMS, IRS MUST OFFER A VARIETY OF SERVICES TO TAXPAYERS TO
HELP THEM TO UNDERSTAND THE FORMS THEY MUST FILL OUT, IRS ASSISTED SOME 44.8 MILLION TAXPAYERS IN FY 1981, INCLUDING BOTH
TELEPHONE AND WALK-IN CONTACTS. IN FY 1982, THE TAXPAYER SERVICE
BUDGET ACTIVITY TOTALLED $230,530,000.
THE COST OF PRINTING FORMS IS ALSO IMPRESSIVE: AN ESTIMATED
MILLION TOTAL FOR THE APPROXIMATELY 420 FORMS THAT IRS CURRENTLY PROCURES.

$28

ALL OF THIS EFFORT REQUIRES A LOT OF PEOPLE. IRS MAINTAINS
A PERMANENT WORKFORCE OF ABOUT 88,000 PEOPLE, AUGMENTING THIS
LEVEL TO JUST OVER 100,000 DURING THE FILING SEASON, THE TOTAL
PERSONNEL COSTS OF IRS ARE ABOUT $2 BILLION--OUT OF A TOTAL
AGENCY BUDGET THAT WAS $2.48 BILLION IN 1981.
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THE COST OF

IRS

OPERATIONS HITS THE TAXPAYER IN THE POCKET-

BOOK. THE COMPLEXITY OF THE IRS-ADMINISTERED NET INCOME SYSTEM
HITS THE TAXPAYER--WHETHER A WAGE EARNER OR BUSINESS ENTITY--IN
THE AREAS OF RECORDKEEPING AND FORM-FILLING, OVERALL, THE FEDERAL TAX REQUIREMENTS ACCOUNTED FOR 41.98 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL
PAPERWORK BURDEN GENERATED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN FY 1981.
IRS ACHIEVED A 9 PERCENT REDUCTION FOR FY 1982, BUT ITS PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL FEDERAL REPORTING BURDEN ACTUALLY ROSE TO 43.80
PERCENT, BASED ON OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET ESTIMATES.
IN RESPONSE TO IRS REQUIREMENTS, TAXPAYERS FILED APPROXIMATELY 142 MILLION PRIMARY RETURNS IN CALENDAR YEAR 1982 AND
7 MILLION SELECTED SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL
WAS UP 4 MILLION FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR, (THESE FIGURES DO NOT
INCLUDE, OF COURSE, THE MILLIONS OF OTHER PAYMENT DOCUMENTS AND
TAXPAYER CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED BY IRS.)
THERE
THE ENTIRE
FOR DEBATE
PEOPLE ARE

IS NO QUESTION THAT THE TIME HAS COME FOR SIMPLIFYING
FEDERAL TAX SYSTEM, ALREADY IT HAS BECOME A MATTER
WHETHER THE GOVERNMENT IS SERVING THE PEOPLE OR THE
SERVING THE GOVERNMENT.

HOW MUCH LONGER AMERICAN TAXPAYERS ARE GOING TO PUT UP WITH
THE MISHMASH OF IRS REGULATIONS AND THE INCONVENIENCE AND EXPENSE
OF COMPLYING WITH FEDERAL TAX LAWS IS ANYONE'S GUESS. BUT IF
RECENT LOCALIZED OUTBREAKS OF TAXPAYER PROTEST CONTINUE, IT MAY
NOT BE-LONG BEFORE ALL TAXPAYERS NATIONWIDE STAND UP AND SHOUT,
"WE'RE NOT GONNA TAKE IT ANYMORE."
EFFORTS TO SIMPLIFY THE TAX SYSTEM ARE NOT NEW. VARIOUS
PROPOSALS HAVE SPRUNG UP IN NEARLY EVERY SESSION OF CONGRESS
SINCE THE FIRST MODERN INCOME TAX LAW WAS PASSED IN 1913, BUT,
FOR THE MOST PART, TAX LEGISLATION HAS BEEN AIMED AT SIMPLIFYING
ONLY PARTICULAR PROVISIONS OF THE TAX LAW. FOR EXAMPLE, THE
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INCOME AVERAGING RULES WERE --MPLIFIED UNDER THE TAX REFORM ACT
OF 1969 AND THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971 SIMPLIFIED SOME ASPECTS OF
THE DEPRECIATION RULES.
THIS PIECEMEAL APPROACH TO SIMPLIFICATION HAS NOT WORKED.
THE TAX STATUTES HAVE BECOME EVEN LENGTHIER AND MORE DIFFICULT
TO COMPREHEND. AND WITH NEW TAX LEGISLATION NOW BEING PASSED
ALMOST YEARLY, IT HAS BECOME ALL BUT IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP TRACK
OF THE CHANGES IN BOTH THE LAW AND THE FORMS. AND EFFORTS TO
SIMPLIFY TAX FORMS, AS THE IRS HAS REPEATEDLY TRIED, ARE NOT
ENOUGH. ONE OF THE LATEST IS THE $1.9 MILLION CONTRACT THAT
THE AGENCY LET TO THE FIRM OF SIEGEL AND GALE TO SIMPLIFY THE

FORM

1040,
IT IS TIME FOR A NEW TAX SYSTEM.

INSEARCH OF A BETTER WAY
IT SHOULD BE FOR THE GOVERNMENT--AND NOT THE TAXPAYERS--TO
COME FORWARD WITH A BETTER WAY TO DESIGN AND MANAGE THE FEDERAL
REVENUE-COLLECTING FUNCTION. CONGRESS AND THE IRS ARE THE EXPERTS, CITIZENS ARE NOT,

IN THE ABSENCE OF SUCH REFORM, HOWEVER, IT FALLS TO THE
CITIZENS TO PROPOSE THEIR OWN. ONE OF THESE IS THE GROSS INCOME
TAX (GIT) SYSTEM, A SIMPLIFIED AND EQUITABLE APPROACH TO TAX
COLLECTING AND ADMINISTRATION,
THE CRUCIAL UNDERLYING FLAW IN OUR PRESENT TAX SYSTEM IS
THAT IT IS BASED ON NET INCOME. NET INCOME IS A FIGURE ARRIVED
AT BY TAXPAYERS AND THEIR ACCOUNTANTS AND DEPENDS PRIMARILY ON
THE INGENUITY OF THE TAXPAYER'S ACCOUNTING AND INVESTMENT SYSTEM, BY ITS VERY NATURE, A NET INCOME TAX SYSTEM--WITH ITS
COUNTLESS WAYS TO REDUCE TAX LIABILITY--IS INEQUITABLE, HARD TO
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ADMINISTER, WASTEFUL IN COMPLIANCE AND OVERHEAD COSTS, AND FRUSTRATING IN ITS COMPLEXITY.
ALL OF THESE PROBLEMS COULD BE SOLVED SIMPLY BY IMPLEMENTING A TAX SYSTEM BASED ON GROSS INCOME. GIT IS JUST SUCH A
SYSTEM. IT IS FAIR, IT IS EFFICIENT, IT IS WORKABLE, AND MOST
OF ALL, IT IS ESSENTIAL IF WE ARE TO PREVENT A TAXPAYER REVOLUTION AND MASSIVE BREAKDOWN OF GOVERNMENT.
CHANGING OVER FROM THE PRESENT NET INCOME TAX (NIT) SYSTEM
TO GIT WOULD BENEFIT EVERYONE--INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSMEN, THE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, THE ENTIRE NATION.
FOR EMPLOYERS, GIT WOULD ELIMINATE AN ESTIMATED 90 PERCENT OF ALL RECORDKEEPING AND INTERNAL PAPERWORK REQUIRED
FOR INCOME TAX PREPARATION. W-2 FORMS NO LONGER WOULD BE
REQUIRED, NOR WOULD QUARTERLY REPORTS TO THE GOVERNMENT
OR MONTHLY PAYMENTS, ALL INFORMATION WOULD BE REPORTED
BUT ONCE A YEAR, LIKE ,ISE, TAXES, TOO, ALL WOULD BE PAID
AT ONE TIME,
FOR EMPLOYEES, FEW WOULD HAVE TO FILE AN INCOME TAX RETURN UNDER GIT AND NONE WOULD HAVE TO SUFFER THE FRUSTRATION OF COPING WITH INCOMPREHENSIBLE FORMS AND
INSTRUCTIONS,
FOR THE GOVERNMENT, GIT WOULD MEAN COMPLETE CONTROL OVER
HOW MUCH REVENUE IS COLLECTED, AND WHEN, AND WHAT SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC GOALS ARE REALIZED THROUGH THE TAX SYSTEM,

IN

ADDITION, THE
*

GIT

SYSTEM WOULD INSURE THAT:

EVERY TAXPAYER--WHETHER AN INDIVIDUAL OR A BUSINESS-WOULD PAY A FAIR SHARE,
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THERE WOULD BE-ABSOLUTELY NO "LOOPHOLES," WHICH ALLOW
SOME TAXPAYERS TO AVOID PRACTICALLY ALL TAXES EVEN
THOUGH THEIR INCOMES MAY BE IN THE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS,
THE GOVERNMENT WOULD COLLECT AT LEAST AS MUCH REVENUE
AS IT DOES UNDER THE PRESENT
REDUCED OVERHEAD COST,

NIT

SYSTEM, BUT AT A VASTLY

THE TAX SYSTEM NO LONGER WOULD BE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO
THE INSIDIOUS INFLATION THAT IS EATING AWAY MORE AND MORE
PROFITS AND SAVINGS EACH YEAR.
IN SHORT, GIT IS AN EQUITABLE, UNCOMPLICATED TAX SYSTEM
THAT WOULD GENERATE SUFFICIENT REVENUE TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
DRASTICALLY REDUCING THE DOLLAR, TIME, AND PAPERWORK COSTS INHERENT UNDER THE PRESENT NIT SYSTEM,

HOW WOULD GIT WORK?
UNDER THE GIT SYSTEM, MOST INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNERS (IWEs)
WOULD NOT FILE AN INCOME TAX RETURN. INSTEAD, THE IRS WOULD
COLLECT FEDERAL INCOME TAX AND FICA BY TAKING PERCENTAGE OFF THE
TOP OF THE GROSS RECEIPTS OF EACH COMPANY OR BUSINESS OPERATING
ENTITY (BOE).
ONCE A YEAR, EACH BOE WOULD SUBMIT TO THE IRS BOTH AN INCOME TAX RETURN AND AN INFORMATION RETURN. THE INCOME TAX RETURN, A COPY OF WHICH IS INCLUDED HERE, WOULD SHOW THE BOE's
GROSS RECEIPTS. THE INFORMATION RETURN WOULD SHOW HOW MANY
IWEs THE BOE HAD EMPLOYED DURING THE YEAR AND HOW MUCH IT HAD
PAID EACH EMPLOYEE. ALONG WITH THESE RETURNS, EACH BOE WOULD
SUBMIT TO THE IRS THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX IT OWED.
THIS AMOUNT WOULD BE BASED ON A PERCENTAGE OF THE BOE's GROSS
RECEIPTS. THE PERCENTAGE, WHICH WOULD BE DETERMINED BY CONGRESS,
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WOULD BE THE SAME FOR ALL BUSINESS OPERATING ENTITIES. BECAUSE
GIT WOULD BROADEN CONSIDERABLY THE CURRENT TAX BASE, THIS PERCENTAGE, OR TAX RATE, WOULD BE VERY LOW. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT
THE TAX RATE WOULD BE IN THE 4-1/2Z TO 7-1/2% RANGE. (SEE
APPENDIX.)
BASED ON THE INFORMATION IT RECEIVED FROM THE BOE, THE IRS
WOULD ALLOC .E TO EACH INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNER HIS OR HER SHARE
OF THE INCOME TAX AND FICA PAID BY THE BOE FOR WHICH HE OR SHE
WORKED. THE IRS WOULD THEN SEND EACH IWE A STATEMENT SHOWING
HOW MUCH FEDERAL INCOME TAX AND
WITH PAYING.

FICA

THEY HAD BEEN CREDITED

WHAT ABOUT DEDUCTIONS?
EACH YEAR, CONGRESS WOULD ISSUE A LIST OF ITEMS FOR WHICH
TAX CREDITS WILL BE GIVEN. CREDITS OFFERED COULD INCLUDE THOSE
FOR EMPLOYMENT (HIRING), PURCHASES OF HOMES, CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, EXPORT SALES, ENERGY SAVING MEASURES, OR VIRTUALLY
ANYTHING THAT WOULD BE ECONOMICALLY OR SOCIALLY ADVANTAGEOUS
FOR THE NATION,

A BOE WOULD CLAIM ITS TAX CREDITS
IRS EACH YEAR, THE BOE WOULD

WITH THE

ON THE TAX RETURN IT FILES
DEDUCT THE AMOUNT OF TAX

CREDITS FROM GROSS INCOME LIABILITY, SIMILAR TO THE WAY IT IS
DONE TODAY,

AN IWE WISHING TO CLAIM TAX CREDITS WOULD FILL OUT A SIMPLE
FORM AND SUBMIT IT TO THE IRS WITH APPROPRIATE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION. THE IRS THEN WOULD ISSUE THE IWE A CHECK, OR DIRECT
PAYMENT, FOR THE CREDITS CLAIMED, THUS, ONLY THOSE IWEs WISHING
TO CLAIM TAX CREDITS WOULD HAVE TO SUBMIT A FORM TO THE IRS OR
KEEP SUPPORTING RECORDS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
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WOULD ANYONE ELSE HAVE TO FILE A TAX RETURN?
AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS SELF-EMPLOYED WOULD FILE AS A BOE,
ALSO, ANY PERSON WHO RECEIVED A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF UNEARNED
INCOME WOULD FILE AS A BOE FOR THE YEAR DURING WHICH THAT INCOME WAS RECEIVED. SUCH UNEARNED INCOME, WHICH COULD INCLUDE
GIFTS, INHERITANCES, LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS, SAVINGS BANK INTEREST, ETC,, WOULD BE TAXED AT THE SAME RATE APPLICABLE TO
ALL

BOEs,

I.E.,

4-1/2%

TO

7-1/2%.

IN ADDITION, SOME HIGH-SALARIED INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNERS
WOULD BE DEFINED AS BOEs FOR TAX PURPOSES, SUCH IWEs, WHO
CLEARLY ARE SELLING THEIR EXPERTISE RATHER THAN CONTRIBUTING
SIMPLE MANUAL OR MENTAL INPUTS TO THEIR COMPANIES, ARE MORE
PROPERLY CONSIDERED BUSINESS ENTITIES. CONGRESS WOULD SET THE
SALARY LIMIT ABOVE WHICH AN IWE BECOMES A BOE, IF, SAY, THE
LIMIT IS SET AT $50,000, THE IWE WOULD FILE AS A BOE ONLY FOR
THE INCOME EARNED ABOVE $50,000, TAX ON THE SALARY UP TO
$50,000 WOULD BE ALLOCATED (AS FOR ALL IWEs) ON THF BASIS OF
THE TAX AND INFORMATION RETURNS FILED BY THE EMPLOYER.

WOULD ITBE HARD TO CHANGE-OVER FROM NIT TO GIT?
THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT IT WOULD TAKE SOME TIME FOR INDIVIDUALS AND PROPRIETORS OF BUSINESSES TO GET USED TO A TAX
SYSTEM WITHOUT SUCH INGRAINED NOTIONS AS DEPRECIATION, DEDUCTIONS, OR CAPITAL LOSS CARRYOVERS.
OF COURSE, THE REASON THESE AND OTHER DEVICES EXIST IS
BECAUSE OF THE NIT SYSTEM ITSELF. THE GIT SYSTEM DOES NOT NEED
SUCH DEVICES TO ATTAIN FAIRNESS AND EQUITY.
So, THE FIRST STEP IN CHANGING OVER FROM THE NIT SYSTEM
TO THE GIT SYSTEM IS TO UNDERSTAND THAT NO ONE WILL BE LOSING
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ANYTHING. IWEs WOULD TAKE HOME THE SAME AMOUNT OF MONEY UNDLR
GIT AS THEY DO UNDER NIT. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEIR GROSS
AND TAKE-HOME SALARIES UNDER NIT WOULD SIMPLY BECOME THEIR ALLOCATED TAX SHARE UNDER GIT.
LIKEWISE, BUSINESSES WOULD NOT LOSE ANYTHING EITHER UNDER
EVEN IF A PARTICULAR BUSINESS SHOULD END UP PAYING MORE
TAXES UNDER GITL THIS INCREASE WOULD BE MORE THAN OFFSET BY THE
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS THAT WOULD BE REALIZED IN THE YEAR-ROUND
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TAX REPORTING AND PREPARATION UNDER NIT.

GIT.

WHY SHOULD WE CHANGE FROM THE NIT SYSTEM TO THE GIT SYSTEM?
1.

GIT

WOULD REDUCE DRASTICALLY THE COMPLEXITY OF THE TAX SYS-

Ui.
COMPLEXITY IS INHERENT IN ANY TAX SYSTEM BASED ON NET INCOME. UNDER SUCH A SYSTEM, IT BECOMES THE OBJECTIVE OF ALL
TAXPAYERS--BUSINESSES AND INDIVIDUALS--TO REDUCE THEIR TAXABLE
(NET) INCOME TO THE BAREST MINIMUM.
THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY
USING SUCH DEVICES AS DEDUCTIONS, SHELTERS, ETC.
BECAUSE EVERY TAXPAYER HAS A UNIQUE TAXPAYING SITUATION,
COUNTLESS DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO MINIMIZING TAXABLE INCOME
HAVE EVOLVED OVER THE YEARS. WHILE CONGRESS HAS PASSED HUNDREDS
OF COMPLEX AMENDMENTS TO THE TAX CODE, THE IRS HAS ISSUED EVEN
MORE COMPLEX REGULATIONS--ALL IN AN ATTEMPT TO CONTROL THE
SITUATION, TO MAKE SURE THAT ONE GROUP DOES NOT BENEFIT UNDULY
AT THE EXPENSE OF ANOTHER.
BUT SO LONG AS THE TAX SYSTEM IS BASED ON NET INCOME,
CONGRESS AND THE IRS WILL NEVER, GAIN CONTROL OF THE SITUATION.
THEY WILL CONSTANTLY BE CALLED UPON TO EXTINGUISH--THROUGH YET
ANOTHER COMPLEX AMENDMENT REGULATION--WHATEVER BRUSH FIRE EXISTS AT THE TIME.
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GIT WOULD ELIMINATE TIIS NEVER-ENDING CYCLE OF UNFAIRNESS
AND COMPLEXITY, BECAUSE TAXES WOULD BE PAID RIGHT OFF THE TOP
OF GROSS INCOME, NO TAXPAYER WOULD BE TREATED PREFERENTIALLY
AND THUS NO AMENDMENTS WOULD BE NEEDED TO CORRECT INEQUITIES.
THERE SIMPLY WOULD NOT BE ANY UNDER GIT.
2.

IRE GIT SYSTEM WOULD REDUCE SIGNIFICANTLY THF ASTRONOMICAL
COSTS ASSOCIATED WiTH FEDERAL TAX COMPLIANCE AND ADMINISTRATION.
INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES, AND THE GOVERNMENT ALL WOULD REALIZE
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS UNDER GIT. BY EMPLOYING THE PRINCIPLE OF
ALLOCATION, GIT WOULD RELIEVE THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNERS FROM THE BURDENS OF FILING A FEDERAL INCOME TAX RETURN AND KEEPING TAX RECORDS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
MOREOVER, THOSE IWEs WHO CURRENTLY RELY ON A PROFESSIONAL TAX
PREPARER WOULD REALIZE SIGNIFICANT DOLLAR SAVINGS AS WELL.
THE COST OF FEDERAL TAX COMPLIANCE ALSO WOULD PLUMMET FOR
BUSINESSES UNDER GIT. BY ELIMINATING THE NEED TO COMPILE AND
REPORT DATA MONTHLY AND QUARTERLY, GIT WOULD REDUCE BUSINESS
OVERHEAD TO A FRACTION OF ITS CURRENT LEVEL.
IN ADDITION, THOSE
TAX LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS WHO CURRENTLY MUST WORK FULL-TIME
HANDLING THE TAX MATTERS OF THEIR COMPANIES COULD, UNDER GIT,
FOCUS THEIR EFFORTS INSTEAD ON THE REAL PURPOSE OF BUSINESS-CAPITAL FORMATION.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT, THE NIT SYSTEM, WITH ITS COUNTLESS PROVISIONS TO MEET EQUALLY COUNTLESS INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER SITUATIONS,
IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT AND COSTLY TO ADMINISTER. THE TRUE COST,
HOWEVER, WILL NEVER BE KNOWN BECAUSE THE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
ARE ONLY THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG. THE REALLY HUGE COSTS ARE THE
JAXES LOST BECAUSE OF LOOPHOLES. SOME SAY THAT LOOPHOLES ARE
NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH CERTAIN SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC GOALS. THE
FALLACY IN THIS STATEMENT IS THAT, UNDER THE NIF SYSTEM, ONLY
CERTAIN CLASSES OF TAXPAYERS CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE
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LOOPHOLES, SO THAT THE VAST MAJORITY OF TAXPAYERS REAP NO SOCIAL OR ECONOMIC BENEFITS.
THE GIT SYSTEM, WITH ITS SIMPLIFIED, STRAIGHT-FORWARD METHOD
FOR PROVIDING TAX CREDITS, ALSO COULD BE USED TO PROMOTE SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC GOALS, BUT WITH MUCH MORE EFFECTIVENESS AND AT A
DRASTICALLY REDUCED COST,

3. IHE GIT SYSTEM WOULD TAX INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES ON THE
BASIS OF THEIR TRUE ABILITY TO PAY. IT IS A CARDINAL DEMOCRATIC
PRINCIPLE THAT AN INCOME TAX SHOULD BE BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY.
UNDER THE PRESENT NIT SYSTEM, HOWEVER, THE GREATER ONE'S RESOURCES, OR ABILITY TO PAY, THE GREATER ONE'S ABILITY TO AVOID
TAXES. THIS IS AN INHERENT WEAKNESS IN ANY TAX SYSTEM BASED ON
NET INCOME, BECAUSE EACH INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER DETERMINES FOR HIMSELF WHAT DEDUCTIONS HE CAN TAKE. THUS, THE GREATER ONE'S RESOURCES, THE MORE LIKELY IT IS THAT TAX LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS
CAN BE HIRED TO FIND LOOPHOLES'THAT WILL MITIGATE ONE'S TAX
LIABILITY.
MOREOVER, UNDER THE PRESENT NIT SYSTEM, IT IS POSSIBLE FOR
ALMOST ANY BUSINESS TO EARN A LARGE REAL PROFIT, BUT, BECAUSE OF
VARIOUS LOOPHOLES, SHOW--AND PAY TAXES ON--ONLY A SLIGHT NlE
PROFIT. THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED, FOR INSTANCE, BY SPENDING
MOST OF THE FIRM'S PROFITS ON TAX DEDUCTIBLE ITEMS. THUS, UNDER
THE PRESENT NIT SYSTEM, IF TWO COMPANIES HAVE EQUAL GROSS RECEIPTS AND ONE SPENDS ITS PROFITS ON TAX DEDUCTIBLE BUSINESS
EXPENDITURES WHILE THE OTHER PUTS ITS PROFITS INTO THE BANK,
THE FIRST COMPANY WOULD PAY FAR LESS TAX THAN THE SECOND, DESPITE EQUAL ABILITIES TO PAY.

BY PERMITTING ONLY SOME INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES TO REDUCE THEIR TAX LIABILITIES THROUGH VARIOUS TAX DEDUCTIONS AND
PREFERENCES, THE CURRENT TAX LAWS AND REGULATIONS UNFAIRLY SHIFT
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THE BURDEN FROM ONE SEGMENT OF SOCIETY TO ANOTHER. ALL TAXPAYERS END UP SHOULDERING THE EXPENSES OF THE RELATIVELY FEW WHO
CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF TAX WRITE-OFFS.
THE GIT SYSTEM WOULD ELIMINATE ALL PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT.
EVERY IWE AND BOE WOULD PAY AN EQUAL PERCENTAGE OF TAX ON GROSS
EARNINGS. AND IN PLACE OF THE CURRENT ARBITRARY AND UNWIELDY
MISHMASH OF DEDUCTIONS, PREFERENCES, AND VARIOUS OTHER LOOPHOLES, IT WOULD BE A MORE LIMITED AND CONTROLLABLE SYSTEM OF
TAX CREDITS,

4,

GIT wOULD

GENERATE AT LEAST AS MUCH. AND PROsARLY MOE..

REVENUE AS THE PRESENT

NIT

SYSTEM.

BY ENDING ALL DEDUCTIONS,

EXCLUSIONS, SHELTERS, AND VARIOUS OTHER FORMS OF PREFERENTIAL
TREATMENT, THE GIT SYSTEM WOULD VASTLY INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF
MONEY FLOWING INTO THE FEDERAL TREASURY. NATURALLY, MUCH OF
THE EFFECT OF SUCH A GREATLY BROADENED TAX BASE WOULD BE MITIGATED BY THE SHARPLY LOWER TAX RATE THAT WOULD ACCOMPANY SUCH
A BROADENING. HOWEVER, BECAUSE THE TAX BASE WOULD BE SO BROAD
UNDER GIT, TO EFFECT EVEN A SUBSTANTIAL RISE IN REVENUE WOULD
REQUIRE BUT A MINUTE INCREASE OF THE TAX RATE.
- MOREOVER, THE GIT SYSTEM WOULD PUT AN END TO THE LOSS EACH
YEAR OF MILLIONS--IF NOT BILLIONS--OF DOLLARS THAT ESCAPE
THROUGH IMPROPER USE OF DEDUCTIONS AND OTHER TAX PREFERENCES.
UNDER THE PRESENT NIT SYSTEM, WITH EACH TAXPAYER ADOPTING-A
DIFFERENT APPROACH TO MINIMIZING THEIR TAX LIABILITY, THE IRS
CANNOT HOPE TO MONITOR TAXPAYER COMPLIANCE EFFECTIVELY. UNDER
THE GIT SYSTEM, THE SIMPLE PROCEDURE FOR CLAIMING TAX CREDITS
WOULD REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD OF TAXPAYER MISUNDERSTANDING AND
CONSEQUENT MISUSE OF A PROVISION. IN ADDITION, THE GIT SYSTEM,
BY PROVIDING FOR A TIGHTLY CONTROLLED, LIMITED NUMBER OF TAX
CREDITS, WOULD FACILITATE IRS VERIFICATION OF THEIR PROPER USE.
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MOREOVER, THE GIT SYSTEM WOULD ADD
OVERHEAD SAVINGS. WITH FEWER TAX FORMS
AND PROCESS, AND LOWER COSTS ALL AROUND
PLIANCE, GIT WOULD CONTRIBUTE TO A MORE

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN
TO PRINT, DISTRIBUTE,
FOR INSURING TAX COMABUNDANT FEDERAL COFFER.

5. THE NIT

SYSTEM IS HIGHLY INFLATIONARY, ONE OF THE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF INFLATION TODAY IS THE NIT SYSTEM, To COMPLY WITH
ALL THE TAX AND INFORMATION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR, BUSINESSES MUST INVEST HUGE SUMS FOR THE SERVICES OF
BOOKKEEPERS AND TAX ACCOUNTANTS. MOREOVER, BECAUSE THE NIT
SYSTEM IS BASED ON-NET INCOME, MOST BUSINESSES FIND IT NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN TWO DIFFERENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS. WHILE'THE
FIRST IS USED TO OPERATE THE BUSINESS FROM AN ECONOMIC STANDPOINT, THE SECOND IS USED TO OPERATE THE BUSINESS WITH AN EYE
TOWARD TAX CONSEQUENCES.
IT IS THE LATTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
THAT WILL DETERMINE, FOR EXAMPLE, WHETHER A COMPANY WILL BUY OR
LEASE PROPERTY OR EQUIPMENT, OFTEN, NUMEROUS TAX LAWYERS AND
ACCOUNTANTS ARE NEEDED TO DISCOVER AND IMPLEMENT DEVICES THAT
MAY BE USED TO LOWER A COMPANY'S TAX LIABILITY.
THE COST OF ALL THESE TAX-RELATED SERVICES IS, OF COURSE,
ADDED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE GOODS PRODUCED. BUT SINCE
NOTHING HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE INTRINSIC VALUE OF THE PRODUCT,
THE COST OF THESE SERVICES IS INFLATIONARY.
THE NIT SYSTEM IS INFLATIONARY IN ANOTHER WAY, TOO; NAMELY,
BECAUSE OF THE LARGE SUMS OF MONEY THE GOVERNMENT MUST SPEND
ADMINISTER IT.
THIS INCLUDES THE COSTS OF PR-iNTING-AND-DISTRIBUTING THE PLETHORA OF IRS TAX FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLETS AND OF MONITORING TAX COMPLIANCE--A VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE
TASK CONSIDERING THE INNUMERABLE DIFFERENT TAXPAYING SITUATIONS
OF INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES.
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UNDER THE GIT SYSTEM, TAX AND INFORMATION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WOULD BE REDUCED TO ONCE A YEAR, THEREBY REDUCING
SUBSTANTIALLY THE COSTS TO BUSINESS FOR COMPLIANCE. ADDITIONAL
SAVINGS WOULD BE REALIZED BY MAINTAINING ONLY ONE ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM. BECAUSE TAXES WOULD BE PAID BASED ON AN OBJECTIVE DETERMINATION OF GROSS INCOME--RATHER THAN A SUBJECTIVE DETERMINATION OF WHAT IS NET--COMPANIES WOULD HAVE NO NEED TO OPERATE
ON A TAX-CONSEQUENT BASIS. THUS, OVERHEAD COSTS FOR TAXRELATED EXPENSES WOULD VIRTUALLY DISAPPEAR FROM THE PURCHASE
PRICE OF GOODS AND SERVICES.
OVERHEAD COSTS FOR GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION OF THE TAX
SYSTEM ALSO WOULD TAKE A NOSEDIVE UNDER GIT. FIRST, SINCE MOST
INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNERS WOULD NOT HAVE TO FILE A RETURN, THERE
WOULD BE FEWER TAX FORMS TO PRINT, DISTRIBUTE, AND PROCESS.
MOREOVER, BECAUSE THE RETURNS FILED BY BOEs WOULD BE SIMPLE TO
FILL OUT, THE LIKELIHOOD OF AN ERROR WOULD DECREASE AND SO,
THEREFORE, WOULD-THE COST OF CORRECTING RETURNS AND COLLECTING
THE RIGHT AMOUNTS DUE. FINALLY, AUDITS WOULD BE FAR LESS TIME(AND DOLLAR-) CONSUMING UNDER GIT, BECAUSE TAXES WOULD BE PAID
ON GROSS RECEIPTS, THE NEED TO RULE ON THE LEGITIMACY OF COUNTLESS DIFFERENT KINDS OF DEDUCTIONS WOULD BE ELIMINATED.
THESE ARE ONLY SOME OF THE MANY REASONS WHY GIT MAKES
SENSE. FOR ADDITIONAL REASONS AND A MORE TECHNICAL EXAMINATION
OF THE GIT SYSTEM, PLEASE FILL OUT AND MAIL FOR4 PROVIDED.

THE UNITED STATES ENJOYS A RICHLY DESERVED WORLDWIDE REPUTATION FOR PRODUCING THE BEST MANAGERIAL TALENT OF ANY ADVANCE I)
INDUSTRIALIZED NATION. THIS IS THE COUNTRY THAT DESIGNED SYSTEMS
TO DEVELOP THE ATOMIC BOMB AND TO PUT THE FIRST MAN ON THE MOON.
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YET THIS NATION'S GOVERNMENT HAS NOT YET COME UP WITH AN EQUITABLE, RATIONAL TAX SYSTEM THAT CAN BE UNDERSTOOD BY EVERYONE.
THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT THAT CONGRESS POSSESSES THE INGENUITY
TO DESIGN A SIMPLE, RATIONAL TAX SYSTEM. ITS ABILITY YEAR AFTER
YEAR TO LEGISLATE NEW TAX LOOPHOLES FOR ONE GROUP OR ANOTHER IS
EVIDENCE OF THAT. THE TIME HAS COME, HOWEVER, FOR CONGRESS TO
APPLY THAT INGENUITY TO CREATING A SYSTEM THAT WILL TAKE THE
oOUCH" OUT OF THE TAX BITE, NOT JUST FOR SOME BUT FOR EVERYONE.
THE TWO FOLLOWING PAGES SHOW SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF THE WORK

FLOW FOR BOTH THE

NIT

AND

GIT

SYSTEMS.

FIG.

A SHOWS

THE

NIT

SYS-

TEM. IT IS QUITE EVIDENT THAT WE HAVE PRODUCED AN ADMINISTRATIVE
NIGHTMARE. NOW LOOK AT FIG. B. HERE IS THE WORK FLOW FOR GIT,
IT IS CLEAN, SIMPI.E AND PRODUCES ITS TAX REVENUES AT FAR LESS
INFLATIONARY COSTS THAN NIT.
THE NEXT SHOWS AN ILLUSTRATIVE GROSS INCOME TAX RETURN. A
STUDY OF THE BOXES SHOWN AROUND THIS FORM WILL SHOW THAT THE GIT
SYSTEM CAN ACCOMPLISH THE SAME RESULTS AS OUR PRESENT NIT SYSTEM, BUT AT MUCH LESS COST.
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APPENDIX
GIT RATES NECESSARY TO REPLACE CERTAIN CURRENT
TAX FUNCTIONS ARE GIVEN BELOW
ALL INCOME TAXES
LIMITED GIT*

ALL INCLUSIVE"*

RATE

GIT RATE

5.2%

4.38%

ALL INCOME TAXES
PLUS
SOCIAL SECURITY (INSURANCE + WELFARE)
LIMITED GIT*

ALL INCLUSIVE"*

RATE

GIT RATE

7.52%

6.13%

ALL INCOME TAXES.
PLUS
SOCIAL SECURITY (WELFARE PORTION ONLY)
LIMITED OI1T*

ALL INCLUSIVE"*

RATE

GIT RATE

5.27%

4.31%

ALL GOVERNMENT REVENUES
LIMITED 0IT*
RATE

ALL INCLUSIVE"
GIT RATE

8.82%

7.2%

* A limited GIT would exempt all wage earners having wages or salaries below
$50.000/year.
* An ALL INCLUSIVE GIT would include all wage earners as well as businesses.
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14 GOOD REASONS TO SWITCH TO GIT
1.

IT IS FAIR AND EQUITABLE TO EVERY TAXPAYING ENTITY, WHETHER
IT BE A CORPORATION, AN INDIVIDUAL BUSINESSMAN, AN INVESTOR
OR A
UAGE
EARNER.

2.

IT IS A PROGRESSIVE TAX BASED STRICTLY ON THE ABILITY TO
PAY.

3.

IT IS EASY TO ADMINISTER AND WOULD NOT MAKE TAXPAYERS DEPENDENT ON THE SUBJECTIVE AND ARBITRARY DECISIONS INHERENT
IN ANY TAX SYSTEM BASED ON NET INCOME.

4.

IT IS A TRUE AND EQUITABLE WAY FOR COMPANIES TO ACCUMULATE
CAPITAL, THIS ENCOURAGES RETAINAGE OF FUNDS FOR EXPANSION
INVESTMENT, THEREBY CREATING MORE JOBS.

5.

IT WOULD ELIMINATE THE SO-CALLED "DOUBLE TAXATION" OF CORPORATIONS, THIS WOULD AGAIN ENCOURAGE RETAINAGE OF FUNDS
FOR EXPANSION BECAUSE THERE WOULD BE NO CONFLICT BETWEEN
PAYING OUT FOR DIVIDfNDS VERSUS RETAINING MONEY FOR INTERNAL USE.

6.

IT WOULD ELIMINATE AN ESTIMATED 90% OF THE PAPER WORK FOR
(BUSINESS OPERATING ENTITIES).

BOE's
7. IT

WOULD ELIMINATE AN ESTIMATED 95% OF THE PAPER WORK FOR
(INDIVIDUAL WAGE EARNERS)--THEY WOULD NOT FILE A
YEARLY TAX RETURN.

IWE's

8.

ITWOULD ALLOW BUSINESS ENTITIES TO OPERATE ON AN ECONOMIC
BASIS RATHER THAN ON A TAX CONSEQUENT BASIS.
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9.

IT WOULD RAISE MORE REVENUE THAN OUR PRESENT "SYSTEM" ALLOWS, WITHOUT SUBSTANTIVE OBJECTIONS FROM THE GENERAL
PUBLIC.

10.

IT WOULD GIVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TO ALL BUSINESS TAXPAYERS.
LARGE FIRMS CAN EMPLOY LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS TO FIND ALL
AVAILABLE PREFERENCES UNDER THE PRESENT SYSTEM, GIT WOULD
ELIMINATE THIS DISCRIMINATION WITHOUT PENALIZING EITHER
THE LARGE OR THE SMALL COMPANY.

11,

IT WOULD PROVIDE CONGRESS MORE CONTROL OVER THE TAX SYSTEM
AND WOULD PERMIT GREATER FLEXIBILITY IN FUNDING FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND PROMOTING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC GOALS.

12.

IT WOULD INSURE THE GOVERNMENT A STEADY INFLOW OF REVENUE
AND WOULD DISCONTINUE THE CURRENT PRACTICE OF INTEREST-FREE
BORROWING FROM BUSINESSES AND EMPLOYEES.

13.

IT WOULD PROVIDE BUSINESSES AND THE GOVERNMENT THE PREDICTABILITY THEY NEED FOR EFFICIENT OFERATION.

14.

NO

LONGER WOULD ANY WAGE EARNER IN THE COUNTRY HAVE TO FILE
A FORM 1040, THUS ELIMINATING THE APRIL 15TH NATIONAL TRAUMA.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Herschensohn, do you have a specific plan,
or were you just sort of outlining the direction you feel we should
go?
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. Specific, in that the flat-rate tax floats commensurate with the budget of the United States. That would seem
to be more important than any other facet. And in doing that we
would raise the public perception that taxation is not the evil, it is
spending that is the evil, and that there are three ways in which
spending has to be taken care of: one by taxation, which as dreadful as it is, is at least honest; one by inflation, which is dishonest;
and one by thievery, which should be illegal, which is the national
debt.
The CHAIRMAN. Just from the standpoint of interest in whatever
we finally may do, whether it is a floating or flat rate or a bumpy
flat rate, or whatever, as I understand, there is a great deal of citizen interest in California. You are a commentator on a TV program there, and I assume you have had a number of opportunities
to discuss it with taxpayers and others. Is there a great deal of interest?
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. Senator, tremendous. I don't know of any
issue, whether it be anything in foreign affairs or domestic, that
has created as much viewer and listener interest and enthusiasm
as has this.
I brought, just for your information, a bag full of letters and
postcards, I would say 99 percent of which advocate a flat-rate tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Is California generally that far ahead? The percentage is higher there than it is elsewhere,
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. California is always that far ahead, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are sort of leading the charge again? That's
interesting.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But I do know, in fact, I participated iii a couple
of talk shows.
Do you really think when you say "flat rate"-you are probably
more specific on the air-does the term "flat rate' really tell anybOdr very much?
ff. HERSCHENSOHN. Yes, it does.
The CHAIRMAN. You have so many variations, and people still
call it flat rate.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. I recognize that, but I am not advocating
any of the variations. I am advocating flat and floating-fiscal year
to fiscal year.
The CHAIRMAN. Flat
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN.

and floating rate?

A flat rate for all citizens, all taxpayers, of
the United States. That percentage is decided by the forthcoming
budget, the forthcoming fiscal year budget.
The

CHAIRMAN.

But no deductions, no exemptions?

Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. Nothing. Flat.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you see that as maybe unfairly benefiting
upper income and penalizing middle income?

Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. No; I don't. No; I don't.

I feel this way, Senator, that anyone has the right to pursue
whatever ambition they want. And if someone's ambition is to
become a millionaire, that's just fine if that's what that person
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wants to be. My ambition was in part to be a television commentator. I don't want the Government coming and saying, "Look, you
have a 3-minute commentary every night we are going to take a
minute and a half away and give it to some other people who don't
have that benefit." And those of you who are Senators, I'm sure
you don't want the Government saying, "Look, you have a 6-year
term; we are going to take 3 pears away and give it to those pople
who don't have that benefit. You worked for it, you should have
it. And I feel that way about those who feel thaf their ambition is
to make money. Fine. Let them.
The CHAIRMAN. I wouldn't quarrel with that, except I think now
maybe the Tax Code may unfairly help some of those people up the
ladder while others are not helped.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. But a flat one would not do that. I agree
with you, there is no question, there are all kinds of shelters and
exclusions and credits, and so on. This would eliminate them.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?

Senator

BRADLEY.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to thank the panel, each of whom I thought gave
some very interesting testimony. In particular I would like to say
to Mr. Herschensohn that I think you have your finger on a very
important point there; that is, accountability for what we spend.
I would suggest that we could send you some materials on the
pay-as-you-go budget, which some of us proposed in various amendments, which would simply say that if you are going to spend more
money, you have got to tell people where the tax revenues are
going to come from. You would institutionalize that with the floating rate, but I think we're heading in the same direction in trying
to provide maximum accountability of Government to the people
themselves. So I think yours is very interesting testimony.
Thank you.
Mr. HERSCHENSOHN. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Jones, is there any country in the world
that such a tax system as yowhave suggested has been tried?
Mr. JoNEs. Well, I think Hong Kong, which is not a country but
a crown colony, is Where I understand Mr. Hall's and Mr. Rabushka's idea started. They have a gross income type tax system.
But we also have a possession of the United States, the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas. They have a gross income tax
[GIT] over there today, and their General Counsel called me one
day wanting to know what progress I was making, because the Internal Revenue Service or the Treasury is about to impose the IRC
on them, and they are kicking and screaming over there-they
don't want it. They want to keep it their way.
I would suggest that might be a good way to enter into a system
like GIT, because they are outside of our normal economy. We
could continue and modify their system just slightly to make it
equal to the system that I am advocating here, and get some really
good data for transition's sake.
Senator GRASSLEY. You partially answered my next question
when you said that that's one place to look for transitional experience. But have you given any thought to getting from where we
are today to what you suggest and how soon that can be done?
Let's suppose that we had the votes to do it and it could be done
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today, how long a period of transition would you advise? Is this
something where you end our current system December 31 and institute the new system immediately?
Mr. JONES. Well, you couldn't do that. That would be too traumatic. I have done a lot of thinking on that, and I would say take a
5-year period, and let companies report either way, either under
the old system or the new system. That would give them an opportunity to break down these built-in shelters that they have now
and phase in to the GIT system. My own company could start the
day after tomorrow, but I think it would take about a 5-year transition period.
Senator GRASSLEY. That's all the questions I have, and I'm the
-last member of the panel.
Mrs. DAVIS. May I ask something, Senator?
I think, too, that one way that this really would work is my idea
to exclude everything; because if you start to make one exception
or one exemption, then-the lobbyists for everyone else are going to
say, "Why them? Why not us?" It has to be an all-or-nothing proposition, and if the public gets reeducated on this on a gradual basis,
I think it is going to work.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you all for your contribution.
The meeting is recessed until tomorrow at 10.
Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:39 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene Thursday, September 30, 1982, at 10 a.m.]
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